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Abstract 

The COVID-19 pandemic has drawn attention to the importance of physical activity to 

address wider issues surrounding various aspects of physical and mental health. Access to 

facilities has been shown to be an important contributory factor influencing sports 

participation rates. At the same time organisations such as Sport Wales have, as one of their 

primary remits, the need to reduce inequalities in take-up by encouraging increased sports 

participation amongst young women, ethnic minority groups and those living in 

disadvantaged areas. The aim of this thesis is to contribute to such debates by developing an 

open-source GIS infrastructure that enables researchers within national sporting bodies to 

investigate patterns of spatial accessibility to sports facilities in Wales. Whilst there is a 

growing literature on the use of network-based approaches to measure access to facilities 

and services, there has been less emphasis on examining inequalities in access to sporting 

infrastructure and even fewer studies that have incorporated multi-modal approaches to 

encompass active modes of transport. Recent developments in open-source computer science 

technologies, when combined with the availability of innovative accessibility approaches 

based on floating catchment area (FCA) tools, hold promise in this regard. The thesis 

describes how such tools were developed in close collaboration with researchers in Sport 

Wales and Welsh Gymnastics, and applied to real world operational tasks, to examine spatial 

patterns of accessibility. The proposed infrastructure is described in more detail before the 

use of such approaches are investigated in a range of scenarios using the combination of a 

relatively new database of sporting facilities and open data sets describing alternative modes 

of transport.  Contributions to knowledge include technical advances concerning the use of 

open-source, web-based geospatial technologies to compute spatial accessibility across all 

forms of service provision for different transport opportunities. This includes the 

development of a user-friendly interface that enables those less experienced in the use of 

GIS approaches to investigate the potential for FCA approaches to examine the implications 

of future planning decisions regarding the nature of sporting infrastructure. Feedback was 

obtained at all stages of the research to ensure the IT framework has been fully evaluated 

and tuned to the needs of these organisations. Finally, conclusions are drawn on the overall 

potential for such tools and avenues for further research that could advance such findings 

are presented. 
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Chapter 1.   Introduction 

 

1.1    Chapter outline 

This chapter introduces the main topics and themes for the thesis that centre around the 

concepts of spatial accessibility. This then leads to the description of the research aims, 

objectives and its contribution to discourse. There are two primary research areas.  

Firstly, there is a study within the subject of spatial accessibility including its development 

and use within spatial analysis. The concept of spatial accessibility is a relatively well-

established research area but one that is being continually advanced given new technological 

developments in data and software design.   

The second research area is based on the technological tools and solutions available to help 

apply the proposed accessibility models. Most of these tools relate to the implementation of 

elements that allow for the computation of spatial data and components but vary in terms of 

availability or adaptability to specific systems. The remainder of the thesis will focus on 

using a wide range of available methods to help improve our understanding of accessibility 

through spatial analysis.  

This chapter also briefly outlines the policies of Sport Wales, Welsh Gymnastics and the 

Welsh Government that provides the backdrop for this research and describes previous 

research conducted at the University of South Wales that underpins the research, 

development and advancements presented within this thesis both around accessibility 

research in general and in the specific application of models to understand spatial variations 

in access to sporting infrastructure. 

 

1.2    Research target audience clarification 

Although the body of research described in this thesis aims to contribute towards the 

literature within the spatial accessibility field, the research has also been conducted with 

specific users in mind. These users include those likely to benefit from adopting such 

techniques within their field of study or within their position within the organisation. The 

project is also aimed at policy makers within organisations with responsibilities for planning 
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and provision of services. Due to the funding of the PhD, contributed partially by Sport 

Wales, policy makers within the sporting organisation that provide services and facilities to 

the public are the target audience of end users of the overall solution developed within the 

thesis. The services provided by Sport Wales and other similar sporting organisations, can 

be facility buildings, where specific sporting activities are held or services within existing 

buildings where new sporting opportunities are held. The purpose of this work is to improve 

our understanding of accessibility to sport in Wales to both understand current levels of 

accessibility and guide further improvements to the sporting infrastructure. 

There are existing implementations of measuring accessibility tools that are introduced in 

Chapter 2, Section 2.8.1. These tools are aimed at individual users who are more likely to 

want to know their local opportunities within a catchment area rather than gauge current 

levels of accessibility to sporting facilities within the geographic area. The solutions Sport 

Wales wish to investigate should be able to assess equality of access and meet the company’s 

policies and aims described in Section 1.6. References to the users are described throughout 

in addition to the methods used to receive feedback from Sport Wales and organisations they 

collaborate with.  

 

1.3    Accessibility to sporting facilities 

The term spatial accessibility is used to describe the ease in which a member of the 

population, or a group of people from a geographic area, can reach another location of 

significance which usually involves taking advantage of the services located at that site 

(Wang 2007). The research area of spatial accessibility, and its concepts revolving around 

the best way in which it can be measured, has been a key topic within spatial analysis and 

geography literature for several decades.  There is a large literature base regarding the 

conceptualisation, measurement, and implication of applying a wide range of accessibility 

models in areas such as healthcare, childcare services, employment opportunities, schooling, 

and transport networking (Bao & Deng, 2011; Barbieri & Jorm, 2019; Fransen, Neutens, De 

Maeyer, & Deruyter, 2015; Langford, Fry, & Higgs, 2012; Narboneta & Teknomo, 2013). 

Such studies have tended to propose enhancements to existing accessibility models that have 

taken advantage of new computational tools and the availability of new digital sources of 

service- and demand-side data as well as the ever-expanding availability of data relating to 
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network infrastructure and public transport availability. The most relevant developments that 

relate to this particular study are described in the literature review, Section 2.7.  

In Wales, as in other countries, the national governing body of sport has always had as one 

of its primary remits the overarching aim of ensuring that all population groups have 

equitable access to both sporting facilities and the sporting opportunities that arise within 

them (Price et al. 2021). The work presented within this thesis is aimed at developing models 

of accessibility to sporting facilities that enable a wider understanding of spatial variations 

in access to sporting infrastructure that can help support these policies. There have been 

several attempts at measuring accessibility to sport facilities (see for example, Karusisi et al. 

2013; Cereijo, et al. 2019; Shrestha, et al., 2019; Billaudeau, et al., 2011; Higgs et al 2015).  

These are discussed in more detail in Section 2.7 to highlight the types of techniques that 

have been applied previously and that can provide the context for the type of approach 

advocated in this PhD study.  

One of the key objectives of this research is to provide a means of understanding accessibility 

patterns for those sections of the community who may not have access to private means of 

transport.  A common assumption of many accessibility studies is that such individuals can 

travel via means of private transport such as car. Often these studies do not consider the 

likelihood of car availability within households or those groups reliant on alternative modes 

of transportation. In addition to these types of concerns, the age range of particular service 

users heavily dictates the types of transport modes used to access services or those 

potentially available to facility users and therefore the constraints on the likely distances that 

can be travelled to reach these services. This is particularly relevant for those accessing 

sporting opportunities as different age ranges are likely to take part in different sports. This 

was shown by a survey undertaken by the Office for National Statistics and the Welsh 

Government (Office for National Statistics & Welsh Government, 2016–2017).  This is one 

of the many gaps within the literature described Chapter 2 of the thesis that provides the 

wider context for the approach taken in this study to enhance the way in which access to 

sporting facilities can be measured and understood.  

This thesis aims to contribute to the research literature by developing a new method of 

collecting and processing the necessary variables that are required for the implementation of 

spatial accessibility models that incorporate multi-modal approaches that can be used to 

explore inequalities in geographic accessibility to a wider range of services. 
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1.4    Sport Wales policies 

This research is part funded by Sport Wales and Welsh Government with the over-arching 

aim to investigate methods of enhancing our understanding of accessibility to sport facilities 

in Wales. Sport Wales is a national organisation responsible for developing and promoting 

sport and physical activity in Wales (Sport Wales 2021). Sport Wales is also a main advisor 

to the Welsh Government on sport and related policies including those aimed at aiding and 

supporting its strategic priorities through the “Vision for Sport in Wales” and the “Sport 

Wales Strategy” policy documents. Therefore, most of its funds are received from the Welsh 

Government. They also receive additional funds from National Lottery Grants.  

One of Sport Wales’s main policy goals is to provide equal access to sporting facilities across 

Wales. Grants from the Welsh Government and the National Lottery enable Sport Wales to 

invest in grassroots sport through their community grant schemes. They aim to deliver 

services to communities with traditionally low levels of sporting participation alongside 

providing elite athletes with the services they require to compete on the world stage. Sport 

Wales wishes to provide the benefits of sport to everyone with aims of contributing to the 

Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act (Future Generations Wales 2021).   

According to Sport Wales (Sport Wales Media Centre, 27th May 2020), within recent times, 

research has suggested that the lockdowns implemented throughout Wales have had a big 

impact on uptake of physical activity in Wales. It suggests that the gap between those who 

are active and inactive within these activities in Wales has worsened. A survey carried out 

by Savana ComRes (Savana ComRes 2021) on behalf of Sport Wales found that even though 

the overall levels of physical activity have not shifted, there are around 34% of adults doing 

more activities and 33% stating they are doing less but there are noticeable changes within 

demographic groups. Their results show that adults from lower socio-economic backgrounds 

are doing less ratio-wise than those with higher socio-economic backgrounds. There was 

also a clear divide among children. As lockdowns ease and more sport facilities can open it 

is important that people should have access to encourage those already taking part, to 

continue taking part in sporting activities, or those are not currently taking part do so. There 

are also other surveys and statistics that have helped guide Sport Wales policies such as 

(Sport Wales Media Centre, October 2020) that showed those who are over 55 in Wales were 

more likely to say they were doing less exercise than before the pandemic and that they have 
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the biggest decline in adults doing exercise five or more times a week. They plan on finding 

ways in which they can encourage these age groups to partake in sport or physical activities.  

Sport Wales receives funding from the Welsh Government and the National Lottery. During 

the COVID-19 pandemic, they received a sum of £4 million to help as a lifeline fund. This 

was called the “Be Active Wales Fund” (Sport Wales Media Centre, 7th July 2020) and its 

purpose was to support the community clubs and organisations hit badly due to closures. 

Another recent funding package for Sport Wales was the “Sport and Leisure Recovery Fund” 

to help support the ongoing challenges during 2020 and provide longer-term sustainability 

of their facilities and opportunities (Sport Wales Media Centre, 17th September 2020).  

Emergency funding was continuously spent to aid clubs and accessibility solutions will help 

decide where the allocated funds would go to cause the least impact on lowering 

accessibility. Even after conditions such as these, where the infrastructure is currently 

running less efficiently, Sport Wales will continuously work on improving the sport access 

across Wales. 

 

1.5    Welsh Gymnastics policies 

Welsh Gymnastics (Welsh Gymnastics 2021) have supplied data to be used as an example 

sporting infrastructure for the duration of the project to help meet the goals in their policies 

and improve accessibility to their facilities across Wales (Welsh Gymnastics Strategy 2021). 

One of the main policies within Welsh Gymnastics is the “Gymnastics for all” policy (Welsh 

Gymnastics Equality 2021), which is the aim to work with clubs to create opportunities for 

all the individuals and communities regardless of age, ability, or background within the 

sport. The aim is to promote health and wellbeing throughout Wales and build the physical 

confidence within their target audiences. The promises made by Welsh Gymnastics goals 

involves leading clubs to be inclusive to provide gymnastics and reflect the diversity of life 

in Wales.  

Another policy is to achieve the advanced level of equality in sport by including available 

support for those with disabilities with the help of Disability Sport Wales. They wish to 

develop and expand the successful projects and best practice in areas across Wales and target 

the population that are hard-to-reach groups. They currently aim to help women and girls 

from black and minority ethnic communities as a priority. Finally Welsh Gymnastics aim to 

offer more accessible and affordable gymnastics in areas of poverty in Wales to maintain a 
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strong gymnastics provision within Wales. It is these policies that have led to the research 

based within the thesis, that aims in helping with their policies by providing a way in which 

they can access services across Wales, with transportation of their choice with targeted 

groups of the population.  

Therefore, the research presented within this study, is aimed at providing a means of aiding 

evaluation of current levels of accessibility and providing a solution for planning and 

provision of the sporting facilities and opportunities for organisations with policies like Sport 

Wales and Welsh Gymnastics. 

 

1.6    Aims and objectives 

The main themes contemplated in the literature focus upon the existing research within the 

fields of spatial analysis, geospatial information systems and computer science, alongside 

how each of these themes can be applied to the measurement of spatial accessibility, 

particularly in the context of investigating access to sporting facilities and opportunities 

across Wales. These themes have led to the development of the overall arching aim for this 

thesis:  

To develop and explore an alternative method of collecting and processing the 

necessary variables required for measuring accessibility, that can be applied to any 

desired model and be used in collaborative projects on planning and provision of 

services in sport.  

The work within this thesis presents a straightforward yet efficient method of collecting the 

variables required for most modern accessibility models, followed by the processing of said 

models. The work uses a range of open-source software and open data that can be adapted 

to any service provision.  Furthermore, the exploration of the accessibility measurement 

solution will provide fresh and innovative conceptions alongside a greater understanding of 

accessibility to sporting facilities.  

The development of an alternative infrastructure for calculating spatial accessibility to 

services that are point location based is justified for the following reasons. Accessibility 

measurements often follow a more advanced approach that takes into consideration the many 

forms of transportation widely available to the population. The manner in which transport 

distances and times are measured, which are key variables for all accessibility models, has 
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been the subject of a significant research effort in recent years which have seen the 

implementation of such models within an open-source environment. The importance of 

multi-modal accessibility within advanced models such as the two-step floating catchment 

area (a form of gravity model) was described by Mao and Nekorchuk (2013), but their 

solution lacked the practicality of public transport fixed routes and timetabling. Other 

methods and the development of these models are discussed in Section 2.7. The accessibility 

model used within this thesis is based on the approach described in Langford et al (2016) 

which describes the use of multi-modal transport approach with a two-step floating 

catchment area framework. The research described in this thesis develops and improves on 

this model by implementing an infrastructure that allows for network consistency, one of the 

key problems with obtaining public transport distances. Road network and bus network 

consistency is a key element in assuring all modes of transport have less of an unbalanced 

calculation due to differences within road networks. Examples of such cases include the 

difference between OpenStreetMap (OSM) (OpenStreetMap 2021) and OS Highways (ONS 

2021) where road network “completeness” determines the pathing of the routing engine and 

would affect the routing algorithms results regardless of the mode of transport. A road or 

path present within one dataset and not present in the other would produce unfair results 

when comparing the resulting distances and generated. Ideally the most complete and higher 

detailed road would be used but this body or research provides evidence of where the current 

availability is in terms of open-source and open-data alternatives. The approach outlined in 

this thesis should provide a useful alternative, with higher road network consistency than 

those presented in the literature.  

As stated previously in Section 1.4, Sport Wales, like many other organisations that are 

responsible for development and promoting sport and physical activity, are funded by the 

Welsh Government, and are provided additional funds by the National Lottery. Therefore, 

the solution within the thesis will be based around providing an alternative to the other costly 

services available that could be used to obtain the necessary variables within the accessibility 

models. Along with the positive impact on reduction of costs, there are several other 

advantages to using open-source alternatives and solutions. The first of these advantages are 

the customisability of the tools and how they are adapted into the systems. Most modern 

open-source GIS applications and software follow a standard approach, described in Section 

3.5 that allows each one to parse data seamlessly across the systems. The second advantage 

to using free and open-source software is the ability to produce functionality and system 
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fixes without needing to wait for patch or version update. These are just a few of the 

advantages but they come with limitations that the user must also be aware of such as the 

availability of reliable open data that the software requires to operate. Most of these 

advantages and disadvantages are covered throughout the thesis highlighting the 

requirements and application of such tools. The summary of using the selected Free Open-

Source Software (FOSS) solutions and the challenges that arise within the infrastructure 

along with any future adaptations that are essential to advance the work provided in this 

thesis are described in Section 9.5.  

In addition to the requirements of keeping the system cost effective along with the 

customisability and the ability to provide fixes and advancements relatively quickly in 

comparison to the propriety software, the system requires the use of a web-based 

environment. Sport Wales often collaborates with other sporting organisations and 

governing bodies that provide opportunities across Wales. This collaborative effort requires 

an infrastructure that works across the internet as it allows the organisations to plan the 

provision of services while off site. Again, similarly to the benefits of opensource software, 

there are additional benefits to using the web-based solution including those concerned with 

the maintenance of the software by multiple users and the fact that the solution will only be 

required to be maintained on an individual machine that can be accessed. This relieves the 

burden of installing software and maintaining datasets across any machine that the 

organisation would use while assessing accessibility. Other examples of the benefits of this 

approach are described elsewhere in the thesis and summarised in the final concluding 

chapter (Section 9.1).  

The infrastructure presented within this thesis also requires an interface that will allow non-

GIS experts to use the proposed solution as efficiently as possible by hiding any complexity 

that would likely make the use of such a system difficult. During the project, there was 

ongoing communication with Sport Wales and one of its associated sporting organisation 

partners, Welsh Gymnastics.  This collaboration provided the knowledge required to create 

an interface that would be acceptable via essential feedback. This was required as such 

organisations are likely to use such a system and would provide additional information that 

would need to be considered throughout the project. The user interface development process 

and decisions are outlined within Chapter 5. Discussions and evaluations on the user 

interface from the feedback from both organisations are presented in Section 8.8.   
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1.6.1    Summary of project aims 

The conditions create a structure that must be considered while developing the innovative 

method of measuring accessibility. The requirements can be summed up into four aims that 

address the overarching aim concerned with measuring accessibility within the sporting 

geography environment:  

1) To provide a cost-effective method of measuring accessibility that allows 

organisations that provide a service with limited funds and resources with an 

alternative to propriety software while allowing for complete customisation for each 

sport’s goals and requirements. Cost effectiveness would be measured by impact on 

costs for licencing of data and software if it is required. Ideally the solution would 

be free.  

2) To develop an infrastructure that allows for the investigation of spatial variations in 

accessibility from any machine capable of connecting to the internet to encourage 

collaboration between relevant organisations and which does not require the user to 

implement and maintain datasets, road networks and other data.   

3) To implement a geospatial information system capable of evaluating accessibility 

and employs modern / efficient accessibility models that incorporates as many 

alternative modes of transportation as possible by utilising various modern 

computing practices. This must be done with a suitable method of adapting a public 

transport network, with accurate distances and times on the fixed road networks.  

4) To develop a web-based interface for the operators who are likely to use such a 

system within the sporting organisations, based on essential feedback and 

suggestions provided by researchers in Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics. 

 

1.6.2    Project objectives 

To reach the aims set out within this chapter, the project undertook several objectives. Each 

objective within the project is addressed in subsequent chapters including a wider discussion 

and evaluation of the degree to which each of these objectives have been met during this 

research.   
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The detailed objectives within this project involve: 

a) Summarising the literature around the conceptualisation and implementation of both 

spatial and aspatial measurements of accessibility. Both within the wider research 

area of accessibility to private and public services and a detailed investigation of their 

use in measuring access to sporting facilities.   

b) Investigating a suitable method of implementing the system into an open-source 

environment across the internet.  

c) Following the investigation, another objective is to test and develop open-source 

software, IDKs, APIs that will enable the system to work efficiently while keeping 

the solution costs low and highly customisable.  

d) Developing a web-based solution that allows users to access the accessibility 

measurement tool in distributed framework. This web-based tool will be developed 

while working with Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics to create a suitable interface 

that will be used by such organisations.  

e) Using the infrastructure to assess current levels of accessibility with the unique key 

datasets provided by Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics.  

The infrastructure solution has been evaluated through a series of scenario tests using the 

data provided by Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics.  The results from these series of tests 

will provide evidence on how this study adds to the literature along with how it can be 

adapted into an efficient way of measuring accessibility to the services. Table 7-1 within 

Section 7.1 illustrates the different tests conducted using the solution. 

 

1.7    Thesis publication 

A paper was published that contained some of the research within this thesis which is 

referenced occasionally as Price et al., (2021). The paper was published within the journal 

“Transactions in GIS”, an academic international journal that is peer-reviewed and contains 

research on advances and best practices within the area of spatial science. The purpose of 

the paper was to provide the contribution from the early stages of the project. There are 

noticeable differences between how much information of the research area is contained 

within the paper compared to this thesis. The thesis also contains greater information on the 
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design and development of the solution, along with greater evaluation of the application of 

the solution within the subject of sport and other areas of research (i.e., Road network 

planning). Several aspects of the further research within paper have been implemented since. 

Each introduction contains a brief description on how much of each chapter was published 

and what was not present during the paper.  

 

1.8    Thesis structure 

This section describes the structure of the thesis and each chapter it contains. The thesis 

comprises nine chapters, with this first chapter outlining the aims of the research and 

describing the contents of the thesis and the final chapter concluding the outcomes and 

summarising research covered along with any areas of further work that could follow on 

from this analysis. Within the thesis there are several inter-related sections that cover specific 

topics; so, for example the first section is the literature review that explores the research 

around the available accessibility models along with the available technological tools that 

can be used. Much of this material is presented in Chapters 2 and 3. The second section 

covers the design and development of the web-based open-source solution based around the 

findings of the literature review and is made up of Chapters 4 and 5. The third and final 

section is the application of the solution along with the discussion, evaluation, and the 

conclusions. This is made up of Chapters 6, 7 and 8.  

Chapter 2 outlines the summarises the current state of knowledge regarding the measurement 

of accessibility and the implementation of models used to identify inequalities in service 

provision.  The chapter begins by describing the accessibility models that are used 

throughout the different studies; each model is described before the advantages and 

limitations of each approach is described both in relation to general service provision 

literature and in relation to those studies that have investigated access to sporting 

infrastructure. The chapter also covers literature around the use of web-based and open-

source tools in such studies before gaps in the literature are discussed that provided a 

direction for the approach taken in the remainder of the thesis.  

Chapter 3 is concerned with describing the functionality of each of the alternative means of 

collecting and processing the types of datasets required in measuring accessibility. Each of 

the API’s advantages and limitations are discussed. The first set of open-source tools 

evaluated and discussed is the wide range of existing routing planners which are the key 
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tools in obtaining the distances and times to be used in the calculation. This is followed by 

the web-mapping tools such as the APIs that allow interactive maps to be published to a web 

page. The final section in the web mapping tools covers the availability of databases which 

would house the necessary spatial databases and enable the necessary spatial calculations to 

be made. The chapter also contains information on many languages and system structures 

that could be used to bridge together the various components in a system. The available 

combinations of languages and libraries such as HTML, JavaScript and CSS are described 

in detail supplying the foundation of how information is parsed between components in a 

system. Each section contains a summary of the libraries and APIs used within the system.  

Chapter 4 begins by taking account the literature and findings within Chapter 3 after 

investigating suitable and efficient software solutions for the numerous components within 

the infrastructure and how they are applied to create the solution. The structure of the spatial 

database is described, along with all its necessary schemas, tables, and layout to parse and 

process the accessibility model. The key routing engine, OpenTripPlanner (OTP) 

(OpenTripPlanner 2021) is described before introducing how it interacts with the rest of the 

system and provides a crucial variable within all accessibility models. The final component 

outlined is the webserver which contains the necessary information on how the web pages, 

PHP scripts and images are stored and processed after the user has sent the information via 

the web interface. With each component described, the chapter then introduces the workflow 

of how the system is used, and which order the components operate in. There is a key 

diagram (Figure 4-1) in which shows the overall infrastructure of the solution along with 

each of its components and which parts parse data to one another. The various interactions 

between the components that take place within the system are described along with the forms 

of technology used in terms of languages or formatting. This chapter closes with a summary 

of the implementation along with any difficulties or limitations that have occurred during 

the research study.  

The fifth chapter describes the approach taken to design the user interface. The prototype 

development interfaces are shown to provide details on changes that were made following 

feedback from those users who would be likely use the system. These changes are both 

functional and visual to aid in user-friendliness and efficiency in measuring accessibility 

using parameters inputted into the models. Each of the functions of the workflow are 

separated into different use interfaces and are referred to as web pages that include HTML 

documents within the webserver. Further detail on how the HTML documents are 
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constructed can be found in Section 3.9.3. Critical assessment and evaluations with the 

interface are made in response to the discussions that took place with colleagues in Sport 

Wales and Welsh Gymnastics.  

Chapter 6 contains the application of the infrastructure using the sporting facilities provided 

by Welsh Gymnastics as a testing supply service side to the accessibility calculations. The 

data held within the database for the sport supply side variables and the geographic populated 

area centroid variables is outlined, providing basic datasets that have been used within the 

development and application of the solution. Section 6.4 is an initial running test which 

provides a guide or walkthrough of how the system is used and produces a base set of 

accessibility results that are used to be compared with results within the potential 

accessibility measurements. The base set is crucial to show current levels of accessibility in 

the available sports supply service locations. 

Chapter 7 contains the various tests that were applied with the system infrastructure using 

datasets prepared and provided by sports organisations. There are a total of five test cases 

that are applied, each with a purpose to provide evidence of the potential use of the solution 

when measuring current levels of accessibility and additionally measuring potential access 

to services under different “what if” scenarios. The test descriptions provide a background 

and purpose for how the system would be used to address real-world operational issues 

within these sports organisations. The first test within Section 7.2 allows for a comparison 

of current and previous road network configurations. As this project was being developed 

over a span of three years, it was possible to run data on two separate time slices, the first 

being August 2019 when the first dataset was obtained for development, and a current dataset 

(May 2021) for comparison. These two datasets are used to provide a comparison of 

accessibility scores using the changes that have taken place in public transport timetables. 

The second test in Section 7.3 investigates the implications of making changes to supply-

side parameters within the models. The third and fourth tests examine a series of “what-if” 

scenarios where potential accessibility is measured by the implementation of new facilities 

or removal of current facilities based on the conditions being met by the planners (Sections 

7.4 and 7.5). The fifth and final test (Section 7.6) is based on the application of road network 

changes that were implemented during the COVID-19 pandemic focusing on the city of 

Cardiff, Wales. This test shows the adaptability of the solution and how it can be used by 

GIS experts within different areas such as road network and transport planning.  
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The eighth chapter includes a discussion and evaluation of the findings from the research 

project. This chapter builds on the scenario testing described in the previous chapter by 

addressing how the research has addressed some of the gaps in the existing literature. It also 

outlines any drawbacks of the approach adopted and identifies areas that could be the basis 

for further research in this area.  This is done by reflecting on each of the aims and objectives 

in turn and by examining the extent to which the overall aims of the thesis have been met.  

Chapter 9 reviews the final concluding statements that have surfaced from conducting this 

research. Throughout the thesis there are suggestions for further work that could follow on 

from this study. This is summarised in the closing chapter to identify promising new areas 

of work that can extend this research in the future.   
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 Review of literature 

 

2.1    Chapter outline 

This chapter provides a review of the existing literature on the variety of topics that will be 

discussed throughout the thesis. There are several fundamental themes that are covered 

within this literature review. These themes range from the theoretical side of accessibility 

and its calculations to the computer science technology that is currently available to aid in 

the construction of a tool or solution to perform these calculations such as ways in which 

distances and journeys are calculated. This chapter is based on one of the first objectives 

set out within Section 1.6 and focuses on the recent literature around general accessibility 

and focuses on the area of sporting facilities access.  

The first key topic reviewed will be on the theme of aspatial and spatial accessibility, 

particularly as it informs ways of enhancing our understanding of accessibility to public 

services. As this thesis is based on the means of measuring accessibility within the context 

of sports facilities, this chapter will also provide a review of extant literature on the 

measurement of accessibility within sport and sport organisations. Although this is the 

main research area that will be covered, other organisations and service supplies will be 

reviewed with the intent of comparing the differences and highlighting key differences or 

requirements between these services.   

Price et al, (2021) covered several research areas and literature within this chapter, 

including several of the publications within accessibility. The paper, however, was aimed 

at the technical side of the application of the solution, therefore the main research area 

covered was the open-source tools and data used throughout the project. 

The topics presented within this chapter will mirror the types of themes highlighted in the 

remainder of the thesis to address the aims and objectives set out in Chapter 1.  
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2.2    Spatial Accessibility  

The first objective set out in the introduction (Section 1.6.1), guided the direction of the 

work presented in this thesis and included investigating the literature around the wide 

variety of accessibility models with different levels of accuracy and elements included. 

This section of the literature review covers the various models proposed within studies 

throughout the research area of spatial accessibility. Before proceeding with the literature 

review it is important to understand the concept of spatial accessibility. The term spatial 

accessibility is used to describe the ease in which a member of the population, or several 

people from a specified geographic location can reach another geographic point of interest. 

This is with the intent of taking advantage of a given service at the geographic location of 

interest (Wang 2007, Bao and Deng 2011) which could include service supply points such 

as hospitals, gyms, banks, day-care, schools etc. The accessibility metric may also include 

time-based accessibility measures that examine the degree to which people can access 

supply points such as hospitals, fire stations, schools etc within   allocated time slots.  

The key concepts behind accessibility and how best to interpret accessibility and measure 

it has been a key topic discussed within quantitative geography literature for several 

decades.  The discussion on accessibility has examined the use of measures in a wide 

variety of application areas, that include areas of interest such as employment 

opportunities, transport network improvement, disaster aid, healthcare, school provision, 

and sport (e.g., Bao and Deng 2011, Barbieri and Jorm 2019, Fransen et al. 2015, Langford 

et al. 2012, Narboneta and Teknomo 2013, Billaudeu et al. 2011).  This large variety of 

literature covering different subject areas have led to the discussion of different ways in 

which accessibility can be measured, including different models used or variables that are 

needed to measure accurately as possible.   

 

2.3    Aspatial accessibility 

In addition to the spatial elements associated with measuring accessibility, such as the 

inclusion of modes of transport, catchment areas and transport types, there are several other 

aspatial elements that could impact on accessibility levels including those used to gauge 

the quality of service provision. There are distinctive differences between these two 

categories of accessibility. Spatial access is conditioned by a distance variable within space 
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where the accessibility measurements have the most direct geographic manifestation 

whereas aspatial access refers to non-geographic barriers that impact on social access 

(Khan 1992).  This is referred to as the supply side volume capacities, that are used to break 

down and classify the service at that location.  

For example, if we take the football pitches in Wales, and classify them as a size, or number 

of pitches at that location that would reflect the capacity volume. However, if we were then 

to take these pitches and evaluate if they have flood lights or not, this is one step further 

that qualifies the quality of the pitch and how accessible it is. Flood lights are used during 

the hours of the evening when the facility is still open, but it is dark. If there are no flood 

lights, the pitch is now unusable at specific times of day which then leads to the population 

at the demand side scoring lower in terms of than previously. Another example of a similar 

attribute variable concerns the opening hours of the facility, relating to time-based supply 

side variables and constraints. Facility opening hours will have an influence on those 

sections of the population able to reach that accessibility point within the active hours 

(Neutens, et al., 2012).  A study by Lin et al., (2005) provided evidence of additional non-

spatial accessibility concerns within pharmacies as an example such that some pharmacies 

many do not carry the same drugs. These are a few examples of concerns when measuring 

accessibility that may impact on spatial inequalities in overall provision.  

 

2.4    Potential and revealed measurements of accessibility 

To date, the majority of studies in this area have used GIS-based techniques to develop 

potential accessibility measures based on the regional availability of services in relation to 

a perceived demand. Potential spatial access refers to the availability of a that service 

directed by space or the distance variable (Khan, 1992).  In contrast revealed (realised) 

accessibility concerns those levels of access gauged through the actual use of facilities. 

Khan illustrated the construction of accessibility types within a table represented as Figure 

2-1. Where mixtures of potential or realised accessibility is combined with spatial 

accessibility or aspatial accessibility described in Section 2.4 (i.e., opening times, number 

of courts in a tennis facility and categorised into 4 different measurements of accessibility. 
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Figure 2-1. A typology of access based on spatial, aspatial and potential / realised 
measures of accessibility by Khan (1992).   

 

For example, measuring access with only the knowledge of those who could use the 

gymnastics facilities within Wales, such as the estimated population who fall within the 

age brackets followed by estimations of modes of transport they take in each area, could 

be used to gauge levels of potential access. Knowing the locations of existing members, 

which facilities they use and exactly which modes of transport they take and other factors 

that could influence facility utilisation patterns would fall under realised or revealed 

patterns of access.   

Potential and revealed measurements of accessibility can be used in conjunction with one 

another to measure overall patterns of accessibility depending on how much information 

and data is available to the researcher. If such sources of data available, they can be used 

to compare spatial patterns in accessibility measures. The research by Lin et al., (2005) is 

an example of a study where potential and revealed accessibility had been compared. They 

stated that the estimation of revealed accessibility was uncomplicated and used the location 

information of the patients’ residences and community pharmacies. The potential 

accessibility was required to have a definition of spatial optimality for the potential patients 

that would be using these services for the healthcare providers. Eventually they adopted a 

proximity-based opportunity approach. As mentioned in Section 2.3 as well as physical 

separation of facilities, additional non-spatial elements effected the decision-making 

processes of those accessing facilities. One element was the fact that each pharmacy did 

not carry all the important drug groups meaning that the nearest facility may not have been 
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the best. They concluded that there was a significant difference between revealed access 

and potential access when measured by travel distance between patient and pharmacy. In 

the absence of detailed information on sport facility utilisation patterns, the focus in this 

study has been on the refinement of potential measures of accessibility that could be 

compared to the use of actual facilities for sporting bodies. Such measures could be refined 

if such surveys were to be conducted to provide a more holistic analysis of those factors 

impacting on sport participation rates.  

Another factor to consider when measuring accessibility is place-based vs individual-based 

accessibility measurements, that are two categories accessibility measurements can fall in 

to (Chen et al., 2017). Place-based accessibility tends to focus on the service supply 

locations, and the proximity between a designated population that may be trying to access 

these services. Individual based accessibility focuses on accessibility for an individual 

member of the population, including aspects such as mode of transport or trip chaining, 

which is a method of following an individual’s movements throughout their daily lives 

which can lead to complex accessibility measurements (Chen et al., 2017, Kwan and Weber 

2003, Miller 2007).  

With these types of measurements of accessibility, it is likely that the measurements for 

Sport in Wales, based on the data currently held within their databased on facilities and 

users will likely fall into a spatial-potential-place-based category. This is also likely due to 

the nature of the research that aims at support policies geared towards the planning of 

access to facilities and opportunities. There is currently some data on the ages of facility 

users but as described in Section 1.4 of Chapter 1 one of the policies for Sport Wales is to 

increase equal access to all. In this instance the approach is to widen access to consider the 

entire population rather than a restricted age group. There are elements of aspatial 

accessibility that could play a part in measuring the accessibility, depending on what type 

of accessibility model is used.  

 

2.5    The four classification approaches of measuring 

accessibility 

As stated in the previous section, the discussion of accessibility and how it can be measured 

has been a key theme discussed within geographic literature and it has led to many 
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techniques and models proposed. These models have been applied and then continuously 

modified to advance the accuracy of measurement of accessibility to the given service over 

time. Many of the new iterations of these models contain content that had not yet been 

considered, for example population would be considered in some models, but each area’s 

conditions and levels of deprivation had not. This information could be included into a 

model and adapt the formula to consider these circumstances. This is just one example of 

an iteration and each time there is a new proposed formula it usually considers additional 

information. These concepts and models, according to Thill and Kim (2005) and Wang 

(2007), can be broken down into four general approaches.  These vary from reasonably 

simplistic models such as nearest service provision, where the measurement is purely based 

on a distance or time-based distance. These approaches then move onto more advanced 

approaches that include additional variables such as population or transport times that 

provide a more realistic approach when concerning the diverse population and the selected 

modes of transport they use. Some of the approaches also include methods of determining 

a supply locations quality or size by utilising a supply side variable that the service can be 

broken down into categorically. An example of this would be number of beds in a hospital. 

The four types of models developed to date (Thill and Kim, 2005; Wang, 2007) are;  

a) Distance based.  

b) Cumulative opportunity. 

c) Gravity model. 

d) Space-time. 

Each of these types of models have been used in a wide variety of application areas and are 

briefly described in the following section.   

 

2.5.1    Proximity based approaches to measuring accessibility 

The first of these approaches, and arguably the most simplistic method of measuring 

accessibility is the distance/proximity-based approach. This approach is based on a concept 

that the accessibility value and score is purely based on the nearest available service supply 

location to the demand location. The distance-based approaches are self-evidently based 

on the idea that a nearer a facility or service supply location is to the populated demand 
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point location, it is to be considered a more accessible location to that of one in which the 

distance is greater. This in turn is founded on a key geographical concept of distance decay 

or geographical friction which stems from the assumption that services and facilities 

provided are more ‘attractive’ if closer and that people would prefer to travel the shortest 

possible distance. It also implies that greater distances involve extra costs, extra 

inconvenience, and the likelihood of declining levels of service utilisation.   

Earliest measurements based on proximity have used straight line distance, but with greater 

computational power, the development of network tracing algorithms such as the Dijkstra’s 

algorithm (e.g., Stentzel et al., 2016), the rise of detailed geospatial data depicting road and 

transport networks and increasing open data (e.g., OpenStreetMap, 2020), the ability to 

easily store and process such networks in spatial databases (e.g., PostGIS, Oracle spatial, 

SQLServer) there has been a notable shift onwards to use more sophisticated network 

distance in recent literature. This has shown that even the most simplistic methods have 

been improved over time. These distances can often be measured in classic distance such 

as km, or a more intuitive measure such as time or monetary cost which is heavily affected 

by the road network used. 

 

2.5.2    Cumulative opportunity approaches to measuring 

accessibility 

Building on the previous distance-based method of measuring accessibility, the second 

approach to measuring accessibility is cumulative opportunities which defines the number 

of service supply sites withing a specified catchment area (Vickerman, 1974). This method 

of measuring accessibility is still widely used (Jiang & Levinson, 2017; Cui & Levinson, 

2018; Widener, 2017) and improves on the simpler method of nearest service by including 

the number of services available within a specified catchment area.   

The reasoning behind cumulative opportunities being a more accurate representation of 

accessibility is that the closest facility may not necessarily be the most efficient to use due 

to subjective variables. Facility users are willing to travel to further facilities within reason 

(a specified catchment) as the quality of service may be better than the closest one or be 

larger in terms of service size. In addition to the quality of a service, the user may wish to 

travel to a service point that would involve lower cost. Therefore, the user would like to 

take the lowest costing option when combing the cost of the supply location and the cost 
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of the method of transportation. In some instances, we may want to consider the 

incorporation of supply-side variables into accessibility calculations. An example in the 

context of sports facilities could be the number of courts based a tennis court facility. A 

tennis club with 6 courts but is slightly further away and only adds 5 minutes to a trip may 

be more appealing than a club with 3 courts which leads to less people struggling over 

availability or space. This is all dependant on the population that can access them within 

the catchments. This leads to the assumption that there should be several services within a 

catchment range.  

A basic cumulative opportunity formula could be represented by the formula (Vickerman 

(1974), Wachs and Kumagai (1973), El-Geneidy et al., (2011)) 

𝐴𝑖 =  ∑ 𝑋𝑗

𝑗

𝑗=1

𝐷𝑗  

 

(1) 

Where 𝐴𝑖 is the accessibility measured at the at location i to potential activity zone j.  𝐷𝑗  

are the destinations within zone j. 𝑋𝑗 is a binary value of either 0 or 1 to represent if the 

zone is within the predetermined catchment.  

Cumulative opportunity measurements have been used in a wide variety of areas such as 

accessibility to jobs, supermarkets, and sport activities. An example is the study by Jiang 

& Levinson (2017) who used cumulative opportunity accessibility measurements to 

examine variations in accessibility to jobs. They base their research methods around urban 

transit networks in Beijing, selecting public modes of transport which consists of bus routes 

and subway lines and compute the shortest travel times of an origin-destination matrix they 

use ArcGIS toolbox. Their results show the changes in accessibility between 2000 census 

data and 2010 census data, discussing the difference occurring due to road networks, 

population, and number of jobs available. This would be a more efficient method of 

measuring accessibility to these jobs, as the population applying for them would not simply 

look at the closest jobs and would focus on several job applications within a desired 

catchment. Although the population is discussed, it is not used as a variable when 

measuring accessibility by cumulative opportunity which would heavily affect how many 
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of the demand side would be able to use the service. The higher populated areas would 

have a greater amount of the population competing over the use of the service. In addition 

to this, there may be a greater number of the facilities in one area but could be smaller in 

size in comparison to other facilities in another area.  

Cumulative opportunities accessibility measurements have also been used in other areas 

such as studies concerned with measuring access to supermarkets. Widener (2017) used 

cumulative opportunity measurements to measure accessibility for supermarket 

opportunities in Hamilton County, Ohio, via both public and private modes of transport. 

The use of public and private transport in a model improves on Jiang’s & Leveson’s (2017) 

work, as the distances generated from these modes of transport in a specified time would 

differ greatly, especially in terms of time distance when considering the nature of each 

mode. Similarly, to the previous example of cumulative opportunities the population of 

each mode of transport is not included in the calculation. The population levels in areas 

and how many service locations they can access will heavily affect how many users are 

trying to use the service within a given space. These members of the population also travel 

by different modes of transportation which would affect the distance the population can 

travel. This does improve on the previous model of distance-based approaches as it is likely 

that customers will not just go to the closest facility due to customer service, product range 

and availability. This study also builds on previous work by including more than one mode 

of transport, which could have an important bearing on the overall measure of accessibility.   

Within sport geography, there have been several studies that have used cumulative 

opportunity measurements to measure access to sporting facilities or recreational physical 

activities. One of these studies was of Ferguson et al (2013) who highlight differences in 

cumulative opportunity scores by public and private modes of transport. This builds on 

those studies that only consider one mode of transport in the network calculations. The 

study took place in Scotland, using the 2001 Census for population count and the Scottish 

Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) for income domain scores for analysis of the 

opportunities. They used a dataset from Sport Scotland which contained several types of 

facilities within Scotland for activities such as swimming pools, sports centres, tennis 

courts etc. With these data sets of supply and demand locations it was then possible to 

apply to a cumulative opportunity model using distances generated from TransCAD 

(TransCAD 2020) which is transportation planning software that produces network 

analysis and vehicle routing. Using the scores that were obtained via the model they were 
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then able to describe patterns in accessibility and compare such measures with variations 

in demographic measures such as household income from the SIMD. The methods used 

within this study would be greatly improved by using the population data from each of the 

demand locations for each category of the sport. As there is a wide range of sport facilities 

are used within the study, it is safe to assume that there will also be a variety of age ranges 

competing for the facilities within the catchment. The authors had not applied these 

different age ranges to the sporting facilities.  As the ages range for each sport type, it is 

likely that the transport taken by each age group will heavily affect the results of 

accessibility. This study also does not consider the use of transportation and which modes 

of transportation will be used by the different age ranges.  

Although this method of measuring accessibility improves on closest distance 

measurements, it still lacks some key information that is required and should be taken into 

consideration. An example of this would be that mentioned in the previous examples which 

is that the methods do not take into consideration the population demand on services. This 

would affect the overall outcome, especially within sports where the ages of users to 

facilities would need to be considered such as the younger aged activities that require 

facilities to be more local such as football pitches or green space compared to activities that 

older users are likely to use such as bowling greens where they are more likely to have 

access to cars or public transport.  Additionally, although these methods use multiple forms 

of transport, they do not consider those population groups that are more dependent on 

alternative means of transport. 

 

2.5.3    Gravity Model approaches to measuring accessibility 

Spatial interactions such as the provision and use of services by a resident population is 

typically spatially unbalanced. The locations of services are not uniformly distributed over 

space but are often clustered or conversely dispersed due to the competition effect in 

addition to locations determined by numerous physical, historical, social, and economic 

reasons. Similarly, resident population and the daytime workday population are typically 

quite different (e.g., Bell 2018, Boeing 2018). The demand population and supply services 

are connected by transport opportunities and route ways such as roads, footpaths, 

cycleways, bus and train or tram routes. It is the combination of all these factors combining 

in a complex manner that ultimately determines the accessibility of a service to a particular 
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demand group. These types of factors led to the development of more sophisticated 

methods of measuring accessibility and generating a new model based on accounting for 

the propensity for spatial interaction given the placement of supply and demand points, 

known as geographical gravity models.   

Gravity models are a more complex accessibility measurement approach, first introduced 

by Hansen (1959). These models are based on newton’s law of gravitational attraction of 

celestial bodies, the attractiveness (and ultimately the likelihood of participation) depends 

on the mass of each pair of objects and the distance between them. Gravitational pull 

declines with increase of distance and a similar idea is applied to social interaction. This is 

determined by the size of object, but in terms of a geographical context these relate to 

demand population and service supply capacity. In a gravitational model, every supply 

interacts with every demand depending on capacities and distances. A General gravity-type 

model formula according to Wang (2007), Toth and Kincses (2015), El-Geneidy and 

Levinson (2011) can be represented by the formula: 

𝐴𝑖 =  ∑ 𝑊𝑗𝑓(𝑑𝑖𝑗).

𝑗

 

(2) 

Where 𝐴𝑖 is the accessibility for the population i at location j (an example of this would be 

a census tract point). 𝑊𝑗 is the number of facilities or opportunities, in reference to service 

capacity such as size of service site or number of services available, in terms of this study 

an example could be lanes in a swimming pool or swimming pool size. 𝑓(𝑑𝑖𝑗) refers to the 

cost of reaching the demand location such as journey distance or time. 

The accessibility models that have been developed around this type of measurement 

generally assumes an impedance function to calculate a travel cost from the origin to the 

destination. This cost would have significant effect on the measurement of accessibility 

compared to the previous methods mentioned. These costs vary depending on the model 

used with variables such as travel costs, transport type and population that are competing 

to use the destination service available. Vale & Pereira (2017) discusses the importance on 

how varying the impedance function, along with the parameters used within the model, 

impact on accessibility measurements. They compare 20 different gravity-based measures 

each of which vary the impedance function and associated parameters. The study expands 
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on more simplistic methods such as the distance based and cumulative opportunities such 

as Jiang & Levinson (2017) by introducing other variables that should be considered when 

measuring how accessible the service is. This is also one example of studies that discuss 

the importance and evaluating different transport methods and include multi-modal 

approaches, which are discussed later in the chapter, that consider how individuals perceive 

travel times for different modes of transport.  

 

2.5.4    Space-time based approaches to measuring accessibility 

The final approaches used to measure accessibility are based around space-time metrics, 

which according to Weber (2003) consider accessibility measured around an individual’s 

constraints on their daily movements. According to Kim and Kwan (2003) these measures 

are based on the concept of the space-time prism proposed by Hägerstrand (1970) and 

elaborated by Lenntorp (1976). The concept of space-time accessibility is calculated on a 

distance decay function or origins such as a populated centroid to a destination of interest 

such as the service supply sporting facilities. This method however takes a more individual 

based approach that introduces a time-geography that applies a daily schedule (Curl et al., 

2011). This is under the assumption that the user would not always follow a static 

population location and that services would be accessed from other places such as the users 

place of work. This means the model relates to the individual’s level of access to spatially 

distributed services that considers locations of activities, using road networks to travel 

between locations and usually encapsulates travel diary data. This method of accessibility 

has been incorporated in alternative areas such as transportation network design for 

accessibility such as the study conducted by Tong et al., (2015), that uses a space-time 

model to solve a transportation network design problem of accessibility. 

As discussed within Section 2.4 there are several different approaches to measuring 

accessibility – mainly referring to the place-based and individual-based approaches. Space 

time generally consists of movement of individual people, thus information on their daily 

movement is required to perform any sort of realistic calculations.  It is estimated that 

currently a spatial-potential-place-based measurement will be required with the lack of 

information of movement from user of the facility and this research is aimed at improving 

equality for all. Eventually once empirical work has been done on movement of people and 
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their suspected forms of transport, then this information may be used to measure 

accessibility eventually.  

 

2.5.5    Summary of the four categories of accessibility measurement 

The literature around the four concepts of accessibility show evidence that the gravity 

models and space-time models give a higher detail of accessibility compared to that of 

distance based and cumulative based approaches. The gravity models are population based 

and the space-time models are based around an individual needs and daily schedule. As the 

sports facilities is based around service access it is likely that a form of gravity model 

should be used within the solution to incorporate the many users who are likely to need 

access to facilities. The presence of variables such as population and distance decay are 

important when calculating accessibility as they effect the competition for services located 

at supply points. In addition to these variables, it is evident that just because the service is 

closer, it does not imply that that is the best choice. 

 

2.6    Two-step Floating Catchment Area (2SFCA) 

Many of the accessibility measurement techniques proposed within the previous sections 

are fundamentally based on either density (often referred to as container-based) or 

proximity (or distance-based). The container-based approaches are essentially a calculation 

of a supply-to-demand ratio within a finite limited space. More recent studies in 

geographical accessibility have been based around a sophisticated ‘gravity-model’ based 

approach, the two-step floating catchment area (2SFCA), one of these container-based 

approaches.  

The 2SFCA model was first proposed by Radke and Mu (2000) who used the spatial 

decomposition method to measure access to social services, and later modified by Luo and 

Wang (2003) that measured spatial accessibility to health care in the Chicago region. The 

model uses service catchments around the service points to generate a population-to-

provision ratio from the estimated population count and a measurement of service 

provision. The second step involves service catchments that are places around demand 

locations, for example census geographic region centroid, and a sum of all the population-
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to-provider ratio contained within provide an accessibility score. This population to 

demand ratio serves as a measurement of how much of a “share” a member of the 

population has of a service point. The reasoning behind this is that the population would 

likely be sharing a facility and just because is closer does not mean there is more access 

due to the population being denser, and more people can reach that service supply point.  

It also builds on the idea that although they take into consideration that the user may want 

to travel to a new service supply point, they will be sharing the facility with other members 

of the population who will be doing this.  

The formula for step one of the 2SFCA model is as follows: 

𝑅𝑗 =  
𝑆𝑗

∑ 𝑃𝑘
𝑘𝜖(𝑑𝑘𝑗≤𝑑0)

′
 

(3) 

Where for each service location 𝑗, searches for all population locations (k) that are within 

the threshold or catchment travel time (𝑑0 ) from location j and compute the supply to 

demand ratio, 𝑅𝑗 within the catchment area. 𝑃𝑘 is the population of geographical area k in 

which its centroid falls within the catchment area (𝑑𝑘𝑗 ≤ 𝑑0). 𝑆𝑗  is the capacity of the 

service supply side at location 𝑗 and 𝑑𝑘𝑗 is the travel time between k and j.  

Step two: 

𝐴𝑖
𝐹 =  ∑ 𝑅𝑗 = 

𝑗𝜖(𝑑𝑖𝑗≤𝑑0)

∑

𝑗𝜖(𝑑𝑖𝑗≤𝑑0)

𝑆𝑗

∑ 𝑃𝑘
𝑘𝜖(𝑑𝑘𝑗≤𝑑0)

′
 

(4) 

Where for each population location i, search all service locations (j) that are within the 

catchment travel time (𝑑0) from the location i and sum up the supply to demand ratios (𝑅𝑗 

). 𝐴𝑖
𝐹 is the accessibility score at location i, based on the two-step FCA method. 𝑅𝑗 is the 

supply-to-demand ratio at the supply location j that has a centroid within catchment i. 𝑑𝑖𝑗 

is the time travel between i and j. Figure 2-2 visually represents the FCA model including 

its supply locations, demand locations, and catchment areas from the research paper 
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presented by Luo and Wang (2003). The figure was based on access to physicians within 

30 minutes and within this case the physicians would be represented as j and the single 

physician a in Figure 2-2 would be able accessible and shared between those in catchment 

area (𝑑𝑖𝑗). Those of which would reach the physician a are census tracts 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 

and 10 which represent different locations (i’s), and physician b could be reached by census 

tracts 4, 5, 8, and 11. Each R in Figure 2-2 is represented as 𝑅𝑗 in Formula 3. This would 

then feed into the second step which sums up the supply to demand ratios from all 

physicians in the same catchment of the census tracts. This result in the accessibility scores 

for locations i as 𝐴𝑖
𝐹. 

 

Figure 2-2. Floating Catchment Area model proposed by Luo and Wang (2003) 
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2.6.1    2SFCA enhancements  

Although the 2SFCA method improves on other accessibility method by including 

additional variables it would be modified further to improve the sophistication of the 

calculation. One of the key improvements was that of Luo and Qi (2009) that led to the 

development of the Enhanced Two-Step Floating Catchment Area (E2SFCA) method 

which is widely adopted across the research area of spatial accessibility. This enhancement 

incorporates a distance decay function into the calculation. The purpose behind this was 

that the original 2SFCA method had an unrealistic take on the assumption that each 

member of the population would be willing to travel the same distance. This suggested the 

further member of the population travelled, the less likely the entire population would keep 

to the same maximum catchment area. The introduction of a decay function works as a 

method of lowering the attractiveness of a service point the further out it is to the demand 

location. The method adopted a decay function weight based on the Gaussian decay curve 

and compared it with no decay and a second decay with a sharper distance decay weight. 

The reasoning behind the distance decay within this study was that it was suggested that 

2SFCA overestimates accessibility and there is likely that some of the population would 

not travel the maximum catchment area distance. The sharper distance decay used within 

the study (Luo and Qi 2009) showed greater total shortage areas, which may be applied 

differently dependant on the service. In their discussion, it is assumed that people would 

be more willing to travel further for supply points depending on what sort of service is 

available. The example provided is that the population would more likely travel further for 

a cancer care facility than a pharmacy, as a pharmacy would be accessed more frequently. 

This could be applied to several subjects in sport, such as the likelihood the population will 

require access to a grass pitch to play football or rugby, compared to the users who go to a 

private club or specialised area for activities such as climbing walls or indoor skiing as 

these two specialised locations are harder to maintain and build than grass pitches, and may 

be less popular.  

The study by Luo and Qi (2009) has also led to other studies that build on which decay 

function would best suit the method of accessibility, such as McGrail and Humphrey (2009) 

who implement a linear decay function to the 2SFCA method to measure accessibility to 

primary care services in rural areas of Victoria, Australia.   
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The E2SFCA calculation is performed in two steps just like the original 2SFCA method 

but includes additional decay functions. The first step is to evaluate the availability of the 

supply side using a supply-to-demand ratio that is computed on each of the supply service 

points j. A collective opportunity score is then calculated by determining the availability 

of service at each of the demand points k. The first step is as follows: 

Step 1: 

Rj=
Sj

∑
kϵ(dkj≤d0)

Pk∙Wkj
 

(5) 

Where 𝑅𝑗  represents the supply-to-demand ratio at the supply location j. The supply 

volume, which is in the case of this study, an example could be number of courts at a tennis 

facility or lanes at a bowling green, is represented by 𝑆𝑗 at the location of j. 𝑃𝑘 is the sum 

of the population at the location of k that is in scope of the catchment area of j. The 

catchment area is represented as (𝑑𝑘𝑗 ≤ 𝑑0) where 𝑑𝑘𝑗 is the cost in distance or time for 

the supply location j and the demand location k, and the maximum catchment threshold is 

represented as 𝑑0 .   

The enhanced version of the 2SFCA model proposed by Luo and Wang (2009) includes 

decay function. Within equation (6) this is represented as 𝑊𝑘𝑗  where the weighting 

function is applied between the location of j and k. There could be several functions applied 

such as the Gaussian function initially use by the Luo and Wang or other functions such as 

the Butterworth decay function applied by Langford et al. (2012) and possibly the linear 

decay function applied in Langford et al. (2016) and McGrail and Humphrey (2009).  

Linear decay example: 

𝑤𝑘𝑗 =  
(𝑑0 −  𝑑𝑘𝑗)

𝑑0
    𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑘𝑗  ≤  𝑑0 

(6) 
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Step 2: 

𝐴𝑘 =  ∑ 𝑅𝑗.𝑊𝑘𝑗
𝑗∈(𝑑𝑘𝑗≤𝑑0)

 

(7) 

The final E2SFCA accessibility is represented as 𝐴𝑘  as a score assigned to the location of 

k.  

In addition to the E2SFCA, researchers have also proposed new methods of measuring 

accessibility based around the time of day or week. This includes studies such as Fransen 

et al (2015) centred around accessibility to day care centres and where a new enhancement 

to the 2SFCA is proposed to include trip chaining and commuters. The reasoning behind 

the assumption is that people who use day-care services will not just be travelling between 

home and the service, but to work and then the service. This shows that the usage of a static 

population may not represent true accessibility when considering the chained trip. Their 

method uses a travel time threshold and a detour travel time threshold adding to the trip 

chain. This study provides evidence that the static night-time population may not accurately 

represent accessibility, as some users may use services during times such as breaks from 

work, or between home and work that may be more convenient to access. This may be 

applied to instances such as sport related activities, where the user is travelling from work 

to the facility and then home, rather than just home, however this may be unlikely to some 

sports and would quickly become very complex if introducing different chains based on 

work, home, other activities. In addition, regarding sports it is unlikely that users would 

travel to the sport facility every day due to recovery or funding of the sport. This indicates 

that the chain would only work on a few days of the week, unlike childcare where the user 

would drop children off to the service every day before work etc. In addition, the study 

does not discuss the travel times for different modes of transport, as some users may use 

public transport to access their work, but private modes of transport for other activities. 

This essentially could prove to be more accurate, but at a higher cost in calculations for 

chaining and estimating peoples use of transportation. The argument of when and what 

time the user would use a service could be at any given time during the day and may not 

necessarily involve users who travel to work.  
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Another study, which enhances the 2SFCA model approach is that of Geneviève et al. 

(2020), who use the 2SFCA to measure accessibility to hospitals using public transport in 

regions of Canada. This study goes further by incorporating public transport information 

into their calculations, which would not be considered for private transport that uses 

shortest distance. The public transport data was obtained by applying General Transit Feed 

Specification (GTFS) data, a format of data that holds routes, times and additional 

information of the journeys of each bus and train, or public form of transport, to a road 

network. This was accomplished by using the “Add GTFS to a network dataset” add-on 

for ArcGIS. The data on hospital beds was provided by the Canadian Institute for Health 

Information (CIHI) which was used as a supply side variable, and the demand side data 

was obtained from Census tracts. The results showed levels of spatial accessibility of the 

hospital beds for each geographic area.  This helps provide an accessibility estimation for 

users of public transport, a topic that some single mode transport accessibility models do 

not consider. Public transport should be considered when discussing accessibility as it 

greatly effects the time distance estimated of where users would be able to access, in cases 

that they do not own a car or areas that heavily rely on public transport like city centre 

(central London for example). The use of public transport would also affect the estimated 

expected times as generally public transport will take longer to reach the destination and 

uses fixed routes. This shows that additional variables can be applied to the previous model, 

increasing the complexity of measuring the accessibility. this also builds on the next topic 

to discuss, which includes multiple modes of transportation in these calculations.  

 

2.6.2    Summary of the state of Two-Step Floating Catchment Area 

models 

The E2SFCA model has been extensively used in a number of studies in the field of spatial 

accessibility and is constantly being improved and adapted to suit the needs of new 

variables that are considered with each iteration. The current standard within the models is 

to adopt some form of decay function to create a factor that suggests the entire population 

at the demand location will not travel the maximum catchment and some users will also be 

travelling from longer distances within the geographic area. One generally under-

researched area is the inclusion of alternative modes of transport within these types of 

models (as discussed later in Section 2.7).  
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When reviewing the literature, it was evident that accounting for dynamic changes in 

population over a variety of timescales is another active research area. The movement of 

the population proves to be of concern when the facilities are not being used by people 

travelling from their homes but from other locations such as their places of work. Fransen 

et al (2015) proposed methods of trip chaining which could be included, but other 

researchers have found methods of implementing movement of population. Studies such 

as Martin et al (2013) address the concerns of representation of workplace population data 

using geographic residential locations. Their solution proposes automated zones based 

around the census 2011 Output Area codes, workplace postcodes, and Output Area 

postcodes and other factors such as employment status indicator, imputation indicators, 

occupation, industry, and number of employees. With this they created Workplace Zones 

(WZ) that could be used as additional geographic areas within the gravity models. This 

also depends on what time the facility is being used as it is likely many of the Workplace 

Zones would be used during the daytime even with a few exceptions of late-night workers. 

Some of the residential population data would also be included, which would implement a 

time difference calculation into the model. Martin et al (2018) provided evidence that the 

working population levels, and the residential population levels differ greatly, and both 

should be considered when evaluating the movement of people. This would heavily affect 

the accuracy of the accessibility calculation as some people would likely be traveling from 

other locations instead of just their place of residence.   Overall, there is an expanding area 

of research which could have implications for studies concerned with evaluating 

accessibility to a wide range of services. 

 

2.7    Multi-modal accessibility 

From the outset of the project, it was clear that the solution must consider people from very 

diverse backgrounds. Factors such as household income and car ownership effect the 

modes of transport people use within different areas of the country. Therefore, the solution 

should contain a method that allows the varied modes of transportation to be considered.  

Even though there have been many enhancements to accessibility measurements, Mao and 

Nekorchuk (2013) noted that most studies, especially within the study area of the 2SFCA 

enhancement approaches, assumed that the population were all using a single mode of 

transport. This single mode of transport usually centred around the use of private transport 
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such as cars. This is problematic when measuring accessibility as it is likely that not 

everyone will be taking the same mode of transport and there is a large variety of transport 

available within the modern age. This also means that some users may combine modes of 

transport, such as public bus services followed by bike rental services closer to their 

destination or public bus services to train services if travelling greater distances.  

Mao and Nekorchuk’s approach is based around variations in accessibility to healthcare 

and within their study a solution is proposed that would vary different speeds on the same 

network for each form of transportation. This method would allow the modes of transport 

to appear to differ in access such as adding a slower speed variable to buses which are 

likely to frequently stop on the journey, compared to cars. Although this method is an 

improvement, taking into consideration that public transport and walking or cycling would 

vary in distance travelled over time, it would not account for the different constraints of 

each mode of transport. An example of these constraints would be that of public services 

such as buses which use a fixed route and cannot use the shortest path. Another example 

of constraints would be travelling by walking to the destination and how some roads are 

inaccessible to walk on or like how bikes may have bike routes that cut through local parks 

that cars would have to travel around etc. This had led to further research (Xu et al. (2016), 

Langford et al. (2016), Ni et al. (2019), Ma et a. (2019) Jianhua et al (2019)) improving 

multi-modal accessibility measurements and how different modes of transport may be 

implemented into the models taking into consideration information such as routing, speed, 

or fixed routes.  

Public and private modes of transport differ greatly in terms of time and travel costs, with 

each one being weighted by a percentage of population. This leads to the evaluation of 

specific modes of transportation with implementations such as the proposed method by Xu 

et al. (2016), a method that measures the convenience of travelling to work via bus and 

train compared to car. Using ArcGIS to connect point features and generate a transit 

network, they allow the traditional 2SFCA method to take into consideration the frequency 

of the buses at specific time refereeing to it as a demand elasticity. Using this method would 

show the difference of accessibility for each time of the day public transport times and 

distances vary due to higher or lower levels of demand. This would provide a more realistic 

view within a multi-modal accessibility measurement, that would take into consideration 

times of day along with each mode of transport. This will also show the effect on how the 

service points can be reached, as the population travelling by shared roads would be 
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affected but the population who choose to travel by walking or use of bikes would not be 

affected. 

Another study by Ni et al., (2019) also alters the E2SFCA method when they discuss the 

differences that are associated with each transport mode that likely need to be considered 

and referring to this as “Door to Door” journeys. Each of the journeys are broken down 

into sub sections. These sections include walking distances from the door to the selected 

mode of transport and any transfers between transit systems that might occur within the 

journey. Using this method, the different modes of transport and the potential impact that 

may affect accessibility scores are highlighted. Their methods are applied to data to 

evaluate healthcare services, the Baidu Maps API (Baidu Maps, 2020) a route engine / web 

mapping API was used to generate an origin-to-destination matrix (OD Matrix) concerning 

potential service supply, and Microsoft Visual C++ and ESRI ArcObjects used to 

implement the E2SFCA procedure. Ni et al.’s study highlights importance of measuring 

each section that may occur within a journey. The population who uses cycling as a form 

of transport are more likely to have less changes and travel points effecting the journey 

than the buses who walk from the start location to the bus stop, wait and continue the 

journey etc or those who are using car transport who are likely to have to find parking 

spaces, and walk to the location. These show that simply measuring from supply to demand 

may not be as efficient. However, this would branch into further detail such as what carpark 

would the user like to stay at, how much is the carpark etc which leads to a large number 

of subjective variables to be considered, with minimal impact overall. 

Another multi-modal study is that of Ma et al. (2019), in which they adopt a similar 

implementation to Ni et al., (2019) using Baidu Maps to calculate travel data but apply it 

to their proposed multimodal variation of the 2SFCA model. Within their model they 

introduce a third step. The third step consists of adding a multiple-type travel cost over 

time and distance. As this is a multi-modal approach, they used Baidu maps API to collect 

travel information for different modes of transport. The costs are taken from the shortest 

paths that are generated. This leads to the comparison of spatial distribution patterns 

between time and distance for multiple modes of travel. This shows that applying a global 

constraint on each method of travel may be beneficial in computational costs compared to 

Ni et al’s study but would be less accurate due to each geographic area having different 

status. It should be noted that it does improve on the basic 2SFCA by including the different 

modes of transport along with the different constraints associated with each mode.   
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There is a relation between mode of travel, and the average age of those who use it. This 

leads to other approaches of modifying the 2SFCA method that take into consideration that 

the older generation relies heavily on public transport. Tao and Yang (2019) describe the 

challenges of providing healthcare for the elderly in China and how accessible it is to those 

who use public transport. They propose a modification of a variant multi-modal 2SFCA 

approach which takes in a weight of the likelihood of elderly versus non-elderly for both 

public and private modes of transport. Each group is given different parameters, such as 

maximum walking distance and how likely they are willing to travel etc. This method 

shows the importance of weighting the population based on the transport they are likely to 

take. The scores of the 2SFCA would be affected as the population to reach the service 

supply side would differ. This study may provide evidence in weighting the accessibility 

measurement for specific sports in which the older population is more likely to participate 

in however, this may not apply everywhere due to the lack of availability in public transport 

(i.e., rural areas compared to urban areas) or areas of higher income where older population 

are still likely to own private vehicles. In contrast, areas where public transport is accessible 

at a reasonable rate and quality may be used by younger members of the population.  

One of the more recent studies that attempts to include multiple modes of transport into the 

2SFCA model includes the research by Jianhua et al. (2019) where they propose an 

implementation that includes walking, cycling, driving and public transit. They discuss the 

implementations of each transport type and reiterate how additional information is required 

such as walking to transit stops, parked bikes and parked cars providing evidence that each 

mode of transport differs greatly than Mao and Nekorchuk (2013) who simply just change 

the speed of each mode. Baidu Map API is used to collect the multi-modal road network 

distances and times with the proprietary software ArcGIS to compute the initial OD matrix. 

Another more recent approach to multi-modal accessibility is an implementation proposed 

by Langford et al (2016) that consists of a modification to the E2SFCA method that allows 

for multiple forms of transport. They demonstrate the impact of identifying the different 

modes of transport and their own variables such as fixed routes and bus lanes on public 

transport, being able to use footpaths when walking or use cycling paths when travelling 

via bike and implement them into the model as different sub-groups. The multi-modal 

approach proposed by Langford et al. 2016 has a slight modification to incorporate the 

different modes of transport which can be implemented. The difference in comparison to 

the original E2SFCA model is that each mode of transport is split into a subgroup before 
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applying it to the equation. Any number of transports can be implemented into the equation 

and the equation is as follows for step 1:  

Step 1: 

𝑅𝑗 =
𝑆𝑗

∑
𝐾𝜖𝑑𝑘𝑗,1≤𝑑0,1

𝑃𝑘,1∙𝑊𝑘𝑗
+ ∑

𝐾𝜖𝑑𝑘𝑗,2≤𝑑0,2

𝑃𝑘,2∙𝑊𝑘𝑗
   …   + ∑

𝐾𝜖𝑑𝑘𝑗,𝑛≤𝑑0,𝑛

𝑃𝑘,𝑛∙𝑊𝑘𝑗
 

(8) 

Where 𝑅𝑗 again, represents the supply-to-demand ratio at the supply location j. The service 

supply within the facility is again represented as 𝑆𝑗. 𝑃𝑘𝑛 is now the sum of the population 

at the location of k that is in scope of the catchment area of j for that particular mode of 

transport. The catchment area is represented as (𝑑𝑘𝑗,𝑛 ≤ 𝑑0,𝑛, ) where 𝑑𝑘𝑗,𝑛 is the cost in 

distance or time for the travel mode type n at the supply location j and the demand location 

k, and the maximum catchment threshold for the travel mode n is represented as 𝑑0,𝑛 . 

Again, with this model there is a distance decay function represented as 𝑊𝑘𝑗, that may vary 

depending on the mode of transport, which is due to population with a specific mode of 

transport may be more likely to consider travelling as far in comparison to another mode. 

Each of these subgroups will have different modes of transport distances that have been 

generated.  

The second step in the multimodal 2SFCA is again the same as the E2SFCA however, the 

result is applied to each mode of transport resulting in an accessibility score for each mode 

of transport. 

Step 2: 

𝐴𝑘,𝑛 =  ∑ 𝑅𝑗.𝑊𝑘𝑗
𝑗∈𝑑𝑘𝑗,𝑛≤𝑑0,𝑛

 

(9) 

Where 𝐴𝑘,𝑛 represents the accessibility score for the nth mode of transport. This equation 

is looped through for each mode such as car, bus, cycling etc, resulting in separate score 

for each mode. These results are applied to the demand location such as a centroid to a 
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geographical area. These different scores may then be applied to graphs or maps to compare 

the 2SFCA accessibility when taking multiple modes of transport into consideration.  

Langford et al’s method greatly improves on Mao and Nekorchuk (2013)’s by allowing for 

multiple network route distances and public transport times to be included compared to just 

changing the speed variable. Although they do not include the car parking or similar 

variables in their calculations, they have shown how they are adapted once they are added 

to the calculation as a distance or time. They also use a separate road network for the public 

transport data which would affect consistency throughout the accessibility as many road 

networks differ slightly in data especially in the realm of open data. This is important due 

to the fact some roads that are missing within one road network may be available on 

another, and accessible to both modes of transport. The ending results from the routing 

may differ, but could have been similar, or followed a similar path had those extra roads 

been within both road networks. The distances and times can be generated by a journey 

calculator, which is a separate part of the process in calculating the accessibility.  

 

2.8    Measuring accessibility within sport 

As discussed earlier in the chapter, there have been many attempts at measuring 

accessibility over various subject areas. The purpose of this study is to enhance our 

understanding of accessibility to sport and one of the objectives is to view and evaluate 

which of the models and variations of accessibility has been adopted into the area of 

sporting facilities. There is a variety of literature that cover the previous attempts at 

measuring sport. These attempts are based around the investigation of improving or 

promoting health benefits to those who can access sporting facilities. This includes areas 

of a sporting facility or opportunity background in which the various authors have 

attempted to improve accessibility by using the concepts and models that were discussed 

earlier in the chapter (the four concepts of measuring accessibility: proximity or distance 

based, cumulative opportunity, gravity model methods and time-space models). 

As an example of the four categories of measuring spatial accessibility, primarily distance 

based and cumulative opportunity, one of these attempts includes that of Karusisi et al. 

(2013), a study based in France, where they use both methods of measuring accessibility. 

The first method of accessibility was distance based and the shortest distance to a facility 
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would determine how accessible the facility was. Shortest distances between respondents’ 

home and the closest sporting facility were generated using ArcGIS network analysist tool 

with a road network from the National Geographic Institute. The second method of 

measuring accessibility was based around the number of facilities within a catchment 

(cumulative opportunity method of measuring accessibility). Their results were based on 

the comparison and evaluation of variables such as financial circumstances, education, and 

geographic aspects. These methods did not discuss the potential demand from the 

population (gravity model) which would eventually be competing over these facilities for 

their four chosen categories of sports that included, team sports, racket sports, swimming, 

and fitness – all of which would have a different age range and group. They also did not 

discuss the potential use of different modes of transport used to access these areas. Age 

ranges that are associated with the sports are likely to affect the mode of transport used 

when accessing them but must also consider that each member of the population will have 

different circumstances and background such as car ownership or free public transport (for 

the elderly).  

Other recent examples of proximity-based accessibility to sporting facilities is that of 

(Cereijo, et al., 2019) where they used the closest exercise facility on a street network 

analysis to measure the accessibility of any exercise facility less than 6km and the distance 

to the nearest facility.  (Shrestha, et al., 2019) also use a proximity-based approach to 

measuring the accessibility of sports facilities from a similar variance of sports as (Karusisi, 

et al., 2013) but their proximity-based approach took several factors into consideration to 

measure the accessibility which included the closest facility to the workplace and 

calculated a minimum distance between the two distances. This was then followed by a 

third distance that was calculated as the minimum distance from each visited location to 

the nearest facility and finally information on the actual facilities the participants used was 

used within their accessibility calculations with the three previous distances. This approach 

is like that of Fransen et al (2015) who discuss the use of workplaces within the trip chains 

and modelling as mentioned in (2.6.1). Both studies make valid arguments concerning the 

use of static night-time population as a demand-side variable and that dynamic variations 

in population offer some promise when incorporated within such models.  Counter to such 

arguments, it is possible to assume that not all the population would be travelling to these 

facilities from the work environment every day and it is difficult to say the frequency in 

which users will use these facilities after work based on subjects such as recovery or 
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payment of the services etc. Again, the lack of utilisation data within such studies often 

mean that assumptions have had to be made concerning the parameters used within these 

potential models of accessibility. 

A second example of cumulative opportunities within sport facility accessibility is that 

typified in the approach adopted by (Billaudeau, et al., 2011) using the number of facilities 

within 500m of the demand locations. 500m may seem to be reasonable for more densely 

populated areas such as the city centres but would be unrealistic in areas that you would 

expect to travel further, especially when you take time-based distances into consideration 

rather than distance in km. It may also be presumed that specialised sports where the service 

is expensive to build and maintain such as indoor ski slopes or climbing walls are going to 

be far sparser than that of football pitches for example. Such factors resolve around how 

far users would be willing to travel to each sport and again impacts on the assumed 

thresholds included in the models.  

A more advanced approach to measuring accessibility to sports facilities was conducted by 

Langford et al. (2014) where they applied a 2SFCA model to sporting facilities in Wales. 

This study used private and publicly owned sporting facilities from a Sport Wales database 

that included swimming pools, tennis courts, sports halls with a total of 2276 facilities and 

800 sites in Wales. These were used as supply side variables, with different levels of 

populated centroids used as demand points. The results drawn from this shows a greater 

measurement of accessibility than simply checking which site is the closest to the demand 

point or counting how many supply points are reachable within the catchment. They also 

mention the different transport types that are likely to reach sporting facilities.  The model 

of 2SFCA used within this paper, would later be modified into the multimodal E2SFCA 

method mentioned previously (Langford et al. 2016). Re-applying this model would give 

more realistic results again to the sporting facilities as it will show potential access when 

all modes of transport are considered.  

A more recent study using a gravity model approach is that of (Martori, et al., 2020) who 

use the FCA approach to measure accessibility to playgrounds in Barcelona City. Their 

study includes a nearest facility measurement along with the E2SFCA model, producing 

results to compare with statistics such as household income and immigration. Using an age 

range of 0-9 years of age, applied to a road network they calculated a distance based 2SFCA 

result with a 1km catchment, rather than a time based 2SFCA. They also do not mention 
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the different types of transport, meaning it assumes that everyone is using the same form 

of transport. These two variables play an important part in measuring accessibility due to 

the availability of transport types, which vary in time travelled over the same distance, this 

is shown in the previous section – multi-modal accessibility. As the age ranges from 0 to 9 

years of age, it is safe to assume that they would be accompanied by their guardian and 

would have access to private and public transport instead of just pedestrian access. 

 

2.8.1    Public tools for measuring accessibility 

There have been several attempts to create a tool to aid in evaluating the measurement of 

accessibility within sport in the UK. These tools are based around nearest facility and 

cumulative opportunity and do not include population. Sport Wales has previously 

attempted to create a tool, enabling users to find their nearest facility. This again provides 

the assumption that the nearer a facility is, the more accessibility the user has which has 

been proven not to be the case. Active Places Cymru (Active Places Cymru 2018), was a 

site available in early stages of this study site which held the tool provided 2000 facilities 

and 800 sites in Wales. This included a large variety of facilities and included sport halls, 

pitches, driving ranges, swimming pools, and gyms. The software is currently no longer 

accessible to the public. Figure 2-3 shows the tool that was available for accessibility. The 

user was able to filter out the services and facilities with the basic functionality. The 

distance-based networks did not take into consideration the population or the fact that a 

bigger facility at a further location may be more “attractive” in terms of sharing the facility 

even though the user would travel a bit further. 
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Figure 2-3. Active Places Cymru 

 

Sport England have a more advanced version, a similar tool to the Sport Wales one shown 

in Figure 2-4 and is still currently active. Sport England’s tool is referred to as Active 

Places Power (Active Places Power 2019) and is freely available to access and sign up to. 

The tool includes additional features than showing the locations of the facility such as the 

ability to map out areas of deprivation, bus routes and stops. It does not however show 

population-supply estimates of the facilities they show, so it is shown to be used as a nearest 

distance measurement or cumulative opportunities measurement that the user defines the 

catchment area for. The data supplied is from the Ordnance Survey Data (Ordnance Survey 

2020). Although it has the capability of showing bus stops it does not use them for 

accessibility measurement inputs.  
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Figure 2-4. Active Places Power 

 

2.8.2    Summary of literature on accessibility to sporting facilities 

and opportunities 

After reviewing literature around accessibility to sporting facilities it was clear that most 

approaches to date have tended to adopt a distance-based or cumulative opportunity-based 

approach. These approaches within the field of accessibility tend to not be as effective as 

other models such as gravity models and space-time models. Gravity models have now 

started to be adopted into research around sporting facilities but have yet to move into a 

reasonable multi-modal approach that considers the different backgrounds of the 

population. In addition to the backgrounds of the population, other factors such as the sport 

target audience will also play a role in which modes of transport they use to get to the 

facilities and how far they are willing to travel. For example, if Sport Wales or a similar 

sporting organisation wishes to target more of the younger audience to outdoor bowling 
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then they are likely to take into consideration the fact the age ranges may not be ablet to 

travel via car, or if they do, they will require their parent or guardian to take them with 

them. This also introduces new aspects such as only being able to travel there after school 

or on weekends, compared to the retired population who may be able to drive and go any 

time throughout the day.   

 

2.9    Alternative approaches for measuring accessibility 

There is a wide literature base concerned with the derivation and application of 

accessibility measures which highlight both their strengths and limitations. The paper by 

Saxon and Snow (2020), for example, is one of the more recent studies that compare and 

describe the models and limitations. They approach their study with the intent of measuring 

accessibility to healthcare access and the first approach to modelling the accessibility they 

mention is the “Provider to Patient Ratio” which is a simplistic measurement that averages 

the number of physicians available to a patient. One of the main issues with this approach 

is that it does not take into consideration the impacts of variations of access within these 

geographic areas.  It also ignores the fact that patients can go outside these areas to access 

facilities/services and therefore underplays the potential impact of cross-boundary flows.  

Another alternative method of measuring accessibility like the 2SFCA mentioned by Saxon 

and Snow (2020) is the two-dimensional kernel density estimation modal. There are 

however issues with this method for measuring accessibility and that it tends to show 

supply side isotopically rather than a supply to demand ration like that of the 2SFCA model. 

This has shown that areas with little to no population such as parks and rivers will be 

modelled in a state that they are accessing the supply variables. It is important to 

incorporate the demand within the geographic areas, as more condensed areas would be 

competing for the same supply side compared to that or more sparsely populated areas. 

Therefore, a 2D kernel density estimation model would not be as beneficial to use as a 

2SFCA model.  

Saxon and Snow’s (2020) final model used for comparisons of approaches to FCA is the 

Agent-based Modelling (ABM). Agent-based modelling is an accessibility measurement 

method that models individual elements of a structure as agents (Huang 2019). Examples 

of such elements include location, mode of transport etc. Along with the agents themselves, 
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attributes such as the transportation model and road network would constrain the agent 

actions (Macal & North, 2010). Saxon and Snow present an agent-based model they refer 

to as Rational Agent Access Model (RAAM) which calculates accessibility to primary care 

within the US. They declare that their approach accounts for the competition of services 

between locations and feedback into the patients’ decisions which is different from the 

2SFCA approach. Their argument is that it is difficult to alter patient responses to distances 

and catchments within an FCA model compared to that of the agent-based model when 

considering multiple patient origin locations or travel modes. However, as shown by 

Langford et al. (2016) multiple modes of transportation can be incorporated and assigned 

to different numbers of the population. Obviously not all the population will follow similar 

manners, but it depends on the approach. Agent-based models tend to follow individuals 

needs and presents revealed population as discussed in Section 2.4. Whereas E2SFCA 

tends to aim at potential accessibility, by incorporating the possibility that the facilities will 

be divided by the population regardless of if they attend or not.  

Just as the increasing number of varying gravity models such as the 2SFCA and agent-

based alternatives, space-time models are also being introduced for improving or 

measuring accessibility. As stated within Section 2.5.4 space-time models take a more 

individual based approach rather than those used to measure place-based accessibility 

models. This is the same approach as the agent-based alternatives which requires 

information on the actual or predicted utilisation patterns of potential users. In the absence 

of such data, the focus here is on potential place-based accessibility approaches based 

around the use of floating catchment area tools which are increasingly being used to 

measure access to a wider range of facility types and services.  

 

2.10    Evaluation of distance decay functions 

Distance decay functions have been mentioned throughout this chapter as a method of 

weighting the total catchment areas of models or the total distance travelled. This is due to 

the nature of the individual movement of the users who are likely to use multiple forms of 

transport and the constraints that follow using the selected modes of transport. There have 

been many studies on the use of a decay function within accessibility model and this had 

led to several studies on which of these decay functions best suites the accessibility model. 

The linear decay function is an example of a decay function and was first decay function 
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applied to the E2SFCA model after enhancing the original 2SFCA model as mentioned 

within Section 2.6.1 and equation described in Formulas 5 and 6.  

Chen & Jia (2019) conducted a study of applying and comparing alternative decay 

functions within their accessibility measurements. The study consisted of a comparison 

between twenty-four distance decay functions in the 2SFCA models in a comprehensive 

manner and drew two important conclusions regarding the calculations. These decay 

functions included variations of: 

a) Rectangular 

b) Negative linear 

c) Inverse-power 

d) Exponential 

e) Gaussian 

f) Kernel density  

Firstly, the most critical variable within the model was the catchment size at a smaller scale 

(i.e., community level distances) and the decay function impacts the model results on a 

large-scale analysis such as country wide distances. The results found that the spatial 

smoothing effect from Luo and Wang (2003) exists in all 2SFCA models regardless of the 

distance decay. They also suggest that the catchment size represents the acceptable distance 

that someone is willing to travel and can differ for individuals, effecting on the individual’s 

activity space and depends on aspects such as income, car ownership etc but also with the 

environment such as road safety and terrain. From this study it shows that due to the lack 

of empirical evidence to say which decay function is better, specifically within Wales, and 

within Sport organisations then it is unclear on which decay function would provide the 

most accurate representation of catchment impedance. There is also lack of evidence to 

decide which decay function would suit a specific mode of transport, as likely behaviour, 

and expectations of each user’s determination to travel may differ because of the limitations 

of their selected mode of transport.  

 With evidence presented within this chapter, in particular the variety of 2SFCA 

accessibility models implemented in previous studies (Luo and QI (2009), McGrail and 

Humphrey (2009), Langford et al. (2016), Chen & Jia (2019) it is appropriate that a decay 
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function should be used. The decay function is dependent on many factors such as modes 

of transport, roads within the geographic area, age of the population and it is difficult to 

precisely determine which of the decay functions mentioned within this section should fit 

the modes of transport without evidence from service utilisation surveys. For now, it is 

likely that the linear decay function could be used in line with previous studies of multi-

modal accessibility as shown in Langford et al., (2016). However, should empirical 

evidence of user behaviour in accessing different sport facilities become available, such 

decay parameters could be included with further developments of models used within the 

system. A comparison on the efficiency of different decay functions is likely to be within 

future developments of any research conducted within the PhD and is outlined in Chapter 

9, Section 9.5.5 as a further research goal.   

 

2.11    Routing engines 

Throughout the process of reviewing the literature around all types of accessibility it was 

evident that the distances and times from supply to demand locations was the key variable 

in the model regardless of which accessibility calculation was adopted. To achieve one of 

the objectives of the project, which was to include a modern efficient method of measuring 

accessibility the model must be capable of generating routes for all sorts of modes of 

transport. To get these distances and times a key component is required to generate them 

and is usually referred to as a journey planner or a routing engine. Throughout the thesis, 

these will be referred to as a routing engine, adopting a computational role within the 

system. This section covers the recent literature around using routing engines in 

accessibility-based research and the technical reviews of each routing engine available 

covered is discussed within Chapter 3, Section 3.4. This section uses two examples of 

routing engines which includes OpenTripPlanner and Open-Source Routing Machine to 

provide an evaluation of what sort of research they can be applied to.  

There have been many studies around the use of routing engines, tools that have various 

ways of computing journeys from points of origin such as geographic populated centroids 

to destination such as the sports facilities within these studies. This includes both private 

and public forms of transport. Each routing engine has shown both its potential within a 

system, along with some of the drawbacks it may have in terms of limitations, for example 

the number of available modes of transport included or whether it is open source or 
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proprietary software. This has led to studies in which routing engines are compared with 

one another and the outputs of these tools are discussed, such as (Dornhofer, et al., 2014) 

where the study compares the use of OpenTripPlanner (OpenTripPlanner, 2019), 

PgRouting (pgRouting, 2020) and Open-Source Routing Machine (OSRM, 2020). Their 

discussion is based on the research of providing a tool for the visually impaired or blind 

people and leads to the comparison on the routing engine’s abilities to not only find the 

shortest route, but the safest one. The prototype developed is built on an Android device, 

using an Open-Source Routing Machine server. 

 

2.11.1    OpenTripPlanner  

OpenTripPlanner (OTP) is a community driven project with the intent of providing a 

routing engine that can calculate journeys for multiple forms of transport 

(OpenTripPlanner, 2019). The project is being built to run on multiple platforms including 

Windows, Linux and Mac or any operating system that can run a Java Virtual Machine. 

OTP is run as a server and can be accessed via URL to use a web-frontend interface, or via 

calls to its Rest API in which it responds with JSON formatted data. Due to this 

functionality, it provides an excellent back-end tool that can be queried several times to 

collect routes for an OD matrix. The OTP server generates a graph from two data sources, 

the first is an OpenStreetMap file which is used as a road map network and the second is 

the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data. The transit information is applied to 

the graph and then used within the queries. This graph is explained in greater detail when 

comparing routing engines in Chapter 3, Section 3.5 along with the open data formats in 

Section 3.5.1 for GTFS structures and formats and Section 3.5.2 for the OpenStreetMap 

data information. 

OpenTripPlanner has been used in many studies that are based around journey planning 

and accessibility. One of these studies is that of Owen & Levinson (2015) where 

OpenTripPlanner was used to calculate the travel times by transit. Their study was based 

around accessibility of Jobs and the accessibility was based on the transit cost and how 

many jobs could be accessed within a specific time. Using transport data for Minneapolis, 

Minnesota USA, provided by The Metropolitan Council, OpenTripPlanner calculated the 

times from the populated areas to the job locations via transit, with walking included. El-

Geneidy et al. (2016) used OpenTripPlanner in a similar study based in Montreal, Canada, 
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using data calculating the journeys of the origin-destination matrix that they had created to 

generate the time, distance, and fare to be applied to their proposed accessibility 

measurement. They also discuss the importance of taking into consideration the cost of 

travel, which OpenTripPlanner can provide from the GTFS data. 

In addition to the research area of accessibility, OTP has been used in other research areas 

such as Narboneta and Teknomo (2013) who discussed the potential use of routing engine 

within disaster relief. The research used OTP to calculate the journeys within a proposed 

system. Mirri et al. (2017) who used OTP as a backend routing engine for the tool. This 

tool was designed to allow pedestrians to follow creative urban paths based on their own 

walking preferences to places of interest such as historical buildings, churches, famous 

streets etc. OTP was extended to compute the paths, to include these points. Prandi et al. 

(2019) had similar implementations of OpenTripPlanner within their tool, providing a route 

that includes points of interest with the users.  

There have been attempts to create a wrapper tool for OTP such as PropeR, a R Library 

created by the Data Science Campus Working with the Welsh Government that queries 

OTP servers and provides essential information from a journey (Tsalamanis, 2018). PropeR 

can generate point to point trips using CSV file formats as inputs and provide journey 

information or Isochrone maps. This tool would aid in getting journey times for multiple 

modes of transport within a system. During the time of writing the PropeR library is 

currently limited to a CSV file as a form of input, it may be adapted to connecting to a 

spatial database which is discussed within Section 3.6.  

One of the more recent studies that incorporate OTP into a system, is that of 

Klumpenhouwer and Huang (2021) who use OTP to measure accessibility to 20 different 

services in Calgary, Canada. OpenTripPlanner was used to generate isochrones, using 

OpenStreetMap data and GTFS data. These isochrones give a cumulative opportunity 

result, allowing the visual representation on which facilities can be accessed within the 

time that occurs (in the catchment). 

 

2.11.2    Open-Source Routing Machine 

Open-Source Routing Machine is a modern C++ routing engine that, similarly to OTP 

using OpenStreetMap data, find shortest routes on public roads (OSRM, 2020). OSRM is 
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a single mode routing engine for private transport, it does not contain transit stops like 

OTP, instead its graph consists of the road information from OSM to generate the journey 

information. OSRM can be set up as a server and respond to HTTP requests allowing it to 

be used as a back-end querying tool. The server will respond with JSON which will allow 

OSRM to work with web-based tools if required. As discussed previously, Dornhofer et al. 

(2014) compared several routing engines and OSRM was one of the three choices within 

the comparison. They used an OSRM server with the proposed app to aid visually impaired 

users find safe routes.  

Barbieri and Louisa (2019) proposed an accessibility measurement tool framework that 

uses a distance/time-based approach to the nearest hospital. The routing engine used within 

the framework is OSRM and is used to generate times and distances from the mesh block 

centroid to a hospital.  

As OSRM is being used within research areas such as accessibility or route planning, like 

OTP, it leads to the development of wrappers or commands that assist with the ease of use 

such as the (Huber & Rust, 2016) 

 

2.11.3    Additional literature on routing engines 

Throughout the literature review of accessibility models there were several studies that 

mentioned the use proprietary software such as Baidu Maps including Xiangyuan et al. 

(2019), Tao and Cheng (2019) and Ni et al. (2019), as well as the routing proprietary 

software ArcGIS network analyst used by Jiang & Levinson (2017), Karusisi et al. (2013), 

Geneviève et al. (2020). These are software solutions to the routing engines that are usually 

subscription based and usually offer additional functionality in comparison to the open-

source examples provided in (2.11.1) and (2.11.2). These subscriptions would impede on 

one of the aims and objectives set out in the introduction and will be covered in Chapter 3, 

Section 3.4.1 where proprietary software solutions and their capabilities are shown. 

It is also worth noting that the routing engines and various ways in which journeys are 

calculated is continuously being adapted and new planners and engines are on the rise to 

combat the costs and lack of control within the proprietary solutions. An example of this 

within recent literature is the Green Travelling Planner (GT Planner) routing engine.  Green 

Travelling Planner is a newly developed trip planner, proposed by Sierpiński & Staniek 
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(2017). The Green Travelling planner is a platform to analyse and foster the use of green 

travelling options and is built on top of GT planner, a route planner developed by the 

Silesian University of Technology (Poland). The planner is capable of planning routes for 

11 different modes of transport, both private and publicly based. Like previous routing 

engines mentioned, the journeys are generated from a graph built on OpenStreetMap data. 

In addition, there is a second graph used to build the public transport routes, implementing 

fixed routes and stops within the road network. 

 

2.12    Review of the theory and methods of user needs 

assessment and user interface design for decision support 

systems.  

One of the objects within Chapter 1, Section 1.6.1 is to create a solution that the 

organisations would be able to use. This means that complexity of systems needs to be 

taken away from those who are from a less GIS positioned background when it is no longer 

being provided for them. This means that a user interface is required for users to interact 

with any system developed. Compared to academia, or GIS related industries, GIS 

packages and systems come with their own interfaces that give additional functionality. 

The solutions interface must be relatively simplistic and relative to the area of accessibility. 

For this reason, this section contains relevant literature in which would help design an 

interface for a new solution. 

 

2.12.1    Decision support systems 

According to Rodela et al., (2017), decision support systems (DSS) are computer-based 

systems that are specifically designed to support the policy makers and practitioners 

responsible for the decision-making processes. This is essentially the type of system 

outlined in the Introduction, in Section 1.6.1, that would provide a solution several aims of 

the project and greatly improve on existing solutions described in Section 2.8.1. These 

decisions can range from population natural disaster management such as earthquake 

disaster management within the study of Nyimbili, & Erden (2017) to spatial accessibility 

to key services such as the study of Li et al., (2017) who design utilization based spatial 

support system to health care services in the U.S. This can be extended to provision of 
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services and planning the locations of the facilities within sport, or other key services. 

Using the data, methods and models described within this chapter such as the multi-modal 

two step floating catchment area model, the spatial decision support system (SDSS) can 

help them identity the best possible actions to take.  

The tools described in Section 2.8.1, Active Places Cymru (Active Places Cymru 2018) 

and Active Places Power (Active Places Power 2019) are examples of tools that aid in a 

single user finding their nearest facility and would not be classed as a SDSS. This is due to 

their ability to only count for one specific user at a time, travelling to a single facility or 

counting the number of facilities within range. As they do not take into consideration a 

population within a geographic area, it would not be possible to plan the location of a new 

service based on the outcomes of these tools for as equal access possible for the target 

population.  

 

2.12.2    User interface design 

Any SDSS produced will require a suitable user interface design and testing to support the 

users of the system to digest and work with any data and information they interact with on 

the system. This includes not only the final output of the models, such as the choropleth or 

other thematic maps that show accessibility results but also the interacting with the system 

from the input types, layout and required information needed.   

These will also vary depending on what the system requires in terms of input for the 

models, but also by the level of knowledge of GIS by the user as to which is controlled by 

the SDSS automatically, and which is controlled by the user.  

A user interface (UI) is a substantial component of any device that will be users to 

communicate efficiently between the end-users. The UI is used as an intermediate 

component between the user and the system itself (Pitale & Bhumgara , 2019). The UIs are 

often designed around what people need and expect, along with any limitations or 

capabilities the users possess and how well they perceive the processing of the system. Any 

complex information and processing of data should be hidden from the user, allowing them 

to interact with the elements of the system they know such as the user parameters. Using 

the MM2SFCA model consisting of Formulas 8 and 9 in Section 2.7 as an example, the 

user would simply enter the parameters such as catchment area size, decay function and 
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selected modes of transport, but the entire formula itself and the calculation being 

processed would be hidden from the user.  

A well-designed user interface will not only allow the user to perform tasks but could 

possibly improve interaction time with the system. This can also improve cost of using the 

system by having less screen time per web page when inputting the parameters (Galitz 

2007). Galitz refers to several studies that are based about the benefits of good design and 

clarity on web pages. Making screens less crowded and separating items leads to users 

being more productive on the web page. Separate items that had been combined onto a 

single page cluttering up the pages were placed onto different lines instead and resulted in 

around a 20 percent increase in productiveness compared to the prior version. A similar 

study is also noted, which is the UI design work related to Cope & Uliano (1995) who 

compare performance of two groups to test participants in a large wireless communication 

carrier. The results from the study found that the company would save $20,000 within the 

first year just by redesigning one graphical window to be more effective. This shows that 

clarity and readability should be taken into consideration, not just for readability, but for 

performance.  

In terms of system and web page interface interaction, Johnson (2010) discusses that users 

of computer and web sites often frequently click buttons or links without observing them 

properly and that their perception of the interface is based more on previous experiences 

such as buttons that appear consistently throughout the system. An example that is used 

within this study is the positions of a “Next” and “Back” button, and that people would not 

notice the difference of the button changing if the last page that had been set to “Next” was 

now “back”. This example shows that the design of any system produced by this thesis 

should keep consistency with interaction and execution of processes. Pages should keep a 

similar layout, and any process that are like one another should be designed with equal 

execution in mind.  

Johnson (2010) also discusses the perception of colour and how some people are affected 

by how they are presented. Some users may be colour blind which will heavily influence 

the information digested with results, and in particularly to spatial visualisation colours that 

are difficult to distinguish between one another will affect the user data interaction. There 

have also been colour combination tools for development of thematic maps due to this such 
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as Color Brewer (Harrower & The Pennsylvania State University, 2021), to aid in selecting 

suitable colours for colour blind users.  

Within recent years in the design of user interfaces, mobile platforms increasingly been 

seen to get the interest of human-computer interaction (HCI) practitioners since 2007 

(Punchoojit & Hongwarittorrn, 2017). The noticeable difference between the mobile 

devices such as phones and tablets are the lack of physical response and the limitation of 

screen size for virtual keys on an on-screen keyboard. As mobile devices increasingly 

become more powerful and on part to the capabilities of low-end desktops and laptops they 

are increasing becoming used for offsite and actively moving users. Touch screens allow 

for simple user input to act as a click of a mouse, thus providing similar interaction with 

the system. The users described in Section 1.2 are likely to both want to access the system 

on site, where they work, along with being mobile to travel to any other organisations site 

they wish to travel to. Reflecting upon these criteria, along with the objectives in Section 

1.6.1, the system should be designed around both user input on desktop and mobile devices 

and should fit a suitable style for both desktop and platforms.  

Developing an interface for mobile and tablet screens will tend to use a keyboard input less 

and use more simple buttons as input. One of the reasons for this is due to the screen size. 

The tables have a slightly larger screen size but are still smaller compared to desktop 

counterparts. Screen size and its resolution influences the entire interaction with the system 

as well as the output of the system. Therefore, to set up a solution that would provide an 

interface for both mobile and desktop resolutions suitable methods must be used to 

simultaneously create the UI for both platforms. Many modern development solutions now 

take this issue into consideration. One example for applications is Microsoft’s .NET 

(Microsoft .NET, 2021) which now allows for applications to be built with cross-platform 

in mind. Another examples, in terms of a web-based tools that run on most modern 

browsers for desktop and mobile are frameworks such as Bootstrap (Bootstrap 2021) where 

responsive websites and web apps can be generated to suit both screen sizes.    

 

2.12.3    User interface design summary 

Many of the guidelines within Section 2.12.2 discuss the importance of designing suitable 

user interfaces and what to take into consideration when designing a SDSS and how it will 
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affect any design decisions made within the process of designing a solution that will aim 

towards successfully achieving several of the thesis objectives. In short, the user interface 

design decision guidelines that will be used to design the solution interface where required 

are as follows: 

a) Consistency - Keep locations of similar items and user inputs consistent, reframing 

from changing any layouts.  

b) Clarity – keep the items that are related together on the page, and any user inputs 

or items that are separate, on a different section or on a different page entirely. 

Simplistic and uncluttered interfaces will improve performance.  

c) Colour - Use suitable colours and colour combinations, especially in terms of 

spatial data visualisation on thematic maps.  

d) Cross platform – The interface should be suitable for both desktop and mobile 

devices to improve user interaction from users across the web as efficiently as 

possible, without different interfaces being created for each screen size.  

These are to be taken into consideration along with any input from the users described in 

Section 1.2. Chapter 5 discusses how any of these user interface designs were applied 

before the users interacted with the system, for each part of the systems user interface and 

web pages.  

 

2.13    Literature review summary 

After reviewing the four methods, or models, that formed the basis of the approaches 

described by Thill and Kim (2005) and Wang (2007), it was shown that gravity type models 

potentially provided a more accurate result taking into consideration variables such as 

variations in population demand, supply-side characteristics and distance-decay functions. 

These variables are vital for accurately measuring accessibility as these additional factors 

give a better understanding and reasoning behind why a facility may be more accessible 

even though it is located further away. This also includes the fact that even though there 

are several facilities within a catchment, which of those would be best for that populated 

demand point to access.  

These methods have been applied to sport such as Karusisi et al. (2013) who used a 

distance-based approach, Billaudeau, et al. (2011) who use a cumulative opportunity-based 
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approach and Martori, et al. (2020) and Langford et al. (2016) who use a FCA approach. 

Each one progressing on the other making advances by including the different variables 

required. The literature has shown that most of the accessibility methods in the field of 

sporting facilities have tended to be based around the use of nearest facility or cumulative 

opportunities and even where they do include more advanced techniques, they tend not to 

include a multi-modal approach.  

These methods however were then shown to be inefficient by Mao and Nekorchuk (2013) 

due to their lack of multi-modal functionality embedded into the calculations. The research 

on different methods of including additional modes of transport was required, not only for 

the gravity-based approach, but also the closest facility and cumulative opportunities as the 

distance that could be travelled within the time limits greatly differ for the modes of 

transport selected.  

The evidence provided by Mao and Nekorchuk (2013) has shown that a multi-modal 

accessibility method of measuring accessibility is required to give a more accurate result, 

taking into consideration the different methods of transport available for the population. 

Evidence provided by Langford et al (2016) would show that independent networks that 

generate the distances would be superior to the approach by Mao and Nekorchuk (2013) as 

even though different speeds improve on the original E2SFCA, the public transport modes 

will have fixed routes which would heavily affect the distances in comparison to the 

shortest route used. The difference in modes of transport differ greatly than just simply 

stating they have different speeds. Using a routing engine, it would be possible to get these 

different routes and times generated to add into the calculations. This show that the 

calculation that will be used for the duration of this study must contain a model that uses 

multiple forms of transport.  

From the comparison of alternatives within Section 2.9, E2SFCA appears to be the most 

suitable and beneficial for this case study.  E2SFCA improves on the “Provider to Patient 

Ratio” where supply-to-demand was taken into consideration but extends the approach to 

include multi-modal trips whilst also improving on the 2D kernel density method which 

lacked the consideration of the populations needs. Due to these reasons E2SFCA could 

offer a better measure of accessibility within this study. Additionally, the MM2SFCA 

method (Langford et al. 2016) approach improves on the standard E2SFCA model (Luo 

and Qi 2009) by including the additional modes of transport. Other models presented within 
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this research may be implemented into the solution described later in Chapter 4, but for this 

iteration, MM2SFCA addresses the needs of the objectives outlined in Chapter 1. 

The literature in Chapter 2.12 provided guidelines that should be followed when designing 

a user interface. Any user interface prior to user testing and feedback should be generated 

using the guidelines to allow for an easier transition into using the solution. The final design 

and iteration of the interface for the solution is covered in Chapter 5, Sections 5.3 to 5.7.  

The literature covered within this chapter has provided a direction in which the research 

within this thesis will go. The following chapter contains literature on the available 

components and tools that are available to produce the necessary variables in the 

accessibility models described in Section 2.5. 
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 Review of alternative technologies 

 

3.1    Chapter outline 

This chapter summarises the existing literature base concerned with the applying the types 

of software and tools that have been used to achieve the aims and objectives set out in 

Chapter 1. Each section within this chapter is based on various components that would be 

required throughout the system to achieve the goal of developing a framework for 

measuring accessibility to facilities/services in an open-source and web-based 

environment. Research within this chapter was also mentioned within the published paper 

(Price et al, 2021). This includes various open-source routing engines, web mapping 

frameworks, databases and open data. This chapter contains greater details of the difference 

in capabilities between these technologies with additional alternative technologies included 

such as more routing engines, web-GIS frameworks and information on open-data 

compared to that of which was present in the published paper. This chapter also contains a 

greater detail in comparison between proprietary and open-source software. This chapter 

also includes justifications on the use of each one. 

The first key topic and component required for the solution will be the routing planners. 

During the literature review in Section 2.11, it was evident that a key element within all 

accessibility models is the distances and times that have been generated for the journeys 

between the demand and supply locations. The second section within this chapter consists 

of a review of the various spatial databases considered as having some potential for storing 

and collating the spatial data used in such calculations. The third section outlines the way 

in which the data could be published across the web in terms of server access or the 

programming languages that could be used to communicate with the other components 

within the system. The fourth section contains the open-source tools that are available at 

the time of this PhD research to visualise spatial data via web maps. The final section 

summarises the approach taken to select the components that have been used as a basis of 

the framework described in Chapter 4.   
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3.2    Accessibility measurement requirements 

There are several requirements to produce a system that performs accessibility calculations 

revolving around MM2SFCA. To do this, we need to evaluate what variables are used 

within specific accessibility models and evaluate how each of those variables would be 

produced or obtained. There is a vast amount of available software and open-source tools 

that allow these variables to be calculated. The first of these tasks is to calculate the 

journeys from one location to another which usually requires a routing engine as described 

in Section 3.4. The second of these tasks is to store the spatial data that consists of multiple 

types of attributes including points, lines and polygons and their associated information. 

The third task will be to display the information in a meaningful way allowing for the 

spatial data to be represented on a map that the user could interact within. The final task is 

to bridge all these components together and select suitable languages, libraries and APIs 

that allow communication and the parsing of data where it is needed. This means there are 

four different areas to be covered within this chapter: 

• The first area of component research is the routing engine where the wide range of 

available routing engines is discussed along with their advantages and limitations 

along with how the information can be used and which modes of transportation are 

available. Another important factor is comparing with how they stack up against 

the maintained proprietary alternatives that relieve the user from the burden of 

maintaining the road networks and transport information.  

• The second research area is the spatial databases and their capabilities in 

comparison between one another. There are many open-source solutions to this 

problem, and many of them follow similar functions but are limited to languages 

for altering the information in the schemas and tables.  

• The third component is the visualisation of the data. Different web-mapping APIs 

are available and were compared to within Section 2 of the literature review. This 

culminated in ideas concerning those produced some idea of which of these libraries 

which have been more developed and are more likely to be applied to the solution. 

• The final research area is the programming languages available to connect the 

system together, or the various ways in which they can act as a tool or server for 

the communication. Languages such as python and R have become increasingly 
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popular amongst statisticians al and spatial analysts as there are now many libraries 

and packages available to make short work of the complex algorithms.  

Each of these research areas will branch off and impact on effect one another, therefore 

suitable components must be selected or based around the best possible combination to 

create the accessibility solution developed to meet the project objectives as efficiently as 

possible. 

 

3.3    Assessment criteria for solution components 

With the required components described, it is now possible to plan out the assessment 

criteria for each stage of the solution and for each of these components. This is due to the 

vast number of alternatives widely available for each stage of the system. There are, 

however, a set of requirements that every component should follow. The main requirements 

that each component within the solution must follow, is that the end solution continues in 

line with the goals first set in Chapter 1, Section 1.6.1. This means that the solutions must 

be as cost effective as possible and work within an environment that can be accessed from 

anywhere with permission. These decisions are affected by the range and availability of 

each of the tools within their category of components.   

The first of the components listed is the routing engine. The routing engine will be required 

to calculate times and durations for several different modes of transport. The most 

important of these modes of transport is the public transport, where, as mentioned by 

Langford et al. (2016) requires more thought than simply changing the speeds described 

by Mao and Nekorchuk (2013). Therefore, the solution must make use of the fixed routes, 

timetables, and location of services such as bus stops, rather than simply changing the speed 

variable. The second criteria will be the range of road networks it can operate with, and 

how the road network datasets can be updated. The system requires road networks that are 

as accurate as possible with as low impact in cost as possible. More precise road network 

data sets with more accurate detail often falls under the available proprietary alternatives. 

The third requirement for the routing engine is the ease of deployment, when obtaining the 

data and reconstructing it with as minimum complexity as possible.  

The second component is the system data storage or database, which has two requirements 

that the assessment criteria will be evaluated on. The first is that ideally the system uses a 
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format that can easily be read by most systems with minimal editing or additional libraries 

required that are not well known. Libraries are prewritten code that users can use to perform 

tasks in their desired libraries, the issue being that if these are not maintained then it can 

complicate updating the system if the library is no longer functional on version of operating 

system etc. The second requirement is the need of basic spatial querying compatibility. 

Along with the storage requirements of spatial data (point and polygon data which is 

discussed later in Section 3.10.4 and Appendix III), basic operations such as straight-line 

distance calculations will benefit the system by reducing the time taken on creating these 

basic functions from scratch.  

The third component, the data visualisation, will have assessment criteria based on the 

range of functionality and portability. Functionality refers to the number or range of 

available drawing methods and data visualisation such as types of maps, interactive tools, 

plug-ins, number of available browsers, embeddability etc. Portability in this case refers to 

the number of remote devices it would be capable of working on, seamlessly without effort 

of multiple versions being created for the same device. The portability is also usually 

affected by the size of the memory that the library or tool uses up, which will be dependent 

on how much functionality or which functionality is lost to save memory.    

The final component, which is the programming language that will be used to hold the 

system solution together will be assessed on a few different criteria but will also be based 

on personal preference if little to no difference is found between them.  This is due to time 

constraints on the project and learning a new languages syntax and structure, may impact 

on the delivery of the research results within the time frame of the thesis. Learning the 

languages will also be heavily affected on the available tutorials and documentation for the 

required functionality. The criteria that the languages compete with is heavily based around 

the available libraries that can interact with the other components. Due to the nature of 

working with open-source software, there are likely to be a variety of data formats used to 

parse the data between components. The language will need to have either core 

functionality or libraries that are regularly updated and maintained to support these data 

formats.   
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3.4    Routing Engines 

After reviewing the literature on accessibility model and the various ways in which the 

studies were conducted, it was evident that a routing engine would be required to obtain 

the distances and times between the demand locations and the supply locations. A routing 

engine is a tool, or piece of software that uses a road network and calculates the distance 

and or time between two or more locations. This can be done in multiple ways but the main 

mechanism by which most non-public transport routing engines calculate the route is with 

shortest path algorithms which take the length of each road and calculate the shortest 

distance. There are other routing engines that can produce distances and times for public 

transport that take into consideration fixed routes and bus timetabling, and they will be 

discussed later in the chapter.  

The routing engine is the first element needed within the system infrastructure as it is the 

component that that provides the necessary variables for completing any type of 

accessibility model described in Section 2.5. Approaches to measuring accessibility have 

moved on from the use of relatively simplistic methods such as straight-line distance or 

buffer zones and it is generally acknowledged that road networks are required in more 

recent studies concerned with accessibility calculations. In addition to the road network, 

the availability of modes of transportation must be at a high standard and include most 

forms of transport. This section will now provide information on several popular and 

widely available routing engines. 

 

3.4.1    Proprietary software 

The studies reviewed in Chapter 2, revealed several instances where routing engines were 

used to generate the distances used within accessibility models. Many of these research 

papers had used proprietary software to do this. The rationale behind reviewing such tools 

was to consider their respective advantages and limitations if implemented into the final 

infrastructure. The first of these proprietary software solutions is Google Maps API 

(Google Maps 2021). The Google Maps platform provides a large range of functionality 

that centres on spatial data that can be used within systems for different purposes such as 

highly detailed maps that cover 99% of the world that can be customised where necessary, 

location data on 200 million different places, and routing engines that can calculate routes 
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and times between locations. These tools have been used throughout different types of 

services such as delivery systems, gaming, asset tracking and retailing. Google Maps 

platform can be uses on multiple different platforms including Android, iOS, Windows, or 

it can be embedded into a website using the JavaScript API or Maps Static API. This makes 

Google maps a perfect routing engine for an application that would meet one of the 

principal aims outlined in Chapter 1; namely the need for users to access the system from 

any location with a secure connection.  

The routing engine is one of the key products to the Google Maps Platform. These engines 

are updated daily and maintained by Google. This would mean that the times and distances 

would be based on current times and would not require any maintenance by the user to find 

any suitable data for the routing engine. The only downside to using this in an application 

would be the costs and subscriptions of the API. To use the routing services that returns 

direction for transit, biking, driving, and walking with their associated times and distances, 

the cost would apply to every 1000 requests. Table 3-1 shows the current costs of the API 

as of 2021. For example, if the multi-modal 2SFCA model was applied to the grass pitches 

in Wales, and the population was based on LSOA centroids which is a classification of 

geographic area based on roughly a collection of 1600 people it would lead to a high 

number or routes generated. There are 2210 grass pitches in the Sport Wales database 

provided and a total of 1909 LSOAs in Wales. There would be a total of 4,218,890 routes 

to be calculated between the combinations of supply to demand locations. If it were $5 for 

every 1000 routes the total would be $21,094, which is severely over their $200 free 

monthly usage credit. This would need to be done every time the organisation wishes to 

calculate the accessibility of their services or updates their infrastructure. With more 

geographic areas being used or more facility service locations this would again add to the 

costs. Therefore, this would not be a suitable solution to a company that has sparse funding 

or limited resources.  

An alternative proprietary routing engine available is Baidu Maps (Baidu Maps 2021), that 

was used within several studies noted in the literature review.  Baidu Maps is the most used 

web map service in China and offers features such as satellite imagery, street maps and 

street viewing, and routing. Just like the Google Maps Platform, it is made up of several 

different APIs that allow for applications to incorporate its functionality into systems on 

multiple distinct platforms such as Android, iOS and Windows etc. The costing system is 
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also comparable to Google Maps Platform where there is initial free credit on the low-end 

number of calculations but as more calculations are performed the costs quickly increase.  

Other alternatives include Bing Maps API (Bing Maps 2021) which is Microsoft’s 

alternative to the Google Maps Platform and follows a similar pricing system. ArcMap 

Network Analyst (2021) is ESRIs (ESRI 2021) alternative to the solution of generating 

routes and journeys between selected points of interest. Finally, MapQuest (MapQuest 

2021) is another alternative proprietary solution. 

 

Table 3-1. Proprietary solutions cost comparison 

 

Baidu and Bing maps did not have clear indication of the costs and request they get in touch 

with the provider which could become tedious when sorting out a system and finding out 

the costs could be higher than anticipated. From the outset of this it appears as if ArcMap 

would be the best option, but it still requires the user to provide their own GTFS feed for 

the ArcGIS Network Analyst extension public transit data model. If this is the case, the 

Proprietary 

solution 

Free services Basic Cost per route 

/ collection of routes 

Maximum cost per route / 

collection of routes 

Google 

Maps 

Platform  

$200 free monthly 

credit 

$5 per 1000 requests N/A 

Baidu Maps 

API 

NA NA NA 

Bing Maps 

API 

NA Basic key for 50000 

transactions within a 

24-hour period price 

not visible 

Price not visible 

ArcMap 

Network 

Analyst 

NA £933 per year NA 

MapQuest 15,000 transactions 

per month 

Basic package of 

30,000 per month at 

$99 

Business Plus package of 

500,000 transactions per 

month for $799 
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user could opt for an open-source routing engine. Even after evaluating the prices, they 

could change at any moment under terms and conditions within the software use.  

 

3.4.1.1    Proprietary software solution summary 

After reviewing the range of the more popular proprietary solutions (Google Maps 

Platform, Baidu Maps API, Bing API, ESRI, MapQuest), similar system patterns and 

designs can be found in their functionality and service costs. As shown in Section 3.4.1, 

where Google Maps pricing system was used as an example, the service costs can increase 

to large amounts when performing many routing calculations between the accessibility 

supply services and the demand locations. The service costs of the proprietary software 

would need to be evaluated on whether the price or rate of calculating a route is worth the 

difference in accuracy compared to other cheaper solutions. The additional services such 

as maintenance and development of the road networks would need to sufficient to justify 

the additional costs of using a proprietary solution. The user would not need to collect their 

own data on road networks or public transport timetables as it would be done by the 

organisations that maintain and develop the paid solutions. None of the solutions 

mentioned within this section of the chapter would be suitable to be implemented into the 

system as they do not meet one of the aims of the projects which would create a low-cost 

solution. To bypass these costs, there have been attempts to create open-source and free 

versions of routing engines that apply the same functionality. Alternatives to using the 

propriety software are discussed within the next section of the chapter. 

 

3.4.2    Open-source routing engine solutions 

Proprietary software has limitations based around the cost effectiveness of each of the APIs 

or Platforms. Free and open-source alternative applications have been designed to evade 

this by allowing users to create their own server or application to use throughout the 

research or system solutions. This section describes the number of free and open-source 

alternatives available, that the user would be required to maintain the datasets but creates 

a low-cost solution with more flexibility in terms of customisation. 

The functionality of the open-source routing engines covered within this thesis is summed 

up in Table 3-2 and shows the represents the functionality capabilities of the five routing 
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engines mentioned within this chapter. It shows a clearly that the two routing engines with 

the most functionality are Valhalla and OTP. The purpose of the table is to sum up the 

findings of the routing engines with the most capability to aid in terms of measuring 

accessibility. Ideally, the routing engine will need to be fast, but it is not worth sacrificing 

accuracy within the accessibility model. These routing times are generally fast and saving 

a few minutes of time will not benefit over including multiple sources of transport.  
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Table 3-2. Comparison of routing engine functionality 

 

 

 pgRouting GRASS OSRM Openrouteservice Valhalla GraphHopper OTP 

Car Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Truck Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes 

Walking Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Cycling Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Public Transit Yes no no no Yes yes Yes 

Other - - - - Other Bikes, scooter, 

motorcycle 

Other Bikes, scooter, 

motorcycle 

Tram, Ferry, Cable car, 

gondola, funicular, airplane 

Routing Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Isochrones Yes Yes No yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matrix Yes yes Yes yes Yes No Yes 

Map Matching No yes Yes no Yes Yes Yes 

Transport 

combinations 

no no no no no no Yes 

Limited calls no no no yes no no no 
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3.4.2.1    pgRouting 

pgRouting is an extension of the PostgreSQL database that is part of OSGeo (OSGeo 2021) 

and its geospatial extension PostGIS. It was used as a routing engine in one of the 2SFCA 

research papers by Langford et al. (2016) as a means of generating routes for multiple modes 

of transportation. One of the limitations of using this as a routing engine would be that its 

functionality is based around PostgreSQL databases and would only be able to be used with 

this database. These two components however would be greatly integrated with one another 

and a method of communication between them would not be required. PostGIS is written in 

C++ which is an extension of the c programming language, and extends the PostGIS 

functionality by providing several popular network algorithms that are designed to solve 

problems such as shortest path and the traveling salesperson problem. These shortest path 

algorithms include: 

• All Pairs Shortest Path, Johnson’s Algorithm 

• All Pairs Shortest Path, Floyd-Warshall Algorithm 

• Shortest Path A* 

• Bi-directional Dijkstra Shortest Path 

• Bi-directional A* Shortest Path 

• Shortest Path Dijkstra 

• Driving Distance 

• K-Shortest Path, Multiple Alternative Paths 

• K-Dijkstra, One to Many Shortest Path 

• Traveling Salesperson 

• Turn Restriction Shortest Path (TRSP) 

For pgRouting to work it must contain valid topology. For example, the road intersections 

and points where road changes are often referred to as nodes. PgRouting often uses these 

nodes for the routing proves by travelling from one node to the next. This routing engine 

would not be a suitable candidate for the solution developed during this project for several 

reasons. The first and most important is the modes of transport it can provide routes and 
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journeys for and how none of them are based around public transport requirements and 

environments. This would prevent one of the higher populated number of transport types 

such as bus or train to be included within the accessibility calculation. The second is the 

limitation on the database and how it would limit the selection to PostgreSQL. This is 

because of pgRouting being an extension of PostGIS.  

 

3.4.2.2    GRASS 

Geographic Resources Analysis Support System (GRASS) is a GIS technology that has been 

built for vector and raster geospatial data management, geoprocessing and spatial modelling 

and visualisation (GRASSGIS 2021). GRASS is a desktop application that runs on 

Windows, Mac and Linux and comes with both a graphical user interface as well as a 

command line interface. GRASS also provides several APIs that can be used in a few 

different programming languages such as C and Python, which allows for integration of 

GRASS into bespoke applications. There are also many addons and extensions that increase 

its functionality that have resulted from the research efforts of a large community of users 

since its initial inception.    

One of the key functions within GRASS is its routing engine capabilities. There are several 

implemented algorithms that are based around shortest path and time. The shortest path is 

computed between two or more points by using a set number of costs such as line length, or 

attributes saved in a database table. The distance-based costs, such as line length can be 

computed by setting a speed limit along the paths. This would follow a basic implementation 

of the multi-modal calculation by setting different speeds to mode of transport as Mao and 

Nekorchuk (2013) proposed previously. Langford et al. (2016) proved this to be inconsistent 

with real world parameters that were set on public transport routes, therefore this would not 

likely be a suitable solution to the system.   

 

3.4.2.3    Open-Source Routing Machine 

Open-Source Routing Machine (OSRM 2021) was initially project led by Dennis Luxen and 

Christian Vetter at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT 2021). It is a high-

performance routing engine that is written in C++ similarly to pgRouting but is a standalone 

application and is not tied down to any specific database. This routing engine is free and 
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open source, allowing users to customise and amend it to improve functionality where 

required or provide alternative modes of transport if the user has some understanding or is 

capable of programming in C++. OSRM like many of the other routing engines described in 

this section, uses open data for the road network, primarily OpenStreetMap, a data set that 

will be described later in this chapter. This immediately places additional work on those who 

use or maintain the routing engine, as they will have to find reliable and up-to-date versions 

of the open data road network that would be used to calculate the distances.  

The purpose behind the OSRM routing engine is to calculate the shortest path from point A 

to point B. Unlike many of the routing engines, OSRM does not use a form of A* path 

finding to compute the shortest path. To find the shortest path, OSRM uses a multilevel 

Dijkstra’s algorithm. Multilevel Dijkstra is a modification of the Dijkstra’s algorithm that 

utilises multilevel partitions of the road network and uses a precomputed overlay of the 

network nodes to speed up the computation. These algorithms allow for efficient computing 

times for deriving routes within web-based routing applications and websites. Figure 3-1 

represents a website demo of OSRM (OSRM Demo 2021) that currently uses OSRM as a 

routing engine within a leaflet map.  

 

Figure 3-1. Open-source Routing Machine Demo 
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OSRM can be implemented in two different ways. The first of these is being implemented 

as a HTTP server. The server would allow HTTP requests that it receives to generate a route 

and provide journey information. The OSRM server will provide this information in 

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format, a format explained in Section 3.10.5.1, which is 

the only format that OSRM currently supports for its response data. The JSON response 

allows for data to be easily extracted by most modern programming languages and structured 

into a system. OSRM also allows for GeoJSON response data, allowing for geometries to be 

outputted directly upon server request. Table 3-3 shows the current services available within 

the HTTP API of OSRM. 

 

Service Name Description / Functionality 

Nearest Service Snaps a coordinate to the nearest match on the street network. 

This currently supports longitude and latitude.  

Route Service Finds the fastest route between coordinates supplied.  

Table Service Finds the duration of the fastest route between all the pairs of 

coordinates that are supplied in a table.  

Match Service Snaps a GPS point to the road network in the most plausible 

way.  

Trip Service A trip plugin that solves the Travelling Salesman Problem, 

connecting several points and returns a path. This path does 

not have the be the fastest path. Multiple trips are returned for 

each connected component.  

Tile Service Generates Mapbox Vector Tiles that can be viewed with a 

suitable slippy-map viewer.  

Table 3-3. Current services available by HHTP request for OSRM 

 

The second way in which OSRM can be implemented is as a library via C++. This allows 

the routing engine to be incorporated into a system that is built using the C++ language, 

providing capability of an application with direct access to the code. This would prevent the 
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need of requesting and transferring data between different servers and services that would 

be limited by the bandwidth of data transfer between them. The data would be calculated on 

the same machine, reducing the calculation speeds.  

One of the few problems with this engine is the capability of producing routes with public 

transport or combining the use of multiple forms of transportation, similarly to pgRouting. 

Currently during the stage of this study OSRM is only used for private transport including 

car, bike and walking that use shortest paths. Due to this limitation of the forms of transport, 

it cannot be used to calculate the public transport times and distances for a multi-modal 

accessibility model. One of the ways around this would be to apply the methods used by 

Mao and Nekorchuk (2013), who changed the speed of the transport, which would be more 

credible than the entire population travelling by private transport, but it would not include 

the limitations such as the fixed routes and times. This would give some basic idea if the 

new public transport would be based on a specific speed. This limitation would prevent the 

system being used that utilises more efficient models such as a model that does incorporate 

the public transport routes and timetables. 

 

3.4.2.4    Openrouteservice API 

Openrouteservice (Openrouteservice 2021) is an API that allows for routes to be calculated 

for multiple forms of transport that use a fastest path algorithm. It is a free service that the 

user would query and returns a few data formats that the user could extract information from 

such as JSON or GeoJSON. The data road network uses OpenStreetMap to generate 

information of times and distances base. This means this is a suitable method of collecting 

routing information for private modes of transport that are shortest path based, and the user 

would not need to set up a server to maintain the road network. There is one main drawback 

and limitation to this service, and that is there is a limitation on the number of calls to the 

API using the API key that can be made per day. Currently within the free plan, the system 

will allow for 2000 requests per day and around 40 requests per minute. This will heavily 

burden the system on calculations that require many routes to be calculated. There have been 

many attempts at successfully integrating this service into programming languages as 

libraries for user to implement the services functionality into their application. One example 

of these libraries is Openrouteservice Py (Openrouteservice Py 2021) which is a library that 

builds in the APIs functionality into the Python programming language. This routing service 
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will not likely be used for this solution, due to the lack of public transport functionality and 

the limitation on number of routes generated. 

 

3.4.2.5    Valhalla 

Valhalla is Mapzen’s (Mapzen 2021) open-source routing service that allows for client-side 

routing calculations. It is possible to get routes and navigation guidance through an API call. 

Similarly, to OSRM and Openrouteservice it uses OpenStreetMap data as road network data, 

and allows for driving, cycling, and walking routing. There is an advantage of using Valhalla 

over the previous routing engines mentioned and that is the additional routing functionality 

that allows for transit data or public transport data to be implemented. This functionality 

allows for public transport to be queried and generated from point A to point B including its 

fixed routes and timetables and any other impeding costs usually associated with the 

transport such as cost available days. Valhalla works similarly to OSRM, where the user 

requests a route using coordinates and gets a response. Valhalla utilises the JSON format to 

send and receive information, and the location coordinates are given in decimal degrees and 

can be generated with many different input sources such as GPS, click on a map, geocoding 

services etc. This data can now be displayed on a JavaScript-based web-map application 

such as Leaflet (Valhalla API 2021). Table 3-4 represents a list of services supplied by the 

Valhalla routing engine a description of each service and what functionality it adds to the 

routing engines used. 
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Table 3-4. Valhalla functionality and services available.  

 

One of the main benefits to using Valhalla is that it can use public transport as a mode of 

transportation. To do this, it uses GTFS data, a file format described in Section 3.4.1, to map 

out the stops and routes of the public transport such as buses and trains. According to the 

associated documentation, Valhalla draws the data from Transitland (Transitland 2021) an 

open data aggregation project API that allows analysis of journeys from two or more points. 

Transitland is an open data platform that collects GTFS, GTFS Realtime and other open data 

feeds for public transport around the world. Transitland also allows for multimodal journeys, 

where different modes of transport are used and connected to create a path.  

Service Name Description / Functionality 

Turn-by-Turn Is an open-source routing service that allows the integration of 

routing and navigation into web or mobile applications.  

Optimized route 

service 

A service that allows for quick computation of time and 

distance between a set of location sources and location targets 

(supply and demand locations for example).  

Time-Distance Matrix 

Service 

Provides a quick computation of time and distance between a 

set of locations and returns them to you in the resulting matrix 

table. 

Isochrone & 

Isodistance service API 

reference 

Computes areas that are reachable within specified time 

intervals and returns regions as contours of polygons or lines 

that can be applied to a map.  

Map Matching Service 

API 

Allows for MapBox Map Matching services, to match 

coordinates such as GPS locations to roads and paths within 

the road network (OSM).  

Locate API Provides details information about streets and intersections 

close to an input point with added matching criteria.  

Transit Availability 

API 

Service to check for one or more locations with an optional 

radius and returns a Boolean value for if transit is available. 

Elevation API Allows for digital elevation model (DEM) data as the result of 

a query, computing the steepness of roads and paths and 

including this information in the service data.  
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Figure 3-2. Transitland routes and maps 

 

The GTFS data within Transitland is located within the source feeds. These source feeds are 

frequently updated. Figure 3-3 shows an example of one of a feed towards GTFS data in 

Cardiff, Wales. 

 

Figure 3-3. Transitland GTFS data example 
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There are limitations to using such a service. Initially the service will only include the GTFS 

data and feeds that have been applied to Transitland. However, as it is open data users may 

add new data to it. This requires users to maintain the data they are including into the routing 

engine.  Even with this disadvantage on data management, it still benefits over those without 

the capability to use transit data in the multi-modal accessibility models.  

An additional service that Valhalla provides is the ability to create isochrone maps. These 

maps can be generated using the API call and the server responds with GeoJSON, a data 

exchange format explained in detail in Section 3.10.4. The GeoJSON responses can easily 

be implemented into a web-mapping service or framework as most modern services such as 

Leaflet are capable of reading GeoJSON directly without the need for code modifications or 

plugins. Leaflet directly benefits from Valhalla’s response as it has isochrone styling 

information that can be read directly as shown in Figure 3-4.   

 

 

Figure 3-4. Isochrone map generated by Valhalla API 

 

The additional functionality within Valhalla, such as use of public transport implementation, 

would be more likely to be used within the system as it would provide a more accurate 

representation of the nature of public transport and its limitations. This service also relieves 

the burden of collecting transport data and the user would simply only be required to provide 

a current version of the OpenStreetMap file. 
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3.4.2.6    GraphHopper 

Another route engine is GraphHopper, a Java open-source commercial service that is 

designed to focus on solving overly complex vehicle routing problems. This follows a 

similar structure to Valhalla where the default road network map is OSM and supports public 

transit router via published GTFS feeds.  Although OSM is used as a default road network, 

it can import other data sources. Dijkstra and A* are used as its routing algorithms, along 

with its bidirectional variants (GraphHopper Documentation 2021). One of the main 

disadvantages to using this API is that GraphHopper decided to close their matrix API code 

due to its business-critical position, along with their truck profiles.  

There are separate JavaScript and Java clients for the API, and it is possible to get plain 

JSON response that can be read by any language of the user’s choice. There are GET requests 

that respond with this JSON data, but they have a URL limitation and require POST requests 

to be supplied with JSON input.  

There are several parts to the API. Firstly, there is the Routing Web API, which is the core 

function of the route planner. This API is what is used to create the journeys using the road 

network data and the transit information. The second API is an Isochrone API, similarly to 

Valhalla, it is possible to produce isochrone maps with the supplied coordinates as shown in 

Figure 3-5. The Isochrone API was further improved, and a new Shortest Path Tree API was 

implemented that allowed for detailed road network visualisation, rather than the typical 

polygons that an isochrone produce. An example of this detailed network is shown in Figure 

3-5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3-5. Isochrone map produced by GraphHopper 
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3.4.2.7    OpenTripPlanner 

OpenTripPlanner (OTP) is a family of open-source projects, that together provide detailed 

journeys with passenger information and transportation network analysis services (OTP 

2021). OTP is one of the oldest open-source routing engines that started development in 

2009 and had its first official release of the project on 9th September 2016 with the help of 

100 contributors around the world. OTP is a multi-modal trip planner that can run on a range 

of operating systems that can run a java virtual machine. Several previous studies that use 

OTP in these types of application areas were described in Chapter 2, Section 2.7.1 (e.g. 

Owen and Levinson (2015), Narboneta and Teknomo (2013), Mirri et al (2017), Prandi et al 

(2019). 

One of OTP’s major advantages over many of the other listed routing engines is that it is 

multi-modal. OTP can be queried for journeys for almost any form of transportation. These 

modes of transport can be combined within the journey and create combinations of transport. 

For example, if a user wishes to include public transport and rental bike in the journey, it is 

possible to include these as a combination within a journey. Each stage within the route will 

be included, such as walking between locations of buses and rental bike locations, carparks 

or to bus stop. OTP also has a larger variety of modes of transport compared to the previous 

routing engines mentioned. The modes of transport that the documentation for 

OpenTripPlanner (OTP documentation 2021) claim to support include: 

a. Pedestrian  

b. Bicycle 

c. Bicycle (Rent) 

d. Bicycle (Park) 

e. Car 

f. Car (Park) 

g. Tram 

h. Subway 

i. Rail 

j. Bus 

k. Cable car 

l. Ferry 

m. Gondola 

n. Funicular 

o. Airplane 
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One of the more simplistic functions of an OpenTripPlanner server is the GUI that allows 

users to perform calculations and generate journeys when clicking on a map. The user enters 

desired parameters and limitations into the input box shown in Figure 3-6 in the bottom left 

of the GUI. The mode of transport that they wish to use within the journey is selected, along 

with the maximum walking distance, and whether a weight is to be applied to the journey. 

Figure 3-6 shows a journey that is generated from clicking on a start location and end 

location along with the user input. Figure 3-7 shows another journey that was generated 

using the same input parameters, and the different route a user may take. 

 

 

Figure 3-6. Journey calculation using OTP user interface 
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Figure 3-7. Alternative journey using OTP user interface. 

 

The parameters entered in the input box heavily influence the outcome of the desired 

journey. OTP will produce a maximum of three journeys for public transport, providing the 

details of each one. The journey information is displayed in an itinerary return box, as shown 

in the top left of Figures 3-6 and 3-7. This information is broken down into sub sections, 

such as each bus journey or each walk between the transit stops. This information also 

contains all the other information that is generated from the GTFS files stored within the 

graph. Figure 3-8 shows the impact that the maximum walking tolerance has within 

calculating a journey.  
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Figure 3-8 also shows that OTP will include small bus journeys where possible. The distance 

of the single bus journey within Figure 3-8 is approximately 200 metres which is unlikely to 

be used within a journey that mostly consists of walking. This is because the person using 

public transport is unlikely to wait for extended periods of time for a bus when they could 

walk such a short distance. The one-mile walking distance allowed for the journey to include 

the small bus route and the long walking route, but if the walking distance had been reduced 

to a suitable distance (as described later in the methods Section 6.3), it would provide a route 

like that in Figure 3-7. Travel around large parks and built-up areas is expected with public 

transport; therefore, the total journey distance would be larger, but the waiting times and the 

duration may differ.  

Figure 3-8. OTP with an altered maximum walking distance (1 Mile) 
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Additionally, when using the interface, the route lines drawn on top of the map tended to 

show inconsistencies with the road network. Figure 3-9 shows the route map drawn on top 

of the map used, and how the lines do not line up with the road map. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-9. Journey route lines inaccuracy with OTP user interface.  
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OTP’s REST API was used to provide journey information, that contains distances. The total 

distance generated for the journey within Figure 3-9 was 5.527km. Using Google Maps, it 

was possible to mimic the route of the OTP query to obtain distance information. Figure 3-

10 shows the distance generated using the same route within Google Maps produces a 

distance of 5.6km. With a few differences in road network snapping, although the routes do 

not snap on the OTP network visual side, the network distances are similar in accuracy to 

proprietary software. 

 

 

Figure 3-10. Route generated on Google Maps. 

 

Figures 3-11, 3-12 and 3-3, in addition to the public transport journeys generated within 

Figures 3-8 and 3-9, show the difference in routes produced by OTP that would be used 

within the accessibility calculation from a supply point to demand point locations and how 

much they differ in terms of time and routes taken. These provide further evidence that taking 
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in different modes of transport will improve accuracy in accessibility measurements. It is 

also clear that some routes will be the same, such as the walking and the cycling routes in 

Figures 3-12 and 3-13 but will differ in time. This also shows that duration is also valuable 

when assessing accessibility. 

 

 

Figure 3-11. Private transport route generated by OTP.  
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Figure 3-12. Cycling transport route generated by OTP.  

 

 

Figure 3-13. Walking route generated by OTP.  
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OTP can be efficiently integrated into a web-based environment. The OTP server uses a 

REST API to receive the queries and responds with JSON data. The REST API is queried 

by a URL string which many modern web languages and technologies are capable of 

building such as PHP. Similarly, the JSON response will contain all information on the 

journey. This information can include duration, distance, waiting time, walking distance, 

number of stops etc. Each of these can also be used during the impedance cost for the 2SFCA 

calculations used to measure accessibility. 

In addition to point-to-point journey calculation, OTP can produce isochrone maps for 

distances that can be reached with the desired modes of transport. This functionality utilises 

OTP’s REST API to generate this information. Table 3-5 represents the additional GET 

requests that are required to calculate the distances. 

 

Table 3-5. GET requests required for URL query of OTP isochrone Maps.  

 

With these requests it is possible to build a URL string, that can be used to query OTP and 

retrieve the desired information. The response from OTP will be in GeoJSON, rather than 

the standard JSON. The GeoJSON can then be saved or applied to a web map to view the 

results of the isochrone.  

Using the criteria in Table 3-5, it was possible to produce isochrone maps for different modes 

of transport. Figure 3-14 represents the results of public transport isochrone GeoJSON data, 

that was then applied to QGIS using the query: 

GET 

Request 

Use and information 

fromPlace= This is used to place the origin location. This is formatted in latitude and 

longitude. Ideally, this location will be close to a road within the road 

network.  

Cutoffsec= This tells the router that we want to end the journey within the desired 

time (in seconds e.g.1800 is half an hour). This can be implemented as 

many times as desired to produce different cut off values. 

“cutoffSec=300&cutoffSec=600&cutoffSec=900” would produce three 

different cut off values.  
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/otp/routers/default/isochrone?fromPlace=%2051.50968,-

3.19337&mode=WALK,TRANSIT&date=08-20-

2019&time=9:00am&maxWalkDistance=400&cutoffSec=300&cutoffSec=600&cutoffSec=900&cut

offSec=1200&cutoffSec=1500&cutoffSec=1800&cutoffSec=3600 

 

Table 3-6. Conditions within a query to produce an isochrone map for public transport.  

 

 

Figure 3-15 represents the results of private transport isochrone GeoJSON data. The query 

used to produce the GeoJSON is as follows: 

 

/otp/routers/default/isochrone?fromPlace=%2051.50968,-3.19337&mode=CAR&date=08-20-

2019&time=9:00am&maxWalkDistance=400&cutoffSec=300&cutoffSec=600&cutoffSec=900&cutoffSec=12

00&cutoffSec=1500&cutoffSec=1800&cutoffSec=3600 

 

 

 

 

Condition Value 

mode Walk, Transit (include walking to and between transit stops). 

CAR 

date Date for the public transport timetable 

time Depart time for start of journey 

maxWalkDistance Maximum walk distance between stops or to initial bus stop. 

cutoffsec Each cut off point with values (300 (5 mins), 600 (10 mins), 

900 (15 Mins), 1200 (20 mins), 1500 (25 mins), 1800 (30 

mins) and 3600 (1 hour). 
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Figure 3-14. OTP Isochrone map results (Public transport with 400m maximum walking 
distance) 

 

Figure 3-15. OTP Isochrone map results (Private transport – Car) 
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Figures 3-14 and 3-15 show how OpenTripPlanner’s isochrone maps could be used to 

evaluate the difference of public and private transport maximum travel times. These maps 

could efficiently be embedded into a system that utilises a distance based or cumulative 

opportunity-based accessibility calculation. The system could loop through all supply 

locations to retrieve the supply locations that have accessibility within the desired catchment 

travel tolerance.  

As the results produced are responded with GeoJSON, they can be applied to any service 

that can use GeoJSON as a format including both proprietary software and open-source 

software such as QGIS. Additionally, as the response is web based, it can be integrated into 

a web environment and be used by a web-GIS framework and remain in a web-based 

environment. 

 

3.4.3    Routing engines: summary of their capabilities 

After a review of the alternative routing engines available, it is evident that some engines 

would suit the more advanced accessibility models such as the multi-modal E2SFCA model 

variant which could include multiple forms of transport that are used by population groups 

to reach the point of interest. Each of the proprietary solutions described in Section 3.4.1 

were shown to follow similar patterns in terms of functionality and availability. The 

advantages of using these solutions would be that the datasets are maintained by the 

organisations who provide the routing services and that would reduce the burden of 

maintaining and managing datasets for road network changes and any changes within the 

public transportation.  

The main disadvantage to using the proprietary solutions relates to the cost-effective 

attributes and the realisation that the cost in these services will take a heavy burden on an 

organisation that is limited within resources and funding. This would mean that one of the 

objectives that was set within Chapter 1, namely for a cheap and efficient solution, would 

not be met. This in turn leads to the conclusion that none of the proprietary software solutions 

could be used throughout the solution and that a free and open-source solution should be 

used regardless of the advantages lost such as the maintenance of data.  

As a decision was made to eliminate proprietary software solutions from the inclusion in a 

potential infrastructure, more attention was given over to the use of freely available open-
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source alternatives. The first routing engine that was considered is the Openrouteservice API 

but this is heavily limited on both the number of available transport modes that exclude 

public transport options and is also limited on the number of calls it can receive and send 

which would not be suitable in a system that requires hundreds of thousands of journeys to 

be calculated. Although it is maintained by an organisation, its maintenance would not 

outweigh the disadvantage related to the number of calls. The other available routing engines 

all offer unlimited calls as they are set up by the user.  

Open-Source Routing Machine, pgRouting and GRASS are all routing machines that can be 

initialised by the user with open data and generate unlimited amounts of journeys and routes 

distances and times. The only disadvantage to these routing engines is that they only use 

private transport methods where the shortest path is calculated in one of the many algorithms 

available. These would be suitable routing engines if the public transport were to be 

calculated by setting a different speed but ideally routes from public transport will be 

included to give a more realistic representation of how long public transport would take to 

travel between points.  

The final three routing engines GrassHopper, Valhalla and OpenTripPlanner all utilise the 

public transport data available and allow for the routes and timetabling of buses and trains 

to be included into the calculation. These three engines would make the most suitable 

candidates for the routing engine component. Valhalla and Grasshopper both have their 

GTFS fed into the system rather than collecting the GTFS data by the user. OpenTripPlanner 

in comparison would require the open data to be collected whenever the user wishes to 

update the routing engine. OpenTripPlanner’s main advantage over the other two is the 

availability of modes of transport as it has more alternative methods to be included. Another 

advantage to using OpenTripPlanner is the capability of combining modes of transport 

during a single trip. OpenTripPlanner would allow users to travel via walking, bus and rental 

bike in a single trip and rental bike schemes are becoming more popular in the dense city 

areas where parking and private modes of transport are more difficult to travel with. 

Therefore, based on these criteria, a decision was made to adopt OpenTripPlanner as the 

routing engine to be used within the overall infrastructure described in more detail in Chapter 

4.   
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3.5    Routing engine data sources 

With OpenTripPlanner selected as the routing engine based on its capabilities of generating 

journeys for public transport and its functionality that allows for multiple types of transport 

to be included in a single trip, the data sources for road networks and public transport are 

limited. This section of the chapter covers the two open data sources that are required to 

allow OpenTripPlanner to run. The first of which is the public transport data that contains 

the routes and times of each public transport service. This will be the General Transit Feed 

Specification (GTFS), a collection of text files that describe the infrastructure of a transit 

road network. The second part of the open data required is the road network street data. This 

road network data is provided by OpenStreetMap (OSM).  

 

3.5.1    General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) 

General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) is a common format of public transportation 

schedules and information that is associated with geographic information. Originally, TriMet 

worked with Google to integrate public transport data into Google Maps (Fayyaz S, Liu, & 

Zhang), which in turn led to the format Google Transit Feed Specification. This format was 

then applied to a variety of third-part software applications for purposes such as trip 

planning, timetable creation or accessibility and that led to the name changing to General 

Transit Feed Specification to represent the use outside of Google proprietary products.  

The GTFS feed is composed of a set of text files that contain the information of the routes, 

stops, trips and other schedule information and contained in a ZIP file. Each of the txt files 

contains a separate aspect of transit information. Table 3-7 shows the list of text tiles within 

the GTFS file and what each one contains, referenced directly from the Google Transit API 

documentation (Google Transit API 2021). 
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Filename Required Defines 

agency.txt  Required Transit agencies with service represented in this dataset. 

stops.txt Required Stops where vehicles pick up or drop off riders. Also 

defines stations and station entrances. 

routes.txt Required Transit routes. A route is a group of trips that are 

displayed to riders as a single service. 

trips.txt  Required Trips for each route. A trip is a sequence of two or more 

stops that occur during a specific time. 

stop_times.txt Required Times that a vehicle arrives at and departs from stops 

for each trip. 

calendar.txt  Conditionally 

required 

Service dates specified using a weekly schedule with 

start and end dates. This file is required unless all dates 

of service are defined in calendar_dates.txt. 

calendar_dates.txt  Conditionally 

required 

Exceptions for the services defined in the calendar.txt. 

If calendar.txt is omitted, then calendar_dates.txt is 

required and must contain all dates of service. 

fare_attributes.txt  Optional Fare information for a transit agency's routes. 

fare_rules.txt  Optional Rules to apply fares for itineraries. 

shapes.txt Optional Rules for mapping vehicle travel paths, sometimes 

referred to as route alignments. 

frequencies.txt  Optional Headway (time between trips) for headway-based 

service or a compressed representation of fixed-

schedule service. 

transfers.txt  Optional Rules for making connections at transfer points between 

routes. 

pathways.txt Optional Pathways linking together locations within stations. 

levels.txt  Optional Levels within stations. 

feed_info.txt  Conditionally 

required 

Dataset metadata, including publisher, version, and 

expiration information. 

translations.txt Optional Translated information of a transit agency. 

attributions.txt Optional Specifies the attributions that are applied to the dataset. 

Table 3-7. Text Files contained in a GTFS zip folder.  

https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#agencytxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#stopstxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#tripstxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#stop_timestxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#calendartxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#calendar_datestxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#calendar_datestxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#calendartxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#calendartxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#calendar_datestxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#fare_attributestxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#fare_rulestxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#shapestxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#frequenciestxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#transferstxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#pathwaystxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#levelstxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#feed_infotxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#translationstxt
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference#attributionstxt
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3.5.1.1    Studies utilising the GTFS format 

An example of a study that uses GTFS in public transport service accessibility modelling is 

that of Bok and Kwon (2016) who use GTFS data to determine how accessible road-based 

transit and rail-based transit is within 5 Northern American Cities including Chicago, 

Portland, Washington, Vancouver, and Toronto. ArcGIS Network Analyst Tool is used to 

calculate pedestrian walking times to road-based transit, using a 5-minute threshold and rail-

based transit using a threshold of 10 minutes. Their findings showed that at the time of 

writing GTFS data across the globe was increasing but currently focused on North America 

and Europe. This could prove problematic when implementing a system in another 

geographic area that does not contain as much GTFS data.  Another study that uses GTFS 

data is that of (Fayyaz S, et al., 2017), who similarly to Bok and Kwon, implement the public 

transport data within their study on accessibility to public transport. C++ is used to integrate 

their proposed algorithm to utilise the available datasets with times and compared times 

generated by Esri’s ArcMap. 

 

3.5.2    OpenStreetMap 

OpenStreetMap (OSM) was first created in 2004 and is a crowd-sourced database built by a 

community of mappers to create a digital map product that are free to use, open, editable, 

and licensed to be used if you credit the OpenStreetMap Foundation and its contributors 

(OpenStreetMap 2021).  The data contains information about roads, trails, cafes, railway 

stations and other similar geographic attributes. The OSM data can be edited online through 

a collaborative, wiki tool that allows community users to contribute and modify one or more 

parts to the map once they have created an account. To create large groups of data collection, 

the OSM community organise events and local workshops (referred to as “Mapping Parties”) 

where they encourage users to create and annotate content for localised geographic areas. 

(Perkins and Dodge 2008, Haklay and Weber. 2008). These often include large amounts of 

volunteers to walk, cycle and drive through sections of geographic areas making notes and 

changes or with GPS devices. Many of the modern OSM mapping can be done with tracing 

aerial photographs within browser-based tools such as the map editor that is shown in Figure 

3-16.  
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Figure 3-16. OpenStreetMap’s Editing Tool. 

 

Figure 3-16 shows the OpenStreetMap’s Editing tool in its current format. Once the data has 

been changed the user uploads the new data and has the option to state the reasoning behind 

the edits made. These changes justifications are surveys, local knowledge, street level 

imagery, satellite imagery and GPS. These reasons can then be reviewed, but not in all cases, 

by other contributors to confirm the new data is correct. Once the map has been edited or 

modified it can be exported, either as a whole or in sections. 

There are several advantages to using OSM. The first advantage is that it is free to use under 

the terms and conditions, if OSM is credited as well as its contributors. This will heavily 

reduce the cost in any system that plans on using a geographical road network and may 

benefit locales that do not have many options of freely available high resolution GIS vector 

data. The second advantage is that due to its open-source nature, it is constantly being 

modified, upgraded, and changed to model the current roads used. This will allow types of 

features that are more socially valuable in comparison to commercial or government maps. 

In addition to the previous advantages, and one relating to the editing of the freely available 

data is the flexibility and pace at which the data can be updated in the event of a road closure, 
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speed changes or bridge closures. These changes are often updated quicker in OSM that in 

commercial and government maps.  

Although there are several positives in using an open data map, there can be several 

disadvantages that need to be taken into consideration and may have implications in studies 

such as this where results (access scores in this instance) are derived from using such data 

sources. One of the disadvantages of this is that there are changes that may pass that are 

incorrect which may impact on such scores.  This is due to the lack of a systematic quality 

check performed on the new data. Several studies have been concerned with examining the 

quality of OSM and with understanding the implications of such factors in a variety of 

application areas (Pourabdollah et al., 2013, Mooney and Padraig (2014) Cipeluch et al. 

2010). A second disadvantage of using such a dataset is the precision and the accuracy of 

the data that has been implemented over the map. Some of the basic street data is missing 

within some of the cities along with other useful locations and services such as banks, parks, 

and schools. These missing services and locations, however, are being implemented 

overtime as new areas are being modified to reflect the area it represents.  

Even with the disadvantages mentioned, there are a lot of map service sites that have now 

moved over to OSM from services such as Google Maps API to reduce the potential fees 

and subscriptions that are required to use and maintain the data sets.  

There are several locations that supply saved and maintained datasets of OSM. An example 

of such a storage is that of Geofabrik (Geofabrik 2021). Geofabrik, a German geodata 

repository, was created in 2007 under the assumption that geodata created by projects like 

OSM will become increasingly attractive for commercial and academic use. Many of the 

contributors to Geofabrik are also active OpenStreetMap contributors. The Geofabrik service 

offers pre-defined areas of datasets of OSM where the user will not have to export and extract 

the same data by themselves, allowing the data to be downloaded with a simple click rather 

than editing and moving data. These data sets can be defined in geographic areas such as 

continent, country or similarly defined areas.  
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3.6    Web-mapping 

With a suitable routing engine selected that addresses the need to consider accessibility for 

multiple modes of transport, the next task involves developing a system that will be capable 

of working with different user connections including off-site situations when necessary. The 

end point of the solution will require spatial data to be visualised on an interactive map that 

the user can access when needed. This means that the mapping would be required to work 

over the internet and not be tied down to any desktop application such as QGIS (QGIS 2021) 

or ESRI ArcMap (ESRI 2021). This functionality, or the solution to this, is referred to as 

web mapping.  

Web mapping, or web GIS is becoming more frequently used within modern GIS computing 

as it has many benefits and is becoming more accessible or flexible in terms of functionality. 

Web GIS is a form of digital mapping that provides cartographic tools within a web-based 

environment which allows spatial data to be viewed and altered over different physical 

locations. The advantages of web mapping are based around the accessibility of the data sets 

and can be managed and maintained in one location rather than each machine that uses the 

software. This removes the time consumption of managing and deploying many of the same 

datasets and spatial tools. Desktop applications such as QGIS and Esri’s ArcMap are now 

implementing many of these features to allow seamless data interaction. Most of these web 

mapping tools, including spatial databases, web mapping frameworks and spatial servers 

follow a standard, especially the free and open-source tools, to allow the systems to be 

created as efficiently as possible. This standard is the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC).  

 

3.6.1    Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), WMS and WFS 

Within opensource solutions, there is a standard that most of the web-GIS technologies 

follow. This standard is created by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OCG) which is a non-

profit worldwide community that creates such standards to use through web-based GIS 

technologies and applications (OGC, 2021). These standards enable different technologies 

to work seamlessly following similar structures and aim at improving access to geospatial 

and location information. One of these standards is a Web Map Service (WMS) which 

enables the georeferencing of images to be transferred over the web that is stored in either a 

file location or spatial database or server. The WMS protocol is often used for layers that 
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include raster imaging for features such as background or base layer maps. These layers are 

often the layers that do not need spatial queries or editing.  

The second standard is the Web Feature Service (WFS) which allows for vertex-based data 

to be accessed across the web, with the intention of using it for spatial calculations or for 

editing. These vertex-based layers are used for features such as road networks or points of 

interest where the dataset can be manipulated in operations and returns vector geometries 

and attributes. There are several ways in which this data can be formatted, an example being 

GeoJSON which is a spatial extension to the JSON format allowing for handling large 

datasets as a structure.  

With these two standards it is possible to create a web-map with visual aspects that can be 

read, along with the capabilities of having spatial queries applied to the dataset. Due to the 

intent of using open-source software within this study, it is likely that these two standards 

will be used regardless of which open-source software is used. 

 

3.7    Spatial Databases 

The second key component within the system concerns the way in which the data, more 

specifically the spatial data, is to be stored. This refers to the method by which the data is 

efficiently stored to enable the types of tasks needed to handle and analyse the types of spatial 

data described in previous sections.  There are several management and storage requirements 

throughout the process of calculating accessibility. The supply table and demand table will 

have geometry as one of the attributes, whether it be point, line or polygon based spatial 

information. Facilities will primarily be made up of points on the map where the services are 

located across Wales. The demand centroids are made up of point locations that have been 

generated from the population-weighted centre of a polygon. Therefore, the spatial 

information will require a suitable method of storage and data manipulation where possible.  

The first web mapping technologies to consider are the spatial databases which allow the 

functionality of the OGC standards to be applied to the stored data. Spatial databases are 

more frequently used as a means of optimising the storage and querying data that represents 

geographic space. These spatial data are often stored as objects, that are stored as points, 

lines and polygons and some of the more advanced databases can handle more complex data 

such as 3D objects.  Compared to most database systems that use indexes to look up values 
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within the table, spatial databases use a spatial index to speed up these data operations and 

lookups.  

In addition to standard SQL queries, it is possible to perform a wide range of spatial 

operations that can be specified by the Open Geospatial Consortium standard and include: 

• Spatial measurements that allow for operations that compute geometry for objects 

such as line length, polygon area, and the distance between such geographic objects.  

• Spatial functions that allow the modification of geographic objects or create new 

objects within the database. For example, a geographic area can be split into different 

areas.  

• Allowing spatial structure queries such as checking if lines intersect or if point data 

is located within polygon data.  

• Observer functions, that can return specific information about the geographic shapes 

or geometry, such as the centroid to a polygon.  

These capabilities of databases will provide a suitable backend tool to perform the spatial 

queries and calculations required in the accessibility calculator. These operations are 

performed very quickly within the database. Therefore, the solution must contain a suitable 

database for efficient performance. Table 3-8 shows the comparison between the more 

popular, and well-rounded databases with spatial data capabilities that are covered in this 

chapter. The table contains a summary of the features available that allow for data parsing 

and storage. The table also contains the additional GIS tools the databases are compatible 

with.  
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Table 3-8. Select few of the more popularly available spatial databases 

 

3.7.1    PostgreSQL 

PostgreSQL is an open-source and object relational database. PostgreSQL has a long history 

of active development that spans over 30 years which started as a project at the University 

of California at Berkeley as the POSTGRES project (PostgreSQL 2021). This has given the 

database a strong reputation for reliability and its functionality. PostgreSQL uses and extends 

the Simple Query Language (SQL) combined with many features that store and scale large 

datasets. The open-source environments allow users to create and define their own datatypes 

and write code in a different programming language without recompiling the database.  

PostgreSQL has many plugins and extensions, and one of these is PostGIS. PostGIS is a 

spatial database extender that allows geographic object data to be stored and allowing spatial 

queries to be performed in SQL.  

Over the 30 years of development and standardisation, PostgreSQL/PostGIS has been used 

as a core database within several studies. One of the more recent studies is that of Martinho 

et al. (2020) where it was used as a DBMS to store the geographic data for a hydraulic 

simulation model. They use the database and PostGIS to perform SQL queries on the data. 

Some studies, such as that of Díaz-Cuevas et al. (2018), use PostGIS instead of GIS desktop 

Spatial 

Database 

Compatible with Spatial Objects OGC 

PostgreSQL 

PostGIS 

ArcGIS, QGIS, GeoServer, 

MapInfo, GRASS GIS, 

OpenStreetMap, MapServer 

Simple Features, 

Raster, WKT 

WFS, WMS 

SpatiaLite Esri ArcGIS, QGIS, 

GeoServer, GeoDjango, 

Web2py 

Simple Features, 

WKT, WKB,  

WFS, WMS 

Oracle 

Spatial and 

Graph 

QGIS, Esri ArcGIS, 

Extensions for GeoServer, 

GeoDjango 

Simple Features, 

Raster, WKT 

WFS, WMS 

MySQL Extensions for GeoServer, 

QGIS Plugin, Esri ArcGIS 

 WKT, WKB WFS, WMS 
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packages to carry out the spatial analysis required through SQL and use Desktop GIS (QGIS) 

to visualise the data.  

 

3.7.2    SpatiaLite 

SpatiaLite is an open-source library extension for SQLite, a C-language library that 

implements a SQL database engine (SQLite 2021). SQLite is a single file relational database 

system that works on most operating systems and can be embedded into larger applications. 

According to the SpatiaLite documentation, a user can deploy SQLite and SpatiaLite and 

have a roughly equivalent spatial database system to PostgreSQL and PostGIS. As it is open 

source, it is free to use and modify with no restrictions for commercial use or embedding 

into applications.  

There are several functions that are beneficial over other DBSMs that make SpatiaLite 

unique.  Firstly, it takes stores the database into a single file which allow easy transport 

across the system. There are features that allow you to mount external files as virtual tables 

to link to SQLite data. Another function is that languages like PHP has built in-drivers for 

SQLite allowing web systems to easily read, extract and modify data where required. In 

terms of spatial functions, it follows a similar structure and implementations as PostGIS. It 

uses the OGC standard for features such as WMS and WFS.  

SpatiaLite has been used during studies of open-source software and qualitative GIS. One 

such example is that of Garnett and Kanaroglou (2016) who use SpatiaLite as a database 

management system to store and visualise the spatial data for their analysis on Master 

Transportation Plans from Calgary and Montreal. They developed SQL queries to generate 

and populate tables within the database providing evidence of the usefulness of using a 

DBSM as a storage option for the spatial information and data.  

 

3.7.3    Oracle Spatial and Graph 

Oracle Spatial and Graph, which was previously name Oracle Spatial is a free option 

component of the Oracle Database. Oracle Spatial and Graph allows spatial features to be 

applied within the database, allowing for management of geographic data. Like previous 

spatial databases it follows the OGC standard for web services, to allow for geocoding, 
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routing mapping and spatial feature transactions. Unlike the previous databases mentioned, 

oracle database is not open source and requires a subscription to the services. Bamba et al 

(2013). 

 

3.7.4    MySQL 

MySQL is an open-source database management system like PostgreSQL and SQLite; 

however, some variations of MySQL are available under a variety of proprietary licences. 

My SQL is written in C and C++ and can run on most modern operating systems and 

platforms. MySQL has a stand-alone client that allows users to manipulate and interact with 

the database using SQL. It is also a part of the LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP / Perl 

/ Python) software stack for web applications and used in many databases, driven web 

applications such as WordPress and Drupal. MySQL contains spatial datatypes and follows 

the OGC standard. 

 

3.7.5    Database management systems: Summary of their capabilities 

Following a consideration of the capabilities and functionality of different database 

management systems, a decision was made on the solution best suited to meeting the aims 

of the study. Most of the databases share the same functions and layouts and there are very 

few differences between most modern spatial databases that have been included within this 

evaluation.  

One of the downsides to Oracle Spatial and Graph is the licencing required for Oracle 

database. This makes it an unsuitable candidate for the use within this solution as it would 

add unnecessary costs. MySQL currently lacks in spatial functionality compared to 

PostgreSQL and SpatiaLite, therefore it would not be a suitable solution when comparing 

the databases. PostgreSQL appears to be the most widely used spatial database within the 

open-source environment, with a strong core of spatial analysis and geographic functionality. 

When viewing the comparison of each of the spatial databases within Table 3-8, it is clear 

that PostgreSQL, at the time of designing and implementing the components into the 

infrastructure, has more functionality than the other open-source options. SpatiaLite would 

be the choice for local use within the machine as it is serverless and it is possible to load it 

directly into the RAM of the machine that is running the database. PostgreSQL would be 
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beneficial in an environment where data will be accessed and edited by many users 

simultaneously, or if a larger dataset would be hosted. Therefore, between PostgreSQL and 

SpatiaLite, PostgreSQL would be the better choice for the infrastructure as it minimises the 

need for updating many different databases because the dataset is maintained on a single 

machine. Multiple versions of the database would be implemented on SpatiaLite which 

would make it difficult chasing up the more current versions of each of the facilities, road 

networks and other spatial data that is modified or updated. The spatial database of choice 

for the solution will be PostgreSQL with its PostGIS extension. 

 

3.8    Spatial Servers 

Server tools are not always required for web maps, as an alternative user may link directly 

to the storage (GeoServer 2021, MapServer 2021, Deegree 2021). They do provide a useful 

service when handling large geo-datasets containing hundreds or thousands of point location 

or polygon data. The servers allow the user to select partial sections of the spatial data based 

on the parameters to display them rather than loading the entire spatial file or storage each 

time. This means it generates a new image to be published to a web page that the user has 

access to on the client side of the structure. This usually aids with functions such as zooming 

and panning on the map and provides a more efficient use of the related image file. This can 

also prevent large amounts of bandwidth being consumed by the whole images as it is loaded 

in a single instance.  

Like the spatial databases, most of the frequently used servers follow the OGC standard 

specifications. This allows most of the spatial servers to interact with many spatial databases 

and spatial client frameworks. Table 3-9 shows several of the more popular open-source web 

servers available along with the compatible tools, file inputs and programming languages 

they can use. Again, these are not always required within a system and would only usually 

help with visualisation of the spatial data and not necessarily the remainder of calculations 

etc. This could add an additional step that would have to be worked around in an 

infrastructure if not certainly needed.  
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Spatial 

Server 

Written 

in 

Customize 

With 

API 

interfaces 

Spatial Server 

Inputs 

File Inputs 

GeoServer Java Ruby, 

Javascript, 

Groovy, 

Beanshell, 

Python 

WFS, WMS, 

WMTS, 

CWS, WPS, 

WCS, REST 

API 

PostGIS, ArcSDE, 

Oracle Spatial, 

SpatiaLite, MySQL, 

SQL Server 

GeoJSON, 

Shapefiles, 

JPG and 

PNG(with 

world file) 

MapServer C PHP, 

Python, 

.NET, Perl 

WFS, WMS, 

WMTS, 

CWS, WPS, 

WCS, REST 

API 

SpatiaLite, MySQL, 

PostGIS/PostgreSQL  

GeoJSON, 

Mapfile, 

Shapefile, 

GML, KML 

Deegree Java Java WFS, WMS, 

WMTS, 

CWS, WPS, 

WCS, REST 

API 

PostgreSQL/PostGIS, 

Oracle Locator, MS 

SQLServer 

Shapefile, 

GML, XML, 

GeoJSON 

Table 3-9. Example of spatial servers.  

 

3.9    Data visualisation – web mapping client frameworks 

One final research for the project is to visualise the data within an environment that can be 

used in a web-based environment. The third component within the system will require the 

spatial data and the accessibility results to be published to an interactive map that can be 

accessed from anywhere with permission. To do this, it is important to understand a few 

web- based technologies and standards that have been adopted into modern web GIS 

systems. This section covers the literature that uses the web mapping client frameworks and 

uses Leaflet (Leaflet 2021) and OpenLayers (OpenLayers 2021, which are two of the more 

popular available frameworks as examples and capabilities of these two frameworks are 

described in greater detail in Section 3.9.1 and 3.9.2.  
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Web mapping client frameworks are libraries built on web languages or web scripts that 

enable the publication of geospatial data through cartographic visualisation. These libraries 

are responsible for the interaction between the system users and the geographic data 

providing them with a user interface that contains interactive elements such as movement on 

the map, scaling of map locations, or search options for analysis using standards such as 

WFS and WMS. Web mapping client frameworks have been used within numerous studies, 

one example of which is the study of Edler and Vetter (2019) who use Leaflet to create an 

audio-visual Map. They show the capabilities of using a web map and how audio formatted 

files can be applied to geolocation with the markers that are implemented into Leaflet. This 

functionality is present in most web GIS mapping tools and could be replicated within 

OpenLayers as an example. There are more examples of these client frameworks, given 

throughout this chapter and each of its respective capabilities are provided with examples of 

research areas and what combination of software solutions they can be used with.  

Roth et al., (2015) provides a detailed list of current web mapping frameworks that are 

available as both propriety and open-source solutions to visualise this data. The table 

comparison of each of the web mapping frameworks gives a detailed analysis of each one, 

and its capabilities and what it can integrate with.  

 

Figure 3-17. Comparison of client frameworks for map visualisation (Roth et al. 2015) 
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Figure 3-17 is a comparison table of each different web mapping client framework and tool 

from Roth et al., (2015) that shows most of the modern frameworks. This table is composed 

of both proprietary and open-source solutions available to visualise the mapping detail. From 

this table, it is also possible to see the tools referenced within the proprietary routing engine 

section of this chapter (Section 3.4.1) as these routing engines are often part of packages or 

entire systems that also support the data being visualised. These solutions will be 

automatically removed from the selection of a suitable source for the solution due to the 

costs associated with these APIs. The table provides a list of what the mapping tools offer in 

terms of functionality. The functionality of the packages could be substituted for open-source 

solutions like Tsalamanis (2018) that used OpenTripPlanner along with the R scripting 

language and output the data on a Leaflet web map. From Roth’s study it was shown that 

two open-source client frameworks were more popular. Drawing on such studies, a decision 

was made to explore the use of client frameworks based around the use of either Leaflet or 

OpenLayers.  

 

3.9.1    Leaflet.js 

Leaflet is an open-source JavaScript library, that is designed to create mobile-friendly 

interactive maps (Leaflet 2021) that was developed by Vladimir Agafonkin and a group of 

dedicated contributors. According to Lu et al., (2017), it is designed to be lightweight and 

extensible providing simplicity and extensibility allowing plugins and extensions to be 

created.  They used Leaflet to publish web maps of air quality data in China, using web.py 

for the framework and D3.js as a symbolisation engine to render the time series air of the 

multivariate index. Leaflet was shown to provide high quality, fast interactive maps to 

publish their data. Some of the key features within leaflet are shown in Table 3-10 (Leaflet 

index, 2021). 
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Layers out of the box Customization Features Browser support (desktop) 

• Tile layers, WMS 

• Markers, Popups 

• Vector layers: polylines, polygons, circles, 

rectangles 

• Image overlays 

• GeoJSON 

• Pure CSS3 popups and controls for easy restyling 

• Image- and HTML-based markers 

• A simple interface for custom map layers and controls 

• Custom map projections (with EPSG:3857/4326/3395 out 

of the box) 

• Powerful OOP facilities for extending existing classes 

• Chrome 

• Firefox 

• Safari 5+ 

• Opera 12+ 

• IE 7–11 

• Edge 

Interaction Features Performance Features Browser Support (Mobile) 

• Drag panning with inertia. 

• Scroll wheel zoom 

• Pinch-zoom on mobile 

• Double click zoom 

• Zoom to area (shift-drag) 

• Keyboard navigation 

• Events: click, mouseover, etc. 

• Marker dragging 

• Hardware acceleration on mobile makes it feel as smooth 

as native apps 

• Utilizing CSS3 features to make panning and zooming 

really smooth 

• Smart polyline/polygon rendering with dynamic clipping 

and simplification makes it very fast 

• Modular build system for leaving out features you don't 

need 

• Tap delay elimination on mobile 

• Safari for iOS 7+ 

• Android browser 2.2+, 3.1+, 4+ 

• Chrome for mobile 

• Firefox for mobile 

• IE10+ for Win8 devices 

Visual Features Map Controls Misc 

• Zoom and pan animation 

• Tile and popup fade animation 

• Very nice default design for markers, 

popups and map controls 

• Retina resolution support 

• Zoom buttons 

• Attribution 

• Layer switcher 

• Scale 

• Extremely lightweight 

• No external dependencies 

Table 3-10. List of Leaflet features and functionality. 
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Leaflet was also used in another study by Edler and Vetter (2019) to create an audio-visual 

map. They show the capabilities of Leaflet, and how audio formatted files can be applied to 

geolocations with the markers that are implemented in Leaflet.  Both Roth et al., (2015) and 

Edler and Vetter (2019) state that at the time of their studies, Leaflet was the most popular 

open-source web mapping technology. During Roth’s study, they conducted a survey where 

users would create maps using several APIs, these included Leaflet, D3, OpenLayers and 

Google Maps. The results showed that users had a more positive emotional experience using 

open Leaflet library and that Leaflet was among the best web mapping libraries when 

designed for mobile devices.   

A recent example of a study using Leaflet is that of Van Dijk and Longley (2020) who use 

it as a means of displaying the geographical data. Specifically, they used a combination of 

PostgreSQL, R scripting language and Leaflet to generate maps that were based on the 

Kernel Density Estimation of surnames in Great Britain. The study shows that PostgreSQL 

stacks well with Leaflet, which can read the geodata directly from the database with help 

from scripting languages or web mapping servers.  

 

3.9.2    OpenLayers 

OpenLayers (OpenLayers 2021), is a similar library to Leaflet, in terms of its open-source 

and customisable nature. It has been used more than Leaflet, largely due to its wider 

functionality options and a longer history. It is designed to provide a powerful map display, 

larger in size (memory), with a flexible extension mechanism. Like Leaflet, it supports the 

various standard web map services such as WMS, WFS, WMTS, OSM etc. Table 3-11 

contains a list of key features stated by the OpenLayers Website.  
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Tiled Layers Vector Layers 

Pull tiles from OSM, Bing, MapBox, 

Stamen, and any other XYZ source you 

can find.  

OGC mapping services and untiled layers 

also supported. 

• GeoJSON 

• TopoJSON 

• KML 

• GML 

• Mapbox vector tiles 

• other formats. 

Cutting Edge, Fast and mobile ready Easy to customize and extend 

Leverages Canvas 2D, WebGL, and all 

the latest greatness from HTML5.  

Mobile support out of the box. Build 

lightweight custom profiles with just the 

components you need. 

Style your map controls with straight-

forward CSS. Hook into different levels of 

the API or use 3rd party libraries to 

customize and extend functionality. 

Table 3-11. List of key features listed on OpenLayers Website (20/05/2021) 

 

Even though the list of features within Table 3-11 is smaller than that of Leaflets list in Table 

3-10, OpenLayers documentation and its additional features have been around a lot longer 

and provides a lot more functionality currently (OpenLayers Documentation 2021). 

OpenLayers does contain the same features as Leaflet as described in Table 3-10 but do not 

list them on the features part of the introduction on their web page.  

OpenLayers has also been used in numerous studies that require maps to be published over 

the web. One example is the study by He at al. (2019) where OpenLayers was used to publish 

the results of ocean information monitoring. The results show that OpenLayers performed 

well within the system to view the geographic information. Jenny et al. (2020) used 

OpenLayers within their study taking advantage of the extension and modification 

capabilities. Their modification included changing the vertex and fragment shader programs 

that are used by OpenLayers 3, to add support for plan oblique terrain, the tool they 

developed to transform the terrain data into 3D maps using WebGL. The PNG provided by 

OpenLayers was given red and blue RGB values to store 16-bit elevation values. This shows 

how the library can be extended to include not only interactivity but to improve the visual 

aspects enhancing the outputs of the web map.  
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Zavala-Romero et al. (2014) use OpenLayers within an open source, Java web application 

that creates Web GIS sites by writing the HTML and JavaScript code. OpenLayers 2 is used 

within the architecture to provide the visualisation and manipulation of spatial data that 

implement the WMS and WFS standard. This shows that OpenLayers is a suitable library 

for creating an application that can automatically generate a new instance of a web map. 

 

3.9.3    Client frameworks; A consideration of capabilities 

This section included a discussion of two of the most popular and well-known web mapping 

client frameworks that are currently available. The two selected are open source to reduce 

the reliance on a propriety solution that would add to the costs and funding of the solution. 

Between the two suggested client frameworks that offer basic functionality, Leaflet will be 

the client framework of choice for the solution implemented in this research. The reason for 

choosing this option is that Leaflet appears to have smaller file sizes which would help in 

creating applications and more flexible solutions if they were eventually to be placed on 

mobile devices. In addition, Leaflet tends to be a more mobile-friendly tool to create 

interactive maps whereas OpenLayers could be used for more high-performance, feature 

packed libraries. The visualisation required during this project would only require the basic 

features; the design and interaction of how best to display maps could form the basis of 

follow-up research. At this stage, the solution currently only requires layer selection, 

panning, zooming, searching and the display of legends and their categories which all be 

addressed using Leaflet.  

 

3.10    System Structure and programming languages 

With all the key components selected, OpenTripPlanner, PostgreSQL and Leaflet a suitable 

method of parsing data between each of the components within a free and open-source web-

based environment is required. There are several programming languages and 

communication methods that could be used in place to allow the system to work with each 

component and produce accessibility results. 
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3.10.1    Python and Cherry Py 

Python is an interpreted, object oriented and high-level programming language (Python 

2021). It is designed for application development and can be used as a scripting or glue 

language that can connect components together. It is also designed to be simple with easy to 

learn syntax that emphasizes readability. The Python language supports many modules and 

packages and is free quality encouraging program modularity and code re-use. Python has 

the modules that would be capable of communicating and parsing data from both the 

PostgreSQL database and the OpenTripPlanner by sending strings of SQL or querying the 

RESTful API and extracting information from the JSON.  

Python has frameworks that allow for the system to work across the web. One of these is 

CherryPy which allows the developers to build web applications the same way they would 

any other python application (CherryPy 2021). CherryPy is over 10 years old and has been 

used in production by many sites proving to be fast and reliable. This is one alternative to 

take into consideration as a means of connecting the various components together. 

 

3.10.2    R and R Shiny 

R is a scripting language and environment for statistical computing and graphics (The R 

Foundations 2021). It first appeared in August of 1993 but has recently grown to be one of 

the most used scripting languages among statisticians and data miners for developing 

statistical software and analysis. As mentioned within the literature review, Tsalamanis 

(2018) made developed a package within R to query OpenTripPlanner. It generates a URL 

string that retrieves the necessary data and stores it into a CSV file. This shows that this may 

be a suitable method of calculating the distances within the solution. RStudio server enables 

a browser-based interface to a version of R running on a remote Linux server. This would 

allow the application to run within a web-based environment. The R server can be generated 

on any platform, but the user must select which application is best used to run the R server.  

R also has capability of producing interfaces. R Shiny is an environment for R that combines 

the computational power of R with the interactivity of the modern web. Shiny apps are 

written in R and are easy to write and designed to be generated with no web development 

skills required unless the output is complex such as visual aesthetics. 
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3.10.3    The current standard for web pages 

Most modern websites follow a simple structure using HTML and CSS to build the user 

interface, and JavaScript for client-side processing within the browser. The files containing 

the scripts that make up these websites often stored on servers such as a HTTP server which 

is a very basic and common protocol for transmitting documents between web browsers and 

servers. This concept is explained in Appendix III. This section describes these three 

languages and what their role is when developing a user interface for the web pages. 

 

3.10.3.1    HTML 

Most of the core structure of a modern web site is made up of Hyper Text Markup Language 

(HTML) which is the current standard markup language for making web pages and 

applications.  HTML describes and creates the structure of each page, naming sections and 

elements or components on the page and assigning values and setting the functions 

associated with the components. Each part of the web page, whether it is a section, pane, 

component, or visual tool is referred to as an element that can be allocated an ID or name 

for constructing the arrays of input data to be sent to the web server and parsed to core 

processing scripts. 

 

3.10.3.2    CSS 

To make the pages more user friendly and the layouts clear or dynamic with the web browser 

styling is required to improve the visual aspect of the components on the web pages. This 

can be done by using Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) that specifies styles for each element 

within the web page that has been generated within the HTML. This styling is implemented 

on objects such as the web page/object and text layouts, the colours of the elements or fonts 

and the fonts themselves and how they appear within the element in terms of size type and 

positioning. A single CSS file can be used throughout the entirety of the HTML documents, 

saving space, and refereeing to many objects by creating classes with the styles and values 

set within each object. These CSS files are also stored a web server alongside the associated 

HTML documents, JavaScript, and the PHP scripts. 
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3.10.3.3    JavaScript 

Once the structure and styling of each web page has been generated and implemented, with 

all the desired inputs, client-side data processing is required for interacting with the data and 

values to be sent to the other server scripts. The web-based language often used with HTML 

and CSS to achieve this is JavaScript, which is an object-oriented programming language 

used by modern web applications and pages to create interactive elements within the web 

browser. The web pages use JavaScript to collect the values from within each of the HTML 

elements and inputs, storing them into variables ready to be parsed to the rest of the system. 

This an example line of JavaScript to set the variables to that of the elements value.  

  Let variable = document.getElementById("idofelement").innerHTML 

Where idofelement represents the ID of the element. This would usually be done for each 

input on the web page to structure an array of values to send to the web server. Once these 

elements have been selected, and user clicks on a button for submitting the values, the 

JavaScript library called jQuery is used. jQuery is a lightweight library that introduces 

functionality with less code written. The jQuery wraps common tasks that may require 

several lines of code and is used to perform a HTTP GET request, with generated variables. 

A GET request is used to request data from a specified source and often it is used for 

confirmation of a web server’s success or failure. GET requests also allow for values to be 

sent to the other scripts on the server. 

 

3.10.3.4    PHP 

PHP (recursive acronym PHP: Hypertext Pre-processor) is an HTML embedded scripted 

language which makes it ideal for dynamically changing information obtained from the 

server and presented onto the web page the user interacts with. Most of the syntax used 

within it is based around the C programming language family. The PHP scripts use the 

information that was obtained through GET or POST requests for the server sided data 

calculations and management. This is described in more detail in Chapter 4. 
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3.10.4    Data interchange formats 

Another key function to consider within programming languages especially the languages 

that are designed to communicate over a web-based environment, is the data exchange 

formats. Data exchanging formats such as XML, JSON etc have been designed to create data 

in readable formats that links values to parameters and can be parsed between machines to 

allow for data to be transferred and read between the components. An example of this would 

be the RESTful API described on OpenTripPlanner. OTP uses a RESTFUL API to receive 

and send data. The URL is what creates the criteria to query the routing engine and it returns 

JSON (described in Section 3.10.4.1) which can be read by the machine querying it to extract 

information. 

 

3.10.4.1    JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and GeoJSON 

One of the main data transfer formats that have been supported by most of the open-source 

tools within this study is the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. JSON is a 

lightweight data-interchange format that allows humans to easily read and write data 

structures, that is based on a subset the JavaScript Programming Language. JSON is also 

easy for computers to parse and to generate and has been designed as a text format that is 

completely programming language independent but uses principles that are like the C-family 

languages. These languages include C, C#, C++, Java, JavaScript, Python, Perl which makes 

JSON ideal as a data-interchange language across systems that use a combination of these 

languages. Many of these programming languages have libraries that can be used to generate 

the data structures that form JSON text. GeoJSON 

As this project is heavily based around spatial data a spatial data format will be required. 

GeoJSON is a geospatial data interchange format that is based on the JSON specification 

and was published in 2008. Using the format and properties of JSON, it defines several 

different forms of JSON objects to characterize data on geographic features, the properties 

of these features and their spatial ranges providing a means of representing both the 

properties and spatial extension of features. To generate the spatial data, GeoJSON uses a 

geographic reference system that is called the “World Geodetic System 1984” that consists 

of units of decimal degrees. These geographic features may not necessarily be physical 

objects but may represent objects with properties that are bound in space.   
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GeoJSON text is a JSON text that consists of a single GeoJSON object. Each GeoJSON 

object represents a geometry, feature, or a collection of features. GeoJSON supports several 

different geometry types, including point, LineString, Polygon, MultiPoint, MultiLineString, 

and MultiPolygon. GeoJSON also includes additional support for properties that are defined 

as a Feature, or a collection of features defined as Feature Collections objects. The GeoJSON 

object has a member with the name “type” which is one of these geometry types and it must 

be included within the GeoJSON text. These geometry types represent a geometry object 

such as points, curves, and surfaces within a coordinate space. The properties of each 

geometry type are defined as:  

• A Point. These are for a “point” types, where the “coordinates” member can be 

defined as a  single position value. For example, a single facility.   

• A MultiPoint. These are for “MultiPoint” types, where the “coordinates” member is 

an array of position values. An example of this could be all facility point locations.  

• A LineString. These are for “LineString” types, where the “coordinates” member 

consists of an array of two or more positions that connect to one another. An example 

of this geographic type would be an individual road that includes several bends or 

arches.  A MultiLineString. These are for “MultiLineString” types, where the 

“coordinates” member consists of an array of LineString coordinate Arrays. This is 

where the feature nesting structure within JSON is an effective method of organizing 

the data. An example of this would be a road network.   

• A Polygon. These are the more complex types. The Type “Polygon” introduces a 

new concept referred to as a "linear ring”. A linear ring is a closed LineString with 

four or more positions. The first and last values within a linear ring must contain 

identical values to close the LineString in the exact same position. The linear ring 

represents the boundary of a surface or a geographic area such as country, local 

authority or even a hole in a surface. The values stored within the LineString must 

follow a right-hand rule, in which the values are stored as if they were to be drawn 

anticlockwise. The holes within the geographic areas are stored as if they were drawn 

in a clockwise manner.   
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• A MultiPolygon. These are for the “MultiPolygon” type, where the member is an 

array of Polygon coordinate arrays. An example of this would be a collection of local 

authorities or populated geographic areas such as Output Areas.   

• A GeometryCollection. These are for the “GeometryCollection” type, there the 

member is an array of any of the previous geometry objects mentioned including 

Point, MultiPoint, LineString, MultiLineString, Polygon, MultiPolygon.   

 

Table 3-12 shows an example of GeoJSON point location with real coordinate information. 

This example shows how details of the point can be added to the structure of the GeoJSON 

with the “Properties” member and how information can be structured at human readable 

levels. The properties type can essentially be unlimited if the data storage is sufficient, 

although limitations involved are based around the more data that is being processed and 

sent, the slower systems will be at finalizing reading the GeoJSON or parsing it onto other 

systems.  Further examples of GeoJSON types and formats are presented in Appendix III 

and exhibit how the specific points, lines and polygons would be drawn if scaled down to 

simple shaped examples. The GeoJSON coordinates would usually contain several hundred 

coordinates depending on what type of geometry is used along with how detailed the shapes 

are.   
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Name  Example    

Point    {  
  "type": "FeatureCollection",  
  "features": [  
    {  
      "type": "Feature",  
      "properties": {  
        "marker-color": "#008a09",  
        "marker-size": "medium",  
        "marker-symbol": "circle",  
        "name": "Heath Park",  
        "facility type": "Grass Pitches",  
        "Capacity": 8  
      },  
      "geometry": {  
        "type": "Point",  
        "coordinates": [  
          -3.18753719329834,  
          51.511827394574496  
        ]  
      }  
    }  
  ]  
}  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Table 3-12. GeoJSON point example, with stored information. 
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Within the course of this study, two main geometry types were used to produce a map within 

the web map environment using GeoJSON. The first of these types were multipoint. The 

multi point type can be used to represent many single locations on a map, and in this case an 

example would be one of the facility types and locations within Wales. Examples of what 

the point location data would represent and include are the gymnastics facilities which parse 

the data on the properties such as the id, name, club, capacity and finally the point location 

geometry data, the coordinates. The GeoJSON is parsed to the Leaflet API, which is then 

able to convert the information in a structure for Leaflet to display the locations on a web 

map.   

The second geometry type to be parsed within the GeoJSON within this study is the 

MultiPolygon datatype. Many of the accessibility models, in particular gravity models such 

as the E2SFCA model use a populated centroid or location of some sort. These centroids are 

created as the centre of a geographic area and are often used to display the final scores or 

accessibility of that populated area. The MultiPolygon type is used to store the borders of 

each of the geographic areas, alongside its associated centroid to display the geographic 

areas on the web map. These MultiPolygons only require to be as detailed as the zoom level 

in which the data is viewed, which is often in terms of meters as its minimum. Some 

geographic areas can be precise down to the level of centimetres, which creates larger 

numbers of coordinates that are used to represent a geographic area that spans kilometres. 

Using so many coordinates can be problematic when parsing this data, even if only a text 

file is being transferred, as there will be hundreds, if not thousands of these geographic areas 

which soon leads up to masses of processing and parsing. These problems would likely only 

arise with interactive maps over a web-based environment and not as much in Desktop 

Applications such as QGIS as the data is stored on the same machine and does not need to 

be passed over an internet connection. Therefore, to reduce the number of coordinates, the 

geographic areas may be processed through tools such as QGIS’s “Simplify geometries” 

geometry tool that allows these high detailed coordinates to be reduced to a much more 

system friendly size, that will not affect the users view of the map.   
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3.10.5    System Structure; summary of capabilities 

Although there are several potential approaches to implementing the infrastructure, it can 

often be down to personal preference, or previous experience, as to which tools will be used 

in the final project design.  Similar functionality means they will all be capable of 

communicating with the open-source solutions that have been selected within the previous 

sections including OpenTripPlanner, PostgreSQL and Leaflet. The combination of 

programming languages for the thesis infrastructure is HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and PHP. 

HTML will be used to structure the web page and CSS will be used to style the webpages to 

give them a more readable and user-friendly experience. JavaScript will be used to compute 

client-side processes and PHP is used to compute server-side processes. All these documents 

and scripts will be stored and accessed from a HTTP server using a web browser that can 

access the HTTP via requests. The reason for this is that they have become the standard for 

websites and web applications and are perfectly suited for an environment that 

communicates with multiple servers, services, and devices.  Although the other combination 

can provide a similar experience with their APIs and libraries, there is more literature on the 

use of these collections of programming languages and how they integrate, thus providing 

more documentation on its libraries. 

 

3.11    Chapter summary; selecting suitable components for the 

infrastructure.  

This chapter has discussed all the optional components that can be integrated within the 

system to achieve the necessary variables used within accessibility calculations. This chapter 

started out by reviewing the available routing engines and their advantages and limitations. 

Proprietary software was included as part of this review for functionality and comparative 

reasons but are excluded from the eventual choice of approach due to the impact on the 

overall costs if implemented into the system as well as the overall ethos of the study 

approach, which favoured an open-source solution that could permit further customisation. 

The remaining open-source routing engines were then compared and OpenTripPlanner has 

been selected to carry through to the construction of the solutions infrastructure due to its 

capabilities of modelling and routing public transport as well as the need to combine 

different modes of transport within the overall solution.   
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The second section within this chapter covered the open data that would be required given 

that OpenTripPlanner has been selected as an option to generate the routes. GTFS data will 

be used to supply the routing engine with the public transport availability, routes, and times. 

OpenStreetMap will be used as a road network for the calculations to take place on. Both 

types of open data will need to be selected from a reliable source.  

The third section of the chapter consisted of a review of web mapping information and gave 

a basic understanding on how most of the components used within modern open-source web 

mapping applications all follow a similar standard and how each component would benefit 

from using these standards. This led to a consideration of the first web GIS component which 

involved selecting a suitable method of storing and computing the spatial data. PostgreSQL 

has been selected as an option to house the data as it has been most frequently used within 

open-source research projects and is both capable of storing spatial data and processing 

spatial calculations on the data using its extension PostGIS.  

Options for data visualization were also considered within this chapter. OpenLayers and 

Leaflet were considered due to their use within modern web GIS applications. OpenLayers 

would have been used if any of the more complex components were used other than panning, 

zooming, and searching as it is built for more high-performance applications. Leaflet had 

been selected for being light weight in terms of memory size which is perfect for mobile-

friendly applications. Importantly, it also meets all the requirements for interaction within 

this study design (see Chapter 4).   

The modern standard for web application was selected that include HTML, CSS, JavaScript 

for client-side applications and the PHP scripts for server-side processing. But there are 

several ways to interact with within a modern web-based environment with most 

programming languages. The selection on programming languages is based on personal 

preference and experience as there does not appear to be much of a difference between them 

with available APIs to connect to PostgreSQL or query a REST API. This is a time restricted 

project, and therefore it may be best to press forward with a known programming language 

structure.   
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 Implementation of the analytical engine 

 

4.1    Chapter introduction 

This chapter aims to build upon the information and analysis presented in Chapters 2 and 3, 

where a multitude of possible solution pathways, support tools, software development 

environments and frameworks, and libraries and APIs, all of which could potentially be 

applied to address the problem were discussed and evaluated. Based on the outcome of this 

process, the chosen tools and component libraries must now be pulled together and utilised 

to build a functioning system that accomplishes the primary objective of computing 

accessibility scores using the MME2SFCA approach (Langford et al. 2016). This requires 

the careful design and implementation of an architecture able to integrate the various 

component tools and libraries selected, that directs the flow and management of data, and 

controls the sequencing of operations and implements the algorithms necessary to 

accomplish this task. In effect, this constitutes the ‘core’ of the system that is developed in 

this study – the analytical engine – which underlies all the analyses that are described and 

discussed in the later chapters. It should be noted that the design and operation of the user 

interface and the consequent user experience that it presents is explicitly not covered here. 

That topic is address in the following chapter, since it presents an entirely different set of 

concerns relating to usability, system robustness, and the abstraction of a complex process 

into a set of inputs and outputs that are easily managed and understood by the non-

computing/non-GIS expert. Thus, this chapter focusses on the design, logic and reasoning 

of the underlying system that performs the core computational and analytical tasks. 

The materials and discussions that follow are divided into two main sections. The first 

considers the essential building blocks of the system, namely the spatial database, the routing 

engine, and the server platforms that support both these core items as well as providing 

essential HTTP-based web services. The second section’s focus of discussion is turned 

towards the workflow, and in effect ‘how the system works’ – in particular the processing 

order of each distinct task that, upon their completion, generate the final accessibility results. 

This discussion is constructed around an important diagram which is shown in Figure 4-1 in 

in Section 4.2. This diagram essentially describes the system design, and it is an improved 

diagram compared to that of which was Price et al. (2021). However, being liberated from 
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the word-limit constraints of a peer-reviewed article means that it is possible to discuss the 

information flows and explain the architectural design decisions in a much greater detail 

from within this report. There are also discussions on further work to be added regarding the 

extensibility, maintainability, and security of the system, which was not present in the 

published paper.  

 

4.2    System design  

Figure 4-1 represents the core analytical engine in the form of a schematic diagram, showing 

each of the key components within it and indicating how these link to one another. This will 

now be examined systematically to help explain the workings of the system. Following 

Figure 4-1 the first of the main components is identified as (A). This is the web-based 

interface in which the user will first interact with the system via a web browser of their 

choice. The details of the user-interface design, its evolution, and the reasoning behind key 

aspects of its operation are covered in the next chapter. For now, it need only be understood 

that through the interface an analysis is requested, and the setting of modelling parameters 

is accomplished. The datasets representing the service supply and demand centres of interest, 

and other model settings such as the floating catchment size and the distance decay model 

to be adopted, are specified, and will be passed on through to the core processing scripts to 

direct the analysis that is undertaken. On the schematic diagram the essential modelling tasks 

to be completed are represented by identifiers (D), (E), (F), (J), (K). Each of these will call 

upon a separate PHP control script that is located on the web server component (B). These 

PHP scripts use various methods to contact and communicate with other components, in 

particular the routing engine OpenTripPlanner (H) and the PostgreSQL spatial database (C).  
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Figure 4-1. Infrastructure diagram 
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The key components within Figure 4-1 consists of the spatial database, the routing engine, 

and the web server, attention can next be turned to the overall system configuration and its 

operation. The aim here is to show how these items interact with one another, how the system 

is structured, and how the various components are called upon during the execution of a 

E2SFCA model. The design of Figure 4-1 was achieved by exploring the typical workflow 

of the core analytical engine, to be covered in a step-by-step process, at each stage explaining 

the various concepts, languages and tools that are used throughout and how they work and 

interact with one another inside the system.  The process of computing a new set of 

accessibility scores consists essentially of five main tasks. These tasks range from preparing 

preliminary data, to collecting specific journey information, then using journey times and 

distances to calculate accessibility levels, and finally to adding accessibility scores to a map 

that can be viewed within the user’s web-based environment.  

These five main tasks or actions are shown in Figure 4-2 and they all must be completed in 

the represented order. The first task is that of creating an origin to destination matrix (OD 

matrix). This is stored as a database table, and it is then used to direct and generate network-

based route distances and times, which is the second major task performed in the system. 

The third task is to filter the distances/times information returned by the routing engine by 

using the public transport generated table. This action is required because the routing engine 

will often return multiple public transport routes for each submitted request, and only the 

one that is shortest or quickest is required in the E2SFCA calculation itself. This action is 

not required for private modes of transport, as they are shortest path algorithm based and 

only return one journey. Once the full configuration of the OD matrix is completed and is 

populated with network-based travel times and distances for every supply-demand pair of 

interest, it is possible to begin the fourth task of computing actual E2SFCA scores using 

preferred modelling choices. The final task is to present the accessibility results back to the 

user via their browser, and this is done primarily though the medium of a web-map.  
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Figure 4-2. Task order in a typical model execution.  

 

4.3    Introducing the PostgreSQL/PostGIS spatial database 

A PostgreSQL database to which the PostGIS spatial extension has been added plays a 

central role in the proposed system as represented in Figure 4-1 as (c). Firstly, it is used to 

store essential spatial data inputs which include the service supply locations and population 

demand locations. Both are represented using a POINT geometry data field within a PostGIS 

relational table. Additional tables store other useful data, often making use of other geometry 

elements from the OGC’s OpenGIS Geometry Model (in particular, LINESTRING and 

POLYGON data fields). Examples of this include the boundaries of administrative statistical 

areas stored as POLYGONS (which in the UK include Census Output Areas (OAs), Lower-

Super Output Areas, and Local Authorities). Such tables are typically made ‘available’ to 

the modeller for selection through the user interface, as and when required, and as outlined 

in the following chapter. In this sense, they can all be considered to be visible elements of 

the database storage structure. 

However, the PostgreSQL database also plays a crucial role in storing and managing the 

outputs of intermediate computations that are generated at various points by the actions of 

system processes and procedures. Such information is typically placed into what are 
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effectively ‘hidden’ tables. The contents of these are not intended to be seen by the system 

user; in fact, they are expected to be unaware of their existence. Such tables are managed 

entirely by the system itself. Nevertheless, given the crucial role they play in the internal 

data flows and in algorithmic processing it is important that they be identified, described, 

and explained in some detail in this chapter. 

Many of the system’s interactions with the spatial database take the form of a query, and to 

this end a series of command strings are generated from within the system to construct the 

necessary SQL to be passed on to the database management system for execution against the 

relevant tables. Typically, PHP scripts construct these SQL queries and then, via AJAX calls, 

request they be applied to the database. PostgreSQL will typically respond by returning the 

requested data. In addition to requesting retrievals of stored data, various internal 

calculations are also performed upon stored tables. PostgreSQL, as a typical modern client-

server object-relational database management system (ORDBMS) allows standard CRUD 

operations (create, read, update, and delete) to be enacted in response to ANSI-compliant 

SQL instructions. 

PostgreSQL was designed from conception to be extensible however, and one of its most 

popular additions is the “PostGIS” extension. This is described on its home website as a 

spatial database extender for PostgreSQL which adds support for geographic objects and 

provides an extensive library of functions to allow location queries and other spatial 

operations to be accessed through SQL. This spatial capability is of vital importance in the 

operations of the system that is developed here. It means that the database management 

system can also be called upon to perform all sorts of essential, or simply useful, spatial 

calculations and manipulations. As an example, the ST_DWITHIN() PostGIS function 

allows  the ORDBMS to return a list of all entries in which any two sets of geometries fall 

within a specified straight-line distance of each other. This function, as with many others, 

makes full use of PostGIS’s R-Tree based spatial indexing to provide a highly responsive 

outcome. The net result is that a simple SQL query can be constructed and issued to the 

ORDBMS asking for all the service supply points and population demand points from 

chosen tables of interest to be examined and for those pairs that fall within a specified straight 

distance to be returned at speed. This computation is central to the construction of a first-

pass origin-destination (OD) matrix, that in turn underpins almost all the subsequent 

E2SFCA computations, as explained in further detail below.  
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The following Figure, 4-3, is an example of a spatial query constructed and used from within 

the system whose purpose is to instruct the ORDBMS to convert geometry data (i.e. 

Information that records projected map coordinates) into the geodesic latitude and longitude 

values which are needed at a later stage by the chosen routing engine described in Section 

4.4: 

 

Figure 4-3. Spatial query example, PHP converted into string to pass to PostgreSQL. 

 

4.3.1    Schemas in the core database 

A PostgreSQL database can use a single schema to store all its data, but for complex data 

management it is useful to be able to subdivide the information into multiple schemas in 

which tables that relate closely to one another are kept together. Such schemas will store 

tables that share similar properties or a common purpose within the system, allowing data to 

be better organised and more easily viewed and managed by software such as pgAdmin, the 

default database administration and management tool for PostgreSQL. In this 

implementation the spatial database was structured using the following schemas (Table 4-1) 

 

Schema name  Purpose  

Supply_tables  These are visible tables. The schema is used to store all datasets 

representing supply locations to be used within E2SFCA accessibility 

calculations. In this instance, each table will be used to store data relating 

to a different sports facility type. For example, Gymnastics facilities, 

Gyms, Football pitches, and so on. 

Demand_tables  These are visible tables. The scheme is used to store all tables 

representing the demand locations to be used within E2SFCA 

accessibility calculations. Separate tables are likely to be used for separate 

study areas (although only Wales is considered here). Furthermore, 

separate tables are used for holding data at different geographic scales. 

For example, in this implementation, preconfigured tables store data 
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relating to census OAs, and larger derived units such as LOSA and 

MSOA units. 

There are typically two tables for each type of geographic area. One of 

these holds a population centroid (e.g. POINT data) while the other holds 

a corresponding areal unit to which the point corresponds (e.g. 

POLYGON data). The former is used primarily in the E2SFCA 

calculation itself, while the latter is used mainly for mapping and 

presentation of the outputs when a choropleth style of cartography is 

desired.  

ODMatrices  This schema is used to contain hidden table. It stores all the generated OD 

matrices. Typically, one is created for each analysis undertaken, although 

it is possible for a single OD to support multiple analyses too, provided 

that the threshold distances used during its construction are more than 

those specified in the modelling parameters. 

demtotalschema  This stores temporary or hidden tables that are generated during the 

accessibility calculation. These tables are the demand total tables.  They 

store information about the computed local population demand that is 

likely to act upon each service delivery point. 

oddistances  This stores the temporary or hidden tables that are generated from the 

actions of the routing engine. These tables are then used to complete the 

OD matrix, adding a network time/distance to the original first-pass 

straight-line estimate, and the completed OD matric is passed on to be 

used in the final E2SFCA calculation. These intermediate tables are 

typically removed when the OD matrix table is completed.   

odmatricesdetails  This schema is used to hold visible tables that store information on the 

OD matrices held in the system. These meta-data tables are used during 

model configuration and allow a stored OD matrix to be reused for 

analysis rather than computed afresh on each occasion 

webmaps  This schema stores the outputs of the accessibility calculation. These 

outputs hold the geographic data in addition to the multi-modal 

accessibility results and are used to supply data to the mapping libraries 

that produce the final maps via the UI.   

Table 4-1. Schemas used within the PostgreSQL database.  
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The principal purpose of this research is to provide a system that can enhance our 

understanding of accessibility to sporting facilities. However, the concept of spatial 

accessibility is a general one and it can apply equally to any number of other services of 

interest. This implies that the system can be of equal use in any situation where a service of 

interest can be modelled by the identification of point locations representing service delivery 

points and their associated quality or quantity attributes, and where there is a spatially 

distributed population, again represented by point locations representing summary indicators 

of the potential demand arising at that location. Some of the endless possibilities might 

include GP practices, Pharmacies, Public Libraries, ATMs and Banks, electric car charging 

points, mental health services, entertainment venues, schools, and so on. 

The spatial configuration of population which generates a potential demand for such services 

must be stored in the system to be made available for model building. As is typical in this 

scenario, population demand will be expressed through population-weighted centroids that 

represent summative point locations for small subsets of population. The spatial 

configuration of the service supply (which could be any one of various sporting facilities or 

services, but for the sake of illustration will be focussed on gymnastics in this project) must 

also be stored. Again, a representation of point geometry features along with relevant supply-

side attributes (for example, capacity, opening hours, number of courts or lanes, and so on) 

must be recorded within the database to be made available upon request to model builders. 

Held within this schema are many tables that are used within the solution database. As 

indicated above, these tables are both fixed and dynamically generated or deleted as the user 

interacts with the system. All the fixed tables are based around the supply points and demand 

points tables, and together these form the starting point from which to generate most other 

tables within the system. When necessary, the system manager is tasked with uploading these 

key datasets into the system. For instance, to use the system in a context outside of sports 

facilities would require the upload of new supply point tables storing information on the 

distribution of the new service of interest. 

The supply and demand tables may also need to be replaced at some point with refreshed 

information to reflect recent service reconfigurations. Often it would be wise practice to keep 

both older and newer versions of service configuration data, suitably documented and time 

stamped, because these can then support the sorts of analytical scenarios that are discussed 

and illustrated by examples in Chapter 7. In the UK, the recent decennial Census of 
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Population (executed in April 2021) will mean that very shortly the population demand 

tables currently held in the system are likely to be replaceable by updated information from 

this source. 

To appropriately manage information held in the central PostgreSQL database the details of 

mandatory fields, data formats, additional optional fields, and so on, are documented below. 

particularly for those parts of the system that are most likely to require future and on-going 

maintenance activity. 

 

4.3.2    Supply-side and demand-side datasets and database tables 

All supply-side and demand-side source dataset needs to be held in the system as a PostGIS 

spatial table using a POINT geometry field. These are most easily created by uploading data 

first into the QGIS desktop GIS which can readily read the contents of CSV text files and 

MS Excel spreadsheet files. QGIS can create a direct connection to a PostgreSQL database 

using its IP address and the usual user login details, and its DB Manager tool can then upload 

supply points to any named table in the connected database. It should be noted that whilst 

such data are held in QGIS there is an opportunity to clean and prepare it by using QGIS’ 

highly interactive tools – the dropping, renaming, or reformatting of fields, or the 

computation of new values or new fields, and the selection of a subset of records, are all 

typical examples of the types of activities that might be undertaken in this fashion. 

All supply tables must follow a set design pattern and must be structurally the same as one 

another. Each set of supply data tables will have the same column datatypes used throughout 

the accessibility measurement process. These tables, that are uploaded to the database by the 

system manager, do not change throughout the process of computing E2SFCA accessibility 

solutions. As the system is currently configured, the name of each of supply table is used to 

indicate the nature of the sport to which it relates. Table names are flexible and are not 

closely prescribed, but they should be used to identify the nature of the information they 

contain, and the names will appear on the user interface. 

As an example of this, currently in the system configured for the analysis of sports 

infrastructure tables are stored to represent the locations of gymnastics facilities, of grass 

pitches, and basketball courts. Further details and examples of the system being used in this 

specific context are covered later in Chapter 6. The current naming convention adopted is to 
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use a short name for the sport followed by the type of facility that the sites relate too. The 

name is used to describe the table in the user interface, but within the context of the database 

it is joined with an underscore. The underscore is removed for visual purposes when 

presented to the user through the user interface, but it is nevertheless required for naming 

the facility as it assists in keeping the internal coding and scripting consistent and is expected 

by the PHP code. Mandatory and optional requirements for supply table fields and their 

corresponding data types are further identified in Table 4-2:  
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Table 4-2. Supply table required fields.  

 

General information  

Table 

Names  

Table names are pre-defined to relate to the sport they represent. For example, 

“gymnastics_facilities” or “grass_pitches”  

Purpose  Store supply point locations and facility information. 

In this instance, the sport facilities sites to be used in E2SFCA calculations 

Column’s information  

Name  PostgreSQL 

Type  

Purpose  

ID Integer Used to identify the facility.   

Name Character 

varying 

(254) 

Used for description purposes, naming the facility, and can be 

applied to the web map at the end. This serves no purpose during 

the calculation.   

Capacity Integer This is the supply side capacity – the volume or quantity of 

service delivered at the point. If no supply-side capacity is 

available a simple unit value (i.e. 1) us used to identify the 

presence of the facility as a whole. In the sports context, other 

examples include the range of equipment types available at the 

facility; the number and type of surfaces available for items such 

as pitches and courts; the capacity in terms of lanes or area of 

swimming pools, and so on 

Geometry Geometry The PostGIS geometry of the facility. In effect the spatial 

reference of the point in projected map coordinates – typically 

SRID 27700 or OSGB National Grid in the UK. The 

corresponding longitude and latitude are extracted automatically 

from the geometry data type and used within the routing engine. 

These data are also used when showing the locations of facilities 

on output web maps.   

akc Double This value is used within the E2SFCA calculation and indicates 

no decay function has been deployed 

ake Double This value is used within the E2SFCA calculation and implies a 

linear decay function has been applied.   
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In addition to these mandatory requirements, other fields may optionally be present. 

Any other fields would typically be for description purposes, or to represent an alternative 

capacity or quality indicator for use in E2SFCA calculations. At the very least one capacity 

field is required which may be, as reported in the table, just a unitary count to show the 

presence of the feature. However, any number of other capacity or service quality measures 

can be added, and these will be selectable for inclusion in the model via the user interface, 

as described in more detail in Chapter 5. 

In a similar way, all demand point tables held by the system are structurally identical as one 

another and follow the same pattern in terms of the field or column names. It is considered 

likely that these tables will not be updated or modified as often as supply tables, although as 

already mentioned, it is possible due to the occurrence of a fresh UK wide census or to 

incorporate mid-year update estimates which tend to be released on a yearly basis by local 

and national government agencies. 

As currently configured, a total of three demand tables are available for use within the system 

for E2SFCA accessibility calculations. The same three demand tables are also used to 

generate and present the results via web mapping scripts at the end of the process. The three 

tables store data for various scales or census hierarchy levels, namely Output Areas (OAs), 

lower super output areas (LSOAs), and middle super output areas (MSOAs) all of which are 

discussed and described in further detail in Chapter 6. Their purpose is to supply a centroid, 

or demand point, to be used within the E2SFCA calculation. This carries an estimate of the 

demand population arising from within its corresponding geographic area. Like supply 

tables, the demand tables follow a naming structure that allows them to be used within 

descriptive elements on the output web page once underscores used in the name have been 

substituted for a space. Hence the need for the names to be descriptive and meaningful. The 

demand table’s structure is shown in Table 4-3 and its associated polygon table data is 

described in Table 4-4.  
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Table 4-3. Demand Table Structure 

 

 

 

General information  

Table 

Names  

Table names are pre-defined to indicate the geographic area of support for the 

estimated demand population. For example:  

OA_populated_centroids, LSOA_populated_centroids, MSOA_populated_ce

ntroids  

Purpose  Point locations of population demand levels    

Column’s information  

Name  Type  Purpose  

ID Integer Used to identify the demand point within the OD 

matrix.   

Geographic 

code (gss) 

Character varying 

(9) 

This code is used to identify the geographic area. In the 

UK the standard GSS code is used to link the centroid 

and the polygon data to census and other attributes (and 

in this instance E2SFCA modelling outcomes) to be 

displayed on output web maps.   

geometry Geometry The PostGIS geometry of the facility. In effect the 

spatial reference of the point in projected map 

coordinates – typically SRID 27700 or OSGB National 

Grid in the UK. The corresponding longitude and latitude 

are extracted automatically from the geometry data type 

and used within the routing engine 

Age1 Integer The number of people in the geographic area that are 1 

years old.  This is one of the columns applied to the total 

demand volume.   

...Age99 Integer …similarly, for age 2 to 99.  Columns selected through 

the UI are used to generate a final demand population 

total 
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General information  

Table 

Names  

The table names as currently configured relate to their census hierarchy 

point. Examples: OAPolygons, LSOAPolygons, MSOAPolygons.   

Purpose  These tables hold geographic polygon data used to map final E2SFCA 

scores.     

Column’s information  

Name  Type  Purpose  

ID  Integer  Used to identify the geographic area.   

Geographic 

code (GSS)  

Character varying (9)  This code is used to identify the geographic area. The 

code is used to link the centroid and the polygon data 

to be displayed on the map.   

geometry  Geometry  The geometry of the polygon of the geographic area. 

This is used when generating the choropleth map 

showing the accessibility results for each area.   

Table 4-4. Demand polygon table structure.  

 

4.4    The routing engine (i.e., OpenTripPlanner) 

Another primary component in the system created here is the routing engine, leading on from 

the multi-modal literature, it was evident that a routing engine would be needed to calculate 

the different distances and times for each mode of transport. Although OSRM and pgRouting 

were viable choices, OpenTripPlanner provided a suitable method of incorporating the 

engine into a web-based environment, with easily updatable graphs. Tsalamanis (2018) who 

used the planner to obtain bus routes, provided the evidence on how easily the routing engine 

could be to reach service points within an origin to destination matrix, part of the E2SFCA 

calculation. OpenTripPlanner API serves as an excellent access point, which can be queried 

via its REST API and manipulated with stringed Queries. There are many other available 

routing engines that should be considered as alternatives and are included in the following 

chapter. This system has been designed to make use of OpenTripPlanner (OTP) as its core 

routing engine, although in principle other alternatives could be substituted in to perform the 

same role. The nature of OTP has already been described in considerable detail in Chapter 

3, including the fact that is has the particular distinction of having the ability to generate 

route outcomes via multiple modes of transportation, which is of particular value in this 
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system. OpenTripPlanner essentially works in one of two modes. The first of these is where 

it operates as a web server, thereby making it suited for planning trips and generating 

journeys. Its second mode of operation is in analyst mode, allowing a road network to be 

analysed. Both modes use the same core Java-based routing library to compute trips for 

multiple modes of transport. 

 

4.4.1    OpenTripPlanner Structure 

Within OpenTripPlanner one of the services presented is that used for internal functions. 

This service is the Routing API. The API is based upon the Representational State Transfer 

(RESTful) protocol – defined as a software architectural style for distributed hypermedia 

systems. In effect it is a web service, one that can be queried using a URL, and which then 

responds to journey planning requests by returning JSON. JSON – or JavaScript Object 

Notation, is a data format, notably lightweight, that provides for the storing and transporting 

of structured data. Its lightweight and text-based features make it attractive for transferring 

data across the internet, and so it is widely used for sending data from a server to a client-

side webpage, or for inter-server communications and data flows. An example of the sort of 

URL that is needed to query the Routing API is shown below:  

 

http://ces-gis.usw.southwales.ac.uk:8082/otp/routers/default/plan?fromPlace=51.660,-

3.348&toPlace=51.738,-3.378&arriveBy=05:00pm&date=08-08-

2019&mode=TRANSIT,WALK&maxWalkDistance=400 

 

Within the parameters list it is possible to clearly see information relating to the start and 

end points of the journey, both of which are specified in latitude/longitude coordinates, the 

selected mode of transport (in this case TRANSIT, or public transport services), and the date 

and time of trip.  

As illustrated in Figure 4-4, the OTP Routing core includes two distinct services. The first 

of these services is the Transit Index API. The Transit Index API provides information to 

the routing core. This information is retrieved from stored GTFS files that specify routes, 

stops and other transit or public transport information.  The second of these services is the 

http://ces-gis.usw.southwales.ac.uk:8082/otp/routers/default/plan?fromPlace=51.660,-3.348&toPlace=51.738,-3.378&arriveBy=05:00pm&date=08-08-2019&mode=TRANSIT,WALK&maxWalkDistance=400
http://ces-gis.usw.southwales.ac.uk:8082/otp/routers/default/plan?fromPlace=51.660,-3.348&toPlace=51.738,-3.378&arriveBy=05:00pm&date=08-08-2019&mode=TRANSIT,WALK&maxWalkDistance=400
http://ces-gis.usw.southwales.ac.uk:8082/otp/routers/default/plan?fromPlace=51.660,-3.348&toPlace=51.738,-3.378&arriveBy=05:00pm&date=08-08-2019&mode=TRANSIT,WALK&maxWalkDistance=400
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Graph Builder that creates graphs from the stored OpenStreetMap geospatial data. Figure 4-

4 shows the processes and workflow of collecting the journey information from 

OpenTripPlanner.  

 

Figure 4-4. Process of an OpenTripPlanner RESTful API query. 

 

4.4.2    Graph data sources 

Because OTP has been selected for this study to be the core routing engine due to its key 

benefit of having multi-modal capabilities, a suitable GTFS data source is thus required. 

GTFS is a common and publicly specified data format used for the storage and transfer of 

public transportation schedules and associated geographic information. 

Unlike the Valhalla trip engine, that uses Transitland feeds, OTP needs GTFS data to be 

stored within its graph. To construct the analytical core of this system thus required a source 

of public transport data, which was provided by Traveline data (Traveline data 

2021). Traveline is a partnership of transport companies, local authorities and passenger 
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groups that have come together to generate routes, times, and travel information for the 

United Kingdom (Traveline 2021). This information is comprised of bus, rail, coach, ferry, 

and tram data, and it provides as many different methods of transport as possible. 

The public transport information Travelinedata provides is also notably Open Data. It is 

referred to as the Traveline National Dataset (TNDS) and is compiled from data sourced 

in TransXchange (TXC) format. It contains English, Welsh, and Scottish public transport 

information. TransXchange is an XML based data standard that provides a means to 

exchange bus routes and times along with other operational data such as the service cost. 

The only modes of transport included within this dataset are buses and coaches. Each of 

these services can be used by OTP and can thus be implemented into the system developed 

here. 

Unfortunately, TransXchange file formats are incompatible with OTP and therefore a 

conversion of them into GTFS is required. There are potentially many converters available 

for passing information between these file formats, although the one selected for use within 

this project was provided by Billingsley et al. (2020). Ideally, the system manager will in 

future be able to obtain GTFS data without the need to go through the conversion of file 

formats. One possible scenario is to make use of a feed from a service such as Transitland. 

However, as mentioned before, OTP as currently written does read directly from the graph. 

Traveline dataset is updated daily, and this can be seen as being of huge benefit when 

maintaining the concurrency of bus routes and times to be used whenever an accessibility 

model is run within the system. The otherwise substantial maintenance costs of building and 

updating a multi-modal topological transport network are relieved from the system manager. 

The potential downside is the reliance on an external source that may be withdrawn at some 

future time or modified to supply data in a different incompatible format or moved to a 

charge-raising model. In other words, the benefits of not having to manage and update the 

data are balanced somewhat by the fact it is also no longer under the direct control of the 

system which potentially could cause future issues to arise. 
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4.5    Server configurations 

The last major component in the proposed system are the servers. As currently configured, 

a single server acts as both the web server and the database server, although there is no 

conceptual reason why these concerns could not be handled by two separate servers instead.  

The web server is responsible for storing the web server software as well as the component 

files that make up the analytical core of this system. A web server accepts information 

requests via HTTP (POST and GET) and typically offers server-side services such as PHP 

script processing. As said before, in the currently built system the same platform also acts as 

the database server. A database server is used to run the PostgreSQL network database 

application, which in turn maintains database files, and offers back-end services such as 

OLEDB, JDBC and ADO.NET data provider services. 

System files held on the web server include HTML documents for delivering the client-side 

interface, and also the images used throughout the website, along with CSS stylesheets that 

are used to style and improve the visualisation of the web pages, and JavaScript files that 

provide client-side data processing and interaction. The web server is also responsible for 

connecting all the key components within the infrastructure and supports the physical data 

interchange with devices connected to it via the web. To achieve this, the web server contains 

several essential PHP scripts. 

The PHP scripts stored on the web server play a critical role in the entire operation of the 

system, as will now be described, and explained in greater detail below. Put simply, they are 

used to glue the various components of the system together, to direct the flow of data and 

organise the processing tasks, and to initiate communication between components of the 

system. PHP scripts are used to interact with the OpenTripPlanner RESTful API, and with 

the PostgreSQL database, and they respond to GET requests being issued by the JavaScript 

from the user’s web-based interface.   

In respect to the software side of the web server, it will include parts that control how web 

users access hosted files on the server. Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is an 

application layer protocol for distributed collaborative hypermedia systems. HTTP serves as 

a request-response protocol within a client-server computer model. The HTTP server will 

understand web addresses (URLs). When the browser needs to access a file that is hosted on 

the web server, the browser will request the file via HTTP. When a HTTP request reaches 
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the web server, the server-side software responds by sending the document back to the user’s 

browser again through HTTP protocol. A figure for this protocol can be found in Appendix 

III and illustrates this exchange, whereby a client can use any preferred browser on any 

suitable platform, which may be static or mobile, to access the server.   

All the server-side processing within the infrastructure is directed through the use of PHP 

scripts. PHP (a recursive acronym:  PHP Hypertext Pre-processor) is an HTML-embedded 

scripting language. Most of the syntax within this scripting language is borrowed from C, 

Java, and Perl, with just a few unique PHP-specific features. The primary objective of this 

language is to allow web developers to write dynamically generated pages quickly. Each of 

these scripts can use various web technologies to interact with each other, or with other 

components within the system. The PHP scripts are stored as simple text files on the web 

server, and the client’s JavaScript will send POST or GET requests that initiate these scripts 

to perform their tasks. PHP can also be embedded into HTML documents which allows them 

to dynamically change the variables and components used by sending and receiving 

information from other parts of the webserver with POST and GET requests or via Curls. 

The web server is also central to the construction of web maps which are used to help 

communicate the outcomes of analyses to the user via their browser. This activity is largely 

one of transmitting suitable HTML/JavaScript to the client-side browser, which in turn can 

pull or request results from the database by running server-side PHP scripts. It also makes 

use of the popular opensource JavaScript library named Leaflet, which again operates client-

side and offers a wide range of browser based interactive mapping facilities. All these topics 

are considered and discussed in more detail in Chapter 5 when the user-interface is covered 

in detail, and in Chapter 6 where typical use case and everyday operations of the system are 

explored and demonstrated, using Welsh sporting facilities as a specific example. 
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4.6    System operation 

The following section describes the system operation, following both the main infrastructure 

diagram – Figure 4-1 and the accessibility calculation workflow described in Figure 4-2.  

 

4.6.1    PHP and PostgreSQL connection 

Throughout the system workflow most of the PHP scripts will require constant interaction 

with the PostgreSQL spatial database. This is achieved by parsing and receiving information 

that is generated on both the web server through the PHP functions, and via the database 

with SQL strings.  To achieve this, a driver is required that allows access from the PHP files 

on the web server to the PostgreSQL databases. The driver used here is the PDO_PGSQL 

driver, which implements the PHP Data Objects (PDO) interface, this is a method that uses 

parameterized queries which helps with code readability and helps mitigate SQL injection 

as long as the dynamic data is separated from the preprepared statements. SQL injection is 

covered in Section 4.9, which discusses several of the key security issues and concerns while 

working with PHP, databases and web-based environments. Figure 4-5 illustrates an 

example of specific PHP code used in the PostgreSQL class to initiate a connection to the 

PostgreSQL database, thereby allowing querying and retrieval of data to take place.  A 

function named db_connection that connects to the database is called upon on each occasion 

the PHP script needs to query and retrieve data from the Database.   

 

 

Figure 4-5. PHP function which leads to the initiation of a connection to the PostgreSQL 
database. 

 

Several other functions from the PDO library are used within the developed system. The first 

of these is the prepare() function, the purpose of which is to prepare an SQL sting statement 

to be executed. The execute() function is used to execute this prepared statement, executing 

the SQL against the connected database. Figure 4-6 shows these statements being used in an 
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example which aims to truncate a specific table. Every time that an SQL query is required, 

these two statements will be called and initiated.   

 

 

Figure 4-6. Example of a string builder for the database and execution 

 

Prepare() and Execute() are used to execute SQL in cases where no data response other than 

confirmation of success while querying or processing the database is expected. However, in 

some cases the PHP script will require access to data that has either been processed by the 

database or that data has been stored and retrieved from within the database, be this 

individual records or entire tables. In order to achieve this, two further functions are used 

from the PDO_PGSQL driver library that follow on from the prepare() call. The first is 

fetch(), which gets the next row item from a result set that has been returned from the 

database by the DBMS. This is useful for collecting data from specific records within the 

database. The second function used to retrieve data is fetchall(). As might be expected, this 

function is similar to fetch(), but rather than returning a single row from the result set, it 

returns the entire set of rows which is passed across in the form of a PHP array variable. The 

fetchall() function call is used throughout the Postgres class to collect either an entire table 

of data, or some assembled collection of data that is to then to be processed together. 

With these four functions (i.e. prepare(), execute(), fetch(), and fetchall()) it is possible to 

continuously send data to, and receive data from, the core PostgreSQL database. The 

prepare() function is used to set up SQL instructions for querying the data regardless of 

whether data is retrieved or simply processed within the database. This function also takes 

in a string that can be generated from the PHP scripts, using, and parsing the variables that 

are used. One of the key security concerns with the system, however, when interactive with 

the database is a form of SQL injection, where an attacker distorts the SQL to interact with 

the database and view, damage or steal sensitive information. Prepare() and execute() are 

two functions of PDO, where the statement is prepared and executed separately. 

bindParam() binds a PHP variable to a corresponding named or question mark that is used 

as a placeholder within a SQL statement (PHP Documentation 2021) and helps prevent the 
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query being altered by binding the parameters to the query. Further details on this type of 

attack and prevention are covered in Section 4.9.  

 

4.6.2    PHP string generation 

To retrieve data from the PostgreSQL database, properly formatted SQL strings are required 

that will query the connected database. The prepare() function from the PDO library accepts 

a string as a parameter, in which the SQL is specified. This string must follow SQL syntax 

rules without error, and if incorrect the function will return a value of false to indicate that 

the SQL did not successfully query the database. As an example of this in action, consider 

the situation where the name of a table or of a column was incorrectly specified within the 

SQL – with the possibility that the user had misspelled it or included lower/upper case letters 

by accident. Preventing this requires all of the HTML and JavaScript to pass fixed values 

that must match the database names. 

In PHP, a string can be made up of multiple strings, that are then combined together to create 

the final whole string to be passed through the prepare() function. Each string must be 

surrounded by either single or double quotes to indicate that it contains string type data. If 

quotation marks are also required to be present within the SQL instruction, the PHP string 

can use single quotation marks on the outside of the string and double quotation marks 

within, or the opposite of double on the outside and single on the inside. For example, the 

string in Figure 4-7 uses single quotations for constructing the general string, but within it 

the schema name is quoted with the double quotation marks, as is required by the SQL syntax 

 

 

Once strings are completed, they can be combined. In some programming languages there 

are operators that can do this, while many other languages provide the “+” operator to simply 

add strings together. In PHP, the “.” operator is used to combine two variables reported as 

strings. Therefore, in Figure 4-7 the variable $TableName is a string that has been generated 

somewhere else and passed into this function and then applied as an additional string to 

complete the final SQL instruction. 

 

Figure 4-7. Example of quotations in strings. 
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4.6.3    Computing the origin-destination matrix 

The first major computational task that must be completed is the creation of an origin to 

destination matrix (OD Matrix) which is stored in the database as a table. These tables serve 

as stored all the journeys between supply points and demand points, and this stored table 

will often be re-used rather than re-computed if a specific model’s declared catchment area 

is equal to or less than the original journey distance or duration that was specified in the OD 

matrix construction. To complete this process the user first selects, through the browser-

based user-interface, the required service supply points, and demand points. The user then 

selects a floating catchment size, which specifies the maximum travel tolerance that is 

acceptable when seeking services from demand centres, and when evaluating the demand 

placed upon service centres. 

It would be possible to simply set up an OD matrix to contain every possible combination 

of supply and demand point pair. However, this will then lead to the calculation of network 

time/distances and journeys that may never be required, as they fall outside the threshold 

travel tolerance specified in the E2SFCA model being executed. For example, it is unlikely 

that any residents would be prepared to travel for three hours by car to use a gym! Therefore, 

including all combinations of gyms and demand centre locations that are 3 hours apart would 

involve unnecessary processing, impacting upon the total processing time significantly. To 

work around this, it is possible to include travel tolerances within the initial OD matrix build. 

This first-pass solution can make use of simple straight-line distance calculations, performed 

rapidly by PostGIS functions and using the R-tree indexing system, to generate a much 

smaller OD Matrix in which only highly likely candidate supply-demand pairs are present. 

In other words, the PHP script relies upon PostgreSQL to use its PostGIS functionality and 

R-Tree indexing capabilities to produce a quick but approximate estimation of those 

facilities and demand centre combinations that may be of interest, based initially on a simple 

straight-line distance calculation. This estimation is known to be over-optimistic because 

network distances will always exceed straight line distances and so, a second pass will also 

be required in which a subset of network distance/times are evaluated. However, this 

approach remains much more efficient that asking for the network routing results for every 

possible supply-demand paring. 
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The PostGIS command to be used is:   

st_dwithin(SGEOM, DEMGEOM, SLDVAL) 

Where SGEOM is the supply side geometry field, DEMGEOM is the demand side 

geometry field and SLDVAL is the catchment size that the user entered via the model 

building interface. 

As said before, the straight-line distance values return some journeys that are at a greater 

distance or duration in network terms than are required according to the model specification. 

An example of this is represented in Figure 4-8 which shows the road network distance based 

on OSM street data versus a straight-line distance between the same supply and demand 

points. It illustrates how the longer road distance will be included within the calculation even 

though it is greater than the initial straight-line distance. Overall, using straight line distance 

calculations for the initial OD matrix saves very considerable processing time. 

 

 

Figure 4-8. Straight line distance versus road network distance 
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Once the user has set up parameters for the model via the web interface, JavaScript code 

executing on the client-side sends a GET request to the OD matrix builder PHP script. This 

script then uses the variables sent through the GET request to make an instance of the 

Postgres class script using a function to generate a properly formatted string containing the 

necessary SQL query instruction for PostgreSQL. This SQL instruction is then executed 

against the database, the result of which is that PostgreSQL generates a new OD matrix table 

based on the specified model parameters. Figure 4-9 illustrates an example of the source data 

tables used and the resultant OD table generated after the Postgres database executing the 

first-pass OD matrix request. It is shown that in addition to fields that are generated from 

information contained in the supply and demand tables, additional columns are also created 

in preparation for the next stage of the workflow. 

 

 

Figure 4-9. The structure of the table containing the first-pass OD matrix as generated 
from user selected supply and demand point tables. 
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4.6.4    Completion of the OD matrix 

The OD matrix table is made up of several columns and data types that will be required 

during the entire process of measuring accessibility. Each column has a purpose, and many 

are repeatedly used throughout the processing stages, defining specific links between supply 

points and demand points. The first-pass OD matrix contains candidate links, ready to be 

processed through the routing engine to generate final network-based distances between the 

specific supply point and demand point specified in each record. As stated above, the OD 

matrix is initially based on a quick straight-line distance evaluation. This means a further 

pass is required to evaluate precisely which routes satisfy the modelling parameters when 

network distance is properly evaluated. An example of this, within the context of sport 

facilities in Wales, is the situation where a user would not travel from Cardiff to Bangor to 

attend a 1-hour gym session, therefore processing the precise network travel opportunities 

of sites at such as large separation would be redundant and time consuming in terms of the 

processing required. Therefore, the following SQL is now executed used to generate the 

second-pass OD matrix table. The following PHP script in Figure 4-10 generates an SQL 

string that is passed onto the PostgreSQL database: 

 

 

Where:  

• Each of the variables are defined with a “$” prior to the variable name. 

• Each of the strings to be combined are formed between single quotation marks.   

• Component parts of the string being generated are added together using “.”  

• $SUPTable represents the supply table name specifying the route destinations.  

Figure 4-10. PHP Script that generates the string of SQL code. 
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• $DEMTable represents the demand table name specifying route origin locations.   

• $sldValue represents the initial straight line distance set by the user that limits which 

supply-demand pairs are identified as candidates.   

• $SUPid represents supply point ID.   

• $SUPVol represents the supply point capacity column used n the E2SFCA 

calculation.  

• $DEMId represents demand point ID.  

• $agerangestring represents the collective age range counts that make up the demand 

population recorded at each demand location.   

• $SUPGeom is the geometry field of the supply points.   

• $DEMGeom is the geometry field of the demand points.   

 

The PHP script in Figure 4-11 generates an SQL instruction string to be passed on to the 

PostgreSQL ORDBMS. An example of a built string based on tables representing Welsh 

Gymnastics facilities and using the Lower Super Output Area demand locations, with a 

straight-line distance of 10km and for a population subset based on the age range 0 to 10 

would be: 

 

Figure 4-11. Resulting SQL string generated from the PHP script in Figure 4-10 

 

Once the string is complete, and the SQL has been executed the result will be to generate the 

final origin to destination matrix stored in a table such as that illustrated in Figure 4-12.   
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Figure 4-12. A sample of a final (second pass) OD matrix table generated from the SQL in 
Figure 4-10.  

 

Figure 4-12 shows a sample of an origin to destination table that has been generated on the 

PostgreSQL database. The supply id, represented as supid and the demand id, represented 

as demid are the key values that show which supply locations and which demand locations 

are being linked. The straight-line distance between supply and demand locations is also 

stored under the field named as sld. 

The associated supply volume (supvol) is the service capacity or quality indicator – a 

measure of the site in terms of its size or quality, and within the sample of Figure 4-12, the 

facility itself is the supply volume which suggests that the facility is defined as a whole unit, 

will be shared. There may be more than one supvol column, to define different supply-side 

attributes of the facility, as will be discussed and illustrated within Chapter 7 where various 

scenarios of system testing are undertaken. Briefly, an example for alternative capacities 

might be the number of equipment items in a gym or the number of courts available in a 

tennis club. Yet another example of how supply-side facilities might be evaluated is via their 

opening hours. 

Along with service supply volumes, the E2SFCA algorithm also requires a demand 

population to be established at each modelled demand centre. In the OD table the population 

count is held in the demvol field. This demand volume is generated from one or more of the 

age-related columns stored in the demand points table and is computed on-the-fly while the 

OD table is being generated. Although these age-related columns are what ultimately define 

the population, there may be other aspects that could be included in future scenarios. Factors 
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such as physical accessibility, which covers all ages but not all people might be included for 

example. 

 

In addition to supply capacity and demand volume, four further are present in the OD matrix 

table that relate to supply and demand locations. These columns (start_lat, start_lon, 

end_lat and end_lon) store the latitude and longitude coordinates of the respective sites. In 

the database, these are originally defined by a Geometry type field. The geometry type 

represents coordinates for spatial objects such as points, lines, boxes, paths, polygons, or 

circles that are measured on a flat cartesian space, for example a projected map. The 

geometry of points and polygons are stored in a geom column using a hexadecimal string 

encoding (see Figures 4-13 and 4-14) also known as Well-known binary WKB. This is a 

binary equivalent of Well-known text (WKT) that is a markup language for representing 

vector geometry objects. Also, when comparing Figure 4-13, which is a point-based 

geometry, to Figure 4-14, a polygon-based geometry, it is clearly shown that the WKB 

extends significantly as more coordinate details are needed to be stored within the column.   

 

 

Figure 4-14. Representation of the geometry value in a polygon type geometric shape. 

 

When necessary, geometry data can be converted between map projections, geodesic 

coordinates, and alternative storage notations, by using PostGIS functions. For example, 

Figure 4-13. Example of demand fields and information required for including age classification 
columns. 
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stored projected map geometries for supply and demand points are required to be converted 

into latitude/longitude within the OD matrix table using SQL such as:   

 

CAST(ST_Y(st_transform(geometrycolumnvalue, 4326)) as numeric(10,8))  

 

where ST_Y() defines the Y coordinate (latitude) of the point, st_transform() returns a new 

geometry whose coordinate is transformed to a different spatial reference system, 

geometrycolumnvalue is the current geometry value stored as a geometry in the database, 

and 4326 is the desired output  projection code. SRID code 4326 represents geodesic, 

unprojected, latitude and longitude coordinates. Meanwhile, as numeric controls the 

precision of the coordinates. ST_Y() is simply replaced by ST_X() to process x coordinates 

(longitude) 

Fields start_lat and start_lon hold the coordinates of demand points while end_lat and 

end_lon are the same for the supply points. The order of start and end locations is not 

normally important in shortest path algorithms. However, here the demand site is defined as 

the start location because the public transport mode in OTP requires that the start location 

be set as the demand, whereby it then determines a path to the service supply facility from 

the populated area. 

 

4.6.5    OpenTripPlanner Journey Calculations 

Once the final OD matrix has been constructed, network-based journeys can be calculated 

for each mode of transport and for each record held in this table. The journey calculation 

workflow is illustrated in Figure 4-15.  The control script begins by using a PostgreSQL 

class function called from within PHP to build a string that will query the PostgreSQL 

database. This SQL simply requests the entire OD matrix table. The PostgreSQL database 

responds by returning the table’s contents, and this information is collected by the fetchAll() 

function and stored into data storage of type variable in PHP. The script then iterates through 

each record in turn, asking OTP to compute possible journey information between the 

designated supply and demand site locations.   
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Figure 4-15. Processing journey distances and times. 
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To initiate the journey information request, the PHP script first extracts the supply and 

demand point latitude/longitude coordinates and converts these into string variables. Other 

constraints, such as the date and time of potential journeys, and a maximum allowable 

walking distance, are similarly stored as string variables. Once all string components are 

ready the PHP proceeds to generate a URL that is then used to query the OpenTripPlanner’s 

RESTful API. Figure 4-16 illustrates a string construction and the variable’s placements 

within the string. OpenTripPlanner’s functions are predefined within this string, and Figure 

4-16 identifies the possible entries regarding travel modes that are acceptable to the OTP 

API. 

 

Transport type  String  

Public transport and walking  “&mode=TRANSIT,WALK”  

Private transport (car)  “&mode=CAR”  

Cycling   “&mode=BICYCLE”  

Walking only  “&mode=WALK”  

Table 4-5. Potential modes of transport and their URL string values. 
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Figure 4-16. Construction of a URL string to query OTP. 
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This completed string is then added to the host string. The host string contains the details of 

the server location (IP address of local hostname) and port number which direct the query to 

installed instance of the OTP service. For example, in the situation where the OTP service 

is hosted on the same server platform as the HTTP web server, this simply becomes: 

 

http://localhost:8080 

 

The port number (For example 8080) is defined within the configuration of the OTP service 

and so this can vary between installations, although 8080 is a common setting for HTTP web 

services during their testing phase. The localhost name is a standard convention for the IP 

loopback address of 127.0.0.1. 

The query PHP script then uses cURL (Client Uniform Resource Locator), which is a PHP 

library that helps to send files and download data over HTTP and FTP protocols via a URL 

syntax. In general, it allows connections and communications to take place with many 

different types of servers over many different protocols, including HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, 

TELNET, and others. It is deployed here to issue the completed query to the 

OpenTripPlanner, and to also then receive the JSON response, the format of which has been 

covered earlier in Section 3.10.4. 

Next, the received JSON is decoded, with the pertinent itinerary information becoming 

stored within PHP variables. This information is then transferred into the PostgreSQL 

database, building the content of a hidden table that receives all data relating to the current 

mode of transport. Once the system has completed this for all records in the OD matrix, it 

effectively repeats the entire processing sequence again while moving on to the next mode 

of transport requested through the user interface. When there are no modes of transport that 

remain to be processed, the script passes control on to the next key process, which is 

concerned with the filtering of this information so at to extract only the shortest or quickest 

routeway returned from each journey request submitted to the OTP. 

 

 

 

 

http://localhost:8080/
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4.6.6    Understanding returned itineraries information 

Once a journey request has been calculated by the OTP route planner, and it has responded 

with a JSON, this data then needs to be extracted. As discussed previously 3.10.5 when the 

nature of JSON encoding was explained, each section of the JSON response will hold 

different information relating to that journey. In some cases, when requesting journeys via 

public transport modes, the JSON response will return multiple, alternative, journey 

scenarios. These cases are referred to as itineraries within the JSON, and they each contain 

information relating to the start location, end location, travel distance, and travel time for 

each sub-section of the proposed route.  

Although the solution reads the response as JSON, the breakdown in this chapter will be 

viewed using the XML browser extension; the only real difference between the two is in the 

syntax used. Examples of both JSON and XML are provided in the appendices (see 

Appendix I).  A benefit of studying the XML document is that this information may be 

viewed in a standard web browser. The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is simply a 

method for annotating a document in such a way that is syntactically noticeable from the 

text, and which defines a set of rules for encoding documents in a format that can be both 

human-readable and machine readable, in a similar fashion to HTML.  

Figure 4-17 shows a sample of the start and end journey location information that is returned 

when querying the OTP. This information is extracted by the PHP script and stored as 

variables. Figure 4-18 shows a sample of the itinerary information.  
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Figure 4-17. Example of a returned journey, viewed as XML in a web browser. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-18. Sample of XML relating to the start of an itinerary. 
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The first part of an itinerary will be basic information relating to the whole journey. The 

information returned here will include the start and end times of the journey, the total 

duration of the journey, and how much of this total duration is composed of walking time. 

Additional information such as the need for transfers is also included, which may then be 

used as an impeding cost when calculating accessibility.  Other factors that could be used as 

a cost relating to the journey is the total waiting time, which is also included in a public 

transport itinerary. 

After the starting information, each separate leg of the journey is then described. Each leg 

will have a total distance and a mode type assigned, along with a start and end time. The 

information contained in these legs is used to generate the total values relating to the 

complete journey. Figure 4-19 shows that further information is available that could be 

extracted from the routing planner if deemed to be useful; examples include the bus agency 

name, their website, the transport agency ID, and identification details of the route that is 

taken. All this information is being extracted by OTP from the graph that is built upon both 

the GTFS data feed, and the OpenStreetMap network data. 

 

 

Figure 4-19. Sample showing the start of a single leg. 
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Within each section of the leg, there are several steps that are described within the journey. 

These again are broken down into different sub sections and each displays information 

relating to different parts of the journey. Figure 4-20 illustrates the steps present in a 

particular leg, with information on a sample transit section of the journey. Here, information 

such as the direction, and street names, are included within the text. Once again, any of this 

information can be extracted where required. 

 

Figure 4-20. Sample of information relating to a step, within a leg, within an itinerary. 

 

Although the journey itineraries returned by OPT clearly contain a large quantity of 

information, the only information that is required for the basic calculation of E2SFCA relates 

to the total distance and/or travel time between the designated start and end location of the 
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journey. These items of information can be extracted and combined from each step to derive 

the required total values. Once this data is extracted, it is subsequently written into the 

PostgreSQL database, using designated hidden tables that each relate to a specific mode of 

transport.    

 

4.6.7    Itinerary filtering 

Once all journey times have been processed and stored in the respective hidden database 

tables relating to transport modes, the public transport data then requires filtering. The reason 

for this is that OTP typically returns several different possible itineraries relating to 

alternative routes between the designated demand and supply point locations. This causes 

potential conflict in the accessibility calculation as E2SFCA, and most other accessibility 

scores, need only one time/distance to be specified. The filtering process selects the journey 

with the shortest distance or shortest duration. 

One of the main problems faced with achieving this objective, is the fact that just because a 

journey is reported to have the shortest distance does not necessarily imply that it will also 

be of the shortest duration. This is often because OpenTripPlanner is sufficiently 

sophisticated as to take into consideration the effect of all waiting times and transfer times. 

This situation means that two separate values must be extracted from amongst these reported 

journeys. To perform this task, an additional function is called in the PHP script to extract 

the separated time and distance values, resulting in the following two database tables: 

 

 

Figure 4-21. Separate tables relating to public transport filtering, allowing both distance-
based filtering (left), and time-based filtering (right). 
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It should be noted that these separate tables are not required for other modes of transport 

(e.g., private car, bike, and walking) as these are generated using only a shortest path 

algorithm (Dijkstra’s algorithm and the A-star algorithm with a Euclidean heuristic) acting 

on the OpenStreetMap transport network. This means they do not incorporate the fixed route 

and timetable information contained in the GTFS file like that of the public transport, and 

only ever return a single route within the JSON response. 

Once results from the journey planner results have been filtered, the information regarding 

network travel time/distance by transport mode is written back to the original OD matrix. 

The PHP script responsible for this action is illustrated in Figure 4-22. 

 

It is also important to note that the distance and time columns within the OD matrix can be 

used for proximity and cumulative opportunity models. For example, the following SQL 

would select the demands shortest times with a maximum catchment of 20 minutes 

(proximity based): 

Select demid, min(publicduration) 
FROM "ODmatrices".gymnastics_facilities_lsoa_populated_centroids_25000_newgtfs 
where publicduration > 0 and publicduration <=20 
group by demid 
order by demid asc; 
 

The following SQL would produce cumulative opportunity scores within 20 minutes of the 

demand:  

SELECT demid, count(demid) as cumulative_opp 
FROM "ODmatrices".gymnastics_facilities_lsoa_populated_centroids_25000_newgtfs 
where publicduration <=20 
group by demid 
order by demid asc; 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4-22. Writing distances generated from OTP into the OD matrix table. 
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4.6.8    Accessibility Scores 

Multi-modal two-step catchment area accessibility scores can now be calculated using a PHP 

script represented as J in Figure 4-1. This PHP script uses several PostgreSQL class-

functions to generate a series of SQL queries that are directed towards the PostgreSQL server 

where all the actual computations take place.   

 

4.6.9    Computing floating catchment area scores 

The specific accessibility metric of interest in this thesis is the so-called Two-Step Floating 

Catchment Area (2SFCA) method. There are a number of variants and enhancements of the 

basic 2SFCA model, as discussed in detail in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2. The specific adopted 

version applied in the application phase of the thesis (see Chapters 6 and 7) is the multi-

modal E2SFCA model proposed by Langford et., al (2016). This improves upon the solution 

described earlier by Mao and Nekorchuk (2013) by computing separate loading on each 

supply side according to each transport mode, the outcomes of which are then combined to 

give a total service loading, and by computing separate accessibility scores for each demand 

centre by evaluating the supply sites that are independently reachable according to travel by 

each transport mode. 

To compute these scores the modelling choices gathered through the user interface (see 

Chapter 5) are used to determine which modes of transport the user wishes to include in the 

calculation, along with the percentage of the demand site’s population that are expected to 

travel via each mode. As currently developed, these percentage splits are applied globally – 

i.e. in the same way for each demand centre - although it is hoped to further develop the 

system to allow proportions to vary on an individual demand-site basis by using additional 

information relating to each location. In addition to the transport mode selection and 

percentage splits, the user-specified catchment area or travel tolerance is also consulted. This 

item of information has already been used in the initial preparation of the OD matrix – in 

other words during the first-pass straight-line based estimate of those supply-demand paring 

of interest. However, now that the OD matrix has been update with results from OTP 

network distances and times for these cases, these must be compared against this threshold 

parameter again, to now discard any supply-demand combinations where the reported 

network distance or duration exceed the specified catchment area.  
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To operationalise this model, there are several variables that need to be filled. The first of 

these variables will include the service supply points (Sporting facilities) and will be required 

to be allocated as point locations. The second variable will be the demand points, which are 

likely to be a populated weighted centroid of a geographic area. These two points will then 

require distances and times generated between them to be used in the calculation to check if 

they are within the catchment area. Finally, the percentage of each mode of transport will 

need to be included, to allocate the likelihood of the use of travel for each geographic area.  

The first step in the E2SFCA calculation is computed independently for each selected 

transport mode. This results in multiple availability scores, Rj, for each supply site, which 

are now written back into PostgreSQL tables holding these supply point locations. The 

scores are placed into fields named akc or ake, dependent on whether a distance-decay 

function has been used or not. On completion, another set of SQL query strings are built and 

executed against the database to perform the second step calculations. These queries ensure 

Rj scores generated in the first step are now totalled up as they relate to each demand centre. 

A series of hidden temporary tables are used to accomplish this task, which are subsequently 

deleted after the calculation is complete. Using further SQL instructions, the final E2SFCA 

scores are now written back to the PostgreSQL database where they are appended to the 

original demand point location table, represented in Figure 4-23.   

 

 

Figure 4-23. Updates to the demand points table during the final E2SFCA score calculation. 
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4.6.10    Preparing floating catchment area scores for mapping 

Computed E2SFCA scores are displayed in the browser interface to the user via a web-map. 

This necessitates additional queries to be constructed and issued to the PostgreSQL database 

and the generation of a further database table. This new table takes geospatial data reporting 

the administrative areas, and using a matching ID code, combines this with the E2SFCA 

scores so that the results can be viewed as a choropleth map. Figure 4-24 illustrates the table 

that is created from information contained in both the demand points table and the demand 

polygons table.   

 

 

Figure 4-24. Map output table generation. 

 

The presence of this newly generated table is recorded in the “accessibilityresultsdetails” 

table that stores meta-information about the generated map. This includes the transport 

modes selected, percentage of travel by each mode, travel tolerance setting, distance decay 

setting, road network dataset utilised, the version of the supply location table, and so on. 

This information is used again in the final stage of processing in which results are presented 

via a Leaflet API map. At this stage it is prudent via the PHP script to also clean up the 
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original demand table and to remove other intermediate results that have been used in the 

process of generating the final accessibility scores. 

 

4.6.11    Visualising accessibility modelling outcomes 

Computed accessibility scores can be visually presented to the user via the construction of a 

web map page that is sent on to the client’s browser. This is achieved using a web map PHP 

script, which is the final object represented as item (K) in Figure 4-1. This script is 

responsible for calling the Postgres class and requesting the required data from the database 

server. Requested data is returned in GeoJSON format by making use of the PostGIS 

ST_AsGeoJSON() function: 

 

ST_AsGeoJSON(ST_Transform(geom,4326),4) 

 

This requests information to be extracted from the geom column, which is the default field 

in a PostGIS table that holds either polygon or point spatial geometry data. Upon extraction, 

the coordinates are modified or re-projected from their original format (typically in the UK, 

as SRID code 27700, or OSGB British National Grid) into their Latitude/Longitude 

equivalents using the ESPG/SRID code 4326 and the ST_Transform() function.   

The web map PHP script provides the client-side JavaScript with the data that can be used 

by a web-map. The Leaflet map, represented as L in Figure 4-1 uses the resulting GeoJSON 

as a layer to be displayed onto the map. This is done for each of the modes of transport as 

well as the associated supply locations. The Leaflet web-map is then published back the 

web-browser for the user to interact with and view the accessibility results. 

 

4.7    Code design and presentation 

The implementation of the code suffices in terms of satisfying the proof of concept into the 

system solution. There are, however, better methods of implementing coding practices to 

increase extensibility and maintainability of the software. This involves introducing object-

oriented approaches as opposed to the procedural approach implemented into this current 
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system. Procedural programming is where the procedure of an application is executed one 

at a time, which can become a time-consuming process if unnecessary steps are repeatably 

checked. Object Oriented Programming (OOP) is a design paradigm that allows the structure 

of the software to resemble the concept of an object that has its own properties and 

procedures of code, that allows a programmer to be more productive with the software design 

problems being addressed (Yeager, 2014). One of the main software development principles 

that can adhere to OOP is the implementation of design patterns. Design patterns are a 

programming concept started by the Gang of Four (GoF) (Gamma, Helm, Johnson and 

Vlissides, 1994) which raised specific elements as valuable, repeated, and good-quality 

approaches to design (Bain, 2020). The purpose of design patterns in general are to be 

implemented as a reusable solution to a frequently occurring problem within software design 

and development.  

Currently, the journey calculation page generates initiates the queries through separate 

AJAX calls to the system, and updates the progress when confirmation is passed back to the 

client. This works to some degree, while datasets are rather small such as a combination of 

50,000 origins-to-destination, but as the system is applied to a larger dataset and say the 

combination could be in the high 100,000’s or even in the millions when addressing postcode 

level analysis this would be difficult to pass through back to the client and possibly be too 

large for the browser to process efficiently. To work around this a design pattern known as 

the Observer Pattern could be used to address this. Observer design patterns are based around 

state changes within a system, a state change being an object being transformed from one 

thing to another (Saray 2009). This would mean that the query generation could be 

completely done on the server-side processes and the observer on the client side can look for 

any state changes and update the query progress to the client.  

Another stage within the journey calculation page requires a string to be built as seen in 

Section 4.6.2. Currently, the string is built in a procedural manner where a series of “if 

statements” are used to select which query to use. This suited the needs of proof of concept 

while range the combination of URL strings was small and only four modes of transport 

were available within the tests conducted in Chapter 6 and 7. The issue with this is that as 

more modes of transport and more of the string components such as the maximum walking 

distance become implemented, the more combinations of strings would be required of strings 

would be needed, which would ultimately lead to unnecessary checks on if the right string 

is selected in the “If then” statements. To combat this, object-oriented programming can be 
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used, and in particular, a design pattern known as the factory pattern. The factory pattern is 

a design pattern that provides an interface that a client can obtain instances of classes to 

conform to a particular interface or protocol (Ellis et al. 2007). Which essentially means, the 

factory pattern could be implemented as a string builder and call individual components from 

the factory such as the string required for mode of transport, maximum walking distance, 

time, date, start location and end location, and compile them into a single string. This would 

allow for a string to be generated with variables as opposed to iterating through many 

combinations of strings. This will also improve extensibility by allowing additional modes 

of transport to be added as a function or variable without creating the additional 

combinations. There is also a security-based factory known as the Secure Factory 

(Dougherty, et al., 2009), which applies the factory pattern with separate security dependent 

logic in creating the object. This could be useful had the URL been data sensitive. Other 

security concerned areas within the code are identified in Section 4.8.  

These are just two examples of how a few of the inefficiently written code samples within 

the solution could be addressed to improve the extensibility and maintainability of the 

solution. These changes are reviewed for further work in Chapter 9, Section 9.5.1.  

 

4.8    System security concerns 

As systems become increasingly available with online functionality (accessible by many 

people across the globe) the need for cyber security increases.  Systems are often exploited 

where possible for sensitive information on users and organisations. The Open Web 

Application Security Project (OWASP) (OWASP 2021) is a non-profit organisation that 

revolves around improving security of software by implementing standard practices when 

designing and developing systems. OWASP provides a list of application security risks that 

often change in order of priority as they are developed and improved over time. As of a 

survey taken by OWASP in 2021, the following are listed as the top 10 risks within security 

for web-based applications as of 2021 (OWASP top 10 2021):  

1) Broken access control – Access control is based around the idea of users not being 

able to act outside of the permissions that have been set for them. Failures within this 

type of access control end up with unauthorised access if data or information.  
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2) Cryptographic failures – The level of protection needs for the data that is being 

transmitted. For example, bank details or business secrets should not be readable in 

clear text through HTTP, SMTP or FTP etc.  

3) Injection – Data has been altered within dynamic queries without any validation, 

sanitizing or parameterised calls. This was mentioned previously in Section 4.6.1 

with the SQL queries in the system.  

4) Insecure design – Differing from insecure implementation by being the initial stage 

of the software development process. Insecure design is often caused by factors such 

as lack of business risk profiling within the software system being developed.  

5) Security misconfiguration – This is where appropriate features are either enable or 

installed when there is no need. Examples include Ports, Services or accounts that 

should no longer be active. Other contributions to this would be default passwords 

remaining in place or databases and libraries do not have secure values set.  

6) Vulnerable and outdated components – The software or tool is out of date and known 

to have unsupported corrections to the vulnerabilities found in the software design. 

Software should be updated where possible to the latest version where these security 

risks have been addressed.  

7) Identification and authentication failures – This often happens when a user’s session 

or authentication is not managed. Weak or well-known passwords are easily accessed 

and possibly missing multi-factor authentication.  

8) Software and data integrity failures – Applications that possibly rely on plugins and 

libraries from third party untrusted sources or repositories. These can often lead to 

attacks set up by the third parties when they write malicious code to compromise the 

user.  

9) Security logging and monitoring failures – No logins are logged when the user signs 

in from a new location or have not logged out after a set amount of time.  

10) Server-side request forgery (SSRIF) – Attackers alter a non-validated user-supplied 

URL to redirect to another destination to bypass a firewall or other network access 

control list.  
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The design and implementation of the system was under time constraints, and for this reason 

the functionality of producing MM2SFCA scores took priority over the security of the 

application. One of the security concerns being implemented within the design is the 

prevention of SQL injection. This was done with the parameterised PDOs and separate 

executions. All that is required in that sense is the parameters being bound to the SQL query 

place holders. This has been shown to reduce the risk of SQL injection by preventing the 

SQL query to be sent as a whole string without the parameters (Sendiang, et al., 2016). The 

study by Sendiang et al, state that the validation of the parameters such as type, size format 

and range of data will prevent custom or non-authorised values passing the authentication 

process. Additional methods such as limiting the field of length of the characters will also 

help limit the values being entered, along with encryption to prevent UNION attacks. 

UNION attacks refer to the process of using a SQL keyword “UNION” that selects data from 

other tables in the database (PortSwigger, 2021).  This is just one of many types of injection 

attacks to be concerned with. Additionally, security frameworks could be implemented such 

as CodeIgniter (CodeIgniter 2021) which can be used to generate the necessary SQL to query 

the database without the ability to view or insert custom SQL strings.  

A second security issue partially addressed in the system was the user account on the 

database. Currently the password for the account is written within PHP code of the the 

db_connect.php file (Appendix V). Although when viewing the file directly the password is 

visible, the password could made hidden by making the db_connect.php file accessible to 

the system only. Additionally, the account that the password is associated with has set 

authentication levels on the PostgreSQL database, that only allow for selecting and editing 

tables or data where they are allowed. The jumbled-up password makes it difficult to guess. 

A log in and session system could be implemented to prevent the password to the database 

being stored within the PHP script. The log in must be monitored to address security concern 

9 and have suitable session timeouts. Any new accounts should have relevant access to the 

correct tables. This however will create the issue of passing passwords between sessions and 

pages while working through the accessibility calculation. Whitelisting machines and IP 

addresses to allow specific machines from accessing the database may also aid in securing 

the system with specific users.  

Many security issues have not been addressed in the current iteration of the system but 

further work on developing it is aimed at addressing these concerns. It is important to note 

that these security concerns may be addressed by the appropriate security teams in 
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organisations by applying their own practices to the system. ideally this would be an 

integrated system component that can be added to their infrastructure of software solutions. 

Different security organisations may have different security practices. The process of future 

work on security is outlined in Chapter 9, Section 9.5.1. 

 

4.9    Summary of solution infrastructure 

This chapter has covered the entirety of the system infrastructure, and has demonstrated its 

overall structure and architecture, talked through the typical workflow, and shown how PHP 

scripts are used to direct the interactions that take place between its various components. The 

diagram in Figure 4-1, summarises in schematic form the overall layout of the solution and 

identifies how key components are connected to one another. The core analytical engine 

developed here addresses and satisfies several of the aims and objectives outlined within in 

Sections 1.6.1 and 1.6.2. To be specific, the first of these aims was to develop a system that 

allows access to itself from any platform/device connected to the interne. Another stated aim 

was to create a system that can return to the user accessibility results based on current state-

of-the art accessibility modelling theory. The system presented here has been designed to 

process data and variables such that it enables the Multi-Modal variant of the E2SFCA model 

proposed by Langford et al. (2016) to be utilised. This solution theoretically allows for any 

number of transportation types to be included in the modelling process via the 

OpenTripPlanner routing engine. Another key objective that has been satisfied here, is that 

the developed system has been built entirely from various open-source and web-based 

technologies, thus ensuring the product is free of any licencing and on-going usage costs to 

provide a cost-effective for its intended target audience (typically third sector charity 

organisations, and quasi-government agencies). Finally, as a part of this solution, it has been 

necessary to develop a user interface that sits on top of the core analytical engine described 

here, to allow a non-GIS expert to conduct cutting edge analyses by abstracting away the 

underlying technical complexities of geospatial data handling, the client-server and inter-

server communications, and the statical data modelling and information processing required. 

A discussion and further exploration of this user-interface, describing its key features, the 

decision making that lies behinds its design, and its evolution from initial prototypes into its 

final version (a process that has been guided and informed by repeated useability studies and 

client consultations and feedback) forms the topic of the next chapter of this thesis. 
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 Design and development of the user 

interface 

 

5.1    Chapter introduction 

This chapter considers the design, implementation, and development of the system’s user 

interface. This component is critical for determining the nature of the interaction that takes 

place between the client-side and server-side of the system, for the ease of use of the system, 

and for the overall user experience. Whereas the previous chapter was concerned with the 

core analytical actions and computations undertaken within the system, here we consider 

how the system presents itself to the user, the nature of the information that is required to be 

gathered from them in order to specify the modelling tasks and drive these computational 

steps, and how the objectives of providing access to these complex spatial analyses via a 

remote browser (i.e., aim 2 in Section 1.6.1) in a manner that is amenable to use by the non-

expert (i.e., aim 4 in Section 1.6.1) are achieved. 

Sections 5.2 describes the process of the initial design of the user interface prior to user 

testing, and how the user-based testing that followed this design took place. From then, 

proceeding with Section 5.3, the chapters are simply structured by describing each key page 

in turn within the developed system. This will include an analysis of the inputs that are 

required, and it will also explore the decision-making processes and associated issues that 

were considered which led towards the use of specific browser controls and their 

corresponding forms of interaction and control. The discussion of each page also presents 

information on the nature of early prototypes that were adopted during the development of 

the system, and their subsequent evolution in response to an iterative regime of: 

Design → implement → user test → re-design. 

The initial design for the user interface is the user interface that was presented within the 

published paper (Price et al., 2021). The original design of the system, described in Section 

5.2.3, can be found in Appendix IV. The more effective user interfaces from user testing are 

present in this thesis.  
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5.2    User interface design and development cycle 

Several iterations of the user interface design were generated during the development of the 

accessibility calculation solution. This section describes the process of the user interface 

design and development that took place over the course of the study, including the initial 

design used when developing the core functions of the solution to the final user interface 

that is displayed in this chapter in Sections 5.3 to 5.7. The feedback from both Sport Wales 

and Welsh Gymnastics user testing throughout the study’s progression described in this 

section was used to influence the direction of the user interface design which leads to the 

final designs presented within this Chapter.  

 

5.2.1    Initial design for the project 

Prior to user based testing and development, an initial design for the web pages were made 

based around the 4 decision guidelines within Chapter 2, Section 2.12.2. The guidelines 

helped make a suitable testing environment for the core functionality that is present in the 

solution but also provided a suitable user interface for the users to test during the first stages 

of user interface designs and interaction with the accessibility measurements.  

Although the interface took the guidelines into consideration, the web pages for each 

component were fundamentally designed around the parameters needed for the MME2SFCA 

model. Following the model, the interface inputs would likely be the variables and 

parameters that are used in Formulas 8 and 9 in Chapter 2, Section 2.7. This includes 

variables such as the supply locations of the facilities, geographic population locations, 

catchment size etc even if they are selected at different stages of the solution such as the OD 

Matrix Builder, and the execution of the calculation itself. The reasoning behind this initial 

design decision is following the research from Cope & Uliano (1995) and Galitz (2007) 

shown in Chapter 2, Section 2.12.2, it is beneficial to split up sections of the page. Using 

these parameters, concerns and ideas, an initial design was developed.  

There were several issues with the initial user interface design regardless of using the initial 

guidelines. Examples of such issues include the type of input the user should use to select 

the parameters for the calculation or other formats the user would use to interact with the 

system. These issues are described in greater detail throughout this chapter, in each relevant 

system component web page and interface’s section. 
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5.2.2    User based testing and development 

There were several users who viewed and tested the interface for the system. Early in the 

solutions development, most of the testing and development or the user interface was 

conducted in house within the university. The PhD supervisors would review and comment 

on any issue with the system and provide feedback for any changes. This provided support 

on developing an interface but would likely not match the opinions and requirements from 

real world users who are likely to use this system without any computer science or GIS 

background experience and more importantly, those who know the exact amount of control 

they would need on the system (i.e., age ranges, population targets, types of sport etc).  

The research initially started as a way of measuring or increasing the quality of accessibility 

to sport in Wales, this includes all types of sport. Therefore, one of the main users who was 

testing the user interface and providing feedback was the Sport Wales Research & 

Evaluation Officer who was a research supervisor and contact with the company sponsor of 

the research. A position in which helps support research within the organisation including 

accessibility to their sport facilities and company partners and would provide feedback 

relating to multiple types or sports and organisations. There were several informal meetings 

held over the research period, roughly every month or so which took place in person at the 

Sport Wales site. Most of the feedback was generated from the Sport Wales contact / user 

and any changes would be made between meeting sessions. There were also formal meetings 

every six months with both the PhD supervisors, Sport Wales contact and other sport 

organisations that took part in the user interface design. One of these included Welsh 

Gymnastics Research and Impact Officer, who was the contact within Welsh gymnastics 

during this study.  

The Welsh Gymnastics Research and Impact Officer, who is responsible for research into 

methods of bettering the organisation in terms of efficiency and servicer provision, provided 

a similar interaction in terms of testing and providing feedback for the interface. Welsh 

Gymnastics was introduced as a testing organisation, who are supported by Sport Wales and 

wished to take part in testing the solution to provide potential accessibility for the facilities 

they oversee. Welsh gymnastics do not own all the facilities and oversee independent 

organisations and opportunities in their sport. Meetings with Welsh gymnastics followed a 

similar pattern for testing and would meet regularly during the study period. There was an 

additional meeting, which involved the entire Welsh Gymnastics team, where the solution 
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was presented, and feedback was gained through the audience. The feedback was then 

introduced into the final iteration of the solution that is presented here.  

The COVID-19 pandemic was started during March 2020 which spanned over the remainder 

of the study in to March 2021 and because of this, the meetings had been moved from within 

offices and workstations or conference rooms to a web-based meeting via voice and video 

chats. Users would be demonstrated the capabilities and explained through the solution and 

web pages using screen sharing capabilities of the online meeting tools, rather than testing 

face to face until the application was available outside of university servers and users could 

be guided using the tool themselves.  

 

5.2.3    Final iteration of the user interface during the Thesis 

The final iteration of the interface is presented throughout this chapter, along with any of the 

major changes from the original design with the reasons they had been changed. Due to the 

time constraint for the study, the final iteration of the interface had to be introduced and in 

doing so, a questionnaire was designed for one last set of feedback that would be used had 

the interface been developed further. The questionnaire (presented in Appendix II, along 

with the answers from the Sport Wales Research & Evaluation Officer and the Welsh 

Gymnastics Research and Impact Officer’s answers) was designed to gather both feedback 

on the general accessibility measurement solution, along with any specific details on the user 

interface when interacting with the web pages.  

The general questions within the questionnaire were to provide information on how research 

like that which conducted in this thesis would impact the decision making and provision of 

services by policy makers such as Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics or users who would 

likely benefit from such a system and are more conscious of the needs and requirements of 

the sport opportunities. Also included with these questions, were questions about what 

methods they currently use to measure accessibility and or modes of transport are used to 

get to their facilities. 

Following the questions on general improvements and current methods of measuring 

accessibility were questions that were centred about the solution as a whole and its approach 

to measuring accessibility. Feedback on the structure of the system, and its overall ease to 

follow through the processes were required to measure how “successful” the solution was. 
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Terms of success were based around approval of the approach taken to produce the system 

in a web-based environment and which parts were easy to follow through. Overall, a 

successful implementation was assumed from the feedback in the questionnaires.  

There were also questions within the questionnaire that were aimed at specific web pages 

and user interfaces within the solution.  Each of the main web pages that the user interacts 

with were presented in an image for reference (once they had already tested it), based around 

one of the guidelines outlined in Chapter 2, Section 2.12.2 that the studies show benefit from 

clear and understandable layouts and would follow similar questions such as: 

a) Is the interface or input page suitable and what would you change? 

b) How suitable are the types of input? 

c) Would you like more control or less control over specific inputs? 

d) Is the page easy to understand and uncrowded?  

Following these questions, were questions specifically aimed at the page being described 

and a general question of what they would like to see added or changed on the user interface.  

The answers from this questionnaire are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 9 and point 

out the direction the user interface would likely take from this feedback, had the study 

continued over a longer period.  

 

5.3    The origin-to-destination matrix builder page 

The first concern in calculating an E2SFCA accessibility model is the configuration and 

filling of an appropriate origin-to-destination (OD) matrix. This requires that the user 

interface page must be designed and configured to allow the user to set up the parameters 

for the calculations that will be made. It must present to the user all possible combinations 

of supply and demand locations tables currently held in the system, along with their 

associated service capacity and demand-side volume specifiers. The page is required to 

gather from the user the selection of which particular supply and demand side feature points 

will be used; the former being chosen from a presented list of possible candidate sports, and 

the latter being chosen from three alternative geographical representative points, as taken 

from the UK census hierarchy. These are used to configure the internal OD table with the 

relevant fields and to issue instructions to the core analytical engine to compute and return 
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the first-pass straight-line distances between identified supply-demand pairings of interest, 

as has been discussed before in Section 4.6.3. 

 

5.3.1    Initial OD-matrix web page design 

During the early stages of development, the interface was configured in way in which users 

were able to manually select columns and tables from dropdown boxes. These showed a list 

of possible tables that were generated from a query of the PostgreSQL database metastable 

information. This solution subsequently proved in action to be somewhat problematic with 

users able to easily select the wrong columns and tables to accomplish the model. One reason 

for this is that many of the table names were designed to be combinations of values and 

letters that are allocated based on specific modelling parameter values. These table names 

are generated directly by the system, which in turn may lead to confusion for the user 

between the table names associated with different parameter values. Following the method 

described in Chapter 3, Section 3.11.3, the front-end interface uses JavaScript to GET a 

response from the server side’s PHP scripts, and due to the nature of this interaction the 

inputs on the system use strings from values that represent table names and columns within 

the database. If the user selects an incorrect or inappropriate table or field, the server-side 

PHP script will respond with a message stating only that the SQL had failed, and this action 

would be likely to also affect the stability of the PostgreSQL database which would require 

another set up to be undertaken to rectify the problem.  

In addition to the drop-down boxes, the user was required to manually enter the straight-line 

distance by the process of typing in the value before selecting the supply tables and the 

demand tables. This form of interaction meant that the text box used as an input mechanism 

would then require careful validation to prevent the user from entering any characters, 

strings, floats, or other input value types that would in effect prevent the SQL developed 

from it from running successfully. Any such incidence would again cause an error, as the 

straight-line distance calculation needs to be feed an integer value (numerical) in the 

underlying unit of measurement (time or distance) and drawn from within a sensible range 

of possibilities.  

Following feedback from the user testing described in Section 5.2 this would not be a 

particularly ‘friendly’ solution for the system user and was redesigned to a more suitable 
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approach and simplistic interface that was easier to understand and provided more control 

on the inputs in a more suitable way.  

 

5.3.2    Final design of the OD matrix builder page. 

When designing the interaction with the tables in the PostgreSQL database, it was evident 

that tables for each of the supply side datasets would be the same and contain the same 

column names as only three variables were required for defining the supply side variables. 

The demand side tables would also contain the same columns to be used, as even if the ages 

and population columns were separated, they would be combined into an individual column 

for processing calculation. This insight led to the decision that these column names should 

be hardcoded into the SQL calls within the string builder class, and that the only names 

passed through to the PHP scripts would be those relating to the table as assigned to 

individual inputs that the user would select. This limits unnecessary inputs and table 

selection by the user, replacing them with simple buttons, At the same time selective radio 

buttons were replaced with images or basic text.   Overall, the final origin-to-destination 

matrix page contains four different input controls used to select choices needed to generate 

the OD tables. Figure 5-1 represents the final OD matrix page. 
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Figure 5-1. Final OD matrix builder web page / user interface design. 

 

The first input on this final OD matrix builder page is used to set the supply side table and 

specify which sport the user wishes to evaluate the levels of accessibility along with its 

specified capacity type (i.e., Football pitches, tennis courts etc.). Further improvements on 

capacity involve methods of selecting capacity types as feedback from the user 

questionnaires involved selecting multiple capacities. The HTML input control type used to 

the supply side value is a radio button, as shown in Figure 5-2. Both an image and text are 

shown on the page to allow for the identification of the sport – this was felt to be a more 

intuitive and appealing method than a drop-down list that was within the original user 

interface. Figure 5-2 shows a basic example of how the HTML is structured to define radio 

buttons information and the value of the radio button which is in fact the name of the table 
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associated with the sport facility type (for example:  grass_pitches for football, rugby etc., 

or gymnastics_facilties for the Welsh Gymnastics facilities sites in Wales). 

 

 

Figure 5-2. Example of the HTML used to construct the supply side radio buttons. 

 

The second of the inputs is the demand side variable, as associated with the demand table 

being used. This table is responsible for defining the geographic area centroid used as a start 

location when traveling to supply side facilities and represents a representative populated 

weighted centroid of a corresponding polygon. The user can decide which level or scale of 

geographic area will be used in the calculation and therefore how spatially detailed the 

analysis that they wish to perform. This setting will lead to larger OD matrices (i.e., more 

records or rows) if the user selects Output Areas as compared to Lower-super Output Areas, 

which in turn are more numerous than the Middle Super Output Areas. Together, they form 

a nest hierarchy. The user input requires only one option to be selected with its value property 

being the associated table name in the underlying PostgreSQL database. Similarly to the 

supply radio buttons, these demand radio buttons are pre-set to a choice so as to prevent an 

error when generating the SQL string send for processing by the PostgreSQL ORDBMS 

services.  

The selection of the buttons does not itself allow the user to visualise the size or the spatial 

detail of the geographic areas that are being used as the demand locations. To visualise the 

geographic areas, the buttons are also responsible for changing another object on the web 

page that helps to show the level of geographical detail chosen. For this feature several 

images are associated with the demands populated areas, one for each type / level of 

geography. These are displayed accordingly as a selection is made. Figure 5-3 shows each 

of the images used on the page.
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Figure 5-3. Geographic areas images indicating demand level scale: (left) output areas, (middle) lower super output areas, (right) middle super 
output areas
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Figure 5-4 shows the code-behind in the HTML document that allows the change in 

geographic areas to be viewed by its associated image. A button onClick() function calls 

JavaScript that changes the images depending on which radio button is currently selected. 

 

 

These images could easily be changed to a fully functioning web map instead of a static 

image. The use of simple Leaflet maps was considered, but the additional processing 

required for the polygons was deemed to be unnecessary, and that static images saved on the 

web server would serve the same purpose just as well. It should be noted that it was a 

deliberate decision to ensure that actual facility sites do not appear on these maps – again it 

was felt this would slow the loading of the web page without any appreciable benefits. The 

facilities may however be viewed on another page, designed specifically for viewing the 

supply side datasets and these are more likely to be visually required once actual accessibility 

scores have been produced and the corresponding areas of interest are then required to be 

analysed.  

The third input on the OD web page relates to the straight-line distance that defines the 

maximum travel distance, travel tolerance, of floating catchment size (these all being the 

same thing) for use in the straight-line distance calculation, and later in the second-pass OD 

matrix building. This input is not necessarily required for a full calculation and may not be 

used to limit the system as it depends on constraints of the accessibility calculation. 

Examples of these were discussed in previous chapters (See 2.5). To define the maximum 

straight line, a slider bar is now used instead of the previous free textual input. This is done 

to prevent the user from manually entering the value via the keyboard, with the possibility 

that this could allow miss-typing, or entry of invalid syntax or settings that would cause 

failure or inappropriate output scores. Further validation and input control is applied to this 

setting. First, the slider will not set a number below 100, as there must be a straight-line 

Figure 5-4. HTML to display the geographic scale indicator image. 
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distance greater than 100m to generate a realistically usable table. Second, its maximum 

value is controlled too; it is currently set to 25km within this study, but this may vary 

depending on which type of service this accessibility calculation solution will be being 

applied to. The initial starting value is set as 10km. 

The fourth and final parameter input on the page is the age range selection. The current 

model allows for age groups to be selected as presented in Figure 5-1. After discussions and 

feedback from both Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics these inputs should be changed to 

slider bars setting two inputs, a minimum age, and a maximum age, as users may want more 

control over specific age groups. This is mentioned in discussions on further enhancing the 

interface from the feedback provided by Sport Wales and Welsh in Chapter 8 Section 8.8. 

The only potential issue then is that a user may require both younger generations and older 

generations to be include, but leaving out ages in-between, which is not achievable in the 

current design. The selectable ages may prove useful for quickly defining the age groups, as 

stated earlier in the literature review there do tend to be trends in which age groups are 

associated most strongly with particular sporting facilities (Welsh national statistics 2017). 

It is considered that sports organisations will try and encourage the uptake of their sports 

amongst other age groups alongside those currently more likely to use their facilities. If no 

option is selected here, the total population column present in the demand table will be 

utilised to set the demand population base, again this helps to prevent the SQL from failing 

and it represents a common use case as well. 

Finally, once all parameters have been selected the user has the option to initiate the 

computation thereby yielding a new OD matrix to be made available for subsequent 

accessibility score calculations. This button will appear throughout the systems design, on 

each web page, as an initiation to perform the specific tasks outlined in Section 4.5 and it 

follows the same design to keep consistency with how each web page operates and is 

interacted with by the user. This consistency was one of the guidelines outlined in Chapter 

2, Section 2.12.2. When the button is pressed all parameters on the web pages are accepted, 

whether through user settings of via its fallback default value. The code-behind JavaScript 

sends each parameter, using an HTTP GET, on to the associated PHP script. Once the 

operation is successful and all SQL instructions issued by the server-side PHP has been 

complete, it will respond with a return of the value true which initiates a pop up to inform 

the user the processing has been successful. The popup is shown in Figure 5-5. This gives 
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an option to perform another operation, or a new button is generated to move to the next 

page.   

 

Figure 5-5. Pop-up display to confirm successful construction of OD matrix. 

 

5.4    Table selection pages 

Web pages are presented in the system, between the main operations, that allow the user to 

select a record from a list within a table. These pages are referred to as table selection pages 

for the remainder of this chapter. These selection pages refer to tables within the PostgreSQL 

database that are used for the accessibility calculation. Each follows the same structure and 

style, thereby keeping an element of consistency throughout the system, but with differences 

that include which tables are presented for selection, and headings to identify the substage 

within the current process. Essentially each table selection page is part of the page that 

follows. The main page and icons will take the user to these pages, to select the values on 

the current part of the web page system they are on.  

The first of these table selections is for selecting an OD matrix as shown in Figure 5-6 once 

the user has created an OD matrix ready to start the calculation. The purpose of this is to 

select which of the available OD matrices are to be used to generate the journeys. These 

tables were predefined in (5.3.2) and the information on this page is collected from the OD 

matrices information table, and then the value of the radio button associated with it is linked 

to the name of the OD matrix. The table records contain the information used from the OD 

matrix builder to build this table. This includes the supply table, demand table, catchment 

area and age ranges for the population base. This table also includes information on the 

version dates of supply tables and road networks. To transfer the selected table from the 

page, the user clicks the submit button at the bottom of the page.  
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The second of these pages is described later in the chapter in Section 5.5.1 as it has additional 

information that is required compared to the first table selection page and the last table 

selection page. This page uses additional parameters to define the values and types of 

specific input types on the page that follows.  

The third table selection page, shown in Figure 5-7 is the web page responsible for selecting 

output tables to be visualised via the Leaflet web map page. This selection differs somewhat 

as it does not select an OD matrix, instead the user picks from a list of accessibility 

calculation results. Such results information is stored in in internal system table called 

“accessibilityresultsdetails” which also records the variables used to generate the results, 

and other settings such as the percentage split between travel modes adopted, type of 

calculation and distance decay, and catchment size.   
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Figure 5-6. Journey calculation OD matrix selection page.  
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Figure 5-7. Selection page for the accessibility results. 
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5.5    Journey calculation page 

The next page is concerned with information regarding the calculation of distances and 

journeys. This page displays the computation progress as the OTP component is being used 

to obtain journey distances in both metres and minutes (i.e., as described in Section 4.6.5 

earlier). The web page shown in Figure 5-6 represents the table that the user would select 

from and parses the information to the journey calculation page. It takes all combinations 

from within the PostgreSQL of supply to demand locations and places them in an array that 

also contains lat./long. coordinates ready to be parsed onto OpenTripPlanner. The journey 

calculation page is used to initiate the sequence of generating a series of URL for the OTP 

RESTful API and retrieving the information via the JSON responses. This information is 

then written back into the PostgreSQL table. 

 

5.5.1    Initial journey calculation page design 

The first design concept for the journey calculation page followed a similar pattern to the 

current one. Tables had been selected from a dropdown list and passed to this page as a 

POST. The main differences in the old web page design were presence of optional buttons 

the user could operate to progress the computing; these had to be activated in the correct 

sequencer. On reflection the buttons were deemed redundant and hidden from the user via 

the “hidden” HTML attribute and automated in such a way that the user need only operate a 

single button to activate the journey times. The initial page also designed at a stage in the 

project where only private and public modes of transport had been built into the underlying 

analytical engine. In this design the user saw no visual representation of progress of the 

journey calculations taking place and was focused on text-based inputs via text box controls. 

Many similar design choices made initially on this page were later altered to improve the 

robustness, the clarity and overall user-friendliness of the system after receiving feedback 

from users. 

 

5.5.2    Final design of the journey calculation page 

Using feedback obtained from Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics, as other observers on 

the initial design, a final design was developed. This is seen in Figure 5-8 showing each 
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element within the web page and what the user would see when calculating journeys during 

the set-up of a E2SFCA accessibility calculation. 

 

 

Figure 5-8. Current journey calculation page / user interface. 

 

The current journey calculation page is much simpler in terms of user interactions; a single 

button initiates processing, and the user simply monitors progress relating to each mode of 

transport. One of the first design choices made was to include information regarding the 

selected OD matrix at the top of the page but excluding the complex coded table name. This 

allows the user to check information once it has been passed on to the journey calculation 
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process. The information provided prevents the user from having to return to the selection 

page to check if they had clicked on the right information. User input on this web page is 

minimal in comparison to most other web pages; its purpose is largely one of visualisation 

of the progress of the calculations. The only input is an initiation button. 

The third component on this web page are the journey calculation progression bars shown 

in Figure 5-8. One bar exists for each transportation mode. They include text to show how 

many journeys have been computed, how many remain to be calculated, and total percentage 

of each mode of transport. As journeys are calculated by the OTP progression bars fill as 

shown in Figure 5-9. Bars reflect processing order, from top to bottom, each begins are the 

previous mode calculation has completed. 

 

Once all journeys are calculated additional status information is displayed inside two label 

boxes on the page. The status of the filtering process in the solution that is applied to the 

public transport distances that have been generated will be displayed on the label bellow the 

progress bars. Once transport distances are filtered, the second label shows the status of the 

distances and times for each mode of transport as it is added to the second-pass OD matrix.  

 

5.6    The accessibility calculation pages 

This web page relates to the E2SFCA accessibility calculation. The specific calculation 

modelled in the system is the multi-model variant of E2SFCA proposed by Langford et al 

(2016). This web page could be replicated for each type of floating catchment model that the 

user wishes to use to produce analysis on accessibility within the infrastructure. 

Figure 5-9. Completed progress bars for journey calculation. 
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5.6.1    Initial accessibility calculation page design 

As before, there was an initial prototype of this page used during the development of the 

system. This relied upon dropdown boxes that interacted with the PostgreSQL database. 

These were identified as being inefficient to use as the person operating the system would 

have to select a series of tables from coded table names along with the exact supply and 

demand table to prevent the SQL issued by the controlling PHP scripts from failing. This 

was the user interface that was presented in the published paper (Price et al. 2021) and 

changes have been made since this work to further improve upon it. It did, however, provide 

a suitable means of developing the core functionality of the calculations, being able to see 

the table names and other information that would usually be hidden from the user.   

 

5.6.2    Final design of the accessibility calculation page (Page 1) 

Accessibility calculations are now divided into two pages, as stated in Section (5.4). The 

first page involves selecting the OD matrix and its information including the new journey 

times and distances from a list of tables as shown in Figure 5-10. This table contains the 

following information about the OD matrix table: 

• Type of supply facilities  

• Facilities table version 

• Facilities table date 

• Geographic level (OA, LSOA and MSOA) 

• Initial catchment area 

• Road network date 

• Age ranges used for the demand. 

• Date OD matrix was created. 
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Figure 5-10 shows the first web page for the accessibility calculation process within the 

solution. The user selects a radio button to select the OD matrix information they wish to 

pass on to the second web page. The section input on this second page is the type of 

calculation, with a choice between time or distance. These are chosen not via radio buttons 

but with more informative images instead. The user selects from the two choices as shown 

in Figure 5-10 (time or distance). The overall design objective was to reduce the number of 

inputs on each page, helping the user to better understand the input requirements; the system 

then generates specific elements on the second page depending on which input was selected 

on the first.  

 

Figure 5-10. Current accessibility calculation page / interface (page 1). 
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5.6.3    Final design of the accessibility calculation page (Page 2) 

Figure 5-11 shows the layout for the second web page. Like the OD matrix page, the 

information passed on from the previous page is presented at the remind the user of 

parameters set so far. It also allows the user to check if the road network needs updating and 

so if new journey calculations are required before performing the E2SFCA accessibility 

calculation. The second page gives the user control over specific global parameters, such as 

the modes of transport selected, and the modal split of use amongst these as percentage 

figure. The modes to include in the calculation are set with switch buttons that can be set to 

“on” or off”.  Each will activate the percentage bar for that specific mode of transportation 

when set to on.  

The system uses slider bars rather than text input to set the mode splits. The percentages set 

for each mode must add to a maximum of 100. In use the sliders are validated to prevent the 

user setting a total percentage that exceeds 100. The sliders provide an instant visual 

representation of the mode split settings. It should be noted that currently these are global 

percentages applied to every demand area. In truth individual geographic areas are likely to 

Figure 5-11. Current accessibility calculation page / interface (page 2). 
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differ in terms of their mode splits depending on aspects such as income and car ownership. 

It should also be noted that the public transport percentage slider currently only states 

“BUS”, as bus was the only form of public transport data included within the model but 

could be changed to “Transit” or “Public Transport” when rail or alternative modes of public 

transport are considered. This issue is discussed in greater detail in Section 9.5.4, where the 

potential to enhance this feature in future is discussed.  

When the user has set mode splits, they can then set the catchment size to be used in the 

E2SFCA calculation. The input is generated for the parameter set on the first page (5.5.2). 

If the time-based radio button is passed to this page, the catchment slider range bar gives 

time-based values in intervals of 5 minutes, with a minimum of 5 minutes and a maximum 

of 600 minutes. The latter is more than enough to include each journey calculation within 

the system and would suit a global 2SFCA calculation. It is most likely capped anyway by 

the initial catchment area used for creating the OD matrix which limits the facilities that are 

extremely far from the centroids that would not really be used. Welsh Gymnastics state they 

oversee the elite members using their facilities who are likely to uptake the sport into older 

ages and perform at international competitions such as the Olympics. Extremely large 

catchments would be useful for members such as elite athletes who can expect to travel much 

further to access better quality facilities or training depending on their level of skill and 

requirements. If the user chose distance-based modelling the catchment slider bar sets a 

distance, with intervals of 100m, and a 500m minimum value and a maximum of 25km, 

which is currently the maximum catchment area of the OD matrix initial catchment. The 

reasons why this is acceptable is covered in Section 5.2.1 but in short, it shows that generally 

a road network distance would be longer than straight line distances due to the length and 

combination of roads. Figure 5-11 shows the catchment range bar for the time-based 

calculations and Figure 5-12 shows the catchment range bar for the distance-based 

calculations. 

 

Figure 5-12. Distance-based slider bar generated for accessibility calculation. 
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The final parameter is the decay function to be applied in the floating catchment area model. 

This enhancement was first proposed by Luo and Qi (2009). Currently two options exist for 

the decay function - either a linear decay or no-decay as described in the summary of Chapter 

2, Section 2.10 as to which decay would be used. In summary, there are several decay 

functions that could be added to the solution in future to improve the reliability and quality 

of the results. Images of graphs are presented in relation to the selected decay function to 

inform the user on the mathematical decay function applied. It uses radio buttons to ensure 

one or other decay functions is selected. Ideally, there would be a decay function for each 

mode of transport too, as they are not constrained by an E2SFCA model to all use the same 

decay model. Again, this is discussed in greater detail in Section 2.10.  

The scores resulting from the calculations performed on the demand location centroids are 

then combined with corresponding polygons from the related geographic area table, as 

shown in Figure 4-23. Once the validation has finished and successful confirmation is 

received, a panel is displayed alerting the user.  

 

5.7    Data visualisation page 

Once results are calculated they are published as a Leaflet web map, as described in Chapter 

3, Section 3.10.1. This visualisation page uses the parameters that can be seen in Figure 5-7 

in Section 5.3, which is a table selection page. This page displays each result that the solution 

has produced based on each set of parameters. Once the user highlights the table within the 

selection page and submits, this information is passed on to the final web page. This web 

page can be seen in Figure 5-14 which shows an example of accessibility results computed 

by the system.  
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This web page is divided into several sections each with different data visualisation tools 

and information. The first is the main data visualisation of a web map. The web map extracts 

information directly from the PostgreSQL database to show both the accessibility results as 

a choropleth map, and facility locations as point location markers. The functionality of the 

Leaflet web map can be utilised by the user, selecting specific layers to be shown on the 

map, and zooming and panning to view areas of particular interest. These are common 

functions of the web map that are generally included in most modern web map APIs. Much 

additional functionality exists in Leaflet and other APIs that could be used to present and 

interrogate the data further; these are discussed in future work Section 9.5.6 as this could 

lead to a new area of research to explore data visualisation tools and how best they might be 

applied to provide an interactive and exploratory tool for viewing accessibility results. 

 

 

Figure 5-13. Web-map data visualisation page for accessibility results. 
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5.7.1    Embedding the web-map 

The JavaScript library used by the current system is the Leaflet.js API. To initiate and enable 

the map to the web page, the Leaflet API needs to be stored on the web server. This API is 

then accessible to the HTML and JavaScript and can be styled using CSS. To display a web 

map with the Leaflet API, requires that a map object first be declared as a JavaScript 

variable:   

var map = L.map('map').setView([51.505, -0.09], 13);  

 

This code is for simple map initialisation, whereby the map is stored as a variable with its 

positioning and scale stored in the setView function and thereafter a zoom level is specified. 

The zoom represents how much geographic area is viewed within the map. The lower level 

the zoom, the larger the geographic area covered. 

The system currently uses three different base maps. These are used to provide a geographic 

reference for the overlayed data. The first uses OSM tile map source, and thus displays the 

road network that the accessibility calculation is based upon in the OTP. These maps can 

display highly detailed depictions of street data. The second base map is more simplistic 

shows just geographic area names and the terrain. The third map tile base displays terrain 

information without names for a less visually cluttered style. Each tile layer is applied to the 

map using the L.TileLayer function in the Leaflet API. These tile layers are a set of web-

accessible tiles that reside independently on a remote server. Base map layers are raster 

layers, so consist of a matrix of cells (or pixels) organised into a grid representing 

information. The information provided by base maps is only intended for viewing and the 

system does not interact with or manipulate this information.  An example of the L.tileLayer 

function is shown below to set up a base map layer with an instance of the OpenStreetMap 

data.    

var baselayer  =  L.tileLayer('https://{s}.tile.openstreetmap.org/{z}/{x}/{y
}.png', {  

    attribution: '&copy; 
<a href="https://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright">OpenStreetMap</a> 
contributors'  

}).addTo(map);  
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Radio buttons on the layer select panel allow only one tile set to be visible at any time. Base 

maps always appear as the bottom layer of the web-map, ensuring other layers show 

processed or thematic content displayed on top.   

In order to create interactive elements, the system uses the L.GeoJSON function to produce 

a vector layer from GeoJSON retrieved from the PostgreSQL database. GeoJSON is 

explained in greater detail in Chapter 3, Section 3.9.5.2. Below is an example of how vector 

GeoJSON is initialised in the web page: 

var resultlayer  =  L.geoJson(resultdata, Style : style).addTo(map);  

 

These layers have the option to be styled and produce interactive elements which the user 

can click upon and view further attribute information for the selected spatial object. 

Cartographic styles are processed via Style functions which define options for styling of 

GeoJSON points, lines and polygons as data are added to the map. The style has options 

rather like CSS, to select colour values, the weight of the lines, opacity, and so on.    

function style(feature) {  

    return {  

        fillColor: getColor(feature.properties.density),  

        weight: 2,  

        opacity: 1,  

        color: 'white',  

        dashArray: '3',  

        fillOpacity: 0.7  

    };  

}  

 

 

5.7.2    Interaction with the Leaflet map 

This section covers the interaction with the web map in greater detail. The web map uses 

several of Leaflet’s core functions to let the user interact with data fed out from the 

PostgreSQL database. The first of these functions is the ability to select different map layers. 

Figure 5-14 shows the key layers that have been produced by the accessibility model along 

with the three different base maps selected for use in the system. The web map provides 

interactive zoom, panning and searching elements that allow locations to be viewed and 

analysed in greater detail by changing the accessibility layers to compare levels of 

accessibility between each mode of transport. Figure 5-14 shows the generated layers 
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available for viewing such as facility locations and choropleth score maps and the break 

points they share for the legend and classification. The combination of all these elements 

allows the user to determine which areas have low or no accessibility and can provide 

information and evidence for the planning of new facilities, or to make well informed 

modifications to the current infrastructure. 

 

Figure 5-14. Interaction with the Leaflet web-map. 

 

The other functions are related to the viewing pane of the web map. When comparing the 

map in Figure 5-14 and 5-15, it is clear that the user can zoom in on specific areas to gain 

additional information in higher detail. When the page is loaded additional constraints are 

set on the Leaflet map the prevent the user from panning too far outside of Wales, ensuring 

the focus remains on the study area of interest.  

The map result data uses the GeoJSON layer functionality to display specific details about 

the facilities and present the results of each geographic area. Figure 5-15 shows the map 

interactivity with the facilities. Data relating to each feature in the GeoJSON is added using 

the onEachFeature function. The onEachFeature option is a function that gets called on 
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each feature before adding it to the GeoJSON layer. The popup features in Figures 5-16 and 

5-35 are examples of one of the features that can be applied to when clicking on the specific 

geographic element within the GeoJSON.   

 

Figure 5-15. Interactivity with the gymnastics point location data. 

 

The final feature of Leaflet applied to the web map is the legend which is represented in 

Figures 5-14, 5-15 and 5-16. Legends help to interpret the supply-to-demand accessibility 

scores assigned to each geographic area. These scores have been automatically generated 

along with the colours and classifications of the choropleth map and are applied to each 

mode of transport layer. The system currently uses a quantile classification system to set 

colours and classes using the public transport as the comparison layer. The classification can 

be changed to whichever alternative scheme the user would like, but this requires further 

modification or addition to the open-source code and are subjects for further development 

of the system. The visualisation and classification of quantiles and how the data is best 

represented across multiple modes of transportation can lead to additional research for 

selecting and evaluating which of the options are best. 
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The legend is part of the Leaflet API core functionality but to generate a legend that has not 

been pre-defined additional code is needed to divide accessibility scores into quantile 

classes. The SQL generated by the PHP script after interacting with the PostgreSQL database 

is as followed:   

'SELECT max(fcavalue) as quantile_val, category  from (select webmaptablepubliccolumn as 
fcavalue , ntile(5) over (order by webmaptablepubliccolumn) as category from webmaptable 
where webmaptablepubliccolumn > 0 order webmaptablepubliccolumn  asc ) as categorise  group 
by category  order by quantile_val asc, category asc; 

 

Where webmaptablepubliccolumn is the public column for the currently selected web map 

results table and webmaptable is the currently selected web map.   

 

5.7.3    Information panel 

The second section of the web page for data visualisation is the information panel. This holds 

key pieces of information used when calculating the displayed accessibility scores. This 

panel is represented in Figure 5-14 and shows the facility type used, calculation type (time 

or distance), catchment size of the calculation, age ranges used for the population base, and 

modal transport splits.  

 

5.8    Summary of interface design and development 

This chapter has explored the design and development of the user interface of the system 

with user-based testing. It consists of several web pages, each involved within the processed 

of the solution. The succession of web pages presented control the user interaction and 

communication with the web-server PHP scripts, parsing variables from the user defined or 

set parameters. Several parameters were based on the requirements of the variables for the 

calculation and mode, but the users within Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics provided 

crucial feedback on decisions on specific elements within the web pages such as the type of 

input or the level of control they would require or prefer. Unfortunately, due to time 

constraints, only a few of the additional functionalities or changes to the interfaces were able 

to be changed, but others are documented in Section 8.8 and thus identified as further work 

that could build on top of the initial interface development. 
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 Application i: Exploring Welsh sporting 

infrastructure 

 

6.1    Chapter outline 

This chapter contains information on the supply side and demand side datasets that have 

been used throughout the testing of the application. These datasets relate to sporting facilities 

due to the outset of the project being based around policies by Sport Wales and Welsh 

Gymnastics with the aim of improving accessibility to sports across Wales. These two 

organisations provided the necessary datasets to test the application of the solution, as these 

datasets could be used in the future to help manage their particular sport.  

This chapter contains test results with the same initial parameters for the application of the 

solution that was produced within the published paper (Price et al. 2021). In comparison to 

the publications test, two additional modes of transport have been included. There had not 

been full analysis on the results of the system, as the paper revolved around the system 

infrastructure, therefore, this chapter contains more detailed breakdowns of the datasets 

results.  

The first section in this chapter describes in some detail the data sources used throughout the 

duration of the project. Example datasets drawn from both the Sport Wales facility database 

are described. The full Sport Wales database contains details relating to the wide variety of 

sporting facilities that they oversee, and the data provided by Welsh Gymnastics adds 

additional information, such as the age ranges of their users. The second section considers 

information about the conditions and variables that will be used from the outset to maintain 

consistency throughout the series of tests conducted, including the initial test described in 

Section 6.3, and the series of further scenario tests explored in Chapter 7. The final section 

illustrates and provides a walk-through of standard run of the solution, using the constraints 

and parameters that are described within Section 6.3. The example analysis undertaken uses 

the data that have been described in Section 6.2. This section closes with a summary of the 

initial test and its results that are then used throughout the chapter as a base set of comparable 

accessibility scores. 
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6.2    Data used within system implementation 

The data used throughout the research project, specifically that relating to supply-side 

service locations and demand side geographic areas as used within the accessibility model 

is now considered. These spatial datasets are stored in the PostgreSQL database in several 

important tables. Essentially there is one table present for each supply side facility type and 

two tables for the corresponding demand data which are needed to capture the centroid points 

and their respective contributory area polygons. These datasets are used both for testing the 

capabilities of the solution in producing accessibility scores and to help with the aims of the 

project regarding the policies of Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics to improve sporting 

opportunities in Wales. 

 

6.2.1    Supply-side data configuration details. 

Sport Wales provided an initial database holding the details of 4857 sporting facilities that 

they are routinely tasked with monitoring. These records held information concerning both 

physical infrastructure (such as pitches, swimming pools, leisure centres, and so on), and 

details of events and sporting opportunities (in other words, the occurrence of clubs and 

sports activities). This database held information on a wide variety of sporting facilities, and 

each recorded site may specialise in just one particular sport, or quite often may offer several 

sporting types and activities at the same site location. In other words, some facilities hold 

multiple types of sports, or events that members of the population may participate in. Each 

recorded sports facility can also vary greatly in the age groups that they are likely to attract 

or most appeal to. Table 6-1 shows a summary of the various facility types that were recorded 

in the Sport Wales database. 
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Table 6-1 also shows the various subtypes that a facility may be composed of, and a 

specification of a base unit type. This latter variable is of some importance as it has the 

potential to be used within E2SFCA calculations as an indicator of size, capacity, some other 

indicator, or quantity, or indeed to represent a service quality level (such as the absence or 

presence of coach-led lessons, for example). Using the swimming pool facilities as a specific 

example, these sites can be specified in terms of the number of available lanes, with the 

Facility Type  Facility Sub-Types  Main Unit Types  

Outdoor Tennis Courts  Tennis courts  Courts   

Outdoor Bowling 

Greens  

Crown greens, Flat greens  Greens, Rinks  

Swimming Pool  Diving, Learner/teaching/training, 

leisure pool, Lido, Main/general  

Lanes  

Health and Fitness 

Suite  

Health and Fitness Suite  Stations  

Sports Hall  Activity hall, main  Badminton courts  

Squash courts  Glass-backed, normal   Courts  

Golf  Driving range, par 3, standard  holes  

Synthetic turf pitch  Rubber crumb (3g), sand-based, water-

based  

Pitches  

Studio  Studios  Studio   

Indoor Bowls  Indoor Bowls  Rinks  

Athletic tracks  Cinder, indoor athletics, synthetic  Lanes  

Indoor tennis centre  Air hall, Air Hall (seasonal), traditional  Courts  

Ski Slopes  Outdoor artificial  length  

Ice Rinks  Ice rink  Rink   

Climbing Centre  Climbing Wall  Max wall height  

Grass Pitches  Cricket, Full sized football, hockey, 

junior football, junior rugby league, 

junior rugby union, mini rugby, mini 

soccer, senior rugby league, senior 

rugby union, unknown  

Pitches.   

Table 6-1. Facility types present in the Sport Wales database and their sport unit types.  
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inherent assumption perhaps that a facility with six lanes would provide more capacity than 

another in which, say, only four lanes were reported as being available. Such service quantity 

and quality indicators are potentially of vital importance, since it is widely recognised that 

simple proximity to a service (i.e., just an indication or measurement of the closest facility) 

is often not a particularly good indicator of the actual service availability or of the service 

supply capacity. Proximity often does not reflect well the true nature of accessibility as it 

does not include any consideration of those variables that can define the quality of the 

location. In the example analyses explored later in this thesis, the number of main units is 

often used in E2SFCA calculations to provide a more accurate or realistic representation of 

the value of a facility beyond its simple proximity to a population demand centre. 

By evaluating age participation data that was gathered from the National Survey for Wales 

(Office for National Statistics & Welsh Government, 2016-2017), it was evident that sports 

facilities can differ greatly in the potential audiences that are most likely to be using them 

based on the sporting activities offered. An example of this would be the use of bowling 

greens and how its age data showed that this sport tended to appeal most to older members 

of the population, whereas in contrast grass pitches on which users typically play field sports 

such as football or rugby are much more likely to be used by people aged between 18 and 

44. Using this age relation data, each sport will need to be analysed in a manner that takes 

the age ranges of potential users and the local prevalence of these cohorts into consideration. 

At the same time, the probability that potential users will be more likely to have, or use, 

specific methods of transport to gain access to the sport service of interest, can potentially 

also be linked to this information. For instance, children are perhaps most likely to travel by 

their parents’ car, while young adults may be more inclined to use a bike, or bus transport, 

and senior citizens too may be more reliant upon the use of public transport. Using 

information on age ranges reported for each sporting type, a total of five contrasting sports 

were selected from the Sport Wales data base, to be used to set up an initial set of supply-

side tables for use in testing and demonstrations of the system. These were: 

• Grass Pitches. Outdoor activities where the anticipated typical user age ranged from 

16 to 44. These sites are typically general purpose and can deliver several specific 

sports, but most notably: football, rugby, cricket, and hockey.  
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• Fitness suites. These indoor supply sites are increasingly popular and target a broad 

age range of users. However, they appear to appeal most to those aged between 18 

and 44.  

• Swimming Pools. It is notable that this sport or activity has a very broad appeal 

amongst almost all age groups. Although competition swimming is possible, most 

often the sites are primarily used for general fitness and wellbeing exercise amongst 

the general population.  

• Bowling greens. Stereotypically, perhaps, this sport is most often associated with a 

more aged population base, and evidence does indeed suggest that these sites are 

more likely to appeal to those aged between 45 and 84. 

 

The distribution and density of each across Wales is illustrated in Figure 6-1. 
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Figure 6-1. Examples of supply-side datasets stored in the prototype system. a) Grass pitches, b) Fitness Suites 

c) Swimming pools, d) Tennis courts, e) Bowling greens, f) Gymnastics facilities 

f. 
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In addition to these data drawn from the Sport Wales database, a more detailed facility 

dataset was also supplied by the Welsh Gymnastics organisation. This dataset is monitored 

more frequently than those sourced through the general Sport Wales database. Because these 

data were provided directly by Welsh Gymnastics, they were also able to confirm a precise 

target audience, with an age range of 3 to 16 years. The dataset of facilities provided by 

Welsh Gymnastics only held the postcode of the facilities, rather than a precise geographical 

coordinate such as a latitude and longitude of the facility. All these data points were therefore 

converted from the indirect postcode spatial reference into an explicit latitude/longitude 

coordinate based on the reported centre of the postcode. This generally means that such 

locations are not exact but given the precision of the UK unit postcode should provide a 

reasonable best guess coordinate location. Figure 6-1 panel (f) shows the locations of the 

facilities as held by Welsh Gymnastics.  

Welsh Gymnastics also provided the author with a closed dataset reporting on the members 

who used these facilities. To maintain privacy all members were identified only via their 

postcode. These postcodes, once geolocated, have been used to derive a count of members 

within specific geographic areas, and this information will be used later during the analysis 

of resultant accessibility scores. To compute this information the QGIS Toolbox plugin 

“Count points in Polygon” was used, although it also could have been computed using 

similar functions provided in PostGIS. The result was the gathering of information recording 

the number of members by Lower Super Output Area (LSOA) geographic area. These are 

illustrated in Figure 6-2 and discussed in more detail again in Chapter 6.3. The sum of the 

members in each LSOA can indicate key areas that users arrive from, and direct interest in 

evaluating the statistics of these areas such as average number of cars per household, the 

mean income level, and so on. Scores provided by E2SFCA analysis will also be used to 

view any areas of inequality or poor accessibility. This additional information is not 

currently provided with other sports facilities, meaning that the analysis undertaken with this 

information may prove valuable when assessing sporting facility accessibility. 
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Figure 6-2. Number of Welsh Gymnastics members per LSOA. 

 

The final closed dataset provided by Welsh Gymnastics was a set of members information 

specifically on elite athletes. This is based around those who hold high levels of potential in 

career progression by taking part in more advanced competitions, or those who are likely to 
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participate in the Olympics and similar international level competitions. All sports typically 

involve competition at higher standards, and it is important to make sure that the sorts of 

facilities these participants need to train at are accessible to them. They will, however, 

typically be expected to and tolerate travel further. The locations of the elite members would 

help towards any revealed accessibility as information will also provide useful insights into 

determining or analysing whether the accessibility of facilities has an impact upon the 

likelihood of elite athletes coming from specific areas within Wales. 

 

6.2.2    Demand-side data configuration details. 

The accessibility modelling approach used within this research is a multi-modal variant of 

the two-step floating catchment area technique, which itself is a type of gravity model. In 

order to use any form of gravity model a distributed population is required to represent the 

demand side of the calculation. There are several geographic areas that could be used to 

locate the population in different areas. The Office for National Statistics (OSN, 2021) 

provide methods of analysing geographic data. Their geographic areas are split into various 

levels, that represent a hierarchy of different levels of accuracy. Areas typically nest into 

larger zones, or decompose into more detailed zones, with the same key statistics recorded 

at each level. There are three geographic area categorisations that have been used within this 

study. The first being Output Areas (OA), which are based on 2011 Census Data. These are 

built from postcode units and were designed for output of census estimates at the finest 

allowed level of geographical detail. There are a total of 171,372 Output Areas currently 

defined for England, and 10,036 for Wales. Each OA is expected to contain roughly 129 to 

139 households. These areas are aligned with local authorities and can be used as a building 

block for others geographic areas constructed from the lowest geographic level of the census 

estimates.  

The second and third population or demand-side datasets used less detailed geographic areas 

– namely Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs), and Middle Layer Super Output Areas 

(MSOAs). Both are widely used in official statistics, and both are formed by grouping 

Output Areas together. There is a total of 34,753 LSOAs across England and Wales; 

specifically, 32,844 in England and 1,909 in Wales. MSOAs are larger again than LSOAs 

and are formed by combining several contiguous LSOAs. There are a total of 7,201 middle 

layer super output areas (MSOAs) in England and Wales, with 410 of these in Wales. 
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Table 6-2. Number of geographic areas in each category. 

 

Table 6-3. Population that makes up the geographic areas. 

 

The ONS data geographic areas are used to define demand population within the E2SFCA 

calculations. These geographic areas are composed of polygon data within the boundaries of 

each area. The issue with using geographic areas is a limitation of the E2SFCA model, which 

uses a point as a reference to the area for the journey to be calculated. Therefore, the 

polygons must provide a point within the boundaries. Mathematically, these can be centroids 

which are the centre point of mass of a geometric object based on the population’s 

distribution within the geographic area. The centroids used within this study have been 

positioned in relation to the population. This can be done in various ways such as the mean 

centre where the centroid is the smallest possible sum of the squared distances of a 

population where members are represented as equal mass. The medium centre, which is 

another method is the intersection of two perpendicular lines which divides the population 

into two equal halves. The final is the geometric medium, which is a point that the population 

has the smallest possible sum of average distances. ONS, provides these populated centroids 

pre-calculated which will serve as the points within the calculation using the medium centre 

algorithm provided as a function in ArcGIS (Office for National Statistics 2017). The more 

geographic points used within the model, the longer the calculation will take to generate 

distances for each supply location to each demand location. The OA centroids will provide 

the highest level of detail but will also take the longest during the testing phases of the study.  

Geography England Wales 

OA 171,372 10,036 

LSOA 32,844 1,909 

MSOA 6,791 410 

Geography Minimum 

population 

Maximum 

population 

Minimum number 

of households 

Maximum 

number of 

households 

LSOA 1,000 3,000 400 1,200 

MSOA 5,000 15,000 2,000 6,000 
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As well as the calculation times and performance of the three different levels, another 

limitation that effects accuracy is the location of the centroid. The centroid is at the centre 

of the geometric shape of the geographic area, but this can complicate things at the larger 

shaped polygons. Often, the larger geographic areas that contain the roughly the same 

amount of people as the smaller areas means that the population is less dense and that it is 

more spread out. As it is more spread out, the likelihood of roads being close to the centroid 

decreases which may cause problems if the route planner does not snap to the nearest road, 

and it is unable to be counted for. In addition to the lack of snapping to the road network, 

there is consideration of additional times and distances to added to larger areas, and the more 

condensed an area, the closer to the centroid the member of the population will be. Burden 

et al (2014) had compared the use of OAs, LSOAs and MSOAs within measuring 

accessibility and provided analysis of the error within the results. They found OAs had more 

accurate representations of accessibility due to the size of the geographic shape. With all 

these points taken into consideration, the system will need to run at the lowest level 

geographic area as possible.  

In terms of statistics, the geographical scale tier system allows for straightforward 

calculations of the larger geographic areas. Each OA can be placed in both LSOA level and 

MSOA level. Therefore, averages can be generated for statistics such as likelihood of car 

ownership or income, or sums can be generated for statistics such as estimated population. 

 

Table 6-4. Geographic codes used to build up each geographic area. 

 

 

 

England Wales Scotland Northern 

Ireland 

Other Status Entity 

E00 W00 S00 N00 - Current Census Output Area 

(OA); Small Areas (N) 

E01 W01 S01 – - Current Lower layer Super 

Output Area (LSOA); 

Data Zone (S) 

E02 W02 S02 – - Current Middle layer Super 

Output Area (MSOA); 

Intermediate Zone (S) 
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6.3    Brief testing data and information 

Throughout the tests performed in this chapter, and Chapter 7, there is an initial dataset that 

is required for both supply side and demand side variables, along with specified parameters. 

The facility type and demand locations will remain the same throughout the duration of the 

testing for each area of interest. When looking at Wales as a whole, LSOA populated 

centroids will be used as the geographic locations for demand-side estimates. For more 

focused areas such as in scenario 5 in Section 7.8, the focus will be on Cardiff City and 

therefore presented with more detail, and at this time Output Area populated centroids will 

also be used. The supply side dataset used throughout the testing will be the gymnastics 

facilities as provided by Welsh Gymnastics, and the age ranges they use (3 to 16). There are 

a total of 176 sites across Wales in various types of locations which makes it ideal for testing 

supply sides. These sites are illustrated in Figure 6-3. The population levels of each LSOA 

are represented in Figure 6-4 (a), along with the population density represented in Figure 6-

4 (b). 
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Figure 6-3. Welsh Gymnastics facility locations. 
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Figure 6-4. Welsh Population of ages 0 to 16. a) Population percentage per LSOA. b) Population density. 

a) b) 
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Unfortunately, there is no information on the modal split (i.e., method of transport) of users 

of gymnastic facilities in Wales which would aid in revealed accessibility being assessed. 

With information on the age ranges it is presumed however that most users are likely to be 

taken by a parent/guardian and that private transport will be the leading percentage of users, 

followed by bus, walking, and then cycling. These percentages are summarised in Table 6-

5, and it should be noted they are estimated global figures. However, if detailed information 

were to become available in future at local level, this global figure could then be 

disaggregated in each geographic area to represent detailed patterns of modal split that 

could be easily incorporated into the floating catchment area model.  

When using routing engines, it is important to input as many variables as accurately as 

possible. There can be many assumptions on users’ modes of travel and how likely they 

are willing to walk to transit stops. The research from Biba et al. (2010), O’Neill et al. 

(1992), Hsiao et al. (1997), Phillips and Edwards (2002) and Tao et al. (2020) has shown 

that the average walking distance from a home to a transit stop would usually be around 

400m (0.25 Miles) and a maximum of 800m (0.5 Miles). Additional research such as 

Durand et al. (2016) has led to the conclusion that people are willing to walk further than 

the rules of thumb of 400-800m in which they found that people within two miles of a 

transit stop would have a 50% chance they will walk the total distance. The application of 

the solution within this thesis will adopt this information and set any maximum walking 

distance for public transport to 400m. 

Tests will utilise the maximum combination of supply-to-demand locations which is 

currently set at a threshold distance of 25km. This maximum was set and earlier discussed 

in Section 5.2.2, where it was explained that defining a maximum tolerated travel reduces 

the necessary amount of journey calculations to be performed. The Cardiff based tests will 

have a maximum travel tolerance set as 3km, this being the floating catchment area size. 

The calculated catchment areas for E2SFCA models based on time will be 20 minutes for 

the general Wales maps and 15 minutes for Cardiff city maps. Finally, in the absence of 

any detailed service utilisation data, testing will also use the only decay model currently 

available which is based on the simple the linear-decay function. Table 6-5 represents a 

summary of the parameters used throughout the testing process, in tests 1 to 4, and should 

be referred to when necessary. Table 6-6 represents the information relating specifically to 

the study area of Cardiff. 
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Table 6-6. Key modelling parameters used within Cardiff based tests. 

 

 

Table 6-5. Key modelling parameters used within tests 1 to 5.  

Parameter Value 

Facility Type Gymnastics Facilities 

Demand Type Lower Super Output Areas 

OD matrix limiting catchment 25,000m (25km) 

Age Ranges 0 to 16 

Calculation type Duration 

2SFCA Catchment  20 Mins 

Private transport population 

percentage 

70% 

Public transport population 

percentage 

20% 

Cycling population percentage 2% 

Walking population percentage 8% 

Parameter Value 

Facility Type Gymnastics Facilities 

Demand Type Output Areas 

OD matrix limiting catchment 3,000m (3km) 

Age Ranges 0 to 16 

Calculation type Duration 

2SFCA Catchment  15 Mins 

Private transport population 

percentage 

70% 

Public transport population 

percentage 

20% 

Cycling population percentage 2% 

Walking population percentage 8% 
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6.4    A standard run of the solution 

This section describes the application of the solution to measure multi-modal accessibility 

in the open-source environment, using open data and a web-based environment. The 

process of using the solution is outlined, along with the constraints and parameters applied 

to this test as outline in table 6-5 in Section 6.3. The solution results within the initial test 

will show how they are displayed in the Leaflet Web map. These results have also been 

exported and produced for comparison with later scenario tests. 

 

6.4.1    OD matrix comparisons 

The first stage of the running the solution involves setting up and then filling an origin to 

destination matrix (OD matrix) that lists the combinations of each supply and demand side 

points. The user interface for this part of the process, referred to as a web page, was 

described earlier in Chapter 5, Section 5.2. It shows there are a total of four key user input 

parameters for the user to identify. The first of these is to indicate the chosen supply side 

variable. This supply side variable refers to the Welsh Gymnastics dataset in this instance, 

but it could in principle be any point located service of interest. As gymnastics facilities 

were used here, it was possible to select the appropriate age range for the demand 

population as shown in Table 6-5, (i.e., the age range 0 - 16).  

The third parameter specified was the populated geographic area to be used for the 

facilities. For a general idea of how the system works and to save time for the project, 

LSOA population weighted centroids were used in this example as they are representing a 

more detailed geography than MSOAs, and yet are not as time consuming to process as 

OAs.  The more detail the geographic areas and the more facilities that are included in the 

models, the greater the likelihood of longer processing times rising particularly in the 

journey calculations stage. Using these constraints, with the specified catchment area, there 

were a total of 52772 combinations of supply to demand locations identified, for which 

both travel distances and times would have to be calculated and for each mode of transport. 

This number could easily have been three times as large, or more, if OAs were to be 

selected as the demand-side unit of concern.  

The final parameter from Table 6-5 is the 25km straight line distance that is used to limit 

the number of processes to a more suitable tolerance. This is the maximum value that the 
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solution currently used, but it can be altered, if necessary, simply by changing the 

maximum value number as present within the JavaScript of the page. With all these 

parameters entered, the first step within the process of measuring accessibility is 

completed.  

 

6.4.2    Calculating the distances and times 

The second stage of the solution involves calculating the distances between points held in 

the OD matrix. This is a relatively simple process within the workflow of the solution, as 

it is presented by a web page that only requires the user to click on the calculation start 

button. This button initiates that part of the solution that extracts details of supply and 

demand pairs from the PostgreSQL database, and then queries the routing planner. Figure 

6-5 shows the solution shown to the user when it has completed its operations. 

 

Figure 6-5. Journey calculation page with journeys successfully processed and joined to 
OD matrix. 
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6.4.3    Calculating the accessibility 

The calculation of spatial accessibility scores follows on from the completion of journey 

calculations. Once all journey distances and times have been added to the OD matrix, a 

web page is displayed with a list of available OD matrices that can be used to calculate 

accessibility scores. This stage is broken down into two sections and thus two different web 

pages. The first of these pages is the selection of the OD matrix and the type of calculation 

to be performed. Within this example the OD matrix generated within Section 6.4.1. was 

used and the type of calculation was set to be time or duration. This means that the output 

results will be based on journey times rather than distances. These parameters are presented 

in Figure 6-6 which shows the user input during this phase of the test. 

 

 

Figure 6-6. First web page parameters for standard run of solution. 
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The reason why duration has been chosen for tests within this chapter is because different 

modes of transport will involve travel over different distances within a specified time. This 

is due to the nature of public transport that involves frequent stops over fixed routes and 

the fact that other modes of transport are simply slower than private transport. Further 

discussion on this topic is included in Section 2.5, but in summary, within this test a 

member of the population is likely to travel much further on private modes of transport 

during the specified time. The solution can produce distance-based or time-based 

approaches if needed.  

Once parameters have been set, the second web page for the calculation is presented. The 

selected parameters are described in Table 6-6 and are shown in terms of active modes of 

transport selected and include the percentages travelling via these modes, the catchment 

area for the model, and the decay function to be applied to all journeys. All modes of 

transport have been selected within this test so as to show the results of a fully multi-modal 

model that uses a singular dataset in an open-source environment. Referring to Section 6.3, 

the percentages are based on typical gymnastic users ages and thus the likelihood of each 

mode of transport. Ideally these percentages would be based on empirical evidence of 

utilisation data and on variables such as income and car ownership, so simplifying 

assumptions have had to be made in this instance. The limitations of this approach are 

discussed in the Chapter 9.5.5 which also includes a discussion on how these factors could 

be included within the system infrastructure in future research efforts. To demonstrate the 

capabilities of the solution, a global percentage for each mode is currently specified, as is 

shown in Figure 6-7. 
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Figure 6-7. Second web page for accessibility calculation with represented parameters 
from Table 6-6. 

 

The next parameter is the catchment area, which has been set to 20 minutes throughout the 

tests in this chapter. This time implies that the test is exploring which geographic areas 

have facilities within 20 minutes of their centroids, along with how much of a share they 

have of each facility. This catchment area is again a global figure set for all modes of 

transport, although in principle it may in fact differ for each type. For example, someone 

travelling by car may only expect to travel a maximum of 20 minutes, while someone 

travelling via public transport may understand it is likely to take longer than this and 

therefore would tolerate the imposition of a much larger catchment setting such as 40 

minutes perhaps. The limitations of this approach and the current use of a single global 

setting is also discussed in the concluding chapter (Section 9.5.5).  

The final parameter for the test is the decay function to be globally applied to each mode 

of transport. As there is currently only one such function implemented into the system, the 

decay function selected is linear decay. However, if service utilisation data were available 
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the exact nature of the decay function could be investigated further, and suitable 

alternatives included within the floating catchment area model calculations. In the absence 

of such information, accessibility scores were calculated based on the assumptions 

highlighted previously. 

 

6.4.4    Data visualisation using web-mapping. 

The final stage of the system test revolves around viewing the accessibility results that are 

calculated by the open-source infrastructure. This is achieved using the Leaflet JavaScript 

web mapping Library and its API as was described in Section 5.6.1. This allows maps and 

other diagrams to be embedded into the web page showing users statistical information and 

geographic data in the form of an interactive ‘slippy’ web map. The user selection page is 

shown in Figure 6-8. 

 

Figure 6-8. Results selection page. 

 

Figures 6-9 shows the results that have been produced by the accessibility calculation 

element of the solution. The figure represents the data visualisation that the user would 
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select via the layer selection tool on the map. The layers that have been generated for the 

Leaflet web map are interactive and the user may select the LSOA (or other geographic 

area) that they wish to highlight with the associated accessibility scores. The user may also 

pan over to different parts of the map and zoom in as represented in Figure 5-14 in Section 

5.7.2. The solution allows the user to select which layer they may wish to view on the map, 

overlaid on selected base maps that are used as geographic topographic references. The 

user may also toggle the facility point locations (supply side variable used) to view any 

anomalies. 

 

 

Figure 6-9. Public transport accessibility results presented via a Leaflet web-map. 
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6.5    Discussion of the standard run results 

The results from this initial test run show that the solution can produce accessibility scores 

in an open source, open data, web-based environment and provide a tool which 

organisations can use for planning and assessing spatial variations in accessibility to the 

service/facility under consideration. This solution has therefore met the over-arching aim 

set out in Chapter 1, Section 1.6. This system can also be used to include calculations based 

on the inclusion of multiple modes of transport, which again satisfies one of the initially 

stated aims of developing a solution that would incorporate alternative means of travel. 

Although designed to build on the multi-modal enhanced two step floating catchment area 

model variant first proposed by Langford et al. (2016), this solution can also be adapted to 

incorporate other types of accessibility techniques (for instance simply proximity scores, 

or the number of opportunities arising within state catchment sizes) within a multi-modal 

framework.  The modelling system presented there also extends this earlier research by 

introducing the use of a singular network dataset that is then used to produce both travel 

times and distances for both private and public transport modes. The distances and times 

generated could be used in other models and have been generated within the original OD 

matrix table. For distance-based approaches for example, it would simply be a case of 

selecting the shortest distance for each mode of transport and tying that value to the 

geographic unit or point location. Similarly for the cumulative opportunity measure, the 

user could use this approach to sum up the number of facilities/services within a specified 

distance from the combinations of supply to demand locations.   

This preliminary test has shown the basic set up and illustrated a workflow of how the user 

would apply parameters specified in the solution to generate accessibility results. This then 

sets up a foundation for comparing results with other scenario-based testing within this 

chapter. This test has shown the basic capabilities of the developed system and 

demonstrated a suitable infrastructure for producing multi-modal accessibility scores in an 

environment that avoids the need to adopt any commercial services with often high expense 

or limited flexibility in terms of customisation.   

Most of the inputs specified, such as the percentages of use of each mode of transportation 

and the catchment area or travel tolerance, will be varied in other scenarios to compare the 

results from the basic usage to more advanced techniques that enable potential accessibility 

to be measured. Figures 6-14 and 6-15 show the results of the test discussed in this section, 
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which will be used to compare with the results produced in the next set of tests. Although 

the purpose of the solution is to keep the results in a web-based environment, the discussion 

of the results will be based around maps that have been produced in QGIS using data 

supplied by this system, as it offers more sophisticated and appropriate cartographic control 

and a richer variety of mapping tools.   

Throughout testing and comparing accessibility results within this Chapter and Chapter 7 

the maps are colour coded for each mode of transport, to avoid confusion between 

comparisons. Maps with; 

a) Shades of blue are private transport 

b) Shades of orange are public transport (Only bus) 

c) Shades of green are cycling. 

d) Shades of purple are walking.  
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Figure 6-10. Standard run accessibility results. a) Private transport. b) Public transport (400m max walking distance). 
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Figure 6-11. Standard run accessibility results. c) Cycling. d) Walking.  
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With Figures 6-10 and 6-11, it is possible to see clear differences between the modes of 

transport and their associated accessibility results. The key factors that are affecting the 

results for each mode of transport are the road networks and the routes available to each 

mode of transport according to the calculations of the routing planner, and the percentage of 

the population determined to be taking up each mode of transport. This method of 

computation and analysis is more effective than simply changing the speeds of travel on a 

common network according to mode of transport, as it can represent them as uniquely as 

possible, and takes into consideration the actual routes available in a public transport 

scenario through the OSM network base map.  

Within Figure 6-10, the map labelled as a represents the accessibility of those users who are 

travelling by private modes of transport (in this case car). This should be compared to the 

map labelled as b, which represents public transport. Meanwhile c in Figure 6-11 represents 

cycling accessibility and d represents walking accessibility. Clearly, private modes of 

transport have the highest level of accessibility across Wales in the case of this test, and this 

is both expected and likely to be a universal truth. This is also due to the percentage of users 

using Welsh Gymnastics facilities who are likely being driven by parents to access such 

facilities and driving isn’t limited on fixed routes and times like public transport, or limited 

to slow speeds of cycling or walking. These results are particularly valuable in terms of 

measuring potential accessibility for those who wish to travel to facilities by other modes of 

transport and could thus make an important contribution when implementing strategies 

related to the planning of facilities to ensure equal opportunities amongst those using or 

restricted to using alternative means of transport.  

These results improve on previous work by Mao and Nekorchuk (2013) which used a single 

road network and then modified travel speeds according to mode. It also improves on 

previous work by Langford et al (2016) that implemented a more realistic approach by 

incorporating a separate network for public and private modes.  This work uses a single 

consistent road network or network dataset, obtained from online sources (OpenStreetMap) 

for all modes of transport. However, it then takes into consideration the fact that public 

transport differences are more than just an altering of speeds along road links, requiring the 

consideration of fixed routes and times, fixed points of entry and exit (e.g., bus stops) and 

the need for journeys composed of linked and mixed modes to be implemented such as: 

walking → bus route → walking → another bus route → walking 
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Online timetables are consulted by the OTP engine to ensure that only those network links 

and pathways that are viable are considered, and total times are based on published 

timetables and assumed walking speeds and incorporate necessary waiting times and transfer 

times too. These results show the benefit of using the system solution proposed within this 

thesis for generating accessibility results that are more sophisticated than simple single-mode 

approaches. This solution can also be applied to the more simplistic methods of measuring 

accessibility by using the journeys and distances that have been generated within the OD 

matrix table. The examples to be presented in the following chapter will move on to describe 

scenarios in which the solution can be applied to measure accessibility using an alternative 

range of parameters and conditions that are likely to be required to address some of the 

planning and policy requirements of these types of sporting bodies.    

 

6.6    Chapter summary 

This chapter describes the testing data that has been assembled for use in the developed 

system to show the current levels of accessibility to key sporting facilities in Wales. The test 

has now provided evidence of the capabilities of the solution and has demonstrated how it is 

possible for accessibility to be calculated in an open-source solution operating in a web-

based environment, whilst encapsulating different modes of transport widely available to the 

public. The accessibility results generated and described in Section 6.5 provide a base to 

which future accessibility measurements performed on Welsh Gymnastics dataset can be 

compared to better understand potential temporal changes in accessibility. Using this base 

of accessibility results, additional research can be carried out and perform using advanced 

modelling on hypothetical scenarios that organisations may wish to consider when planning 

future services, ensuring equity in current configurations, and developing policy to address 

any identified weaknesses and further improve sporting infrastructure provision. Some 

examples of the use of the system in this role is covered in the following chapter. 
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 Application ii: Advanced modelling 

scenarios 

 

7.1    Chapter outline 

This chapter provides examples of how the open-source solution developed in this work can 

be applied to investigate the implications of various ‘what-if’ scenarios on resultant 

accessibility surfaces. Each scenario sets up a test for the application of the solution using a 

different set of conditions to produce accessibility results that measure both current and 

potential accessibility. These examples represent the types of scenarios that will most likely 

be of use to the sponsoring organisation in their day-to-day operational tasks for 

investigating spatial patterns in access to sporting facilities in Wales. Table 7-1 provides a 

summary of each of the scenarios considered; these range from a basic introduction of new 

transport data to more complex situations that involve modifying and simulating 

hypothetical road network changes. Together, these help to illustrate the adaptability of the 

current solution and demonstrate how the system can be used to explore relatively 

straightforward applications as well as more complex scenarios that are likely to be of 

interest to more advanced GIS users.  Within this chapter there are several maps produced 

to visually represent the results from each of the scenarios; these have been generated within 

QGIS due to its superior cartographic capabilities, but they use data that is supplied from the 

system itself. The standard run of the solution (as covered in Section 6.4) has already 

presented screenshots of the sort of maps and images that the user would see presented by 

the system on the “display accessibility results” web page.  

Once each of the scenarios listed in Table 7-1 have been evaluated, the chapter then closes 

with a summary of findings from each of the scenarios that have been applied within the 

solution, and outlining the lessons learnt from the use of the system in this way. Drawing on 

these examples, ideas for taking this research forward are proposed that could involve a 

wider range of scenarios and case studies.  It is important to note that none of these scenarios 

and user-based testing was present within the published paper (Price et al. 2021), and these 

scenarios are designed to further contribute towards the literature.  
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Scenario Section Purpose for scenario 

Scenario 1. New 

road network data 

and GTFS data 

7.2  The first of the scenarios to be applied to the solution. This 

test is to show how the system can be updated with new data 

sets for both the OpenStreetMap road network dataset, and 

the GTFS data relating to public transport services and 

timetables. A new set of results are compared with the initial 

set of results to show difference in accessibility arising from 

such network changes, highlighting how current and 

previous levels of accessibility can be monitored within the 

solution.  

Scenario 2. A 

change in 

capacity variable 

7.3 The second of the scenarios involves a change in the supply-

side capacity variable. This is to show how the service side 

capacity can differ depending on how the facilities are 

measured (e.g. in terms of capacity and quality). In this 

instance opening times are used to determine the capacity of 

the facility. The opening hours that have been added are 

generated based around parameters and assumptions made by 

Welsh Gymnastics who oversee the dataset of facilities. This 

means the results are based on a theoretical scenario to 

demonstrate what is feasible if a more up-to-date database of 

opening hours was to be made available.    

Scenario 3. 

Potential 

Accessibility with 

new facilities 

7.4 This scenario is based around the possibility of new facilities 

being added to the infrastructure. There are two sets of new 

facilities being assessed as to which will have the most 

impact on potential improvements in accessibility. There is a 

total of 15 new facilities that have been added to the map 

which could represent new sites (with the user having a limit 

on the number of facilities they can add). These new sites are 

randomly placed in urban areas in Wales under this scenario. 

The two sets of results show the difference in accessibility 

between two different combinations of the facilities that 

could be added to show the resulting implications for 

patterns of potential accessibility.  
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Scenario 4. 

Potential 

accessibility with 

less facilities 

7.5 The fourth scenario is based on a similar concept to the third, 

however rather than adding facilities it will show the 

potential accessibility impacts when removing facilities from 

the infrastructure. An example of when this scenario would 

be implemented is when the organisation who manages the 

facilities are required to cut funds and remove some services. 

This will show how the solution could be used to show 

potential changes in accessibility and therefore highlight the 

implications of any proposed reconfigurations of services.   

Scenario 5. Road 

network changes.  

7.6 The final scenario is based around road network changes. It 

shows how users who are from GIS backgrounds, who may 

have a better grasp on the management and amendments of 

the OSM road network data, can use the solution to show the 

implications for potential accessibility of instigating road 

network changes. This scenario implements a change in the 

OSM data and focuses on Cardiff City Centre. Due to the 

focus on a smaller area of Cardiff, the geographic demand 

side variable is based a more detailed area (OA) geography.  

Table 7-1. Description and location of each scenario tests within Chapter 7. 

 

7.2    Scenario 1: Updating of road networks and GTFS transport 

data 

This first scenario described in this chapter highlights the use of the proposed open-source 

solution to test and compare differences in accessibility over time. There are road network 

changes, public transport changes, and other variables within transport availability that can 

change at a variety of temporal scales.  This is one of the more simplistic tests within spatial 

analysis in which the analyst would view changes in accessibility and document or evaluate 

whether there has been a positive or negative impact on accessibility to services. The solution 

is built around measuring current levels of accessibility using OSM and GTFS data. These 

sets of open data were described in Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 and the sources themselves are 

updated on an almost daily basis. These two data sources are used to build the graph within 

the OpenTripPlanner routing engine, and so are likely to be needed to be changed whenever 
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a major road network or bus timetable change has occurred. As stated in Chapter 4, Section 

4.3.2 the user is responsible for maintaining the data, and this data must be obtained from a 

reliable source. 

The original OSM road network and dataset was obtained on the 19th of August 2019 from 

Geofabrik (Geofabrik 2021), while the original GTFS data was obtained on the 20th of 

August 2019 from Traveline (TravelineData 2021). These two data sources were used during 

the system build and testing while the infrastructure was being designed and developed. 

New, or more recent, OSM and GTFS data sets were obtained from the same data sources, 

again to keep consistency with the reliability of the data. The new OSM data was 

downloaded on the 30th of April 2021 and the new GTFS Data was obtained on the 4th May 

2021. This gave a reasonable amount of time for the accessibility implications of any 

subsequent changes in road networks to be investigated and enabled other factors, heavily 

effecting the current public transport and road network data during the thesis, to be studied. 

These changes will be discussed with the results discussion in Section 7.2.1. These new 

datasets needed to be configured again in the same manner, which included converting the 

Traveline TransXChange files into GTFS data.  

Testing the new data to compare the new accessibility results means that the parameters 

applied to the solution are the same as described in Table 6-5 in Section 6-3. With the new 

data up and running, the user would then run the system as described in the previous chapter 

and produce a new set of results. Figures 7-1 and 7-2 show the new set of results based on 

the updated OSM and GTFS datasets. 
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Figure 7-1. Accessibility results using the new OSM and GTFS data. a) Private transport and b) Public transport. 
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Figure 7-2. Accessibility results using the new OSM and GTFS data. a) Cycling and b) Walking. 
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7.2.1    Discussion of outcome 

Figures 7-1 and 7-2 represents the new sets of accessibility results. Map a represents the 

accessibility for those of the population who are travelling via private modes of transport, 

map b represents those who are travelling by public modes of transport, map c represents 

the users who are cycling to the facilities and map d represents the walking accessibility 

results. These results are now available for comparison with previous findings using data 

from mid-August 2019. Figure 7-3 shows the difference in accessibility between the initial 

set of results based on the August 2019 road network dataset and GTFS data, and the new 

results based on May 2021 road network data and GTFS data. a) represents the private 

transport results and the difference in accessibility between the two data sets.  b) represents 

the difference in accessibility between the two public transport datasets. To get the results in 

Figure 7-3, the new scores were taken away from the old scores resulting in the difference 

in accessibility. If the result was a positive, it means that they have a decline in accessibility, 

and if the result was negative, it meant that the score in 2021 was higher than 2019. It is also 

important to note, that the areas included in the “no change” categories are likely to 

previously had accessibility and remain not to. This is because most if not all modes of 

transport changed due to the being effected by public transport, regardless of increase 

because the public transport can no longer have a share of the service, or negative if the 

service declines.  

From these results, it is possible to highlight areas which have either increased or decreased 

in levels of accessibility due to the change in public transport data. It is unlikely there will 

be a difference in the road network for private transport as it will follow the same shortest 

path algorithms. Public transport, however, will change due to the fixed routes and 

timetables within the GTFS data.  

During early 2020 to 2021 while this thesis is being developed, there have been restrictions 

of travel, and anyone who can work at home has been encouraged to do so. This is because 

of the COVID-19 outbreak (COVID 2020) that has seriously affected the wellbeing of the 

entire population in many different countries around the World. While obtaining the new 

transport data it was evident that the availability of public transport had been greatly reduced 

in Wales and modified to meet the guidelines of social distancing. This would likely affect 

those users who rely on public transport to get to their desired locations. Although sporting 

facilities have been closed for several months, and gymnastics facilities are no exception, it 

is useful to acknowledge changes in accessibility while they are being opened carefully, and 
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while social distancing guidelines are still in effect. The original Traveline data folder for 

Wales transportation contained a total of 1155 TransXChange files for different public 

transport services. The new dataset contained a total of 821 which leaves difference of 334 

less services or a total reduction of 29% to the available routes.  

To get a clearer idea of the difference in public transport availability and accessibility results, 

the result break points need to be configured to the public transport quantiles. Figure 6-10 

b) represents the original GTFS and OSM data with 1155 services and Figure 7-1 b) 

represents the new GTFS and OSM data of the 821 services available with the public 

transport quantile breakpoint applied. There are some areas with main bus routes and 

services that have not been altered; however, there are several locations which are shown in 

Figure 7-1 (b) that demonstrate notable changes in accessibility to these facilities following 

network changes.  

Figure 7-4 is an example of a large change in accessibility. The figure focuses on a city in 

Wales, Swansea, where there appears to be many facilities nearby. There is, however, a large 

decrease in accessibility to those who are travelling via public transport. this is likely due to 

the decrease in serves from the 1155 to 821 total services, and that this key area has been 

affected heavily.  Figure 7-5 shows the difference in bus network and availability in the 

subject area. This shows one part of the changes in the GTFS in terms of removal and 

additional route, but another aspect of public transport hat would affect accessibility is the 

frequency in which these services run. For example, if a bus that runs every 30 minutes is 

now pushed to every 45, this increases travel or waiting time. This test has shown how the 

developed system can be operated by sporting organisations to monitor accessibility to 

facilities when changes are made to public transport configurations. 
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Figure 7-3. Difference in accessibility with new GTFS data. a) private transport difference in accessibility. b) public transport difference in accessibility. 
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Figure 7-4. Example of focus on area in Wales – Swansea for public transport changes with 
the new GTFS data. 

 

 

Figure 7-5. Road network changes between August 2019 and May 2021. 
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7.3    Scenario 2: Alternative supply-side capacity variables. 

This section describes a scenario whereby the accessibility implications of changes made in 

the supply side variables can be investigated. The purpose of this test is to show the 

implications of varying supply-side variables on multi-modal accessibility measurements.  

This process is broken down into different sections, including the choice of supply-side 

variable and the data sources that can be used to measure the implications of such variations. 

The results are based on the same inputs as the previous section relating to the testing of the 

solution in terms of variables such as catchment area and mode of transport. 

 

7.3.1    Scenario Description 

The test presented here is intended to show the capabilities of the developed system in 

measuring accessibility to services whilst altering supply side capacity types.  There are 

typically any number of variables that could be used to measure quality or quantity of 

provision at each supply facility site. Just because a facility may be closer and have less 

people accessing it does not necessarily make it more accessible, because this also typically 

depends also upon the size or capacity, or quality, of the service site itself. This applies to 

all types of services and not necessarily just sporting facilities. Important choices will need 

to be made if these types of quality issues are to be intelligently incorporated into the 

accessibility calculations. 

Currently, the capacity column within the internal PostgreSQL database holds information 

on the supply side characteristics. During the initial testing of the solution, facilities were 

measured as a single unit of ‘supply’ and therefore given a supply capacity value of 1 for 

every facility within the supply table. This meant that each facility would be assumed to 

have equal weighting in the resultant accessibility calculations. This may be the case, or it 

may simply be a necessary assumption or simplification, in those situations where there are 

no qualitative attributes available to represent service ‘quality’. This is not always the case, 

and quite often facilities relating to sporting infrastructure will vary in size, in their opening 

hours, in the number of items of equipment they have available, in the presence or absence 

of personal trainers and coaches, and various other factors that can indicate that the facility 

capacity differs in in terms of quality or quantity of provision they supply.  
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Within this test, hypothetical opening hours of the Welsh Gymnastics facilities are used as a 

supply-side variable.  These hours are based on a weekly total and include the hours of 

opening for each day of the week. Manufactured data were used here because the datasets 

supplied by Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics do not currently hold information on 

opening hours. The principles demonstrated are the same whether the data are true or 

fabricated, although of course fabricated results should not be used expect to illustrate the 

nature of information that might be obtained in this way were real information to be supplied. 

The opening hours have been semi-randomly generated with a specific weight. Descriptions 

on how they were generated are provided in Section 7.3.2. Although these hours do not 

accurately represent the facility infrastructures current capacity correctly, it still provides the 

testing functionality and conditions required for the scenario in which the facilities were 

categories based on hours open. This will show how the accessibility results would differ if 

a subset of supply-side characteristics were used rather than just the location of the 

facility/service. The opening hours applied to the gymnastics facilities were based on 

feedback and conditions that Welsh Gymnastics had provided. 

 

7.3.2    New capacity values 

Although the current dataset does not contain opening hours, there are still methods of 

implementing a more realistic set of opening hours testing dataset. According to Welsh 

Gymnastics, most clubs will on average operate from 4pm to 8pm four times a week, and 

several of the clubs offer sessions for pre-school aged users that are run during the day. Clubs 

that offer sessions for pre-school aged users cover about 30% of all the clubs in Wales. The 

clubs are also open between 9am to 4pm on Saturdays, although few are open Sundays. 

Therefore, Welsh Gymnastics roughly estimate that the average would be 25 hours of 

opening hours a week. These conditions support generating hours for the facilities based 

around an average of 25 hours a week to be generated for hypothetical testing. Ideally, the 

facility tables would contain the correct hours for each site but for the purpose of this 

scenario a simulated dataset is used to investigate the impact of using this supply-side 

variable.  Further rationale for choosing opening times as a supply-side variable are outlined 

in Section 9.5.3. Figure 7-6 shows the distribution of opening hours generated over all 176 

sites in the Welsh Gymnastics facilities database. 
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Figure 7-6. Graph of opening hours distribution generated for testing opening hours data. 

 

The graph in Figure 7-6 shows the data used within this scenario that has been randomly 

generated provide an average of 25 opening hours for the gymnastics facilities in Wales but 

includes facilities that are only open for minimal hours a week, and others that are open for 

longer periods of time or specifically built for only gymnastics opportunities.  

There are several ways in which a facility’s size can be shown. Figure 7-7 shows the 

availability of gymnastics facilities in Wales and the location of services used within the test. 

This is represented as a proportion symbol map that shows the facilities as different sizes 

based on the number of opening hours.   
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Figure 7-7. Gymnastics facilities and proportion symbols based on simulated opening-
hours.  
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7.3.3    Results and comparisons with original facility data. 

The testing parameters used within the scenario test are based on the values set in Table 6-5 

in Chapter 6, Section 6.3. The only difference with this test, however, is the capacity column 

which has now been amended to incorporate simulated opening hours. Meanwhile catchment 

size, age range and transport percentages and the demand locations all remain the same. This 

again produced new accessibility results, shown in Figures 7-8 and 7-9.  
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Figure 7-8. Results for gymnastics facilities opening hours. a) Private transport accessibility results. b) public transport accessibility results. 
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Figure 7-9. Results for gymnastics facilities opening hours. c) cycling accessibility results. d) walking accessibility results. 
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Comparing the accessibility results with the initial results is difficult as there could be minor 

changes in accessibility not necessarily visible with the selected quantiles. When looking at 

the public accessibility results from the initial test of the application in Figure 6-10 (b) in 

Section 6.5 and comparing them to the updated results from the new scenario in Figure 7-8 

(b), it is difficult to see the alteration of accessibility due to the classification schemes used 

to produce these maps. Those who can access the services remain the same, the only 

difference is how much of a service (total service capacity) they share. Therefore Figure 7-

10 shows the percentage difference in accessibility between the two different capacities. a) 

represents the difference in accessibility for the total capacity to private transport, and b) 

shows the difference in accessibility to public transport for total capacity. These maps help 

to demonstrate the implications of incorporating alternative supply-side variables into the 

floating catchment area calculations – the use of a simulated variable such as opening hours 

of gymnastics facilities produces a different set of accessibility maps. This in turn points the 

way to the potential inclusion of data based on ‘actual’ hours of opening as well as to the use 

of other supply-side variables as alluded to previously which leads into the aspatial 

accessibility mentioned in Section 2.3.   
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Figure 7-10. Percentage score difference when including total weekly hours as capacity. a) private transport difference, b) public transport difference 
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7.3.4    Summary and reflections of findings in capacity classifications 

Although currently the interface only allows for a single capacity value to be selected from 

one individual column from the supply table in the PostgreSQL database, the web page can 

produce another selection option. Examples of these options would be radio buttons assigned 

to different types of measurement such as the opening hours, or other sports supply-side 

variables such as surface area, the numbers of equipment items, or presence/absence of 

coaches. This would allow the user to measure accessibility for each scenario and investigate 

potential inequalities in provision using available characteristics drawn from the database.   

 

7.4    Scenario 3: Implications of changes in service configuration 

In this scenario the hypothetic introduction of new services is considered. The purpose of 

this test is to show the potential for using the system to plan new facilities or amend existing 

facilities or even remove services within an area.  Potential accessibility measures greatly 

help decision making when managing an infrastructure, especially when the users have a 

selection of potential sites that they might be able to use or reconfigure. There are two 

scenarios covered here: each relates to the modification of service provision with a set of 

new potential locations.  These are again hypothetical examples – the first considers the 

addition of new facilities to the Welsh Gymnastics supply locations. 

 

7.4.1    Building additional facilities (Set 1) 

The first scenarios consider the situation where managers may be interested in developing 

new additional sites for the provision of services. Following discussions with researchers in 

Welsh Gymnastics regarding the possible locations for new facilities, 15 potential new sites 

were added to the database in a variety of locations across Wales. This is represented in 

Figure 7-11.   
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Figure 7-11. Proposed potential new gymnastics facilities locations. 

 

The case study was used to examine the possibility of an organisation planning to improve 

or add facilities to their services, whereby they would wish to examine the implications of 

alternative choices for their configuration.  This example would allow a combination of 

around 7 or 8 of the 15 new facilities located around Wales and is split into two combinations 

for this test. There were a total 176 facilities in the original dataset, so new facilities were 

given IDs 177 to 192 and used to create separate supply tables.  
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This test adopts the same key modelling parameters as previous tests, where an original 

catchment area of 25km was used to generate an OD matrix combination of each of the 

facilities. However, this time around due to the original OD matrix dataset already being 

stored in the PostgreSQL database, the new OD matrix only required the combination of 

new facilities to the demand side table. SQL allows for tables to be combined with the 

UNION function. This means that the journeys would only need to be calculated for the new 

smaller OD matrix of the combination of new facilities and the demand locations. Once the 

smaller OD matrix is generated and journey distances and times have been calculated, they 

may be attached and filtered to the original OD matrix, and saved as a new temporary OD 

matrix. Once the temporary OD matrix is complete, the desired facilities that would be added 

for the calculation may be selected. This would be done for the entire 15 locations, and this 

will save computing times when selecting subsets of facilities out of the 15. The first scenario 

tested included facilities with an ID values of less than 177 and higher than 183. This meant 

facilities with ids 177 to 182 were not included. The following SQL was used to generate 

the new temporary OD matrix table: 

 

create table "ODmatrices".gymnastics_potential_lsoa_populated_centroids_25000_set1 as  
(Select * from "ODmatrices".gymnastics_potential_lsoa_populated_centroids_25000 where  
supid < 177 or supid > 182); 

 

The SQL is easily implemented into new functionality to be added to the web-map as will 

be discussed in Section 8.8.4.  This proposed functionality uses the capabilities of how this 

test was performed manually, and automates it using the web-based interface to allow for 

the potential accessibility implications of service reconfiguration to be assessed. The SQL 

code can be added to the PostgreSQL class, allowing for the new OD matrix table to be 

added to the original OD matrix table in real time. The only issue with this is the speed in 

which the calculations on the journeys are calculated. If there are many facilities added to 

the accessibility model, then the total number of journey calculations will increase, and the 

process will slow down. This all depends on the parameters form the initial calculation being 

parsed into the new one as the new calculations would have to keep consistent with the 

original OD matrix and accessibility parameters. Once the table with the new facilities has 

been constructed, it is possible for the solution to generate accessibility scores for any 

potential restructuring of gymnastics facilities.  
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7.4.1    Results and comparisons from the first set of added facilities.  

Using the selection of new facility locations, it was possible to create the first set of results 

to be used within the test for comparison of best location. Figures 7-12 and 7-13 represent 

the first set of results with the added facilities. These results were comparable to the previous 

scenarios; therefore, these maps are for interpretation only, and the main comparison will be 

in Section 7.4.4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-12. Accessibility results for first set of potential new facilities a) Private transport 
accessibility results, b) public transport accessibility results 
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7.4.2    Building additional facilities (Set 2). 

This scenario is also capable of producing another set of potential accessibility scores based 

on other remaining proposed facility locations that are shown in Figure 7-11. This time the 

facilities unused in the previous test are now used, swapping with those previously added. 

Any of the 15 proposed could be used in the test to show the difference in accessibility with 

each combination. Ideally these could be done in real time and could be saved as separate 

accessibility results to be compared. These facilities have IDs between 177 and 182. This 

also followed the same pattern in using SQL to generate the temporary OD matrix to use 

within the accessibility calculation. The following SQL was used to generate this OD matrix: 

 

create table "ODmatrices".gymnastics_potential_lsoa_populated_centroids_25000_set2 as  
(Select * from "ODmatrices".gymnastics_potential_lsoa_populated_centroids_25000 where  
supid < 183); 

Figure 7-13. Accessibility results for first set of potential new facilities a) cycling accessibility results, 

b) walking accessibility results. 
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Again, the SQL can be replicated or amended to suit the needs of the solution to generate 

potential accessibility. The SQL would be based around constructing a string to select the 

facilities.  

With the OD matrix generated, the accessibility can be calculated. The results are displayed 

in Figures 7-14 and 7-15. Again, these are for reference of results being produced and the 

main discussion in Section 7.4.4 will provide a clearer difference in change of accessibility. 

Using these results, it is possible to compare the potential accessibility of both the suggested 

facility locations to see which of the scenarios would benefit the most in terms of increasing 

the accessibility. These outputs may also be used to compare the potential accessibility to 

the original to investigate the implications of introducing alternative configurations of 

facility locations. 

 

Figure 7-14. Accessibility results for the second set of potential new facilities a) Private transport 
accessibility results, b) public transport accessibility results 
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7.4.3    Comparison between Set 1 and Set 2 of additional facilities. 

Figure 7-16 shows difference in private transport accessibility scores between the tests 

conducted in this section. Map (a) is potential accessibility increase after adding the facilities 

described in Set 1, and Map (b) is the potential accessibility increase based on the results 

from Set 2 of added facility locations. These maps clearly show there would be a difference 

in increased accessibility but may also require additional statistical information such as a 

graph of average accessibility across Wales. The graph is illustrated in Figure 7-17. web 

map, however, will allow the user to interact with the potential accessibility surface and to 

pan or zoom into areas of key interest to examine the implications of any changes in more 

detail. 

 

 

Figure 7-15. Accessibility results for the second set of potential new facilities c) cycling accessibility 
results, d) walking accessibility results. 
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Figure 7-16. Comparison between set 1 and set 2 differences in private transport accessibility. a) Set 1 results. b) Set 2 results.  
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Figure 7-17. Average private and public transport accessibility comparison (Per 1000 
persons).  

Within Figure 7-16 there are several isolated facilities with no accessibility around Mid 

Wales. This is likely due to the lack of available public transport that meets the parameters 

set such as a maximum walking distance of 400m, and a 20-minute catchment. There are 

several areas such as South Wales, which appears to have increased accessibility. From the 

chart in Figure 7-17 the set with the higher impact on overall increase of accessibility is Set 

1, using the average accessibility score across Wales for each LSOA. The increase in average 

private transport accessibility is greater than the average public transport accessibility for 

both sets of facilities. This is likely due to the reach of private transport compared to that of 

public transport.  

 

7.4.4    Adding new facilities – reflections 

The test results from both sets of potential service locations show how the solution can be 

used to monitor the potential accessibility implications of adding new facilities to the 

database. It shows the capabilities comparing the accessibility results of multiple sets of 

potential locations for facilities and using these results to make more efficient planning 

decisions. This could also include investigating potential accessibility for multiple modes of 

transportation that includes a wider consideration of transport options available to access 

such facilities.  Although this example only contains results from two sets of combinations, 

this can be done as many times as possible with the number of facilities required. This would 

allow the user to select the best combination that would aid all modes of transport in 

accessing the services and benefit most of the population.  
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The current set-up however lacks tools to analyse these changes in more detail through 

advanced spatial analytical approaches – this could form the basis of a future research 

programme whereby accessibility surfaces are compared through more rigorous statistical 

testing for example (this is returned to in Section 9.5.6). One of the systems potential 

functionalities that could be applied to the system using the web map is allowing the user to 

place a marker down, which could be a newly introduced facility, and viewing the 

consequent change in floating catchment area accessibility score on the fly. This would allow 

the user to avoid the complexity of amending the data within the PostgreSQL database and 

reduce the chance of errors being introduced into the calculations. These potential 

enhancements are discussed in more detail in Section 8.8 and would increase the degree of 

user interaction with the proposed infrastructure to examine the potential implications of 

changes in facility locations and characteristics. 

 

7.5    Scenario 4: Reduction of facilities 

This scenario is also based around measuring potential accessibility but involves amending 

or removing services from existing levels of provision and viewing the impact on 

accessibility. This test is an extension of the test within Section 7.4 and shows the opposite 

action and how the solution can be used to make changes to other forms of planning 

provision. Some organisations will face times where resources are sparse, or they prepare 

for low participation within their sporting activities. An example if this would be in the cold 

weather for outdoor activities, where people who are not part of clubs would be less likely 

to take part in the sport. The solution calculates accessibility on removal of facilities by using 

an SQL string script that generates a new set of OD matrix results by extracting the 

combinations that have not been excluded from the new table.  Just as the previous tests, the 

parameters used are based around the gymnastics facilities. This scenario, however, does not 

need additional processing of journey times and distances to be calculated. This is because 

the original OD matrix has already been completed and the user is simply excluding selected 

facilities. This functionality may also be included and is discussed in further detail in the 

final chapter. The SQL used to generate this table was the following: 

create table "ODmatrices".gymnastics_potential_lsoa_populated_centroids_25000_set3 as( 
Select * from "ODmatrices".gymnastics_potential_lsoa_populated_centroids_25000 where  
supid NOT IN  
(1, 10, 33, 42, 44, 47, 57, 58, 73, 91, 94, 132, 133, 160, 170)); 
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This SQL essentially generates a new temporary table that can be used to measure access 

scores by excluding a list of facilities with specific IDs. Figure 7-18 represents the locations 

of the removed facilities. Figures 7-19 and 7-20 show the results from removing the facilities 

specified in the SQL code provided and will be used for reference in the comparison shown 

in Figure 7-21. This can be done as many times as required and the results can be compared 

with one another on several tables with different facilities being removed from the 

infrastructure, similarly to the scenario where facilities are being added. The web map will 

allow users to zoom and pan over specific areas; this interface may also be used to generate 

graphs or other visualisation tools directly from the PostgreSQL keeping the open-source, 

web-based environment. 

Figure 7-18. Facilities that were removed within Scenario 4 testing. 
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Figure 7-19. Potential loss in accessibility with selected facilities removed. c) Cycling accessibility 
results, d) Walking accessibility results. 

Figure 7-20. Potential loss in accessibility with selected facilities removed. A) private transport 
accessibility results, B) Public transport accessibility results.  
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7.5.1    Reduction of facilities results 

The results shown in Figures 7-19 and 7-20 show the levels of accessibility with private 

quantile classifications when the selected facilities have been removed from the Welsh 

Gymnastics infrastructure. Figure 7-21 shows the impact between the original private 

transport scores generated in Section 6.4 and the new private transport scores generated and 

represented as (a) in Figure 7-19. 

 

 

Figure 7-21. Results from removal of selected facilities. (Private transport). 
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7.5.2    Removing facilities – reflections. 

The results provide evidence of the use of the proposed solution to monitor the accessibility 

implications of removing facilities from the database.  These are based on a single set of 

tests, and it is likely that this would be used in a similar way to the additional facilities test, 

by finding combinations of facilities to remove and showing which would cause the least 

impact on accessibility. Again, this functionality could be added directly to the map and 

allow accessibility to be recalculated in real time. These tests, however, allow for quicker 

calculations than that of Scenario 4 in Section 7.4; this is because the routes would have been 

precalculated and the new temporary table would have not required the routing engine, 

OpenTripPlanner to be called repeatedly. 

 

7.6    Scenario 5: Road Network changes 

This section of the chapter describes the implementation and application of the solution in a 

scenario that is based on road network changes. There are likely to be both temporary and 

permanent changes made to road networks over the years. The current example is based 

around the road change that happened within Cardiff during 2020 where one of the main 

roads running through Cardiff city centre was closed to all modes of transport apart from 

walking and cycling, but later re-opened for buses (Cardiff Council 2020) thereby impacting 

on those using private transport. This section describes the more complex analysis that can 

be applied with the solution to provide accessibility measurements to facilities, but also 

provide analysis of potential accessibility based on localised road network changes. These 

changes could include potential road closures, the introduction of new cycle or walking 

paths, speed limit changes or road changes to one-way systems. Each of these could heavily 

effect accessibility across the city in terms of distance or time spent during transportation 

from origins and destinations included in the FCA models. 

 

7.6.1    Current road network examples 

Prior to making amendments to the road network, a set of 2SFCA results have been created 

during an initial analysis to measure existing levels of accessibility to gymnastics facilities 

for Cardiff. The gymnastics facilities remain the same as the initial test within Section 6.4, 
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only the demand side variable has been altered to a more detailed geographic area - Output 

Areas (OAs). Plotting access scores by OAs enable a more detailed representation before 

and after the implemented network changes. The age ranges within this test will remain the 

same, from ages 0 to 16. These are the likely ages to use the gymnastics facilities therefore 

the transport mode percentages will also remain the same. The initial catchment area will be 

altered for the following reasons. The first is that is a local analysis where only the output 

areas around the road change will likely be affected. The second reason is due to the 

geographic area being used. Cardiff the Welsh Capital is likely to have many facilities within 

it than any other area of Wales, therefore it should be assumed that the users do not travel as 

far as areas with a less dense population.  

The road network has been updated to the current time to provide a suitable and modern road 

environment within Cardiff that takes into consideration the road closures in the city centre.  

The accessibility calculation catchment has been altered to 15 minutes rather than 20 for the 

same reasons that the initial catchment area had changed. Additional quantiles for public 

transport have been created for comparison in (7.6.3).  Figures 7-22, 7-23, 7-24 and 7-25 

shows the accessibility to gymnastics facilities with the current road network. Private 

transport is represented in as (a), public transport is represented as (b), cycling is represented 

in (c) and walking is represented as (d). 
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Figure 7-22. OA private transport accessibility scores for gymnastics facilities in Cardiff 
with the current road network. 
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Figure 7-23. OA public transport accessibility scores for gymnastics facilities in Cardiff with 
the current road network. 

 

Figure 7-24. OA cycling accessibility scores for gymnastics facilities in Cardiff with the 
current road network. 
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Figure 7-25. OA walking accessibility scores for gymnastics facilities in Cardiff with the 
current road network. 

7.6.2    Amending the open road network data 

Although this system is designed to be used to measure accessibility and potential 

accessibility of an organisations facility infrastructure such as the sporting facilities, it can 

perform more advanced analysis for examining localised patterns in potential accessibility. 

These types of analysis require the user to have a more in-depth knowledge of the routing 

planner data sources such as the road network and how they are generated and altered. Within 

the case of this thesis, and the proposed solution in Chapter 4, OpenStreetMap has been used 

as a road network for the OpenTripPlanner routing engine. As described in Section 3.4.2, 

OpenStreetMap is free and open data that can be edited on the main site (OpenStreetMap 

2021) which are then reviewed with possibility of being published to the main source of 

OpenStreetMap. In addition to this, there are tools that allow OSM data to be edited and 

saved as .OSM file types. These file types can be used in road network analysis, to aid in 

planning and provision of road network analysis examples.  

The downloading and editing of the road network data is likely to be done by a user who has 

a more in-depth knowledge of computer science and GIS. OSM is free and open to all users, 

and any user may download the entire data in the database at any time. The only limitation 

with downloading and using the whole dataset is the memory size of the database. Even 

when it is compressed, the data still reaches more than 30GB in size and it is unlikely that 

the user would use the whole set of data at once, considering many users will oversee 

infrastructures in a singular country or combination of a few countries.  

The first objective within this analysis was to download a sub section from OSM that would 

be manageable in memory size that can be manipulated.  An example of the location of these 

OSM maps is Geofabrik where sections of OSM are divided into geographic locations by 

continent, country and in some cases the more popular densely populated cities. Within this 

scenario’s test however, a smaller section of Wales was obtained from a website tool that 

extracts specified sections of OSM data for demonstration purposes. The reason behind using 

this dataset was to gather a smaller area within Wales covering Cardiff city as well as a few 

surrounding areas to make sure all roads within the catchment areas were present. This would 

use less processing time but provide evidence behind the capability of altering road networks 

for potential accessibility analysis. The website tool used for this specific scenario was from 
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BBBike Extract Services (BBBike 2021) a website that allows for OSM data to be extracted 

and formatted into different types such as OSM which is used with OTP. 

 

Figure 7-26. BBBike, a tool designed to extract OSM data. 

 

The user can select the region from OSM that is required, as shown in Figure 7-26 which 

presents the BBBike interface. The user then selects which type of format that is extracted 

data is being converted to. The extracted data can be .OSM or Protocolbuffer binary format 

(.pbf) files, if the user wishes to use the extract as the road network without editing it. The 

OSM file extension is an OSM file that contains street map information in the 

OpenStreetMap format. This information is in the form of points, connections, relations (the 

objects properties and variable values). The user may need to extract it as a different OSM 

compatible file format to be used in an OSM editor. 

The OSM editor used within this study was Java OpenStreetMap Editor (JOSM) (JOSM 

2021), which is a desktop application based around editing the OSM data. JOSM provides a 

large range of functionality in terms of editing the OSM data, along with providing support 

for plugins when additional functionality is required. Figure 7-27 represents the user 
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interface of the JOSM desktop application. Within this Figure 7-27 each bit of information 

that is stored within OSM is loaded and can be manipulated when required. This includes 

road networks, pathways, rivers, greenspace etc 

 

Figure 7-27. JOSM, a free tool that is capable of editing OSM data. 

 

The road network that was used in the first analysis of accessibility to Welsh Gymnastics 

facilities in the Cardiff area was altered within this test. The sample road used within this 

analysis is Cardiff’s Castle Street, a main road running through Cardiff city centre that was 

closed during 2020 to all modes of transport except for cycling and pedestrian access due to 

the COVID pandemic 2020/2021. In November of 2020 it was then changed to allow bus 

access through (Cardiff Council 2020). This meant that most forms of private transport 

would require to travel for extended periods of time around the city centre or the other way 

around a large local park. Figure 7-28 shows the OpenTripPlanner routing engine user 

interface for the data that was extracted during April 2021. The figure shows that the OSM 

data contains the current road network information on how Castle Street is still closed off to 

private modes of transport. As the modes of transport that do not include GTFS data on OTP 
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use a shortest path algorithm, a route is provided that goes around the city centre, adding 

additional time and distance to the journey. 

 

 

Figure 7-28. OpenTripPlanner using the current road network route used by private 
transport within Cardiff City Centre. (Castle street marked in red).  

 

Similarly, to the private mode of transport in Figure 7-28 the public transport route is shown 

in Figure 7-29. The public transport route does allow the use of Castle Street within the 

generated journey, but the person who is making the journey is required to walk for a portion 

of the route. One of the possible reasons the user does not get on the bus again is likely due 

to the constraints of the route.  The maximum walking distance is set to half a mile but can 

be varied on the bus stops positioning and waiting times.  Although it may take as much time 

to walk the rest of the way, and drive around the city centre, if the accessibility calculation 

were based on distance the bus journey represented in Figure 7-29 would be a lot shorter 

than the distance the private route generated in Figure 7-28. 
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Figure 7-29. OpenTripPlanner using the current road network route used by public 
transport. 

 

Modes of transport such as walking, and cycling would not use Castle Street at all due to 

their shortest path algorithm being implemented and the use of footpaths and cycle paths. 

This is shown in Figure 7-30, which shows the journey generated for the cyclists and Figure 

7-31 which shows the journey generated for the pedestrians, both of which follow alternative 

paths again due to bike access across bridges etc. This also shows that regardless of the 

changes made to the main roads, the journeys generated by OTP would remain the same. 

Cycling routes generated within OTP do not allow following the same path due to no cycle 

access on some routes. The time difference is still greater for the pedestrian access, even 

though less ground is covered which provides further evidence that time-based accessibility 

measurements may be more appropriate than those that are distance-based. Bikes may also 

use bus lanes, which private modes of transport are unable to access. 
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Figure 7-30. OpenTripPlanner using the current road network route to provide the shortest 
path for cycling. 

 

 

Figure 7-31. OpenTripPlanner using the current road network route to provide the shortest 
path for pedestrians. 
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The road network was able to be changed or modified using JSOM. Figure 7-32 shows the 

Castle Street information being edited within JOSM and the interface that would be 

presented to the analyst. To edit this information and allow the constraints of the test that 

incorporates the use of private transport through Castle Street, several variables would need 

to be changed. This included: 

• Access – a variable that allows access private modes of transport and whether 

specific modes of transport can use the roads. This is defined with Boolean logic as 

a yes or no.  

• Motor_vehicle – a variable that states which type of private transport may use the 

road are. This variable can be yes or no, but also specify which category of private 

transport may travel on the road such as delivery only, all access or other.  

• Maxspeed – a variable that defines the roads maximum speed limit. This will affect 

all time-based approaches on the routing planner when specifying the speed limit of 

the road. For this study, the speed limit was set to 30mph, which is the national speed 

limit in built-up areas of the UK (GOV UK 2021). 

 

Figure 7-32. JOSM being used to edit Cardiff’s Castle Street and the variables required to 
allow private transport. 
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As represented in Figure 7-32, JOSM was used to edit the extracted OSM data from BBBike 

and now allows private modes of transport to travel across Castle Street. Out of the four 

current modes of transport that are implemented into the solution, public transport, cycling, 

and walking kept the same routes as there had been no change to their structure. Private 

transport however, now received a new shortest path with access to Castle Street saving time 

and distances within the calculation. The new route can be seen in Figure 7-33 where the 

OpenTripPlanner user interface has input the same starting and ending location, start time 

and other details, the only difference is the road network variables that had been changed 

using JOSM. With the new road network edited, OpenTripPlanner’s graph can now be re-

built to allow for the modifications within OSM data and the journey calculations can now 

be performed to include the new routes for private modes of transport. 

 

 

Figure 7-33. Route generated by OTP with altered road details. Private transport now uses 
Castle Street.  
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7.6.3    Results from the new road network proposal 

The accessibility calculation was performed on the same facilities dataset, with the same 

parameters such as 3km initial catchment, 15-minute accessibility catchment, the age ranges 

of the included population and their represented transportation percentages, while using the 

Output Area populated centroids as demand locations. Figures 7-34, 7-35, 7-36 and 7-37 

represent the new accessibility scores of the Output Areas with the new road network. 

 

 

Figure 7-34. OA private transport accessibility scores for gymnastics facilities in Cardiff 
with the new road network. 
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Figure 7-35. OA public transport accessibility scores for gymnastics facilities in Cardiff with 
the new road network. 
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Figure 7-36. OA cycling accessibility scores for gymnastics facilities in Cardiff with the new 
road network. 

 

Figure 7-37. OA walking accessibility scores for gymnastics facilities in Cardiff with the 
new road network. 

 

7.6.4    Road network changes – reflections 

As it was difficult to see clear indications of difference accessibility with a small road and 

minor change, additional difference maps (Figure 7-38 and Figure 7-39) similar to Figure 7-

3 were made to see the overall impact of opening the roads to private and public modes of 

transport again. As shown in Figure 7-38, the private modes of transport have a general 

decline in accessibility which is likely due to the population in the north now able to travel 

through Castle Street and now share the facilities. Figure 7-39 shows how some populated 

areas on the west side of Cardiff, who could not reach the facilities within the catchment, are 

now able to due to them not having to get off the bus and walk the duration Castle Street and 

get back on the bus, increasing wait times.  
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Figure 7-38. Private transport score difference after road changes. 

 

 

Figure 7-39. Private transport score difference after road changes. 
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Using the results produced by the solution with the new road network, it is clear to see the 

changes that are made to the levels of accessibility for each mode of transport. Although 

only the distances and times for the private mode of transport had changed, it overall effected 

the accessibility for other modes of transport. This is since the private mode of transport is 

now capable of cutting through the city centre within Cardiff using Castle Street and no 

longer travels around Cardiff city centre, or the large public park areas allowing it to reach 

further locations within the same catchment time.   

The scenario presented in this section of the chapter illustrates the scope in which the 

solution could be used by analysts who are more familiar with GIS tools such as 

OpenStreetMap structures, OSM editors and other road network editors. Users can measure 

potential accessibility to services, not just in terms of facility access but in terms of road 

management. During road planning and networking, the solution can be used as a means of 

measuring accessibility from each populated geographic area as roads are modified and 

planned out. In addition, it may be possible to see the benefits and changes in accessibility 

for a combination of road changes such as road works, additional roads, or other changes 

such as speed restrictions. This also benefits from the multi-modal capabilities of the 

solution. 

 

7.7    Summary of advanced modelling scenarios 

This chapter showcases the capabilities of the solution being applied to different scenarios 

for testing current and projected potential accessibility. The initial run, in Section 6.4, 

showed how the system was used with the full functionality of each web page involved and 

each PHP script on the web server as illustrated in the system flow diagram in Section 4.2 

in Figure 4-1. The results produced by the system show that the multi-modal accessibility 

results can be implemented in an open-source environment, with open-data and across the 

web which covers two of the initial aims set out in Section 1.6. Using the initial results as an 

example for comparison through the rest of the scenarios it was possible to show the changes 

in accessibility for each case. The initial test also showed the end results that allow the user 

to interact with the Leaflet map and visualise the accessibility scores for the geographic level 

of choice.  

The first scenario shows how the solution can be used to monitor the progress of accessibility 

over time, displaying changes in access scores to the user, from changes in the road network 
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even before providing new locations or removing locations of facilities. The road network 

and public transport updates could be made as often as the user wishes to view access scores 

for different levels of service provision. Limitations using the system require the user to 

obtain the data and restart the routing engine to build a new graph. Once this is done the 

system can be run again calculating the new routes for each supply to demand location within 

the OD matrix and then produce and view the results.  

In addition to updating the road network and transport times, the example scenario used 

within Section 7.4 shows the importance of classification of supply side capacity volumes. 

Due to the structure of the system, there could be any number of classifications or capacity 

columns that can be added to supply side data that would give the facility a measurable 

attribute to represent service size or quality. These classifications are shown in the summary 

of Chapter 8 in Section 8.8 where information from Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics 

shows the alternatives available here.    

The third scenario shows the potential capabilities of the solution when being used for 

planning of services, taking into consideration scenarios that are based around the use of 

FCA accessibility calculations. These capabilities allow users to assess several sites and 

select the optimum one to increase overall accessibility across the geographic area for users 

who use alternative modes of transportation. Another option would be to apply it to mobile 

units of some services; dynamic infrastructures such as mobile screening units would benefit 

with this by selecting multiple areas on the ‘fly’ producing accessibility results for each area. 

This would provide multi-modal accessibility to the services that do not have to stay in the 

same place and make it easier for areas or specific modes of transport that either do not reach 

the units or are unable to access them within a reasonable time. In terms of sport, relating to 

the initial objective of the project, there can be mobile opportunities. These opportunities 

could be events and clubs that run for limited time in halls or similar buildings that are used 

for sport can be placed in the best possible area taking into consideration the modes of 

transport and age ranges.  

The fourth scenario showed how the system could be used to measure the accessibility 

implications of removing or amending facilities. This would likely be used when 

organisations require facilities to be shut down but are looking to minimise the impacts for 

potential users of facilities.   
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The final scenario showed how the system could be used by those analysts with greater 

knowledge of OpenStreetMap technologies or those with a wider background in computer 

science and GIS. The system has shown how it can be used to measure potential accessibility 

scores to services but is based around changes in road network data. The example provided 

in Section 7.6 shows the overall potential with gymnastics facilities as the service supply but 

could also be used for overall transport accessibility concerns. This may be appropriate if a 

set of road closures had been planned for a city centre and the solution could be used to show 

how accessibility to the services in the city centre would change with combinations of road 

closures.  Another example could involve monitoring the impacts of changes in road 

conditions in instances where some roads are made to be bus lanes only, or the addition of a 

bus lane which would improve bus transportation times as they can bypass large queues of 

private transport traffic.  

Overall, these tests have shown how the system could be used to monitor existing and 

modelled levels of accessibility to meet one of the overarching aims of the research. It also 

provides additional functionality that could be used to monitor accessibility and extends 

existing research in this area by calculating multi-modal accessibility by using a more 

accurate model and including a single, consistent road network for each mode of transport. 

Most of the proposed functions described in these examples could be embedded within the 

system and are discussed in further detail in the discussion and evaluation chapter Section 

8.7.1.  
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 Discussion and Evaluation 

 

8.1    Chapter outline 

This chapter presents a wider discussion of the results and findings from research which has 

aimed to develop solutions of measuring accessibility to (sports) facilities within an open-

source, web-based environment. The aim is to highlight both the advantages and limitations 

of using the proposed infrastructure and draw attention to the potential impact of the use of 

these tools to measure accessibility. Drawing on the findings from the modelling exercises 

undertaken in Chapter 7, the aim is demonstrating how the use of such a system can be used 

to address each of the objectives set out in Chapter 1, Section 1.6. Methodologies and 

solutions of the system are evaluated critically and each section within the chapter will cover 

one of the sub-aims that was set out in Section 1.6.1.  

The first section within this chapter discusses the implementation of the solution and how 

its structure meets the aims and objectives set out in the introduction. Open-source software 

and open data have been implemented into the solution to provide a means of keeping the 

cost of the system low while allowing customisation of the overall infrastructure and 

framework. The second section describes the processes involved in meeting one of the key 

objectives of the PhD; namely the development of an interface to the accessibility modelling 

that could be used by non-GIS experts. The third section within this chapter summarises the 

current state of spatial accessibility literature alongside the contribution made by the 

approaches advocated here to those studies conducted to date that have been concerned with 

using multi-modal floating catchment area approaches in accessibility modelling.  By 

drawing attention to the potential of the techniques developed during this study, the wider 

advantages (and current) limitations of the approach are discussed. The final section of this 

chapter is a summary of the findings within the entire study and how they have impacted on 

the literature. The summary lays the foundation for future work that is discussed within 9.5. 

The sections in this chapter proceed the future work set within the Price et al (2021) 

publication, discussing the impact of the application of the solution.  
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8.2    The open-source solution 

One of the main aims of the research was to develop a cost-effective method of analysing 

spatial inequalities in the provision of sporting facilities in Wales. This pushed the project in 

a direction that led to further research regarding the utility of open-source and open-data 

components to obtain the variables needed within accessibility models. The first stage of 

designing the infrastructure successfully met the objective of searching for suitable APIs, 

tools, and solutions to be implemented, as described in Chapter 3. The solution structure 

designed and developed within Chapter 4 was based around the objectives to achieve the 

aims of low costs, advanced accessibility models and web-based environments. This solution 

uses a combination of open-source tools such as OpenTripPlanner as the routing engine to 

obtain the distance information, PostgreSQL as a database management system, Leaflet as 

geographic data visualisation tool and a combination of web languages to bridge these 

components together. This Sections 8.3 to 8.6 discuss the impact of using the open-source 

components that have been applied to the solution. 

 

8.2.1    Solution limitations 

While reviewing alternative methods of implementing object-oriented practices, creating, 

and designing reusable and extendable software outlined in Chapter 4, Section 4.7, 

integration of more effective design patterns and security is needed within the structure of 

the PHP scripts.  

Firstly, one for the key components of the system is generating a query with parameters set 

by the user. The current iteration of the solution uses a series of “if statements” to build a 

URL string to query OTP. This is an example in which needs to be addressed, as additional 

modes of transport and more parameters such as time of day, maximum walking distance etc 

are included into the system, the “if statement” becomes increasingly unreliable in the 

situation. A design pattern such as an abstract factory pattern or builder pattern should be 

used to construct the sting with the parameters. This will allow the user to freely implement 

additional modes of transport, without creating combinations of if statements to adapt those 

new parameters. Each parameter can be added as a value in the object created by the pattern 

resulting in a string. Similarly, the query in which sets up the MM2SFCA step one and step 

two, consist of if statements, with an iteration of each mode of transport. this would also 
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likely become complex, and difficult to maintain with more modes of transport and 

alternative decay functions. These fixes are further research and development of the solution 

and are outlined in Chapter 9, Section 9.5.1.  

Another limitation of the solution is the lack of system security measurements. As outlined 

in Section 4.8, there are few security measurements in place regarding the best practices due 

to the focus on the system being on the MM2SFCA functionality. This is however, and 

important factor when designing a system for web-based environments that will secure the 

systems database and files. The direction of the security issues is outlined in further work in 

section 9.5.1. 

 

8.3    Routing Engines 

There are now several open-source routing engines that can replace the capabilities and 

functionality of a proprietary solution saving costs and allowing customisation. Most of these 

open-source solutions provide a means of finding the shortest path from one location to 

another using a variety of shortest path algorithms such as Dijkstra’s Algorithm or the A* 

path finding algorithm. These algorithms will work with all private modes of transport such 

as cars, bikes (including rental), lorries, walking etc and allow the routes to be generated. 

The duration of these routes can be applied by using the road networks maximum speed 

throughout the journey to create time-based figures. This would work with the basic multi-

modal accessibility models used in the enhancements to the basic E2SFCA approach 

proposed by Mao and Nekorchuk (2013) where each mode of transport is allocated an 

assigned speed.  

There are several routing engines with the capability of producing journeys for public 

transport which include the routes and timetables. Within the technical review of alternatives 

for APIs and tools there were three routing engines that appeared to utilise public transport 

data within the GTFS file format, a collection of text files that houses the information. 

OpenTripPlanner was the most appropriate tool for several reasons. Along with its support 

for public transport, it allowed for a combination of transports such as walking, bus, and 

rental bike all within a single journey. It also had the most modes of transport at the time this 

research was being conducted.  The summary in Section 3.4 revealed how OpenTripPlanner 

appears to still be the better choice when the user can select the right data source as it has 
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additional functionality such as combining modes of transport or has a wider range of 

transport.   

The public transport data had been obtained from TravelineData (TravelineData 2021). This 

required reformatting of the TransXchange files that were provided that contained each of 

the routes. During the application of the solution, only Bus transport data had been 

implemented. Although the TransXchange data was easy to obtain, and there are likely 

alternatives to the transport data out there, the change in file format may not be as straight 

forward to someone with a less knowledgeable computing background. This was generally 

the only issue with the open data that was used within this research. The OpenStreetMap 

data that sits with the GTFS data on the OpenTripPlanner Graph was also relatively 

straightforward to obtain.  

As a result of these processes routes and journeys were produced using components 

incorporated within an open-source solution. In Chapter 3 the use of potential proprietary 

software solutions was discussed in Section 3.3.1. These tended to follow a similar pricing 

or subscription structure although they differed slightly in price. Within the testing chapter, 

52772 combinations were created within an OD matrix using a total of 176 gymnastics 

facilities for the supply locations and 1909 LSOA’s for the demand locations all within 25km 

of one another. If there had been no initial cap of 25km there would have been a total of 

335,984 interactions. Even with the initial 52772 combinations, with an example of Google 

Maps Platforms price of $5 for each 1000 routes, the total cost would have been $263 for 

each mode of transport. This example uses a relatively small supply side, and when an 

organisations or service type has several thousand facilities these prices could quickly add 

up. In addition, another limitation to using proprietary software in these types of applications 

concerns the fact that users are reliant on the service costs that could change further adding 

to the implementation costs. The solution infrastructure uses the open-source solution of 

OpenTripPlanner to minimise the costs involved in running accessibility models prevent 

these heavy costs. The only test to prove that having proprietary solution that maintains and 

manages the datasets for you is worth the cost, compared to obtaining the data yourself, is 

by having a cross comparison of results based on both proprietary and open-source solutions. 

It may appear that the cost of using the software will not be worthwhile as the open-source 

solutions may differ slightly. The comparison between these two solutions, or the use of 

alternative types of open-source and proprietary software in accessibility modelling 

approaches, is highlighted as a potential area for further research in Section 9.5.2. 
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8.4    Working with open data 

Throughout the duration of the project, open-source tools have been used where available. 

This approach requires reliable sources of data and careful consideration of the quality of 

such sources, their provenance, and their appropriate use within these application areas.  The 

project used two principal sets of open data; firstly OpenStreetMap data obtained from 

Geofabrik (geofabrik 2021) and secondly public transport data from TravelineData 

(Travelinedata 2020).  This section describes the advantages and limitations with obtaining 

and working with such open data sources.   

There is a wide range of open data that is freely available, updated regularly and maintained 

by individuals who contribute to data collection. Therefore, there are ongoing studies which 

evaluate the quality of open data sources such as OpenStreetMap as it has always been of 

primary concern in academic and applied work (Pourabdollah et al., (2013), Hakley (2008), 

Cipeluch et al (2010), Mooney and Padraig (2014)). One study such as Mooney and Padraig 

(2014) is based around analysis of interactions and co-editing OSM and how the edits are 

published. It appears that most edits are made by a small fraction of the overall registered 

users and the reliability of these edits will affect its usefulness within the accessibility model. 

Proprietary software solutions are usually developed by large Companies such as Google or 

Microsoft where they have large sums of money to hire road network analysts and quality 

control their data. The senior mappers pointed out by Mooney and Padraig will in fact 

perform large amounts of editing to the map even if they do interact with other contributors 

that edit the OSM data at lower frequencies. The routing engine comparison in Section 

3.4.2.7 showed there were minor differences within OSM and Google Maps providing some 

evidence that it may be reliable. Pourabdollah (2013) suggests that the crowd contribution 

towards OSM become credible due to the “many eyes” principle where there are many 

contributors to the mapping system, that can be finalised with the main contributors. They 

identified a study by Hakley (2008) of accuracy of at least 6 meters compared to the 

Ordnance Survey’s dataset. It also draws on findings from a direct manual comparison study 

between OSM, Google Maps and Bing Maps by Cipeluch et al (2010). These comparisons 

were done 6 years after the release of the first version of OSM. It showed there were several 

areas in which there was no consistency between any of the maps. Over time, with more 

contributions and more users working on the OSM data it has become more comparable with 

both Bing Maps and Google Maps. A more recent study such as that of Brovelli and Zamboni 

(2018) who propose a new method of comparing OSM and consists of a map matching 
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method, show that the quality of OSM has increased over time and that it would make a valid 

base map for using in territorial frameworks, map navigations and urban analysis. The 

difference in accuracy between OSM and the proprietary alternatives may not necessarily 

outweigh the costs of the services if the roads differences are so few. 

 

8.5    The spatial database 

Using an open-source spatial database proved to have many benefits for data management 

tasks in comparison to storing the data in other formats. Within the system there are many 

spatial data sources that need to be stored and extracted.  Throughout the system the 

webserver was in constant communications with the PostgreSQL Class within PHP to parse 

the data via the SQL strings that were generated. This proved to be a simple and effective 

method of extracting and placing data into the database when needed.  

The database served another purpose other than data storage; it can perform calculations on 

the stored data based on the SQL strings submitted to the PostgreSQL API. These 

calculations are performed on the spatial data, that require complex calculations but can be 

performed with the PostGIS extension. 

 

8.6    Web-based environments 

Another objective within the project was to create a solution in a fully web-based 

environment that allows the user to access the accessibility model process from anywhere 

(with suitable permissions). Permission refers to users with a login to the database, as if this 

were used privately it would include data that should only be accessed by those inside the 

organisation. The solution presented within this thesis meets this aim by using several web-

based technologies that parse data within a client-server manner.  

The user can access the HTML, CSS, JavaScript files that are stored on the webserver using 

HTTP through a browser of choice such as Microsoft edge, Google Chrome, Safari, Opera 

etc. Many of these applications also operate on mobile devices allowing the system to be 

accessed on computers such as mobile phones, laptops, and tablets. With these technologies, 

it is possible to produce accessibility results querying the routing engine using RESTful APIs 

and JSON responses or parsing data to PostgreSQL via SQL which is generated by PHP 
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libraries. All web-based technologies mentioned have aided in creating an environment that 

helps organisations with collaboration, working on separate sites. It also aids in data 

management as the system will only require one data source compared to other solutions that 

need to be installed on each machine locally.   

From the outset of reading the more recent literature in web-GIS development, within the 

open-source community there is a standard in protocols and datatypes that are used 

throughout. These standards, known as the OCG follow the same patterns allowing these 

different open-source tools to communicate with one another seamlessly. The two standards 

discussed and used within the project are the web map service and web feature service. The 

web map service is based around transferring information that is not being used or amended 

such as raster images of background or base maps. These maps were used within the solution 

and provide excellent information for geographic location. The other service, WFS, is used 

to transfer information on vertex data.  

Along with the protocols and transferring methods, there are also standards for formats of 

geographical information. GeoJSON has been used throughout the project as a format for 

holding all the geospatial data, instead of WFS. 

 

8.7    Solution interaction and user interface 

The final sub-aim set out within the introduction and initial stages of the project was to 

develop a web-based interface for operators who are less knowledgeable of GIS but who 

would like to routinely examine the accessibility implications of changes in service 

configurations.  To achieve this aim, one of the objectives (E) in Chapter 1 Section 1.6.2 was 

to work with potential users (i.e., Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics) to create a suitable 

interface that will be used by researchers within these organisations and those in other sports 

governing bodies in Wales.  This means that the solution interaction had to be designed based 

on both the required variables for the calculation, and their crucial feedback ensuring the 

user-interface was appropriate for the types of tasks needed to be undertaken in their day-to-

day operational decision-making. Chapter 5, Section 5.2 discusses the development of the 

initial interface, followed by how the user interface was further developed with testing by 

Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics tested. These two organisations reviewed the user 

interface throughout the duration of the research, commented on each of the iterations in 
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turn, before testing the final interface design in a practical example. Feedback from both 

parties has been added in an appendix for reference (see Appendix II).  

 

8.7.1    Usability and application.  

Section 5.2.2 discusses the process of the development of the user interface, and Section 

5.2.3 describes the design of the questionnaire presented to them after the final iteration of 

the user interface. The questionnaire’s answers for both the Sport Wales Research & 

Evaluation Officer and the Welsh Gymnastics Research and Impact Officer are covered 

within this section.  

Both Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics reviewed the usability of the solution giving 

positive feedback on the workflow of the system and the general use for measuring the 

accessibility. The user at Sport Wales stated that the solution will aid them in planning and 

investment decisions that involve sport related services and opportunities. Similarly, staff 

within Welsh Gymnastics stated that it could also help explore modes of transport to clubs 

as they consider a wider range of socio-economic factors that impact on the use of their 

facilities including affordable access to those with alternative modes of transport other than 

the car. Although most of the gymnastics facility members are likely to travel with a guardian 

in the form of private transport, it is important to include those from backgrounds with less 

likelihood of car ownership.  

The original method of calculating accessibility within Sport Wales was based on road 

network drive-time and catchment areas provided by Active Cymru (Active Cymru 2018). 

This was one of the first tools developed to examine inequalities in geographical patterns of 

accessibility to sports facilities in Wales. Feedback from Sport Wales, in addition with the 

literature reviewed on accessibility, has highlighted the advantages of the approach taken in 

this study providing a solution that has the potential to be more useful than the use of 

‘traditional’ metrics.  Welsh Gymnastics currently has no method or solution to measuring 

accessibility and relied on data surrounding clubs, postcodes of members placed on the maps. 

The types of outputs developed during the course of this study have already been used in 

their steering meetings to draw attention to spatial patterns of provision of gymnastic 

facilities in Wales as part of their overall strategy to increase participation in the sport.  
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Aims and objectives were discussed regarding the state of current and potential accessibility 

evaluation within the near future. At the time of writing this thesis, COVID-19 has heavily 

impacted on the current state of sporting activities and opportunities. With many facilities 

being closed for long periods in 2020 and 2021, the focus is on the long-term sustainability 

of such clubs/organisations. However, when the sporting opening times and infrastructure 

return to their former conditions, their plans involve observing current factors including 

multi-modal transport accessibility. The proposed solution could greatly aid in the decision 

making with up-to-date transport information and COVID-19 Social distancing guidelines.  

There was also feedback for implementing the solution within a web-based environment. 

Sport Wales researchers stated that they are often constrained by data systems that are only 

available on systems that are aimed at users who share server space. The solution being web-

based allows for an environment that can help share ideas, learning materials, data, analysis, 

and insight in a way in which can be easily accessed and distributed. It also removes the 

restrictions on expensive software and licences that could take up their resources as shown 

in Section 3.3.1, with the routing engines as an example of costs. The only issue with using 

the system pointed out by the representative of Sport Wales in the questionnaire, was the 

awareness, prioritisation, data feed and the people who will be using the system. The system 

is designed to be used by anyone with a non-GIS background and these types of issues have 

been considered when designing an interface that enables these types of users to perform 

accessibility calculations with appropriate training and guidance programs.   

Within the questionnaire there was a suggestion on what sort of functionality would prove 

useful when using the system and evaluating the accessibility. These solutions were based 

around the “what if” scenarios suggested earlier in Chapter 7, Sections 7.4 and 7.5. The idea 

of adding, amending, and removing facilities in real time for potential accessibility appealed 

greatly to both parties in aiding service planning and provision rather than having to create 

dummy datasets and continuously feed it into a system. Other functionality that was 

proposed included the ability to export the data to use in other environments, allowing the 

data to be viewed in other applications when necessary. All the data is stored in a 

PostgreSQL database. There are plugins available for Leaflet that allow the data to be 

exported into different formats such as GeoJSON and Shapefiles, but if the user were to use 

a GIS application such as QGIS, they would be able to collect the data from a connection 

directly to the database. The scenarios within Chapter 6 were based off “what if” conditions 

where the user would take the current supply side data and produce simulated results based 
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on new conditions. This would be done by creating a temporary table or dataset within the 

database that would be able to show the results but could be removed when the “what if” 

scenario is discarded. The temporary functionality mean that the simulated datasets would 

be generated in real time and not stay within the system until they were saved.   These 

scenarios could easily be saved as new web map files to be used later in planning or 

discussions. Respondents also expressed a need to have a function that allows the user to 

show which facilities are over or under capacity in relation to potential demand from people 

living within defined catchment areas – so moving to ideas on what could be the ‘optimum’ 

levels of accessibility for particular types of services or geographical areas.   

 

8.8    Discussion of user interface 

The user interface was designed around the variables required within the accessibility 

calculations, having the least manual input possible, but guided by the response of 

researchers within Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics.  This section discusses the feedback 

in more detail, with specific reference to web pages within the solution in the order they 

would appear in the workflow described in Sections 5.3 to 5.7. 

 

8.8.1    Matrix builder interface 

The matrix building interface is both the first step within the workflow and the first user 

interface the user would view during the solution system. There have been several comments 

made about the input towards generating an OD matrix that include census variables. The 

initial design was based around the four required inputs to generate an OD matrix table that 

would be used during the remainder of the solution workflow. The first comment made by 

Sport Wales was that one of the suggested implementations should include census data 

variables such as ethnicity, limiting long term illness or disability, along with intersections 

of these with ages and gender for selecting the targeted population. These demographic 

variables could be applied similarly to the suggested methods in Chapter 7, Section 7.2 

during the scenario testing of the capacity volume changes.  The user could make these 

additions or amendments on the population by selecting radio buttons or similar types of 

input to limit the population data based on the census variables suggested. The system is 
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designed to be easily amended when including or excluding data by selecting population and 

percentages from columns within the demand tables.  

There were several different capacity measurements that could be used to categorise the 

facilities suggested by the sport organisations. Their suggestions include supply-side 

variables such as opening times, number of equipment and coaches attending each facility 

This data is currently not contained within the organisations datasets but could be applied if 

they sought such information from surveys or other means of obtaining the data for the 

facilities they oversee. Welsh Gymnastics had suggested that eventually once the solution 

has been used by different audiences, and if national governing bodies or sport organisations 

are more efficient at collecting data, then it would be possible to categorise their facility 

database into different sport types or disciplines. Sport Wales suggested that in terms of 

gymnastics facilities, the facilities could be broken down into price, peak times, dimensions 

of venue, maximum legal capacity of venue, parking spaces or disability access. Swimming 

pools could be categories in either lanes or length and 3G pitches could be broken down into 

flood light availability for outdoors. All categories from the feedback have shown how 

diverse each of the sports and sporting facilities can be and categorised and how they can be 

categorised in terms of quality. Therefore, it may be best if each sport had its own page 

within the solution and individual classifications or ideas for measuring ‘quality’ could be 

tied to particular types of sports facilities. This also provides evidence that the open-source 

environment provides an ideal situation in which each sport can have a solution customised 

to suit its requirements where necessary, and different sporting facilities may end up creating 

additional capacity or demand-side columns based on the individual aims and objectives of 

the sports governing body.  

This also suggests that modifications are required for the E2SFCA method, that would 

accommodate the multiple capacity quality measurements. This could be done by possibly 

assigning weights to specific values of the capacity. For example, using number of available 

equipment as capacity value, a fitness suite with 50 machines and open 14 hours a day 

(Fitness suite 1) would weigh differently to a fitness suite with 65 machines only open for 8 

hours a day (Fitness suite 2).  If we treat 24 hours as 1 and 0 hours as 0, then 14 hours of the 

day would be a value 0.58 (rounded to precision of 2) of 8 hours of the day would be a 

multiplication of 0.33 (rounded to precision of 2). Therefore, Fitness suite 1’s capacity value 

is now 29 (50 x 0.58) and Fitness suite 2’s capacity value is now 21.45 (65 x 0.33) then even 
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though Fitness suite 1’s capacity was lower prior to evaluating total opening hours, it is now 

more accessible due to the hours available. Therefore, 𝑆𝑗 in Formula 8, would become: 

(𝑆𝑗)  × ((
1

𝑀𝑤
) × 𝑆𝑤)) 

(10) 

Where 𝑀𝑤 is the maximum, the weighted capacity can be, and 𝑆𝑤 is the value of the weight 

for 𝑆𝑗. The feedback from Sport Wales and Gymnastics has shown how important it is to 

include these aspatial accessibility measurements into the system. A weight could be applied 

for each variable the capacity quality has.  

The only challenge that arose was that of a lack of control on the user interface for selecting 

a specific age range. The age ranges present during time of testing were the ages that were 

usually associated with the sporting activity or a target age range. It is likely that more 

control over the age range would be needed and points the need for another slider or similar 

style of input to select the most appropriate age range. This also brought up the issue of 

having two different age group targets, and whether there is a demand for more sliders to 

select the target groups. Sport Wales suggested an advanced button that would allow those 

with more experience to have added functionality with manual inputs. 

 

8.8.2    Journey calculation interface 

The journey calculation page follows the OD matrix builder in the workflow of the solution 

and requires an OD matrix to be in the database. This interface follows a very simplistic 

input design which is a one button click activation and updates the information on how many 

journeys and distances have been calculated for each mode of transport. This can be done 

overnight as the processing and calculation time is dependent on how many facilities and or 

demand locations are used. The more point-based location combinations within an OD 

matrix, the longer this process can take. The users accepted that this process could take time 

and could be performed overnight or for ever long is required as this is only the initial setup 

that is required each time the road network, public transport details or facility details are 

updated. The only suggestion made for this page was that there would be some indication on 

an estimated time for completion to indicate how much longer the process will take so that 
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other activities can be prioritised while waiting. This could be based on the average response 

time with current journeys being calculated. In addition to the information requested on 

estimated time, others suggested that more information is needed on what each of the pages 

was achieving as the journeys are being calculated. 

 

8.8.3    Accessibility calculation pages 

The accessibility calculation page has been designed to generate the multi-modal variant of 

the enhanced two-step floating catchment area model proposed by Langford et al., (2016). 

The formula can be found in Chapter 2, Section 2.7, along with a detailed explanation of the 

variables needed within the calculation. The accessibility calculation page currently has the 

most input in terms of parameters for processing due to the necessary parameters that must 

be specified at this point in the workflow of the system. Firstly, Sport Wales and Welsh 

Gymnastics suggested that there was a sufficient amount of user input on the page, and it 

was not too cluttered which led to a clear and readable user interface. Sport Wales suggested 

that the decay functions be removed, and a default function should be implemented, whether 

there be no decay, linear decay or the vast amount of other decay functions that could be 

applied out there to prevent confusion of what it does to the accessibility model distances. 

They suggested including a mode that provides a more advanced view of the page that allow 

the users to select the decay functions when needed if further analysis is required. There was 

also a degree of uncertainty regarding the new catchment area on the new page. The initial 

catchment in the OD matrix is designed to create a matrix that uses the maximum possible 

catchment that would be used. The catchment within the accessibility page is required for 

each calculation that could take place within the original catchment. This information will 

be cleared up on a tutorial page, or with information icons throughout the web pages. Other 

potential improvements concern the clarity of the transport percentages and how they relate 

to each mode of transportation – with some suggesting a diagram would help showing the 

number of people. This would be a visual representation of the modes of transport such as a 

chart or some sort of scaling option compared to the text base so they can see the comparison 

between how large the difference in modes of transport is.  

One of the questions asked to researchers in both organisations concerned the solutions 

interface and the introduction of information icons to state what each variable is used and 

how to use it. Both sets of respondents said that it would aid in using the interface and Sport 
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Wales suggested including a button that sets everything to a default mode where each of the 

inputs are set automatically to a regular value. This means that there will need to be set 

values based on usual or estimated requirements for the system. An example of this would 

be the transport percentages and a selected sport. The default parameters for Welsh 

Gymnastics could be the values set within the testing Section 6.4 and throughout Chapter 7 

where the private mode of transport was set to 70%, public to 20%, cycling to 2% and 

walking to 8%. This would be the default setting until they perform a survey or statistical 

analysis of modes of transport their members use.   

The modes of transport available and selected from OpenTripPlanner currently include car, 

bus, cycling and walking. It was queried if wheelchair access classified the same as walking. 

These can be included as a separate mode of transportation as OTP has functionality that 

includes wheelchair accessibility when travelling as shown in Figure 8-1, It is also included 

within the RESTful API documentation which means it could be included within the system 

as a parameter to be parsed to OpenTripPlanner similar to that of walking distances and 

modes of transport.   

 

 

Figure 8-1. Wheelchair access implementation that can be applied to journeys. 
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8.8.4    Web-map outputs 

The final web page user interface that is encountered within the workflow of the system is 

the data visualisation page where users can view the accessibility on a Leaflet web-map. 

There were minor alterations suggested for the map regarding both appearance and 

functionality. The markers currently used within the sporting facilities prototype and used 

as samples do not scale with the output. Therefore, the custom markers appeared to be too 

large for the map view when zoomed to the highest level of viewing the web map and require 

having some sort of scaling functionality added to them to show smaller markers when 

zoomed out on the map. Other suggestions included improving the interpretation of maps by 

adding more statistical information that would also be required to help the user with analysis 

such as population count or density in the geographic areas and highlighting areas that have 

extremely low access or no access at all. The current web map that has been published has 

the following functionality: 

• Zoom and pan to specific locations. 

• Three different base maps to include different levels of information. 

• Layer selection 

• Legend with accessibility score information 

There have been some suggestions that include adding functionality such as magnifying 

glass to zoom in even closer and inspect and area of interest while hiding the other 

information around it. This would aid in assessing the information without the distractions 

of other geographic areas by focusing on the selected areas. Other functionality suggestions 

included the ability to compare two maps and possibly doing so with a slider of some sort to 

show a secondary map with other characteristics such as population, location of alternative 

community facilities, schools, villages etc. Also, there was a request to save the views or 

bookmarks so you could view more popular areas that are frequently used to make a quick 

comparison. The final suggestion was the ability to estimate the distance between two or 

more points on the map. This will allow the users to get a grasp on the scale of distance 

between places on the map.  

The interactive maps can share data storage with interactive charts. These charges can also 

draw information from the same location as the maps and perform additional queries to 

represent the data. Both organisations were interested in having charts that represent values 
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such as most or least access, number of areas falling in each band, those who do not have 

any accessibility based on the parameters and some basic totals per local authority or Sport 

Wales community sport regions which could be useful to view when evaluating the results. 

8.8.5    Other remarks made on the user interface. 

Overall, researchers in both Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics stated that the user interface 

was readable, friendly and that only minor suggestions for changes were to be made. These 

minor alterations for a few different purposes have been suggested through the workflow 

and will eventually be implemented as future work, which is also described in 9.5. There 

were also suggestions for personal use and associated with the sport such as in terms of 

presentation like colour coding objects with sports or colour schemes and layouts with pages. 

All of these can be modified where required by changing the hexadecimal value that provides 

the colour attribute. With this information, it is possible to acknowledge that the objective 

of developing a suitable user interface for non-GIS experts has been accomplished and that 

this has resulted in a suitable method of measuring accessibility to sports facilities in Wales 

which can be adapted for use in wider contexts. 

 

8.9    Contribution to literature 

The overall aim of this study was to improve our understanding of accessibility to sport 

facilities in Wales through geospatial analysis. To address this aim, it was important to 

review existing approaches to measuring accessibility to sports facilities.  This also drew on 

a wider literature concerned with applying FCA approaches in accessibility modelling and 

guided the approach taken in this study.    

Most accessibility improvements will likely involve improving and enhancing the more 

sophisticated models such as the gravity models. The distance based and cumulative 

opportunity-based solutions will only involve changes in road networks and timetabling of 

transport when looking at public distance-based approaches. The gravity models will always 

be taking other variables that can be considered such as the movement of population, costs, 

and supply side classifications. There is ongoing investigation into which classification of 

populated areas would provide a more realistic approach to measuring accessibility, as it is 

unlikely the static night-time population accurately reflects the accessibility and dynamic 

population. Other considerations such as time splitting (reference), where the models are 
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reflected on different periods of the day. The accessibility model could use a night-time 

populated area for during the early morning or late evening, but maybe use a working area 

geographic classification during the day and around work zones.  One of the main objectives 

in enhancing our understanding of accessibility to sport in Wales was to understand the 

current literature in measurement of the accessibility within this area. The second objective 

following this was to provide advancements on accessibility within this area. The literature 

based around sporting facility access indicated a clear layout on the current practices when 

measuring the accessibility to sport. The initial studies such as Karusisi et al. (2013), Cereijo 

et al (2019), Shrestha, et al, (2019) and Billaudeu et al (2011) all use simplistic methods of 

measuring accessibility following distance based and cumulative opportunity-based 

approaches and there were very few that focused on more sophisticated models such as the 

2SFCA model (Martori, et al., 2020). This study already improves on studies such as these 

examples, by implementing a more advanced version of a gravity model that is seen to be 

more sophisticated than distance and cumulative opportunity-based approaches. These 

sophisticated models had been widely modified and adapted to other study areas such as 

healthcare, job opportunities and day care but have not yet been applied as frequently in 

depth within the field of sport access. Although studies such as Martori, et al., (2020) had 

introduced gravity models such as the floating catchment area model into measuring 

accessibility in sport, they had not considered the implications of people who would travel 

via alternative modes of transportation. The current stage for measuring accessibility to 

sporting facilities is based upon gravity models. This study allows for measuring 

accessibility on those who travel by different modes of transport, representing their share of 

the facilities they can reach within their road network catchment time or distance, which 

improves the measurement of accessibility again in comparison to the recent literature. Even 

when looking at the previous attempts within sport, they do not cover attributes such as the 

use age range and how they are more likely to travel under certain conditions depending 

upon the sport itself or the users.  

Sports are often categorised into age ranges that are likely to use the facilities. Examples of 

this would be the gymnastics members for the Welsh Gymnastics facilities. The users would 

likely be in the age range of preschool (0-3) and high school (16). This means that users are 

more likely to be taken to the facility by their parent or guardian. The advantage of using 

this system is that the percentage of each mode of transport could be applied to the 

calculation, thus giving a more accurate representation of how they would be able to reach 
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the facility. The details and requirements of calculating the percentages are discussed later 

in this chapter. 

Not only had this study made an improvement within sporting accessibility but it adds to the 

literature within general spatial accessibility. This is due to the structure on the solution when 

obtaining the data which is discussed within Section 4.3.2. The solution improves on multi-

modal accessibility by providing a new means of collecting public transport data and using 

the same road network to provide the other modes of transport. This data was then used with 

the model that Langford et al. (2016) proposed, making advancements on their study by 

using the same network in comparison to using separate networks for the private and public 

transport modes. 

 

8.9.1    Improvements on existing tools within sport organisations 

Referring to the literature within sport accessibility, there had been several attempts to create 

a tool in which aids measuring accessibility in sports within the UK. The tools were designed 

around closest facility and nearest facility models suggesting both systems were purely 

proximity based. These two tools were Active Places Cymru (Active Places Cymru 2018) 

for Sport Wales and Active Places Power (Active Places Power, 2020) for sport in England. 

Both tools were useful for evaluating whether a facility was in range, or how close they were. 

The solution provided within this work goes far beyond simplistic methods of measuring 

accessibility by introducing the concept of gravity models. The solution introduces the 

concepts and parameters such as population using the facility within range and which modes 

of transport they are travelling by. These parameters suggest the population would not all 

have equal opportunity in terms of which facility they reach within a catchment. The 

population estimation would heavily affect the quality of a facility too. If more people can 

reach the facility, it is likely they all are competing to use the facility. Consequently, the 

more condense an area is, the less accessible it is, which simply would not be shown with 

distance-based accessibility models that are being used in sport tools.  

This study is aimed at improving participation of sport along with understanding and 

improving the measurement of accessibility to sport in Wales. The solution proposed differs 

slightly in its intended use to that of tools such as the Active Places Power, or Active Places 

Cymru. These tools were used for multiple reasons, the first is for calculating the levels of 
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accessibility, but the other reason is for a user to check how close the nearest facility to them. 

Although this is good for individual users, this is not an ideal way of measuring accessibility 

in the infrastructure of an organisation. The solution proposed less likely to be used by an 

individual who would like to see the accessibility to a particular sport but be used by 

organisations such as Sport Wales or Welsh Gymnastics, to manage and maintain their 

infrastructure by looking at current and potential accessibility. Although this is not its 

intended use, other accessibility models could still be applied. The distance based, or nearest 

facility-based calculation that the system would likely produce would be more reliable than 

that of the previous as it would be able to provide the measurement in duration, and not just 

distance. It would also be able to provide the duration and distance in terms of alternative 

modes of transport, with the public transport being heavily affected by other variables such 

as fixed routes, times, waiting times and number of transfers. This would give a better 

indication to how near a facility measured in time rather than distance.  

As stated in the introduction Section 1.2, many of the sporting organisations work together 

out of the office to plan the amendment or new locations within their infrastructures. This 

means that the solution would be required on any machine that they would be using. This 

solution follows the theme of the two Active Places tools and continues to work within a 

web-based environment. 

 

8.10    Chapter summary 

This chapter discussed and evaluated the solution presented within Chapter 4 along with its 

application to the measurement of sporting facilities and how it has impacted on the research 

area of spatial accessibility. It explained how the objectives that were set in the introduction 

had been applied throughout the thesis, and how they have been used to successfully reach 

the aims of the research project. This includes the investigation on the current state of 

measurement of accessibility, focusing on sporting facilities as a service supply and how this 

solution makes in impact on improvements within this field of research using advanced 

multi-modal models to include all forms of transport users. Other aims included researching 

different APIs, toolkits, SDKS and open-source solutions that would aid in making the 

solution cost effective and customisable for each sport, which has proven to require unique 

evaluation depending on the sport facility types. These open-source solutions and tools were 

also capable of fulfilling the final aim which was to provide a means of collaboration by 
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using web-based technologies. Each of these aims have been achieved, and therefore the 

overarching aim set out in Chapter 1, Section 1.5 has successfully been met. After reviewing 

the contribution to knowledge in Section 8.9 and evaluating the usefulness, adaptability and 

potential of the solution proposed within this thesis, it is clear that there are several more 

areas of research that need to be considered to make use of its potential. These areas of 

research are outlined in the final chapter in Section 9.5.  There is also further detail on the 

aims and objectives being met is included throughout Chapter 9, Sections 9.3 and 9.4, the 

final and closing chapter and includes further research and directions of studies based on 

multi-modal accessibility. 
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 Conclusions 

 

9.1    Summary 

The solution presented within this project has involved investigating a range of topics on the 

theme of both spatial accessibility and web-GIS. The research carried out has added to the 

literature around these topics, which will be described within this concluding chapter.  The 

benefits of using open-source technologies to examine the use of floating catchment area 

techniques in accessibility modelling will be discussed. Key conclusions made within this 

section, based on this research, are summarised before outlining further areas for research 

based around approaches to enhance the application of the technologies that include multi-

modal accessibility measurements. This is supported by technical research in how these 

technologies can be implemented when the new variable considerations are included. 

 

9.2    Contributions to academic and scientific literature 

Research presented within this thesis has added significant new knowledge to a body of 

literature that is concerned with applying FCA accessibility techniques to examine changes 

in access to services and facilities. Although the work presented here is set in the context of 

access to sports facilities, the issues that it addresses and the solutions that are found, are 

believed to apply equally to any other thematic application area where services are 

geographically distributed and equality of access to them between the population is of 

concern. Notable elements of novelty and advancement to knowledge are claimed in the 

following areas: 

1) This thesis presents a new case study in which the development of a complete 

solution for E2SFCA analysis based on an assemblage of open-data and open-source 

libraries and tools is described. It provides an alternative to already existing 

proprietary data and software solutions (such as GoogleMap API). It utilises a 

specific solution stack constructed from a universal web-browser, OpenTripPanner, 

PostgreSQL and PostGIS which have not previously been integrated in this fashion 

as far as is known. These are assembled into a coherent whole, through use of coding 

(mainly PHP and SQL) to connect the core technologies, transfer data and 
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information between components, and to provide the algorithmic logic to compute 

the required spatial statistical measures of accessibility. It is believed that no previous 

E2SFCA studies have adopted this unique combination of tools, and to accomplish 

this feat has necessitated several computational challenges be overcome as outlined 

within the body of this thesis. Many previously published studies based upon multi-

modal accessibility (e.g., Geneviève et al., 2020; Karusisi et al. 2013; Langford et al. 

2014) adopted proprietary software such as ArcGIS to generate network distances 

and times. This work demonstrates that equivalent solutions are achievable via open-

source solutions, potentially leading to considerable cost savings when applied to 

real-world applications, environments, and institutions. Prior academic studies such 

as Pourabdoullah et al (2013), Cipeluch et al., (2010) and Mooney & Padraig (2014) 

have explored potential differences in spatial modelling outcomes when using open-

source Vs proprietary road networks (e.g., OSM vs Google Maps). Such studies can 

now be extended, adopting this solution for generating accessibility scores and 

thereby further enhancing the debate concerning comparability of open-source and 

proprietary solutions. As identified in Section 9.5.2, if the differences in modelling 

outcomes were to prove minimal, as would be expected by the author, the case for 

the widespread adoption of solutions founded on open-source principles will be 

further strengthened. 

 

2) Although previous studies have considered accessibility to various sports facilities 

(Cereijo et al 2019, Shrestha et al., 2019, Karusisi et al., 2013, Billaudeau et al 2011) 

they have relied on relatively simple solutions that model cumulative opportunities 

and/or simple proximity-based metrics. This work extends this body of knowledge 

by applying multi-modal FCA tools for the first time when considering access to 

sport facilities and sporting opportunities. It improves upon most existing approaches 

by incorporating the E2SFCA variant of a geographical gravity model. Furthermore, 

it builds on the few gravity-based sports accessibility models published to date (such 

as Langford et al., 2014, and Martori et al., 2020) by also incorporating multiple 

transport modes into its assessment. This work has the potential to be further refined 

and enhanced if measures of actual transport mode utilisation could in the future be 

provided by organisations operating these facilities, replacing the relatively crude 

estimates of model split adopted in this study. 
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3) This work provides a contribution to the research community in a general sense in 

that it is making openly available an accessibility tool for anyone to further apply, 

modify, or extend within their own application area. The solution was designed to be 

of potential value to any organisation/academic body that possesses data relating to 

service locations and capacities, and desires to better understand and optimise its 

delivery to a geographically distributed public. The solution is made openly available 

on GitHub at the following address: 

 

https://github.com/APriceSW/MME2SFCA 

 

4) This open-source solution provides notable improvements over existing accessibility 

tools such as Active Places Power (Active Places Power 2020) or Active Places 

Cymru (Active Places Cymru 2018). Studies such as Watts et al., (2013) that have 

used Active Places Power to provide distances between leisure facilities within 10 

minutes of the town centre would benefit from the more advanced solutions offered 

here, taking into consideration multiple modes of transport, and population-versus-

service capacity evaluations. Previous tools designed for accessing sporting site 

access are relatively limited in terms of the output data they produce. They fail to 

account for the proportion of demand customers that may, by preference or 

obligation, travel by public transport. The solution produced here is novel in its use 

of openly available online databases relating to public transport services which 

allows service accessibility to be readily updated in response to the frequent 

evolutions seen in the public transport systems. 

 

5) This work offers new opportunities for evaluating how such technologies can be 

utilised for measuring accessibility under a range of policy scenarios. It allows 

predictive analysis of the impacts of potential public transport network changes, or 

changes in facility provision, or the use of yearly updated population estimates or the 

outputs of real-time population models that account for diurnal patterns such as those 

related to place of work and retail activity. Although OpenTripPlanner had already 

been used to assess accessibility to transport within disaster relief situations 
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(Narboneta and Teknomo 2013), the 4th test presented in Chapter 7 provided an 

illustration of how this tool could help in planning future road network changes. 

There are no examples of such scenario testing being reported before to the author’s 

knowledge.  Policies of sports organisations outlined in Sections 1.5 and 1.6 have 

not been previously addressed using methods presented within this thesis. Chapter 7 

also explores several common scenarios organisations may face such as the optimal 

siting of new facilities or closure of current services whilst ensuring minimal 

negative impact and provides possible solutions to these scenarios 

 

6) This work presents a case study in which the design and development of a web-based 

user interface for controlling complex spatial accessibility modelling has been tested 

and evaluated by real world users. This led to it being updated and re-styled to best 

address the operational requirements of a National Sporting Body in Wales. This is 

believed to be the first study that uses a client-server infrastructure and web interface 

to facilitate easy input of the parameters needed for complex spatial accessibility 

modelling by non-specialist users. Knowledge gained from working closely with 

user organisations has led to an enhanced interface that avoids the common practice 

of an academically-focused and imposed design, and thus adds to the pool of our 

understanding regarding good interface design and optimising the user experience.  

 

9.3    Evaluation of Objectives 

At the outset of this research, several objectives were outlined in order to achieve the overall 

arching aim of the thesis. In this section, the degree to which each these objectives have been 

met are discussed to provide an overall evaluation of the appropriateness of the research 

design adopted in this research.  

The first objective set out within the introduction (a) in Section 1.6.2 was to survey the 

literature surrounding the use of accessibility models. Chapter 2 includes a literature review 

of the different approaches to measuring accessibility along with a summary of their 

application to date in measuring access to sporting facilities. Details of the 4 principal 

approaches are discussed and evaluated in Section 2.5 of Chapter 2; namely distance-based, 

cumulative opportunity based, gravity models and space time models. Drawing on such 
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literature, a suitable model was selected as the basis for the approach taken in this study that 

included many of these elements and provided a potentially more nuanced measure of 

accessibility. The model chosen extends the approach taken by Langford et al. (2016) that 

proposed an enhancement to the 2SFCA model that incorporates multi-modal transportation. 

The literature review covered general research areas of accessibility along with a more 

focused area within sporting facilities. This objective led to the development of a tool that 

aims to address gaps within the literature concerning the use of multi-modal approaches 

within floating catchment area approaches.   

The second objective was to find a suitable method of implementing the solution into an 

environment that would reduce service costs and allow for customisation. To meet this 

objective, Chapter 3 summarises the existing literature surrounding currently available open-

source software tools that could potentially be included within such a framework. The 

majority of the most popular solutions are investigated by summarising functionality and 

limitations in comparison to alternatives. This covered purely open-source solutions that 

anyone would be able to obtain and implement. This also led to research into the types of 

open data sources that could be used with such technologies to address the primary aims of 

the project.  

The third objective (c) in Section 1.6.2 was to test and develop the open-source software. 

This was achieved with the development of the solution. The solution uses open-source 

software to generate multi-modal accessibility scores via the routing planner and SQL strings 

applied to the PostgreSQL database. Each of the 5 components mentioned in the diagram in 

Section 4.2 labelled as Figure 4-1 were open source and tested using the types of modelling 

scenarios outlined within Chapter 6 Section 6.4 and Chapter 7. The results provide evidence 

that the approach is effective using open-source solutions and current open data sources. 

Some of the challenges involved include potential concerns regarding the maintenance of 

such a system and the need for users to decide if the complexity of obtaining data sets and 

setting up the solution outweighs the cost of subscription-based services. However, a key 

benefit of using the solution is its customisability and the flexibility to include additional 

functionality based on the programming languages and APIs included in overall framework.  

This relieves the obligation of waiting for patches and fixes by the proprietary software’s 

organisation or builder. This objective addresses the primary aim of developing a cost-

effective method of allowing organisations that provides a service with limited funds with 

an alternative, customisable solution compared to proprietary software versions.  
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The fourth objective was to fully implement the solution into a web-based environment to 

allow the organisations to access it from anywhere. The solution infrastructure is designed 

to be used over a web-based environment. The user interface can be accessed by a browser 

of choice anywhere with a machine that has permission or access to the server. This is for 

security purposes and would be required for organisations who use the system that use 

confidential data on the services but still require accessibility to be measured. The interface 

uses web-based technologies including HTML, JavaScript, and CSS to communicate with 

other tools that use web-based protocols and formats (HTTP, FTP, GeoJSON, JSON). This 

objective has been met and realises the aim of developing a system that can be used across 

the internet to relieve the burden of maintaining multiple datasets on each computer or device 

involved along with improving collaboration with access while off site with other 

organisations.  

Chapters 5 and 8 cover the objective of working with the sport organisations to develop a 

suitable interface that would be used in such environments with non-GIS specialists. The 

interfaces required the input of variables that would be used to generate the accessibility 

scores, such as catchment areas, facility types, age ranges and transport percentages etc. The 

development of the user interface is described in Chapter 5, covering the decisions made to 

make it more appropriate for the users. Any changes that are still to be made after feedback 

with Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics are presented within Chapter 8, Section 8.8.5.   

With the solution and solution testing finalised, it was possible to generate accessibility 

scores with the key datasets that were provided by both Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics 

(Section 6.3). The solution successfully implements the Multi-modal 2SFCA model and 

produces scores currently based on private transport, public transport (bus and coach), 

cycling and walking. To improve this, it would likely adapt additional modes of transport 

such as light rail, heavy rail, trams, and rental bikes - a method of transport which is 

increasingly being introduced and promoted to the public as a cleaner, alternative mode of 

transportation. The solution can be used by any organisation if they have access to spatial 

point location data for their facilities or service locations and population demand data for the 

geographic areas they wish to target. 
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9.4    Meeting the project aims 

With the evidence above in Section 9.3, the objectives have been met and the overall arching 

aim of the research has also been achieved. These objectives had been framed by four 

different aims, and one overarching aim. 

The first sub aim in Section 1.6.1, was to produce a solution with a cost-effective method 

which should support the organisations that use such a system without making an impact on 

their financial resources. The solution presented within this paper has met this aim after 

following through with objectives (b) and (c) in Section 1.6.2. The objectives allowed for a 

suitable selection of components that were integrated into the current infrastructure. This 

allowed for a cost-effective solution, where the open-source tools and open data are freely 

obtained. The only limitation, as discussed in Section 9.3 was that the user would be 

responsible for maintaining the singular dataset that would be used on the machine but would 

be accessible from anywhere. This limitation would require the user to maintain a 

consistently reliable source of open data for road networks and map data. The overall 

question to be asked following this aim is: Does the benefits of the cost-effective data 

outweigh the cost of a maintained dataset from proprietary software. Further research could 

involve a comparison of the use of such open-source solutions with the use of proprietary 

software such as ArcMap™ to generate multi-modal accessibility scores.   

The second sub-aim was to develop an infrastructure that would allow access to the system 

from any location and device that can connect to the internet. This would support 

collaboration between organisations and co-workers along with enabling a system that only 

requires one dataset to be managed and stored. This has been achieved by investigating the 

types of components that can run within a web-based environment, followed by testing their 

capabilities and finally their implementation into the final infrastructure. The system has 

been designed to be used over the internet, using standards and technologies such as HTML, 

JavaScript, CSS, PHP, JSON, XML and RESTful APIs. The final output is also based on a 

web-map which allows for the visualisation of the data on a webpage.  

The third sub aim set in Section 1.6.1 was to provide a system that can produce accessibility 

results using modern and efficient models. This should include capability of adding variables 

such as population demand and each alternative mode of transport likely to be used to access 

services. The solution provides accessibility results for multiple forms of transportation and 

utilises the ability to produce public transport distances and time on fixed routes that improve 
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on basic applications of just changing speeds that characterised the approach taken in earlier 

studies (such as that of Mao and Nekorchuk, 2013). The selected routing engine can produce 

distances and times for several modes of transport which has allowed the system to perform 

a more accurate measurement of accessibility building on the research of Langford et al 

(2016) by using a singular road network and map data rather than different ones. 

The final sub-aim mentioned within the introduction, Section 1.6.1, was to develop a suitable 

web-based interface that would allow users likely to use the system to input parameters with 

ease. This would likely be done by obtaining essential feedback and suggestions made by 

the supporting sport organisations - Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics. This sub-aim was 

met with the objective (e) in (1.6.2) and described in Chapter 5 where the feedback from 

Sport Wales and Welsh Gymnastics was used along with the necessary variables to be used 

as inputs to create a suitable interface for users who are likely to use the system. Further 

work on improving the interface was discussed in Section 8.8.5 in relation to the overarching 

aim of providing a solution that researchers within the organisations would be comfortable 

using to perform the task of measuring accessibility of their infrastructure. 

With the evidence provided in Chapters 6 and 7 and discussed and evaluated in Chapter 8, 

the overall arching aim of the research project in Section 1.6 has been met. The sub-aims 

were used to build up to the overall aim, creating objectives that would enable the research 

to create a solution that would allow users to collect and process the variables required within 

an accessibility model that can be applied to any service provision. This would be used to 

aid assessments of current levels of accessibility as well as projected potential accessibility 

to a wide range of service types in a range of operational scenarios. 

 

9.5    Thoughts and future directions 

The research conducted here will hopefully structure the way for successive activities across 

both accessibility and web-GIS. Several limitations were identified throughout the research 

and some of these limitations are applicable to the wider accessibility research field.  It is 

expected that the solution presented and described in this thesis will have an impact on 

providing a means of collecting accessibility variables and in particular multi-modal variants 

of accessibility models. In terms of moving forward with the research and producing or 

developing technological frameworks and advancements, there are several directions or 
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actions that could form the basis of a future research programme in this area.  Many of these 

successive activities were considered during the development of the solution, but due to time 

constraints were unable to be applied to the research area. These activities consist of various 

additions or amendments to the existing model including the potential to provide continuous 

access scores that account for static and dynamic population or time splitting. By using time 

windows of the opening hours of facilities, running times of, for example, public transport 

or real-time traffic data, as well as dynamic population estimates, future research could 

involve calculating FCA scores for time slices during a typical working day or for weekends 

to a range of service types. Other suggestions for improvement could include more research 

concerning the functionality of the tools such as nature of the routing engine within these 

calculations. In addition to the use of such tools, there will be the need to continually update 

the approach as new open data sources become available on demand- and service-side 

characteristics and network data representations.   

 

9.5.1    Development and enhancement of solution scripts 

Several key issues have been outlined in terms of extensibility, maintainability, and security 

of the solution in both Section 4.7 and Section 4.8. Discussed in Section 8.2.1, many of the 

extensibility limitations are based around the lack of object-oriented principles such as 

design patterns. An example was given, where the URL strings are built and should be one 

of the first design patterns implemented. These examples guide the direction in which the 

solutions code will go. In adjacent to the extensibility applications, the of maintainability of 

the solution will increase. As the system becomes more complex, there will be more 

combinations to maintain. Therefore, before any other improvements on additional 

functionality take place, improvements on code design should be a top priority.  

A second priority for improvement of code is the implementation of several of the security 

practices outlined in Chapter 4, Section 4.8. When handling sensitive information, it is 

important to keep the system secure and not allow for any data to be mistreated. The database 

has built in security that will prevent the accounts logged in from accessing information on 

the site, however it does not prevent any form of SQL injection that may damage or view 

the stored data. The security implementations should be prioritised over new functionality 

to prevent any data breaches. Once the issues around code practices and security have been 
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solved, the further improvements such as new decay parameters, additional modes of 

transport or even different accessibility models can be implemented.  

 

9.5.2    Comparisons between open-source solutions and proprietary 

solutions. 

The work undertaken here focused on the capabilities of free and open-source software 

within a web-based environment. One of the first key changes or developments with the 

system in terms of producing more accurate representations of accessibility, will involve the 

comparison between the open-source solution proposed within this thesis along with the 

proprietary solutions that could be used within its place. As stated within the discussion 

section of Chapter 8, Section 8.3, the routes journey times for the proprietary software come 

with a cost, often in terms of a paid subscription. With this service however, public 

timetables, routes and road networks are managed without such costs. Comparisons between 

the reliability of both services will determine if the cost in the use of such tools is worth 

pursuing compared to free and open data solutions. A strong comparison between the two is 

required especially for solutions that will be used by organisations with sparse funding or 

resources. The difference in accessibility results will provide how appropriate free and open-

source alternatives are for such tasks. 

This could be further developed by introducing a part-propriety system where only partial 

components are managed by a paid service to relieve some of the burden with maintaining 

and updating datasets when required. There are several routing planners and APIs such as 

Google Maps or Baidu Maps, that can be integrated into the system given a key in which the 

user uses to pay per route calculated or bulks and packs of routes. This investigation would 

cost the research group a sum of money, which would vary depending on how many 

calculations would be done. As shown in Section 6.4.1 during the initial test that produced 

the initial results used to compare with the other scenarios, there are many calculations that 

would be required. This example showed 52772 combinations of 1909 LSOAs and 177 

gymnastics facilities within 25KM of each other, and each one would be calculated for each 

mode of transport. This would mean a total of 211088 journeys calculated and shows how 

quickly it could add up. This shows that the cost of producing the journeys and routes would 

need to be much more beneficial to be worth implementing but should nevertheless be 

considered as an area for further research. 
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9.5.3    Desktop services 

Another topic in terms of improvement is aimed at more advanced users within GIS. 

Although the initial environment of the solution was built around the idea non-GIS experts 

would be able to use and generate accessibility scores, it is important to retain the idea that 

GIS experts will likely be using more advanced spatial analysis techniques in examining 

overall patterns and inequalities in accessibility measurements. The non-GIS experts are less 

familiar with the practices involved within the topic of GIS and computer science therefore 

they would not need many of the other essential services that desktop applications such as 

ArcGIS and QGIS use to extend the analysis of such spatial data. These services often require 

high amounts of processing of the data and would benefit from remaining on the user’s 

system without data being transferred across the internet creating a tunnel that is limited on 

the user’s internet connection. GIS experts are far more suitable for using a desktop 

application and would likely use the additional services mentioned such as Java 

OpenStreetMap Editor (JOSM) (Section 7.5) that would allow the user to manipulate road 

network open data.   

As shown within Chapter 7, there is scope for more advanced tools to be incorporated for 

those users likely to need these types of application features. Scenarios included amending 

road networks requiring some knowledge of the principles applied to the road networks. This 

can lead to the development of an interface that is based in a desktop application, where they 

can integrate the solution’s capability into a system they use for other spatial analysis. Using 

a desktop application such as QGIS would keep the system within a free and open-source 

environment keeping the benefits such as customisability and cost-effective approaches. 

QGIS also follows the OCG standard, therefore if additional web functionality were required 

it could be built in as an extension to QGIS rather than a single standalone application built 

on a webserver. Again, as OpenTripPlanner is open source there are likely solutions that will 

allow it to interact with QGIS. QGIS uses Python plug-ins which as mentioned in Section 

3.9.5.1 is also a part of the C family with extensions that allow for JSON to be read and 

manipulated as required. Such developments could be included in a future research 

programme. 
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9.5.4    Static and dynamic population 

Throughout the project key considerations have had to be made regarding the population 

demand variables to be used within the models and the choice of geographic units used to 

represent the demand location. Additional work that could be included in follow-up research 

acknowledges the limitations of using static night-time population and the assumption that 

people will be accessing services from their home addresses.  This means that there will 

likely be more than one set of geographic population area data associated with a mode of 

transport. Realistically, people are likely to be accessing (sports) facilities from different 

demand locations. For example, it may be beneficial to include opening hours of facilities to 

include scenarios where the user would be finishing school or work and may go directly 

from those types of locations. Currently the proposed solution does not account for the 

difference in access for alternative days of the week. In reality there are less people in work 

on the weekend so in all likelihood people will be travelling from home as opposed to the 

typical work-day origins used to measure access Monday to Fridays. Future research will 

involve testing capabilities of the solution, where multiple journey locations and chaining 

trips like the approach adopted in the study by Fransen et al (2015) which incorporated where 

multiple travel distances. This would likely differ to that as it is based on collections of the 

population rather than specific areas and further work would involve investigating how they 

could be measured, or which geographic areas and population counts would best suit the 

model. If these parameters were introduced to the solution, it would provide a more accurate 

representation where users do not travel from the same location.  

To add the functionality of different areas of population, in terms of development towards 

the infrastructure, it would mean additional processing of public modes of transport between 

each supply and demand location for each time of the day that would be included. If we 

assume that it is different times of the day, it would also be useful to include difference in 

time for private modes of transport. This is due to the nature of the current model that only 

requires a shortest distance assuming the user would travel from their home. If additional 

time splitting were introducing, heavy traffic around specific times of the day would likely 

influence the times in which the private transport would be able to arrive at the destination. 

The current infrastructure does not allow for this due to the OpenTripPlanner only using a 

fastest path algorithm. Modes of transport such as walking, or cycling would not be affected 

by traffic as cyclists would be able to filter through traffic when required and pedestrian 

access is not likely to stop. These are a few assumptions that have been made from the 
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findings within this research that have drawn attention to the problems and limitations 

around the use of static population estimates. 

 

9.5.5    Population transport percentages and decay functions 

One of the key aspects to calculating the multiple modes of transport that would be used is 

the percentage of the population that would likely use them. Calculating the most appropriate 

demand side measure for each mode of transport will influence the results from the 

accessibility calculations. The solution proposed currently applies a global percentage to the 

population which is not likely to be spatially uniform. In such instances it will be important 

to consider other factors such as road structures, density, and factors such as income and car 

ownership that impact on the chosen mode or transport. In some areas, there are likely to be 

population groups less likely to own a car and more dependent on public transport. Again, a 

modal split of service users (if available) would help guide the parameters used in the model 

to help subdivide population demand by transport type.   

Sensitivity analysis could also be conducted on the nature of the distance-decay function 

being applied. There are many different forms of decay functions that could be applied to 

the model other than the linear decay function. Again, service utilisation data could help 

inform the exact nature of the distance-decay function used in the accessibility calculations. 

In addition to this, it would also be possible to apply different decay functions to different 

modes of transport. Further research is needed on the nature of the decay function that may 

be appropriate for each mode of transport and the impact of variations in the form of the 

decay parameter on the final accessibility scores. 

 

9.5.6    The policy implications of this research 

Chapter 1 drew attention to the policy aims of organisations such as Sport Wales and Welsh 

Gymnastics concerning the current state of sports participation, the effects of the Covid 

pandemic, and plans for improving access to sports facilities.  There have been several 

funding streams aimed at increasing levels of participation and improving sport facilities for 

participants of all ages and all backgrounds. These included plans to increase participation 

rates amongst the elderly (Sport Wales Media Centre, October 2020) and for women and 

girls from black and minority communities (Welsh Gymnastics equality, 2021).  The 
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solution provided within the thesis has the capability to help with these policies by 

monitoring accessibility to such facilities and locate areas of poor or declining access.  The 

solution has shown that it can help with mapping potential accessibility under a wide range 

of policy scenarios which can be examined in relation to the socio-economic characteristics 

of such areas.  Accessibility to sporting opportunities has been shown to have a major effect 

on rates of sport participation, and with the system infrastructure developed during the 

course of this research, such sporting bodies have the tools in place to examine existing 

patterns of accessibility and plan the location of services in relation to variables such as the 

availability of public transport, population age ranges and the distribution of ethnic groups 

etc. 

 

9.6    Closing Statement 

This thesis has started the process of developing an open-source web-based infrastructure 

solution aimed at measuring spatial accessibility to aid in the evaluation or planning of 

services.  The work presented has added to the literature in the ongoing research area of 

accessibility, addressed research gaps and provided alternative methods which can be further 

enhanced in future work. Governing bodies are becoming increasingly aware of the necessity 

of understanding inequalities in spatial accessibility to facilities that takes into consideration 

the potential for distance-based approaches. Fewer organisations have, to date, considered 

the use of more advanced approaches such as the use of gravity models to understand spatial 

variations in access for different population groups. Furthermore, the expansion of the 

research area is indisputable and is set to continue enabling organisations such as Sport 

Wales and Welsh Gymnastics to meet their policy aims of providing equal access to sporting 

facilities and with enhanced opportunities to increase the health benefits of the population. 

The need for academics to focus on developing reliable approaches to measuring spatial 

accessibility has been demonstrated throughout the thesis. It is anticipated that the findings 

presented in this thesis, together with the evaluations provided and the suggestions for follow 

up research, will add to a growing body of work that has highlighted the benefits of new 

developments in the field of accessibility analysis, GIS and computer science and so help 

these organisations meet their policy objectives. 
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Appendix I: Example of a journey itinerary 

returned by OpenTripPlanner. 
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<itineraries>  

<duration>1528</duration>  

<startTime>1566281564000</startTime>  

<endTime>1566283092000</endTime>  

<walkTime>386</walkTime>  

<transitTime>1080</transitTime>  

<waitingTime>62</waitingTime>  

<walkDistance>496.03666165204896</walkDistance>  

<walkLimitExceeded>false</walkLimitExceeded>  

<elevationLost>0.0</elevationLost>  

<elevationGained>0.0</elevationGained>  

<transfers>1</transfers>  

<fare/>  

<legs>  

<legs>  

<startTime>1566281564000</startTime>  

<endTime>1566281639000</endTime>  

<departureDelay>0</departureDelay>  

<arrivalDelay>0</arrivalDelay>  

<realTime>false</realTime>  

<isNonExactFrequency/>  

<headway/>  

<distance>97.286</distance>  

<pathway>false</pathway>  

<mode>WALK</mode>  

<route/>  

<agencyName/>  

<agencyUrl/>  

<agencyBrandingUrl/>  

<agencyTimeZoneOffset>3600000</agencyTimeZoneOffset>  

<routeColor/>  

<routeType/>  

<routeId/>  

<routeTextColor/>  

<interlineWithPreviousLeg>false</interlineWithPreviousLeg>  

<tripShortName/>  

<tripBlockId/>  

<headsign/>  

<agencyId/>  

<tripId/>  

<serviceDate/>  

<routeBrandingUrl/>  

<from>  

<name>Origin</name>  

<stopId/>  

<stopCode/>  

<platformCode/>  

<lon>-3.197321891784668</lon>  

<lat>51.50975743908446</lat>  

<arrival/>  

<departure>1566281564000</departure>  

<orig/>  

<zoneId/>  

<stopIndex/>  

<stopSequence/>  

<vertexType>NORMAL</vertexType>  

<bikeShareId/>  

</from>  

<to>  

<name>Rhydhelig Ave</name>  

<stopId>  
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<agencyId>1</agencyId>  

<id>5710AWA10533</id>  

</stopId>  

<stopCode>cdidwtg</stopCode>  

<platformCode/>  

<lon>-3.195909055</lon>  

<lat>51.5097836427</lat>  

<arrival>1566281639000</arrival>  

<departure>1566281640000</departure>  

<orig/>  

<zoneId/>  

<stopIndex>37</stopIndex>  

<stopSequence>38</stopSequence>  

<vertexType>TRANSIT</vertexType>  

<bikeShareId/>  

</to>  

<legGeometry>  

<points>iokyHfnoR?QHyCBmA@]</points>  

<levels/>  

<length>5</length>  

</legGeometry>  

<routeShortName/>  

<routeLongName/>  

<boardRule/>  

<alightRule/>  

<rentedBike>false</rentedBike>  

<duration>75.0</duration>  

<transitLeg>false</transitLeg>  

<steps>  

<steps>  

<distance>97.286</distance>  

<relativeDirection>DEPART</relativeDirection>  

<streetName>Rhydhelig Avenue</streetName>  

<absoluteDirection>EAST</absoluteDirection>  

<exit/>  

<stayOn>false</stayOn>  

<area>false</area>  

<bogusName>false</bogusName>  

<lon>-3.1973166582192567</lon>  

<lat>51.5098152824859</lat>  

<elevation/>  

</steps>  

</steps>  

</legs>  

<legs>  

<startTime>1566281640000</startTime>  

<endTime>1566282480000</endTime>  

<departureDelay>0</departureDelay>  

<arrivalDelay>0</arrivalDelay>  

<realTime>false</realTime>  

<isNonExactFrequency/>  

<headway/>  

<distance>3177.725429504064</distance>  

<pathway>false</pathway>  

<mode>BUS</mode>  

<route>1</route>  

<agencyName>Cardiff Bus</agencyName>  

<agencyUrl>https://www.google.com/search?q=Cardiff Bus</agencyUrl>  

<agencyBrandingUrl/>  

<agencyTimeZoneOffset>3600000</agencyTimeZoneOffset>  

<routeColor/>  
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<routeType>3</routeType>  

<routeId>  

<agencyId>1</agencyId>  

<id>CBAO001</id>  

</routeId>  

<routeTextColor/>  

<interlineWithPreviousLeg>false</interlineWithPreviousLeg>  

<tripShortName/>  

<tripBlockId>NA</tripBlockId>  

<headsign>NA</headsign>  

<agencyId>CBUS</agencyId>  

<tripId>  

<agencyId>1</agencyId>  

<id>cal_20190331_20200101_CBAO001-4</id>  

</tripId>  

<serviceDate>20190820</serviceDate>  

<routeBrandingUrl/>  

<from>  

<name>Rhydhelig Ave</name>  

<stopId>  

<agencyId>1</agencyId>  

<id>5710AWA10533</id>  

</stopId>  

<stopCode>cdidwtg</stopCode>  

<platformCode/>  

<lon>-3.195909055</lon>  

<lat>51.5097836427</lat>  

<arrival>1566281639000</arrival>  

<departure>1566281640000</departure>  

<orig/>  

<zoneId/>  

<stopIndex>37</stopIndex>  

<stopSequence>38</stopSequence>  

<vertexType>TRANSIT</vertexType>  

<bikeShareId/>  

</from>  

<to>  

<name>Alfred Street</name>  

<stopId>  

<agencyId>1</agencyId>  

<id>5710AWA10253</id>  

</stopId>  

<stopCode>cdimwag</stopCode>  

<platformCode/>  

<lon>-3.1678158641</lon>  

<lat>51.4936835731</lat>  

<arrival>1566282480000</arrival>  

<departure>1566282540000</departure>  

<orig/>  

<zoneId/>  

<stopIndex>48</stopIndex>  

<stopSequence>49</stopSequence>  

<vertexType>TRANSIT</vertexType>  

<bikeShareId/>  

</to>  

<legGeometry>  

<points>cokyHleoRnF{[z@yQdL\dAyQ~U{IpQtAhHuF`FaLjJmY`K{a@oDwR</points>  

<levels/>  

<length>12</length>  

</legGeometry>  

<routeShortName>1</routeShortName>  
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<routeLongName>Cardiff City Circle - (Clockwise)</routeLongName>  

<boardRule/>  

<alightRule/>  

<rentedBike>false</rentedBike>  

<duration>840.0</duration>  

<transitLeg>true</transitLeg>  

<steps/>  

</legs>  

<legs>  

<startTime>1566282540000</startTime>  

<endTime>1566282780000</endTime>  

<departureDelay>0</departureDelay>  

<arrivalDelay>0</arrivalDelay>  

<realTime>false</realTime>  

<isNonExactFrequency/>  

<headway/>  

<distance>1877.0751784752113</distance>  

<pathway>false</pathway>  

<mode>BUS</mode>  

<route>28</route>  

<agencyName>Cardiff Bus</agencyName>  

<agencyUrl>https://www.google.com/search?q=Cardiff Bus</agencyUrl>  

<agencyBrandingUrl/>  

<agencyTimeZoneOffset>3600000</agencyTimeZoneOffset>  

<routeColor/>  

<routeType>3</routeType>  

<routeId>  

<agencyId>1</agencyId>  

<id>CBAO028</id>  

</routeId>  

<routeTextColor/>  

<interlineWithPreviousLeg>false</interlineWithPreviousLeg>  

<tripShortName/>  

<tripBlockId>NA</tripBlockId>  

<headsign>NA</headsign>  

<agencyId>CBUS</agencyId>  

<tripId>  

<agencyId>1</agencyId>  

<id>cal_20190331_20200101_CBAO028-3</id>  

</tripId>  

<serviceDate>20190820</serviceDate>  

<routeBrandingUrl/>  

<from>  

<name>Alfred Street</name>  

<stopId>  

<agencyId>1</agencyId>  

<id>5710AWA10253</id>  

</stopId>  

<stopCode>cdimwag</stopCode>  

<platformCode/>  

<lon>-3.1678158641</lon>  

<lat>51.4936835731</lat>  

<arrival>1566282480000</arrival>  

<departure>1566282540000</departure>  

<orig/>  

<zoneId/>  

<stopIndex>6</stopIndex>  

<stopSequence>7</stopSequence>  

<vertexType>TRANSIT</vertexType>  

<bikeShareId/>  

</from>  
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<to>  

<name>Promenade East</name>  

<stopId>  

<agencyId>1</agencyId>  

<id>5710AWA10573</id>  

</stopId>  

<stopCode>cdipamp</stopCode>  

<platformCode/>  

<lon>-3.1737736871</lon>  

<lat>51.5069140896</lat>  

<arrival>1566282780000</arrival>  

<departure>1566282781000</departure>  

<orig/>  

<zoneId/>  

<stopIndex>13</stopIndex>  

<stopSequence>14</stopSequence>  

<vertexType>TRANSIT</vertexType>  

<bikeShareId/>  

</to>  

<legGeometry>  

<points>ojhyHzuiRwJmNiOtS}DfMgHlQ{FjJgIsIiTm@</points>  

<levels/>  

<length>8</length>  

</legGeometry>  

<routeShortName>28</routeShortName>  

<routeLongName>Cardiff - Thornhill (Circular)</routeLongName>  

<boardRule/>  

<alightRule/>  

<rentedBike>false</rentedBike>  

<duration>240.0</duration>  

<transitLeg>true</transitLeg>  

<steps/>  

</legs>  

<legs>  

<startTime>1566282781000</startTime>  

<endTime>1566283092000</endTime>  

<departureDelay>0</departureDelay>  

<arrivalDelay>0</arrivalDelay>  

<realTime>false</realTime>  

<isNonExactFrequency/>  

<headway/>  

<distance>398.68600000000004</distance>  

<pathway>false</pathway>  

<mode>WALK</mode>  

<route/>  

<agencyName/>  

<agencyUrl/>  

<agencyBrandingUrl/>  

<agencyTimeZoneOffset>3600000</agencyTimeZoneOffset>  

<routeColor/>  

<routeType/>  

<routeId/>  

<routeTextColor/>  

<interlineWithPreviousLeg>false</interlineWithPreviousLeg>  

<tripShortName/>  

<tripBlockId/>  

<headsign/>  

<agencyId/>  

<tripId/>  

<serviceDate/>  

<routeBrandingUrl/>  
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<from>  

<name>Promenade East</name>  

<stopId>  

<agencyId>1</agencyId>  

<id>5710AWA10573</id>  

</stopId>  

<stopCode>cdipamp</stopCode>  

<platformCode/>  

<lon>-3.1737736871</lon>  

<lat>51.5069140896</lat>  

<arrival>1566282780000</arrival>  

<departure>1566282781000</departure>  

<orig/>  

<zoneId/>  

<stopIndex>13</stopIndex>  

<stopSequence>14</stopSequence>  

<vertexType>TRANSIT</vertexType>  

<bikeShareId/>  

</from>  

<to>  

<name>Destination</name>  

<stopId/>  

<stopCode/>  

<platformCode/>  

<lon>-3.1767654418945312</lon>  

<lat>51.50826167077801</lat>  

<arrival>1566283092000</arrival>  

<departure/>  

<orig/>  

<zoneId/>  

<stopIndex/>  

<stopSequence/>  

<vertexType>NORMAL</vertexType>  

<bikeShareId/>  

</to>  

<legGeometry>  

<points>e}jyHh{jRt@VL`@?R@jA@n@BbG@H?Fc@As@RuAf@COsC`AGPMC</points>  

<levels/>  

<length>16</length>  

</legGeometry>  

<routeShortName/>  

<routeLongName/>  

<boardRule/>  

<alightRule/>  

<rentedBike>false</rentedBike>  

<duration>311.0</duration>  

<transitLeg>false</transitLeg>  

<steps>  

<steps>  

<distance>398.68600000000004</distance>  

<relativeDirection>DEPART</relativeDirection>  

<streetName>path</streetName>  

<absoluteDirection>SOUTH</absoluteDirection>  

<exit/>  

<stayOn>false</stayOn>  

<area>false</area>  

<bogusName>true</bogusName>  

<lon>-3.1738031085831278</lon>  

<lat>51.506919162325474</lat>  

<elevation/>  

</steps>  
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</steps>  

</legs>  

</legs>  

<tooSloped>false</tooSloped>  

</itineraries>  

</itineraries>  
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Appendix II: Questionnaires for Sports Wales and 

Welsh Gymnastics on User interface and 

requirements. 
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Sport Wales Response 
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General Questions 

Did you find the process of initial set through to viewing the data on the web map easy to follow? 

And if not, could you explain which parts were confusing or unexplained? 

Yes, with a little explanation and understanding the context it was relatively straightforward.   

 

Do you think the accessibility solution will benefit Sport Wales and or Welsh Gymnastics, and if so 

how? 

Yes, we can apply it to help inform planning and investment decisions that involve sport facilities. 

 

What are your current aims for accessibility? are you targeting specific areas? or would you aim 

for improving accessibility in all areas? 

Accessibility is part of a components that lead to participation, employment, and volunteering in 

sport.  Not sure what you mean by targeting specific areas?  Geographically?  Thematically?   

People’s reasons for being active and for participating in sport are not always predictable – they 

are as varied and complex as people’s lives. They are not static; they change over time.  Diversity 

of opportunity is needed if we are to enable sport in Wales to thrive. 

We need to collect evidence to continually improve what we do and will need to take time to 

involve, understand and share insight to inform the development of agile and responsive 

opportunities that are accessible and applicable to all. 

 

What methods of measuring accessibility do you currently have? 

At the most basic level it will be counts by local area.  When needed we currently use road 

network drive-time and catchment areas to understand accessibility.  However, any focus on this 

has fallen in terms of competing priorities recently due to Covid-19.  Perhaps this will form part of 

the toolbox that will help us to help the sector who will help the nation return to sport safely. 

 

The system currently holds the two-step floating catchment area model, a model that uses 

population and produces a supply to demand ratio. Would you find any other models such as 

closest facility or cumulative opportunity (how many within a catchment) be useful too? 

Yes, this sounds useful and undoubtably would help to provide a more rounded picture. 

There will be information icons added to each page for the inputs and general information, along 

with a dedicated page with a guide on how to use it. What else would be useful to aid in using the 

application? 

A video demonstrating someone using the tool with a real world scenario and talking through the 

process and assumptions they are making at each stage. 
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The system is designed to be used over a web-based environment. How would the environment 

of the system help you? E.g., collaboration, data management etc.  

We are often shackled by data systems only being available for those who share our server space.  

Have an open web-based environment will help share ideas, learning, data, analysis and insight in 

a way that is common and easily distributed.  It removes some of the need for expensive software 

and license restrictions, the only limits now being raising awareness, prioritization, the data fed in, 

and the people that can use the system.  As it is intuitive the skill set needed to perform quite 

technical operations and analysis has been lowered significantly. 

How often do you evaluate accessibility within your organisation? 

Accessibility is mainly the responsibility of the Welsh Government, local authorities, NGBs, 

Natural Resources Wales, and the private sector.   We aim to support them to make facilities that 

promote physical activity wherever possible.  We would point them to tools such as this to 

support their work. 

How often would you update your facility data? 

We recently updated the data on commercial health and fitness suites & studios.  This was to 

provide context to a pot funding that became available for private providers of sport.  

https://www.sport.wales/sport-sector-private-providers-fund/ 

There is no specific plan to update the sport facility dataset but have been to update it holistically 

every 3-5 years.  We are well overdue a full update.  No doubt this will happen when we return to 

some degree of normality.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.sport.wales/sport-sector-private-providers-fund/
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Set up page questions 

 

 

Image of page for reference 

 

Do you think there is a suitable amount of user inputs on the page, or would you like the sections 

split up? 

It might have been nice to select other Census variables…ethnicity, limiting long term illness or 

disability, etc.  and perhaps look at the intersections of these with age and gender.  Perhaps 

beyond the scope for this project? 

Would you find it useful adding the locations of the sites to the set-up page? Or are you happy 

with a separate page with all site locations displayed? 

Not sure.  It might be useful to choose the spatial unit to apply but could make things a bit 

confusing.  Perhaps best to keep a page for inputs and then one for output. 
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How suitable do you find the input types for each input on the page? E.g. slider bar for distance. 

Which of these would you change and why? 

Slider bar for distance needs to be kept in the same units.  Could it be in scale with the map 

scale…so that a circle grows or shrinks in diameter on the map as an example as the bar is 

adjusted? Maybe put some examples in there for reference…e.g. Cardiff to Swansea = 70km 

Might change some of the icons (pink for gymnastics could be changed to a more neutral? hockey 

with a round ball?  Tennis racket with tennis ball?  Volley ball not obvious… 

Could you move the age choice onto the first page next to the sport and perhaps move either the 

unit or the travel tolerance across instead? 

Changes will be made to the input to include different capacity measurements (e.g. opening 

times, number of equipment, coaches etc) Is there any other requirement you think would be 

used as a means of measuring capacity? 

I can think of lots but is this just for gymnastics?  Price?  Peak times? Dimensions of venue? 

Maximum legal capacity of venue?  Parking spaces?  Disability access/facilities? 

Dimensions and lanes for swimming pools?  Holes and length for golf? 

Flood lights for outdoor facilities.  3G pitch counted more than a grass pitch as can be use more 

frequently without a reduction quality so that would increase capacity.   

Do you find the minimal input helpful? Or would you like more control? For example - As 

discussed in the demo it may be better to change the age range buttons to a slider for more 

control.  

I would keep it minimal but include and advanced button so that added functionality could be 

included behind the scenes for those who become more experienced.  Perhaps it switches the 

look of the screen. 

Is there anything you would change about the layout of the page? If so, what would you change? 

Change the title – is it facility setup?  Analysis setup…?  Add a subline explain something to say 

what the user is expected to doing at this stage (and where they are in the overall process (page 

1of 3)? 
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Journey Calculator Page 

 

 

Image of page for reference 

This page follows a one clicks system to produce all transport distances. This process varies in 

time depending on how many supply locations and demand locations are being calculated. Would 

this be done every time the roads and public transport times are updated. How important would 

this be as an automated task? Or are you happy clicking the start button and carrying on with 

other tasks? 

Not sure I understand.  An estimation of time to calculate would be useful if possible.  As little 

input from the user at this stage the better, might be nice to see some tips appear on this page as 

the user is waiting.  Also show where in the process e.g. stage 2 of 3  

Would you change anything about the layout of the page? If so what? 

Something to say what the page is doing…performing a calculation using all modes of transport to 

build a network of possible routes…. 
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Accessibility calculator questions 

 

Image of page for reference 

 

Do you think there is a suitable amount of user inputs on the page, or would you like the sections 

split up? 

I would default to linear decay and remove the no decay option (or vice versa) as not sure users 

will understand the difference (perhaps have an advanced mode on each page where users can 

select if needed) 

 

If you could change any of the input types, what would you change and why? 

This gets a bit confusing as will have already chosen catchment (as a tolerance for building the 

network)…need to explain the difference and how it will now be used in analysis. 

 

 

What would you change about the layout of the page? 

Not sure the section on the right is intuitive enough…and how it relates to the mode of transport 

selected….perhaps some form of mini diagram showing people? Should it default to car?  Some of 

the text quite small. 
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As stated within the demo, there will be an explanation page and information icon on decay 

functions. What else would prove helpful to guide through the calculation page? 

Perhaps some guidance next to a button to say if unsure which option to choose then except the 

default? 

Some guidance to the purpose of the section on the right. 

 

 

Currently the transport percentages are global, meaning every area within Wales would follow 

the same likelihood of transport. This would not usually be the case, and each are would have 

different likelihood of transport. Do you have information on members or facility users in terms of 

what sort of transportation they use? This will aid in evaluation on the accessibility when selecting 

percentages in areas.  

Perhaps an area for research? 

 

What other modes of transport would you include?  

Think you pretty much have this covered.  Is using a wheelchair classified the same as walking? 

 

Web map Questions 

 

Image of page for reference 
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What changes would you make to the overall layout of the page?  

The map looks a bit busy.  Smaller icons and an obvious option to toggle off (bit hidden currently) 

Maybe a map title e.g. Accessibility by LSOA 

Perhaps black for the facility icons? 

Knowing the number of people would be useful too e.g. X  amount of people in Wales have no 

access to gymnastics facilities based on current settings (the are in white) 

Could the user toggle colour scheme to match their branding…more than one default colour 

scheme.  Maybe use shades of grey only for the pie chart to divert attention to the map and 

acknowledge it as a setting not an output from the model. 

The final output of the solution is an interactive web-based map. What sort of functions would be 

useful to interact with the map? Such as timeline sliders, magnifying lenses etc.  

Magnifying glass to zoom in on and inspect an area of interest without needing to toggle off any 

facilities that block the view. 

Screen slider so that a secondary map can be seen (perhaps a secondary choropleth map at same 

scale based on population characteristics or location of alternative community facilities -

schools/village halls etc. 

 An ability to save a range of specific views/bookmarks (so if you wanted to toggle between 

Cardiff Centre / Newport Centre / Swansea Centre to quickly make a comparison).   

Ability to estimate distance between two or more point on map. 

 

Functionality for “what if” scenarios is planned for future work such as “what if I open a new 

facility, how does it change the accessibility? or what if I change a current facility?”. What other 

functions would be useful? 

A social return on investment calculator would be useful…e.g. a new facility would cost X amount 

but we know that X amount of people could now access it – if all these people were active it 

would save health X%, crime X% etc.  https://www.sport.wales/content-vault/social-return-on-

investment-in-sport/ 

Ability to export map layers for use in other environments… 

Ability to save what if scenarios… 

Ability to determine which facilities are under/over at capacity…. 

 

It is possible to link charts to the web-map. What sort of charts and diagrams would you include 

to help assess the accessibility? Such as top 10 areas with accessibility, or total number without 

accessibility.  

As suggested most accessible/least …. number of areas/people falling in each band.  Those 

without accessibility based on parameters.  Some basic totals per LA / SW community sport 

regions would be useful too. 

https://www.sport.wales/content-vault/social-return-on-investment-in-sport/
https://www.sport.wales/content-vault/social-return-on-investment-in-sport/
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Any other comments (overall)? 

All comments are blue sky thinking really (a wish list) as what has already been demonstrated is 

useful and intuitive for me given my involvement and previous experience.   It would be good to 

pilot with someone with no understanding of sport / accessibility mapping as a good litmus test! 
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Welsh Gymnastics Response 
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General Questions 

Did you find the process of initial set through to viewing the data on the web map easy to follow? 

And if not, could you explain which parts were confusing or unexplained? 

Seemed fine to me. 

Do you think the accessibility solution will benefit Sport Wales and or Welsh Gymnastics, and if so 

how? 

It will help us explore modes of transport to clubs, and think about socio economic factors when 

designing products and services such as affordability and access. 

What are your current aims for accessibility? are you targeting specific areas? or would you aim 

for improving accessibility in all areas? 

We don’t have any ‘aims’ at the present time – simply because of Covid we are trying to ensure all 

clubs re-open when allowed and ensure their long term sustainability. 

What methods of measuring accessibility do you currently have? 

In terms of travel accessibility we do not have any methods.  we do look at data surrounding clubs 

and the postcodes of members and can put this into maps. 

The system currently holds the two-step floating catchment area model, a model that uses 

population and produces a supply to demand ratio. Would you find any other models such as 

closest facility or cumulative opportunity (how many within a catchment) be useful too? 

Yes. 

There will be information icons added to each page for the inputs and general information, along 

with a dedicated page with a guide on how to use it. What else would be useful to aid in using the 

application? 

I think that all seems fine. 

The system is designed to be used over a web-based environment. How would the environment 

of the system help you? E.g., collaboration, data management etc.  

I think this approach will be useful. 

How often do you evaluate accessibility within your organisation? 

We look at many aspects of “accessibility” in terms of protected characteristics, for example 

BAME community, disabled people.  This is our main approach to accessibility and making sure 

that we have clubs in the right places and explore what we can do to plug gaps in provision by 

working with clubs to expand. 

How often would you update your facility data? 

Every membership year, approx. October.  All clubs and members renew or join for the first time 

generally within a 6 week period. 
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Set up page questions 

 

Image of page for reference 

 

Do you think there is a suitable amount of user inputs on the page, or would you like the sections 

split up? 

Looks good.   

Would you find it useful adding the locations of the sites to the set-up page? Or are you happy 

with a separate page with all site locations displayed? 

Seems fine. 

How suitable do you find the input types for each input on the page? E.g. slider bar for distance. 

Which of these would you change and why? 

Seems fine. 
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Changes will be made to the input to include different capacity measurements (e.g. opening 

times, number of equipment, coaches etc) Is there any other requirement you think would be 

used as a means of measuring capacity? 

This will be interesting to see as each sport or each venue will have different offerings. Potentially 

once this programme has been used by different audiences and if NBGs or sports 

organisations/venues get better at collecting data we can then potentially drill down to lower 

levels such as deprivation, sport “types/disciplines/levels” 

Do you find the minimal input helpful? Or would you like more control? For example - As 

discussed in the demo it may be better to change the age range buttons to a slider for more 

control.  

I think being able to select ages is better unless users actually want to use a slider to drill down to 

a specific age. 

Is there anything you would change about the layout of the page? If so, what would you change? 

All seems fine.   

Journey Calculator Page 
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Image of page for reference 

This page follows a one clicks system to produce all transport distances. This process varies in 

time depending on how many supply locations and demand locations are being calculated. Would 

this be done every time the roads and public transport times are updated. How important would 

this be as an automated task? Or are you happy clicking the start button and carrying on with 

other tasks? 

More than happy to wait for it to run. 

Would you change anything about the layout of the page? If so what? 

I don’t think so. 

 

Accessibility calculator questions 

 

Image of page for reference 

 

Do you think there is a suitable amount of user inputs on the page, or would you like the sections 

split up? 

All suitable 

If you could change any of the input types, what would you change and why? 
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I think the only thing I would change is maybe having “?” info icons that people can hover over to 

check understanding before submitting.  This is where I started to get out of my comfort zone in 

terms of that the programme is capable of ie linear/no decay 

What would you change about the layout of the page? 

Nothing. 

As stated within the demo, there will be an explanation page and information icon on decay 

functions. What else would prove helpful to guide through the calculation page? 

This will be really helpful to lay people. 

 

Currently the transport percentages are global, meaning every area within Wales would follow 

the same likelihood of transport. This would not usually be the case, and each are would have 

different likelihood of transport. Do you have information on members or facility users in terms of 

what sort of transportation they use? This will aid in evaluation on the accessibility when selecting 

percentages in areas.  

For gymnastics we have little to no knowledge about how members get to sessions.  Obviously we 

can place a significant assumption that many will drive because of 2 reasons 1) many clubs are on 

industrial estates, so these specific venues will not be walkable. 2) many members actually travel 

further than their nearest club to either access a specific discipline or if they are on a pathway and 

go to a club which can meet that need in terms of coaching levels. 

What other modes of transport would you include?  

None. 
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Web map Questions 

 

Image of page for reference 

What changes would you make to the overall layout of the page?  

Seems fine. 

The final output of the solution is an interactive web-based map. What sort of functions would be 

useful to interact with the map? Such as timeline sliders, magnifying lenses etc.  

Definitely magnifying function 

Functionality for “what if” scenarios is planned for future work such as “what if I open a new 

facility, how does it change the accessibility? or what if I change a current facility?”. What other 

functions would be useful? 

Maybe being able to “remove” facilities? To look at the impact a closure might have? 

It is possible to link charts to the web-map. What sort of charts and diagrams would you include 

to help assess the accessibility? Such as top 10 areas with accessibility, or total number without 

accessibility.  

Yes looking at areas with low or no accessibility will be useful. 

Any other comments (overall)? 

You’ve done a great job, well done 
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Appendix III: JSON and GeoJSON Examples and 

examples Explanations and structure of a HTTP 

Server 
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JSON is built on two structures, the first of which is a collection of name and value pairs. In 

most languages these are initiated as data structures such as arrays, lists, records, structs, and 

dictionaries/associative arrays, methods of storing data as a collection of elements (values 

or variables) that relate to an object. The seconds structure JSON is built on is the ordered 

list of values stored in these data structures. Each one of these data structures are universal 

and most modern programming languages will support one form or an alternative.  

JSON can be generated with different forms. An object is one of these forms where it consists 

of unordered name and value pairs. Each object will begin with a “{” left bracket and finish 

with a “}” right brace. Each name and value are written with a colon to pair them together 

and each name is separated with a comma Appendix III-1 shows the structure of how each 

object is structured. 

 

 

 

The second type of form that the JSON may take is an array. An array is a data structures 

that consists of a collection of values or variables. Each of these values may be identified by 

a key or array index. In JSON, arrays are structured by using a “[” left bracket and end with 

a “]” right bracket. Each of values within the array are separated by a comma. Appendix III-

2 shows the structure of an array within a JSON format. 

Figure Appendix III-1: Diagram of how a JSON object is structured. 
(https://www.json.org/json-en.html, 2021) 

https://www.json.org/json-en.html
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The third format is within the form of a value. The values are made of the variable types that 

the user wishes to pass during the interchange of the data. These values can be a string 

initiated with double quotes, a number, a Boolean true or false value or a null. These values 

may also be arrays or objects, which leads to nested structure. An example of a nested 

structure is that a user may have an array or arrays, or an array of objects. These are often 

the case when dealing with large datasets that share values such as geographic shapes. 

Appendix III-3 shows the structure within this form of JSON. 

 

 

 

 

Appendix III-2: Diagram of how a JSON array is structured. (https://www.json.org/json-
en.html, 2021) 

Figure Appendix III-3: Diagram of how a JSON value is structured. (https://www.json.org/json-
en.html, 2021) 

https://www.json.org/json-en.html
https://www.json.org/json-en.html
https://www.json.org/json-en.html
https://www.json.org/json-en.html
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Type  Examples  

Point    {  
    "type": "Point",   
    "coordinates": [10, 10]  
}  

MultiPoint    {  
    "type": "MultiPoint",   
    "coordinates": [  
        [10, 10], [10, 30], [20, 40]  
    ]  
}  
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LineString  

  

{  
    "type": "LineString",   
    "coordinates": [  
        [10, 10], [10, 20], [40, 40]  
    ]  
}  

MultiLineString  

  

{  
    "type": "MultiLineString",   
    "coordinates": [  
        [[10, 10], [10, 30], [20, 40]],   
        [[30, 10], [40, 20], [40, 30]]  
    ]  
}   
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Polygon  

  

{  
    "type": "Polygon",   
    "coordinates": [  
        [[10, 10], [10, 30], [20, 40], [30, 20], [20, 10], [10,10]]  
    ]  
}  
  
  

MultiPolygon    {  
    "type": "MultiPolygon",   
    "coordinates": [  
        [  
            [[10, 10], [10, 30], [20, 40], [30, 20], [20, 10], [10,10]]  
        ],   
        [  
            [[30, 30], [30, 40], [40, 30], [40, 10], [30, 30]]  
        ]  
    ]  
}  
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GeometryCollection  

  

{  
    "type": "GeometryCollection",  
    "geometries": [  
        {  
            "type": "Point",  
            "coordinates": [30, 10]  
        },  
        {  
            "type": "LineString",  
            "coordinates": [  
                     [30, 40], [40, 30], [40, 10]              
             ]  
        },  
        {  
            "type": "Polygon",  
            "coordinates": [  
                [[10, 10], [10, 30], [20, 40], [30, 20], [20, 10], [10,10]]  
            ]  
        }  
    ]  
}  

Figure Appendix III- 4: Examples of GeoJSON structures for each geometry type 
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A Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) HTTP server would be used to store each of the 

HTML documents, CCS style sheets and JavaScript. This is how most websites run on 

modern systems. HTTP is an application layer protocol used for collaborative computer 

system. It uses a series of request-response protocols between a client and server. In this case 

the client would be the user entering the parameters via a web browser to generate 

accessibility results and the server will be where the code is that allows the system to run. 

This is covered in more detail within Section 4.5 as it was eventually selected as the method 

of communication for the infrastructure. Figure 3-21 illustrates this exchange, where the 

client uses their devices preferred browser to access the server.  

 

 

  

Figure Appendix III-5: The process the client-server system, HTTP request and response 
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Appendix IV: First iterations of user interfaces.  
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Figure Appendix IV-1. Early prototype for the origin-to-destination builder page. 
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Figure Appendix IV-2. Prototype of the journey calculation page.  
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Figure Appendix IV-3. Prototype design of the multi-modal calculation page. 
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Appendix V: Key Source code and examples 
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db_connect.php 
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<?php 
//ini_set('memory_limit', '1024M'); 
ini_set('MAX_EXECUTION_TIME', '-1'); 
 

class Postgres 
{ 
    /* Set up the database log in information.  
    If possible use a log in system and pass these variables in rather than hard code them into the 

script. 

    */ 
    //Set up the username for the database user.  
    private $db_username = '/* username here */'; 
    //Set up the Password of the user.  
    private $db_password = '/* password here */'; 
    //Select the correct database on the Postgres server 
    private $db_database = '/* database name here */'; 
    //select Port.  
    private $db_port = '/* port here */'; 
    //Select host name for database. This can be localhost if Postgres is on the same machine as the 

PHP scripts.  
    private $db_host = '/* p here */'; 
    /** @var PDO */ 
    private $db_connection; 
 

    public function __construct() 
    { 
        $this->connect(); 
        $this->db_password = null; 
    } 
 

    public function __destruct() 
    { 
        $this->close(); 
    } 
 

    //New instance of a PDO using the Class private log in variables.  
    private function connect() 
    { 
        if (!isset($this->db_connection)) 
            $this->db_connection = new PDO("pgsql:host=$this->db_host;port=$this->db_port;dbname=$this-

>db_database", 
                $this->db_username, $this->db_password); 
    } 
 

    private function close() 
    { 
        $this->db_connection = null; 
    } 
 

 

    /** 
     * @param double $start_lat 

     * @param double $start_lon 

     * @param double $end_lat 

     * @param double $end_lon 

     * 

     * @return array|bool  [false = fail] 

     */ 
    function get_records($transport_type, $start_lat, $start_lon, $end_lat, $end_lon) 
    { 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * FROM "oddistances".' . $transport_type . 

'transportdistances WHERE start_lat = ? AND start_lon = ? AND end_lat  = ? AND end_lon = ? '); 
        if ($stmt->execute([$start_lat, $start_lon, $end_lat, $end_lon])) { 
            $result = $stmt->fetchAll(); 
            return $result; 
        } 
        return false; 
    } 
 

    /** 
     * @param double $start_lat 

     * @param double $start_lon 

     * @param double $end_lat 

     * @param double $end_lon 

     * @param integer $distance 

     * @param float $duration 

     * @param integer $transit_time 

     * @param integer $waiting_time 

     * @param integer $transfers 

     * 
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     * @return bool 

     */ 
    function insert_record($transport_type, $start_lat, $start_lon, $end_lat, $end_lon, $distance, 

$duration, $transit_time, $waiting_time, $transfers) 
    { 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('INSERT INTO "oddistances".' . $transport_type . 

'transportdistances (start_lat , start_lon , end_lat, end_lon, distance, duration, transit_time, 

waiting_time, transfers) VALUES (?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)'); 
        var_dump($stmt); 
        return $stmt->execute([$start_lat, $start_lon, $end_lat, $end_lon, $distance, $duration, 

$transit_time, $waiting_time, $transfers]); 
    } 
 

    //Truncate all of the public transport distances tables. This is usually initiated once the OD 

Matrix is filled with the journey times and distances.  
    /** 
     * @return bool 

     */ 
    function truncate_records() 
    { 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('TRUNCATE TABLE "oddistances".publictransportdistances'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('TRUNCATE TABLE 

"oddistances".privatetransportdistances'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('TRUNCATE TABLE 

"oddistances".publictransportdistancesmin'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('TRUNCATE TABLE "oddistances".publictransporttimemin'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('TRUNCATE TABLE 

"oddistances".cyclingtransportdistances'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('TRUNCATE TABLE 

"oddistances".walkingtransportdistances'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        return $result; 
    } 
 

    //Initiate a filter on public transport for shortest distances to be extracted from the 

"publictransportdistancesmin" and "publictransporttimemin" tables.  
    /** 
    * @return bool 

    */ 
    function filter_shortest() 
    { 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('DROP TABLE "oddistances".publictransportdistancesmin;'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table "oddistances".publictransportdistancesmin 

as (select start_lat, start_lon, end_lat, end_lon, MIN(distance) from 

"oddistances".publictransportdistances group by start_lat, start_lon, end_lat, end_lon);'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('DROP TABLE "oddistances".publictransporttimemin;'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table "oddistances".publictransporttimemin as 

(select start_lat, start_lon, end_lat, end_lon, MIN(duration) as mintime from 

"oddistances".publictransportdistances group by start_lat, start_lon, end_lat, end_lon);'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        return $result; 
    } 
 

    //Returns a list of tables within a specified schema. Eg. All the OD matrices within the 

"ODmatrices" schema.  
    /** 
    * @param string $SchemaName 

    * 

    * @return array|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_tables($SchemaName) 
    { 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare("SELECT * FROM pg_catalog.pg_tables  where schemaname = 

'" . $SchemaName . "';"); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $return = array(); 
            while ($table = $stmt->fetch()) { 
                $return[] = $table['tablename']; 
            } 
            return $return; 
        } else 
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            return false; 
 

    } 
 

    //Returns a list of table names within a specified table in a date order from the table: 

"odmatricesdetails".odmatricesdetails 
    /** 
    * 

    * @return array|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_tables_in_date_order_recent() 
    { 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * FROM "odmatricesdetails".odmatricesdetails 

order by datetime desc;' ); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $return = array(); 
            while ($table = $stmt->fetch()) { 
                $return[] = $table['tablename']; 
            } 
            return $return; 
        } else 
            return false; 
    } 
 

    //Returns a list of map results within a specified schema in a date order from the table: 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails 
    /** 
    * 

    * @return array|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_maps_in_date_order_recent() 
    { 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * FROM 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails order by datetime desc;' ); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $return = array(); 
            while ($table = $stmt->fetch()) { 
                $return[] = $table['calculationtablename']; 
            } 
            return $return; 
        } else 
            return false; 
    } 
 

    //Returns an OD matrix from the Postgres Database.  
    /** 
    * @param string $tablename 

    * 

    * @return array 

    */ 
    function get_OD_matrix($tablename) 
    { 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * FROM "ODmatrices".' . $tablename . ' ;'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $return = $stmt->fetchAll(); 
        return $return; 
 

    } 
     

    //Returns a list of columns from a table.  
    /** 
    * @param string $tablename 

    * @param string $dataType 

    * 

    * @return array|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_columns($tablename, $datatype) 
    { 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare("SELECT COLUMN_NAME FROM information_schema.COLUMNS WHERE 

TABLE_NAME = '" . $tablename . "' and DATA_TYPE = '" . $datatype . "';"); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $return = array(); 
            while ($column = $stmt->fetch()) { 
                $return[] = $column['column_name']; 
            } 
            return $return; 
        } else 
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            return false; 
 

    } 
 

    //Set a decay function column for the MM2SFCA calculation. Add when a different decay is added a 

different type of column is needed for reference.  
    /** 
    * @param string $SupTable 

    * @param string $DecayType 

    * 

    */ 
    function set_decay($SupTable, $DecayType) 
    { 
        if ($DecayType == 'No Decay') { 
            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' drop 

column if exists akc;'); 
            $stmt->execute(); 
            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' add 

column akc float;'); 
            $stmt->execute(); 
        } elseif ($DecayType == 'Linear Decay') { 
            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' drop 

column if exists ake;'); 
            $stmt->execute(); 
            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' add 

column ake float;'); 
            $stmt->execute(); 
        } 
    } 
 

    

/******************************************************************************************************

************************************** 
     

    Original E2SFCA testing functions. Remain within system for reference or comparing MME2SFCA within 

original E2SFCA accessibility models.  

     

    

*******************************************************************************************************

************************************/ 
 /* function FCA_step_one($SupTable, $ODTable, $CatchmentSize, $DecayType) 
    { 

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select id as supid, snapid, capacity as supvol from 

"supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' order by id;'); 

        $result = $stmt->execute(); 

 

        if ($DecayType == 'No Decay') { 

            if ($result) { 

                $return = array(); 

                while ($row = $stmt->fetch()) { 

                    $fcastmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(demvol) from "ODmatrices".' . 

$ODTable . ' where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and privateduration between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . 

';'); 

                    $fcastmt->execute(); 

                    $fcaresult = $fcastmt->fetchAll(); 

                    $fcastmttwo = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "supplytables".' . $SupTable . 

' set akc = cast(' . $row['supvol'] . ' as float) / cast(' . $fcaresult[0]['sum'] . ' as float) where 

id  = ' . $row['supid'] . ';'); 

                    $fcastmttwo->execute(); 

                } 

                return $return; 

            } else 

                return false; 

        } elseif ($DecayType == 'Linear Decay') { 

            if ($result) { 

                $return = array(); 

                while ($row = $stmt->fetch()) { 

                    $fcastmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(cast(demvol as double 

precision) * (1.0 - (privateduration / ' . $CatchmentSize . '::real))) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . 

' where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and privateduration between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 

                    $fcastmt->execute(); 

                    $fcaresult = $fcastmt->fetchAll(); 

                    $fcastmttwo = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "supplytables".' . $SupTable . 

' set ake = cast(' . $row['supvol'] . ' as float) / cast(' . $fcaresult[0]['sum'] . ' as float) where 

id  = ' . $row['supid'] . ';'); 

 

                    $fcastmttwo->execute(); 

                } 

                return $return; 

            } else 
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                return false; 

        } 

    } 

    function FCA_step_two($SupTable, $ODTable, $CatchmentSize, $DemTable, $FCAResultName, $DecayType) 

    { 

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('drop table if exists demtotals;'); 

        $stmt->execute(); 

 

        if ($DecayType == 'No Decay') { 

            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table demtotals as ( select od.demid, 

sum(sup.akc) as ak_total from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' as od join "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' 

as sup on od.supid = sup.id and privateduration between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ' group by 

od.demid);'); 

            $stmt->execute(); 

        } elseif ($DecayType == 'Linear Decay') { 

            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table demtotals as ( select od.demid, 

sum(sup.ake * (1.0 - (privateduration / ' . $CatchmentSize . '::real))) as ak_total from "ODmatrices".' 

. $ODTable . ' as od join "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' as sup on od.supid = sup.id and 

privateduration between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ' group by od.demid);'); 

            $stmt->execute(); 

        } 

 

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' drop column 

if exists ' . $FCAResultName . ';'); 

        $stmt->execute(); 

 

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' add column 

' . $FCAResultName . ' float;'); 

        $result = $stmt->execute(); 

 

        return $result; 

    } 

 

    function add_fca_to_demand($DemTable, $FCAResultName) 

    { 

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' set ' . 

$FCAResultName . ' = demtotals.ak_total from demtotals where demtotals.demid = id;'); 

        //var_dump($stmt); 

        $result = $stmt->execute(); 

        if ($result) { 

            return true; 

        } else 

            return false; 

    } 

*/ 
 

 

    //Generates a OD matrix with parameters set by the user on the ODBuilder page.  
    /** 
    * @param string $sldValue 

    * @param string $SUPTable 

    * @param string $SUPId 

    * @param string $SUPGeom 

    * @param string $SUPVol 

    * @param string $DEMTable 

    * @param string $DEMId 

    * @param string $DEMGeom 

    * @param string $DEMVol 

    * @param string $AGERanges 

    * 

    * @return bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function create_OD($sldValue, $SUPTable, $SUPId, $SUPGeom, $SUPVol, $DEMTable, $DEMId, $DEMGeom, 

$DEMVol, $AGERanges) 
    { 
        //Generate a string to combine specific age ranges within the Demand tables.  
        $agerangestring = ""; 
        $ageranges = explode(',', $AGERanges); 
        $ageswithtable = array(); 
 

        foreach ($ageranges as $key => $value){ 
            array_push($ageswithtable, 'demand.' . $value); 
        } 
        $lastElement = array_key_last($ageswithtable); 
 

        foreach ($ageswithtable as $key => $value){ 
            if($key == $lastElement){ 
                $agerangestring .= $value; 
            } 
            else{ 
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                $agerangestring .= $value . " + "; 
            } 
        } 
 

        //Delete the OD matrix if it already exists so there is no conflict with generating another 

table with the same stats.  
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('drop table if exists "ODmatrices".' . $SUPTable . '_' . 

$DEMTable . '_' . $sldValue); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
 

        //Generate and execute the SQL to create an OD matrix table.  
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare( 
            'create table "ODmatrices".' . $SUPTable . '_' . $DEMTable . '_' . $sldValue . ' as (' . 
            'select supply.' . $SUPId . ' as supid, supply.' . $SUPVol . ' as supvol, ' . 
            'demand.' . $DEMId . ' as demid, ' . $agerangestring . ' as demvol, ' . 
            'st_distance(supply.' . $SUPGeom . ', demand.' . $DEMGeom . ') as sld, ' . 
            'CAST(ST_Y(st_transform(demand.' . $DEMGeom . ', 4326)) as numeric(10,8)) as start_lat, ' . 
            'CAST(ST_X(st_transform(demand.' . $DEMGeom . ', 4326)) as numeric(10,8)) as  start_lon, ' 

. 
            'CAST(ST_Y(st_transform(supply.' . $SUPGeom . ', 4326)) as numeric(10,8)) as end_lat, ' . 
            'CAST(ST_X(st_transform(supply.' . $SUPGeom . ', 4326)) as numeric(10,8)) as  end_lon ' . 
            'from "supplytables".' . $SUPTable . ' as supply ' . 
            'join "demandtables".' . $DEMTable . ' as demand on st_dwithin(supply.' . $SUPGeom . ', 

demand.' . $SUPGeom . ', ' . $sldValue . ')' . 
            'order by supid, sld);' 
        ); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
 

        //Build strings and set variables to enter details of the newly created OD matrix table into a 

table for OD matrix details.  
        $TableName = "'" . $SUPTable . "_" . $DEMTable . "_" . $sldValue . "'"; 
        $savedages = "'" . $AGERanges . "'"; 
        $savedcatchment = "'" . $sldValue . "'"; 
        $savedsupply = "'" . $SUPTable . "'"; 
        $savedcdemand = "'" . $DEMTable . "'"; 
        $builddate = "'builddate'"; 
 

        //Get the road network build date from the database.  
        $networkstmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('Select networkdate from 

odmatricesdetails.roadnetworkdate where versiontype = ' .  $builddate . ';'); 
        $networkstmt->execute(); 
        $roadnetworkdate = $networkstmt->fetch(); 
        $roadnetwork = "'" . $roadnetworkdate['networkdate'] . "'"; 
 

        //Get the supply table version date from the database.  
        $versionstmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('Select * from 

"odmatricesdetails".supplyversioncontrol where tablename = ' . $savedsupply . ';'); 
        $versionstmt->execute(); 
        $supplyversioninfo = $versionstmt->fetch(); 
        $supplydate = "'" . $supplyversioninfo['tabledate'] . "'"; 
        $supplyversion = "'" . $supplyversioninfo['supplytableversion'] . "'"; 
 

        //Delete the OD matrix inforamtion from the OD matrixes details table if it already exists.  
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('DELETE FROM "odmatricesdetails".odmatricesdetails WHERE 

tablename = ' . $TableName . ';'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
 

        //Insert newly generated details into OD matrixes details table.  
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('INSERT INTO  "odmatricesdetails".odmatricesdetails 

(tablename, agerange, catchmentsize, facilitytype, demandtype, supplytabledate, roadnetworkdate, 

supplytableversion) 
            Values(' . $TableName . ',' . $savedages . ',' . $savedcatchment . ',' . $savedsupply . ',' 

. $savedcdemand . ',' . $supplydate . ',' . $roadnetwork . ',' . $supplyversion . ');'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
 

        //Add new columns for the times and distances for each mode of transport. This will need to be 

edited with every mode of transport, and should be upgraded to a design pattern. 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "ODmatrices".' . $SUPTable . '_' . $DEMTable 

. '_' . $sldValue . ' add column privatedistance integer;'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "ODmatrices".' . $SUPTable . '_' . $DEMTable 

. '_' . $sldValue . ' add column publicdistance integer;'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "ODmatrices".' . $SUPTable . '_' . $DEMTable 

. '_' . $sldValue . ' add column cycledistance integer;'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "ODmatrices".' . $SUPTable . '_' . $DEMTable 

. '_' . $sldValue . ' add column walkingdistance integer;'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
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        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "ODmatrices".' . $SUPTable . '_' . $DEMTable 

. '_' . $sldValue . ' add column publicduration integer;'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "ODmatrices".' . $SUPTable . '_' . $DEMTable 

. '_' . $sldValue . ' add column privateduration integer;'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "ODmatrices".' . $SUPTable . '_' . $DEMTable 

. '_' . $sldValue . ' add column cycleduration integer;'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "ODmatrices".' . $SUPTable . '_' . $DEMTable 

. '_' . $sldValue . ' add column walkingduration integer;'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        //If result is successful then return true status.  
        if ($result) { 
            return true; 
        } else 
            return false; 
    } 
 

 

    //Applies all the journey distances and times generated from OTP to the OD matrix table. This 

requires additional work when more modes of transport are considered and should be upgraded to a design 

pattern.  
    /** 
    * @param string $od_matrix 

    * 

    * @return bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function join_tables($od_matrix) 
    { 
        //Apply the distances from each journey table to the OD matrix using the lat and long 

combinations.  
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

publicdistance = publictransportdistancesmin.min ' . 
            'from  "oddistances".publictransportdistancesmin ' . 
            'where "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lat = 

"oddistances".publictransportdistancesmin.start_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lon = 

"oddistances".publictransportdistancesmin.start_lon ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lat = 

"oddistances".publictransportdistancesmin.end_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lon = 

"oddistances".publictransportdistancesmin.end_lon;'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
 

        $stmttwo = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

privatedistance = privatetransportdistances.distance ' . 
            'from  "oddistances".privatetransportdistances ' . 
            'where "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lat = 

"oddistances".privatetransportdistances.start_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lon = 

"oddistances".privatetransportdistances.start_lon ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lat = 

"oddistances".privatetransportdistances.end_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lon = 

"oddistances".privatetransportdistances.end_lon;'); 
        $stmttwo->execute(); 
 

        $stmtbikedistance = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

cycledistance = cyclingtransportdistances.distance ' . 
            'from  "oddistances".cyclingtransportdistances ' . 
            'where "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lat = 

"oddistances".cyclingtransportdistances.start_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lon = 

"oddistances".cyclingtransportdistances.start_lon ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lat = 

"oddistances".cyclingtransportdistances.end_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lon = 

"oddistances".cyclingtransportdistances.end_lon;'); 
        $stmtbikedistance->execute(); 
 

        $stmtwalkdistance = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

walkingdistance = walkingtransportdistances.distance ' . 
            'from  "oddistances".walkingtransportdistances ' . 
            'where "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lat = 

"oddistances".walkingtransportdistances.start_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lon = 

"oddistances".walkingtransportdistances.start_lon ' . 
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            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lat = 

"oddistances".walkingtransportdistances.end_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lon = 

"oddistances".walkingtransportdistances.end_lon;'); 
        $stmtwalkdistance->execute(); 
 

        $stmtthree = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

publicduration = publictransporttimemin.mintime ' . 
            'from  "oddistances".publictransporttimemin ' . 
            'where "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lat = 

"oddistances".publictransporttimemin.start_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lon = 

"oddistances".publictransporttimemin.start_lon ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lat = "oddistances".publictransporttimemin.end_lat 

' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lon = 

"oddistances".publictransporttimemin.end_lon;'); 
        $stmtthree->execute(); 
 

        $stmtfour = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

privateduration = privatetransportdistances.duration ' . 
            'from  "oddistances".privatetransportdistances ' . 
            'where "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lat = 

"oddistances".privatetransportdistances.start_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lon = 

"oddistances".privatetransportdistances.start_lon ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lat = 

"oddistances".privatetransportdistances.end_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lon = 

"oddistances".privatetransportdistances.end_lon;'); 
        $stmtfour->execute(); 
 

        $stmtcyclingtime = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

cycleduration = cyclingtransportdistances.duration ' . 
            'from  "oddistances".cyclingtransportdistances ' . 
            'where "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lat = 

"oddistances".cyclingtransportdistances.start_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lon = 

"oddistances".cyclingtransportdistances.start_lon ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lat = 

"oddistances".cyclingtransportdistances.end_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lon = 

"oddistances".cyclingtransportdistances.end_lon;'); 
        $stmtcyclingtime->execute(); 
 

        $stmtwalkingtime = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

walkingduration = walkingtransportdistances.duration ' . 
            'from  "oddistances".walkingtransportdistances ' . 
            'where "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lat = 

"oddistances".walkingtransportdistances.start_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.start_lon = 

"oddistances".walkingtransportdistances.start_lon ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lat = 

"oddistances".walkingtransportdistances.end_lat ' . 
            'and "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . '.end_lon = 

"oddistances".walkingtransportdistances.end_lon;'); 
        $stmtwalkingtime->execute(); 
 

 

        //If there are no journey times generated for a particular origin-to-destination for any mode 

then set the distance to 999,999 and the time to 999.0 
        //Usually means that a journey from one point to another is not possible or the node has not 

snapped to the network.  
        //If a particular supply point and demand point constantly sets to these values then mode the 

location closer to a road.  
        $stmtfinal = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

privateduration = 999.0 where privateduration is NULL;'); 
        $stmtfinal->execute(); 
        $stmtfinal = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

publicduration = 999.0 where publicduration is NULL;'); 
        $stmtfinal->execute(); 
        $stmtfinal = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

cycleduration = 999.0 where cycleduration is NULL;'); 
        $stmtfinal->execute(); 
        $stmtfinal = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

walkingduration = 999.0 where walkingduration is NULL;'); 
        $stmtfinal->execute(); 
        $stmtfinal = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

privatedistance = 999999 where privatedistance is NULL;'); 
        $stmtfinal->execute(); 
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        $stmtfinal = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

publicdistance = 999999 where publicdistance is NULL;'); 
        $stmtfinal->execute(); 
        $stmtfinal = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

cycledistance = 999999 where cycledistance is NULL;'); 
        $stmtfinal->execute(); 
        $stmtfinal = $this->db_connection->prepare('Update "ODmatrices".' . $od_matrix . ' set 

walkingdistance = 999999 where walkingdistance is NULL;'); 
        $result = $stmtfinal->execute(); 
 

        //return result  
        if ($result) { 
            return true; 
        } else 
            return false; 
    } 
 

    

/******************************************************************************************************

************************************** 
     

    Accessibility models here, currently using MM2SFCA from Langford et al. (2016).  

    -- The local modal split is work prior to Thesis contributions and extensions from the future work.  

     

    

*******************************************************************************************************

************************************/ 
    //Set 1 of the MM2SFCA from Langford et al. (2016) 
    /** 
    * @param string $SupTable 

    * @param string $ODTable 

    * @param string $CatchmentSize 

    * @param string $DecayType 

    * @param string $BusPercentage 

    * @param string $CarPercentage 

    * @param string $BikePercentage 

    * @param string $WalkPercentage 

    * @param string $MeasurementType 

    * @param string $SplitOption 

    * 

    * @return bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function MM_FCA_step_one($SupTable, $ODTable, $CatchmentSize, $DecayType, $BusPercentage, 

$CarPercentage, $BikePercentage, $WalkPercentage, $MeasurementType, $SplitOption) 
    { 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select id as supid, capacity as supvol from 

"supplytables".' . $SupTable. ' order by id;'); 
        //$stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select id as supid, totalhours as supvol from 

"supplytables".' . $SupTable. ' order by id;'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        if($SplitOption == 'localmodalsplit'){ 
            if ($DecayType == 'No Decay') { 
                if ($result) { 
                    while ($row = $stmt->fetch()) { 
                        $fcastmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select carpopulation from 

"ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and private' . $MeasurementType . ' 

between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $fcastmt->execute(); 
                        $fcacarresult = $fcastmt->fetchAll(); 
                        $busstmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select buspopulation from 

"ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and public' . $MeasurementType . ' 

between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $busstmt->execute(); 
                        $fcabusresult = $busstmt->fetchAll(); 
                        $bikestmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(carpopulation * 0) from 

"ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and cycle' . $MeasurementType . ' 

between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $bikestmt->execute(); 
                        $fcabikeresult = $bikestmt->fetchAll(); 
                        $walkstmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(carpopulation * 0) from 

"ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and walking' . $MeasurementType . ' 

between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $walkstmt->execute(); 
                        $fcawalkresult = $walkstmt->fetchAll(); 
                        $fcastmttwo = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "supplytables".' . 

$SupTable . ' set akc = cast(' . $row['supvol'] . ' as float) / (cast(' . $fcacarresult[0]['sum'] . ' 

as float) + cast(' . $fcabusresult[0]['sum'] . ' as float) + cast(' . $fcabikeresult[0]['sum'] . ' as 

float) + cast(' . $fcawalkresult[0]['sum'] . ' as float)) where id  = ' . $row['supid'] . ';'); 
                        $fcastmttwo->execute(); 
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                    } 
                    return true; 
                } else 
                    return false; 
            } 
            if ($DecayType == 'Linear Decay') { 
                if ($result) { 
                    while ($row = $stmt->fetch()) { 
                        //$fcastmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(cast(carpopulation * 0.9 

as double precision) * (1.0 - (private' . $MeasurementType . ' / ' . $CatchmentSize . '::real))) from 

"ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and private' . $MeasurementType . ' 

between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $fcastmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(carpopulation  * (1.0 - 

(private' . $MeasurementType . ' / (' . $CatchmentSize . '::real)/2))) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . 

' where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and private' . $MeasurementType . ' > 0 and private' . 

$MeasurementType . ' <= (' . $CatchmentSize . ' / 2);'); 
                        //$fcastmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(demvol  * (1.0 - 

(private' . $MeasurementType . ' / ' . $CatchmentSize . '::real))) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' 

where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and private' . $MeasurementType . ' between 0 and ' . 

$CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $fcastmt->execute(); 
                        $fcacarresult = $fcastmt->fetchAll(); 
                        //var_dump($fcacarresult); 
                        $busstmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(buspopulation * (1.0 - 

(public' . $MeasurementType . ' / ' . $CatchmentSize . '::real))) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' 

where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and public' . $MeasurementType . ' > 0 and public' . 

$MeasurementType . ' <= ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        //$busstmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(0 * (1.0 - (public' . 

$MeasurementType . ' / ' . $CatchmentSize . '::real))) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = 

' . $row['supid'] . ' and public' . $MeasurementType . ' between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $busstmt->execute(); 
                        $fcabusresult = $busstmt->fetchAll(); 
                        //$bikestmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(cast(carpopulation * 

0.01 as double precision) * (1.0 - (cycle' . $MeasurementType . ' / ' . $CatchmentSize . '::real))) 

from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and cycle' . $MeasurementType . 

' between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $bikestmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(0 * (1.0 - (cycle' . 

$MeasurementType . ' / ' . $CatchmentSize . '::real))) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = 

' . $row['supid'] . ' and cycle' . $MeasurementType . ' > 0 and cycle' . $MeasurementType . ' <= ' . 

$CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $bikestmt->execute(); 
                        $fcabikeresult = $bikestmt->fetchAll(); 
                        //$walkstmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(cast(carpopulation * 

0.09 as double precision) * (1.0 - (walking' . $MeasurementType . ' / ' . $CatchmentSize . '::real))) 

from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and walking' . $MeasurementType 

. ' between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $walkstmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(0 * (1.0 - (walking' . 

$MeasurementType . ' / ' . $CatchmentSize . '::real))) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = 

' . $row['supid'] . ' and walking' . $MeasurementType . ' > 0 and walking' . $MeasurementType . ' <= ' 

. $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $walkstmt->execute(); 
                        $fcawalkresult = $walkstmt->fetchAll(); 
                        //$fcastmttwo = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "supplytables".' . 

$SupTable . ' set ake = cast(' . $row['supvol'] . ' as float) / ( cast(' . $fcacarresult[0]['sum'] . ' 

as float) + cast(' . $fcabusresult[0]['sum'] . ' as float) + cast(' . $fcabikeresult[0]['sum'] . ' as 

float) + cast(' . $fcawalkresult[0]['sum'] . ' as float)) where id  = ' . $row['supid'] . ';'); 
                        //only car and bus.  
                        $fcastmttwo = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "supplytables".' . 

$SupTable . ' set ake = cast(' . $row['supvol'] . ' as float) / ( cast(' . $fcacarresult[0]['sum'] . ' 

as float) + cast(' . $fcabusresult[0]['sum'] . ' as float) ) where id  = ' . $row['supid'] . ';'); 
                        $fcastmttwo->execute(); 
                        var_dump($fcastmttwo); 
                    } 
                    return true; 
 

                } else 
                    return false; 
 

            } 
        } 
        if($SplitOption == 'globalmodalsplit'){ 
            if ($DecayType == 'No Decay') { 
                if ($result) { 
                    //$return = array(); 
                    while ($row = $stmt->fetch()) { 
                        $fcastmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(cast(demvol * (' . 

$CarPercentage .  ' / 100.0) as double precision)) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' . 

$row['supid'] . ' and private' . $MeasurementType . ' between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $fcastmt->execute(); 
                        $fcacarresult = $fcastmt->fetchAll(); 
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                        echo $fcacarresult; 
                        $busstmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(cast(demvol * (' . 

$BusPercentage .  ' / 100.0) as double precision)) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' . 

$row['supid'] . ' and public' . $MeasurementType . ' between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $busstmt->execute(); 
                        $fcabusresult = $busstmt->fetchAll(); 
                        $bikestmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(cast(demvol * (' . 

$BikePercentage .  ' / 100.0) as double precision)) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' 

. $row['supid'] . ' and cycle' . $MeasurementType . ' between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $bikestmt->execute(); 
                        $fcabikeresult = $bikestmt->fetchAll(); 
                        $walkstmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(cast(demvol * (' . 

$WalkPercentage .  ' / 100.0) as double precision)) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' 

. $row['supid'] . ' and walking' . $MeasurementType . ' between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $walkstmt->execute(); 
                        $fcawalkresult = $walkstmt->fetchAll(); 
                        $fcastmttwo = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "supplytables".' . 

$SupTable . ' set akc = cast(' . $row['supvol'] . ' as float) / (cast(' . $fcacarresult[0]['sum'] . ' 

as float) + cast(' . $fcabusresult[0]['sum'] . ' as float) + cast(' . $fcabikeresult[0]['sum'] . ' as 

float) + cast(' . $fcawalkresult[0]['sum'] . ' as float)) where id  = ' . $row['supid'] . ';'); 
                        $fcastmttwo->execute(); 
                    } 
                    return true; 
                } else 
                    return false; 
            } 
            if ($DecayType == 'Linear Decay') { 
                if ($result) { 
                    //$return = array(); 
                    while ($row = $stmt->fetch()) { 
                        //var_dump($CarPercentage); 
                        $fcastmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(cast(demvol * (' . 

$CarPercentage .  ' / 100.0) as double precision) * (1.0 - (private' . $MeasurementType . ' / ' . 

$CatchmentSize . '::real))) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and 

private' . $MeasurementType . ' > 0 and private' . $MeasurementType . ' <= ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $fcastmt->execute(); 
                        $fcacarresult = $fcastmt->fetchAll(); 
                        //var_dump($fcacarresult); 
                        $busstmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(cast(demvol * (' . 

$BusPercentage .  ' / 100.0) as double precision) * (1.0 - (public' . $MeasurementType . ' / ' . 

$CatchmentSize . '::real))) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and 

public' . $MeasurementType . ' > 0 and public' . $MeasurementType . ' <= ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $busstmt->execute(); 
                        $fcabusresult = $busstmt->fetchAll(); 
                        $bikestmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(cast(demvol * (' . 

$BikePercentage .  ' / 100.0) as double precision) * (1.0 - (cycle' . $MeasurementType . ' / ' . 

$CatchmentSize . '::real))) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and 

cycle' . $MeasurementType . ' > 0 and cycle' . $MeasurementType . ' <= ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $bikestmt->execute(); 
                        $fcabikeresult = $bikestmt->fetchAll(); 
                        $walkstmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select sum(cast(demvol * (' . 

$WalkPercentage .  ' / 100.0) as double precision) * (1.0 - (walking' . $MeasurementType . ' / ' . 

$CatchmentSize . '::real))) from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' where supid = ' . $row['supid'] . ' and 

walking' . $MeasurementType . ' > 0 and walking' . $MeasurementType . ' <= ' . $CatchmentSize . ';'); 
                        $walkstmt->execute(); 
                        $fcawalkresult = $walkstmt->fetchAll(); 
                        $fcastmttwo = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "supplytables".' . 

$SupTable . ' set ake = cast(' . $row['supvol'] . ' as float) / ( cast(' . $fcacarresult[0]['sum'] . ' 

as float) + cast(' . $fcabusresult[0]['sum'] . ' as float) + cast(' . $fcabikeresult[0]['sum'] . ' as 

float) + cast(' . $fcawalkresult[0]['sum'] . ' as float)) where id  = ' . $row['supid'] . ';'); 
                        $test = $fcastmttwo->execute(); 
                        //var_dump($test); 
                        //var_dump($fcastmttwo); 
                    } 
                    return true; 
 

                } else 
                    return false; 
 

            } 
        } 
    } 
 

    //Set 2 of the MM2SFCA from Langford et al. (2016) 
    /** 
    * @param string $SupTable 

    * @param string $ODTable 

    * @param string $CatchmentSize 

    * @param string $DemTable 

    * @param string $FCAPublicResultName 
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    * @param string $FCAPrivateResultName 

    * @param string $FCABikeResultName 

    * @param string $FCAWalkResultName 

    * @param string $DecayType 

    * @param string $MeasurementType 

    * 

    * @return bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function MM_FCA_step_two($SupTable, $ODTable, $CatchmentSize, $DemTable, $FCAPublicResultName, 

$FCAPrivateResultName, $FCABikeResultName ,$FCAWalkResultName , $DecayType, $MeasurementType) 
    { 
        //Create delete existing demand totals tables.  
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('drop table if exists publicdemtotals;'); 
        $test = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('drop table if exists privatedemtotals;'); 
        $test = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('drop table if exists bikedemtotals;'); 
        $test = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('drop table if exists walkdemtotals;'); 
        $test = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        //Set equations based on decay function.  
        if ($DecayType == 'No Decay') { 
            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table publicdemtotals as ( select od.demid, 

sum(sup.akc) as ak_total from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' as od join "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' 

as sup on od.supid = sup.id and public' . $MeasurementType . ' between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ' 

group by od.demid);'); 
            $stmt->execute(); 
             

            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table privatedemtotals as ( select od.demid, 

sum(sup.akc) as ak_total from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' as od join "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' 

as sup on od.supid = sup.id and private' . $MeasurementType . ' between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ' 

group by od.demid);'); 
            $result = $stmt->execute(); 
             

            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table bikedemtotals as ( select od.demid, 

sum(sup.akc) as ak_total from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' as od join "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' 

as sup on od.supid = sup.id and cycle' . $MeasurementType . ' between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ' 

group by od.demid);'); 
            $result = $stmt->execute(); 
             

            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table walkdemtotals as ( select od.demid, 

sum(sup.akc) as ak_total from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' as od join "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' 

as sup on od.supid = sup.id and walking' . $MeasurementType . ' between 0 and ' . $CatchmentSize . ' 

group by od.demid);'); 
            $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        } elseif ($DecayType == 'Linear Decay') { 
            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table publicdemtotals as ( select od.demid, 

sum(sup.ake * (1.0 - (public' . $MeasurementType . ' / ' . $CatchmentSize . '::real))) as ak_total from 

"ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' as od join "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' as sup on od.supid = sup.id 

and public' . $MeasurementType . ' > 0 and public' . $MeasurementType . ' <= ' . $CatchmentSize . ' 

group by od.demid);'); 
            $stmt->execute(); 
            /////localmodal split.  
            //$stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table privatedemtotals as ( select 

od.demid, sum(sup.ake * (1.0 - (private' . $MeasurementType . ' / ' . $CatchmentSize . '::real))) as 

ak_total from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' as od join "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' as sup on 

od.supid = sup.id and private' . $MeasurementType . ' > 0 and private' . $MeasurementType  . ' <= ' . 

$CatchmentSize . ' group by od.demid);'); 
            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table privatedemtotals as ( select od.demid, 

sum(sup.ake * (1.0 - (private' . $MeasurementType . ' / (' . $CatchmentSize . '/2)::real))) as ak_total 

from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' as od join "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' as sup on od.supid = 

sup.id and private' . $MeasurementType . ' > 0 and private' . $MeasurementType . ' <= (' . 

$CatchmentSize . '/2) group by od.demid);'); 
            $result = $stmt->execute(); 
             

            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table bikedemtotals as ( select od.demid, 

sum(sup.ake * (1.0 - (cycle' . $MeasurementType . ' / ' . $CatchmentSize . '::real))) as ak_total from 

"ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' as od join "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' as sup on od.supid = sup.id 

and cycle' . $MeasurementType . ' > 0 and cycle' . $MeasurementType  . ' <= ' . $CatchmentSize . ' 

group by od.demid);'); 
            $result = $stmt->execute(); 
             

            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table walkdemtotals as ( select od.demid, 

sum(sup.ake * (1.0 - (walking' . $MeasurementType . ' / ' . $CatchmentSize . '::real))) as ak_total 

from "ODmatrices".' . $ODTable . ' as od join "supplytables".' . $SupTable . ' as sup on od.supid = 
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sup.id and walking' . $MeasurementType . ' > 0 and walking' . $MeasurementType  . ' <= ' . 

$CatchmentSize . ' group by od.demid);'); 
            $result = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        } 
        //remove old versions of the scores and create columns for new FCA scores.  
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' drop column 

if exists ' . $FCAPublicResultName . ';'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' add column 

' . $FCAPublicResultName . ' float;'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' drop column 

if exists ' . $FCAPrivateResultName . ';'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' add column 

' . $FCAPrivateResultName . ' float;'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' drop column 

if exists ' . $FCABikeResultName . ';'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' add column 

' . $FCABikeResultName . ' float;'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' drop column 

if exists ' . $FCAWalkResultName . ';'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('alter table "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' add column 

' . $FCAWalkResultName . ' float;'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        //var_dump($result); 
        if ($result) { 
            return true; 
        } else 
            return false; 
    } 
 

    //Add the 2SFCA scores to the demand table.  
    /** 
    * @param string $DemTable 

    * @param string $FCAPublicResultName 

    * @param string $FCAPrivateResultName 

    * @param string $FCABikeResultName 

    * @param string $FCAWalkResultName 

    * 

    * @return bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function MM_add_fca_to_demand($DemTable, $FCAPublicResultName, $FCAPrivateResultName, 

$FCABikeResultName, $FCAWalkResultName) 
    { 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' set ' . 

$FCAPublicResultName . ' = publicdemtotals.ak_total from publicdemtotals where publicdemtotals.demid = 

id;'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
         

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' set ' . 

$FCAPrivateResultName . ' = privatedemtotals.ak_total from privatedemtotals where 

privatedemtotals.demid = id;'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
         

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' set ' . 

$FCABikeResultName . ' = bikedemtotals.ak_total from bikedemtotals where bikedemtotals.demid = id;'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
         

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "demandtables".' . $DemTable . ' set ' . 

$FCAWalkResultName . ' = walkdemtotals.ak_total from walkdemtotals where walkdemtotals.demid = id;'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
         

        if ($result) { 
            return true; 
        } else 
            return false; 
    } 
 

    //Combine the results from the demand tables column and the polygon data column.  
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 
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    * @param string $DemTable 

    * @param string $FCAPublicResultName 

    * @param string $FCAPrivateResultName 

    * @param string $FCABikeResultName 

    * @param string $FCAWalkResultName 

    * 

    * @return bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function add_to_polygon($CalculationName, $DemTable, $FCAPublicResultName, $FCAPrivateResultName, 

$FCABikeResultName, $FCAWalkResultName) 
    { 
        //If the results have already been produced and a new one is replacing it then remove it.  
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('drop table if exists "webmap".'. $CalculationName . 

';'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
 

        //Build the string based on the geographic area being applied to.  
        //change to b.totalpop if using total population column or mid year estimates for mid year 

estimates column.  
        if ($DemTable == "oa_populated_centroids"){ 
            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table "webmap".'. $CalculationName . ' as 

(SELECT 
                    a.id as oaid, 

                    a."OA11CD" as oagss, 

                    a.geom as geom,  

                    b.geom as centroid, 

                    b.totalpop ,  

                    b.' . $FCAPublicResultName . ', 
                    b.' . $FCAPrivateResultName . ', 
                    b.' . $FCABikeResultName . ', 
                    b.' . $FCAWalkResultName . ' 
                FROM demandtables."OApolygons" as a  

                INNER JOIN demandtables.oa_populated_centroids as b  

                ON a."OA11CD" = b."gss");'); 
            $result = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        }elseif($DemTable == "lsoa_populated_centroids"){ 
            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table "webmap".'. $CalculationName . ' as 

(SELECT 
                    a.id as lsoaid, 

                    a."LSOA11CD" as lsoagss, 

                    a.geom as geom,  

                    b.geom as centroid, 

                    b.totalpop ,  

                    b.' . $FCAPublicResultName . ', 
                    b.' . $FCAPrivateResultName . ', 
                    b.' . $FCABikeResultName . ', 
                    b.' . $FCAWalkResultName . ' 
                FROM demandtables."LSOApolygons" as a  

                INNER JOIN demandtables.lsoa_populated_centroids as b  

                ON a."LSOA11CD" = b."gss");'); 
            $result = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        }elseif($DemTable == "msoa_populated_centroids"){ 
            $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('create table "webmap".'. $CalculationName . ' as 

(SELECT 
                    a.id as lsoaid, 

                    a."msoa11cd" as msoagss, 

                    a.geom as geom,  

                    b.geom as centroid, 

                    b.totalpop ,  

                    b.' . $FCAPublicResultName . ', 
                    b.' . $FCAPrivateResultName . ', 
                    b.' . $FCABikeResultName . ', 
                    b.' . $FCAWalkResultName . ' 
                FROM demandtables."MSOApolygons" as a  

                INNER JOIN demandtables.msoa_populated_centroids as b  

                ON a."msoa11cd" = b."gss");'); 
            $result = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        } 
 

        //Update the results for the web map to show 0 score for areas where no score was generated. 

This will prevent polygons with no accessibility score from dissapearing and not being displayed on the 

webmap.  
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "webmap".' . $CalculationName . ' set ' . 

$FCAPublicResultName . ' = 0 where ' . $FCAPublicResultName . ' is null; '); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "webmap".' . $CalculationName . ' set ' . 

$FCAPrivateResultName . ' = 0 where ' . $FCAPrivateResultName . ' is null; '); 
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        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "webmap".' . $CalculationName . ' set ' . 

$FCABikeResultName . ' = 0 where ' . $FCABikeResultName . ' is null; '); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('update "webmap".' . $CalculationName . ' set ' . 

$FCAWalkResultName . ' = 0 where ' . $FCAWalkResultName . ' is null; '); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        //return result of executions.  
        if ($result) { 
            return true; 
        } else 
            return false; 
    } 
 

    //Returns the layers for the polygon maps.  
    /** 
    * @param string $sql 

    * 

    * @return bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_mapLayers($sql){ 
 

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('' . $sql . ''); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        if ($result) { 
            //$return = array(); 
            while ($row = $stmt->fetch()) { 
                echo $row[0] . "!! "; 
                echo $row[1] . "!! "; 
                echo $row[2] . "!! "; 
                echo $row[3] . "!! "; 
                echo $row[4] . "!! "; 
                echo ";"; 
            } 
            return true; 
        } else 
            return false; 
 

    } 
 

    //Returns the layers for the point maps.  
    /** 
    * @param string $sql 

    * 

    * @return bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_pointLayers($sql){ 
 

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('' . $sql . ''); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        if ($result) { 
            //$return = array(); 
            while ($row = $stmt->fetch()) { 
                echo $row[0] . "!! "; 
                echo $row[1] . "!! "; 
                echo $row[2] . "!! "; 
                echo $row[3] . "!! "; 
                echo ";"; 
            } 
            return true; 
        } else 
            return false; 
 

    } 
 

    //Generates the quartiles for the legend break points. Currently hard coded to ntile(5) which is a 

quintile break points values. Set the value to number of points the legend should be broken into.  
    /** 
    * @param string $tableName 

    * @param string $publiccolumn 

    * @param string $privatecolumn 

    * @param string $bikecolumn 

    * @param string $walkcolumn 

    * 

    * @return bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_legend_values($tableName, $publiccolumn, $privatecolumn, $bikecolumn, $walkcolumn){ 
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        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT max(fcavalue)*1000 as quantile_val, category   
                from (select "webmap".' . $tableName . '.' . $publiccolumn . ' as fcavalue , ntile(5) 

over (order by "webmap".' . $tableName . '.' . $publiccolumn . ') as category  
                from "webmap".' . $tableName . ' where "webmap".' . $tableName . '.' . $publiccolumn . 

' > 0 order by "webmap".' . $tableName . '.' . $publiccolumn . ' asc ) as categorise 
                group by category 

                order by quantile_val asc, category asc;'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        if ($result) { 
            $return = array(); 
            while ($legendval = $stmt->fetch()) { 
                $return[] = $legendval['quantile_val']; 
            } 
            return $return; 
        } else 
            return false; 
    } 
 

    //Returns an array of ages used within the calculation from the odmatrices details table (used for 

data purposes ie. use values in calculation).  
    /** 
    * @param string $table 

    * 

    * @return array|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_ages($table){ 
        $quotedtable = "'" . $table . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from "odmatricesdetails".odmatricesdetails 

where "odmatricesdetails".tablename = '.  $quotedtable . ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $ages = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $ages['agerange']; 
            return $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no age groups found'; 
    } 
 

    //Echos a string of ages used within the calculation from the odmatrices details table and displays 

them as a string (used for display purposes ie. display names included in calculation).  
    /** 
    * @param string $table 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_population_ages($table){ 
        $quotedtable = "'" . $table . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from "odmatricesdetails".odmatricesdetails 

where "odmatricesdetails".tablename = '.  $quotedtable . ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $catchment['agerange']; 
            //Format string.  
            $returnnospace = str_replace(",", " / ", $return); 
            $returnagereplace = str_replace("age", "ages ", $returnnospace); 
            $returntoreplace = str_replace("to", " to ", $returnagereplace); 
            echo $returntoreplace; 
        } else 
            return 'no age groups found'; 
    } 
 

    //Returns a date string of the date and time the table was generated used within the calculation 

from the odmatrices details table (used for data purposes ie. use values in calculation).  
    /** 
    * @param string $table 

    * 

    * @return string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_datetime_return($table){ 
        $quotedtable = "'" . $table . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select to_char(datetime, \'HH24:MI:SS     dd-MON-yyyy\') 

as datetime from "odmatricesdetails".odmatricesdetails where "odmatricesdetails".tablename = '.  

$quotedtable . ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $times = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $times['datetime']; 
            return $return; 
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        } else 
            return 'no dates found'; 
    } 
 

    //Echos a date string of the date and time the table was generated - used within the calculation 

from the odmatrices details table and displays them as a string (used for display purposes ie. display 

names included in calculation).  
    /** 
    * @param string $table 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_datetime($table){ 
        $quotedtable = "'" . $table . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select to_char(datetime, \'HH24:MI:SS     dd-MON-yyyy\') 

as datetime from "odmatricesdetails".odmatricesdetails where "odmatricesdetails".tablename = '.  

$quotedtable . ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $times = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $times['datetime']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            echo 'no dates found'; 
 

    } 
     

     

    //Returns a date string of the supply table date, used within the calculation from the odmatrices 

details table (used for data purposes ie. use values in calculation).  
    /** 
    * @param string $table 

    * 

    * @return string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_supply_date_return($table){ 
        $quotedtable = "'" . $table . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select to_char(supplytabledate, \'dd-mm-yyyy\') as 

supplytabledate from "odmatricesdetails".odmatricesdetails where "odmatricesdetails".tablename = '.  

$quotedtable . ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $times = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $times['supplytabledate']; 
            return $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no dates found'; 
    } 
     

    //Echos a date sstring of the supply table date used within the calculation from the odmatrices 

details table and displays them as a string (used for display purposes ie. display names included in 

calculation).  
    /** 
    * @param string $table 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_supply_date($table){ 
        $quotedtable = "'" . $table . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select to_char(supplytabledate, \'dd-mm-yyyy\') as 

supplytabledate from "odmatricesdetails".odmatricesdetails where "odmatricesdetails".tablename = '.  

$quotedtable . ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $times = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $times['supplytabledate']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            echo 'no dates found'; 
    } 
 

    //Returns a supply table version string, used within the calculation from the odmatrices details 

table (used for data purposes ie. use values in calculation).  
    /** 
    * @param string $table 

    * 

    * @return string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_supply_version_return($table){ 
        $quotedtable = "'" . $table . "'"; 
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        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select supplytableversion from 

"odmatricesdetails".odmatricesdetails where "odmatricesdetails".tablename = '.  $quotedtable . ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $times = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $times['supplytableversion']; 
            return $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no dates found'; 
    } 
 

    //Echos a supply table version string used within the calculation from the odmatrices details table 

and displays them as a string (used for display purposes ie. display names included in calculation).  
    /** 
    * @param string $table 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_supply_version($table){ 
        $quotedtable = "'" . $table . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select supplytableversion from 

"odmatricesdetails".odmatricesdetails where "odmatricesdetails".tablename = '.  $quotedtable . ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $times = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $times['supplytableversion']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            echo 'no dates found'; 
    } 
 

    //Returns a road network version string, used within the calculation from the odmatrices details 

table (used for data purposes ie. use values in calculation).  
    /** 
    * @param string $table 

    * 

    * @return string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_roadnetwork_date_return($table){ 
        $quotedtable = "'" . $table . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select to_char(roadnetworkdate, \'dd-MON-yyyy\') as 

roadnetworkdate from "odmatricesdetails".odmatricesdetails where "odmatricesdetails".tablename = '.  

$quotedtable . ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $times = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $times['roadnetworkdate']; 
            return $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no dates found'; 
    } 
     

    //Echos a road network verison string used within the calculation from the odmatrices details table 

and displays them as a string (used for display purposes ie. display names included in calculation).  
    /** 
    * @param string $table 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_roadnetwork_date($table){ 
        $quotedtable = "'" . $table . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select to_char(roadnetworkdate, \'dd-MON-yyyy\') as 

roadnetworkdate from "odmatricesdetails".odmatricesdetails where "odmatricesdetails".tablename = '.  

$quotedtable . ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $times = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $times['roadnetworkdate']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            echo 'no dates found'; 
    } 
 

 

    //Returns all details of a specific instance of the MM2SFCA.   
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
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    function get_calculation_data($CalculationName){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT *,  from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $return = $stmt->fetch(); 
            return $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no calculation found'; 
 

    } 
 

    //Returns the catchment size from a specific calculation.    
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_catchment($CalculationName){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $catchment['calculationcatchment']; 
            return $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no age groups found'; 
    } 
 

    //Echos the specific age ranges within a MM2SFCA calculation.  
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_calc_ages($CalculationName){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $catchment['agerange']; 
 

            $returnnospace = str_replace(",", " / ", $return); 
            $returnagereplace = str_replace("age", "ages ", $returnnospace); 
            $returntoreplace = str_replace("to", " to ", $returnagereplace); 
 

            //var_dump($return); 
            echo $returntoreplace; 
        } else 
            return 'no age groups found'; 
    } 
 

    //Inserts calculation details into a table for a specific calculation performed using the MM2SFCA.  
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * @param string $ODTable 

    * @param string $MeasurementType 

    * @param string $CarPercentage 

    * @param string $BusPercentage 

    * @param string $BikePercentage 

    * @param string $WalkPercentage 

    * @param string $CatchmentSize 

    * @param string $DecayType 

    * 

    * @return bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function create_calculation_details($CalculationName, $ODTable, $MeasurementType, $CarPercentage, 

$BusPercentage, $BikePercentage, $WalkPercentage, $CatchmentSize, $DecayType){ 
 

        //Alter variable values for SQL  
        $ages = $this->get_ages($ODTable); 
        $supplyver = $this->get_supply_version_return($ODTable); 
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        $supplycreationdate = $this->get_supply_date_return($ODTable); 
        $roatnetwork = $this->get_roadnetwork_date_return($ODTable); 
        list($facilityType1,$facilityType2,$demandType1,$demandType2, $demandType3, 

$initialCatchmentSize) = explode('_', $ODTable); 
        $facilityType = $facilityType1 . " " . $facilityType2; 
        $demandType = $demandType1 . " " . $demandType2 . " " . $demandType3; 
        $CalcName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $MatrixTable = "'" . $ODTable . "'"; 
        $AgeRange = "'" . $ages . "'"; 
        $CalculationType = "'" . $MeasurementType . "'"; 
        $CarPer = "'" . $CarPercentage . "'"; 
        $BusPer = "'" . $BusPercentage . "'"; 
        $BikePer = "'" . $BikePercentage . "'"; 
        $WalkPer = "'" . $WalkPercentage . "'"; 
        $CalcCatchmentSize = "'" . $CatchmentSize . "'"; 
        $InitialSize = "'" . $initialCatchmentSize . "'"; 
        $Decay = "'" . $DecayType . "'"; 
        $SupplySide = "'" . $facilityType . "'"; 
        $DemandSide= "'" . $demandType . "'"; 
        $supplydate = "'" . $supplycreationdate . "'"; 
        $roadnetworkdate = "'" . $roatnetwork . "'"; 
        $supplyversion = "'" . $supplyver . "'"; 
 

        //Delete instance if it existed before the execution of the new MM2SFCA calculation with same 

parameters.  
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('DELETE FROM 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails WHERE calculationtablename = ' . $CalcName . ' and 

odname = ' . $MatrixTable . ';'); 
        $check = $stmt->execute(); 
         

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('INSERT INTO  

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails (calculationtablename, odname, agerange, 

calculationtype, privatepercent, publicpercent, bikepercent, walkpercent, initialcatchment, 

calculationcatchment, decaytype, facilitytype, demandtype, supplytabledate, roadnetworkdate, 

supplytableversion) 
            Values(' . $CalcName . ',' . $MatrixTable . ',' . $AgeRange . ',' . $CalculationType . ',' 

. $CarPer . ',' . $BusPer . ',' . $BikePer . ',' . $WalkPer . ',' . $CalcCatchmentSize . ',' . 

$InitialSize . ',' . $Decay . ',' . $SupplySide . ',' . $DemandSide . ',' . $supplydate . ',' . 

$roadnetworkdate . ',' . $supplyversion . ');'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
 

        if ($result) { 
            return true; 
        } else 
            return false; 
    } 
 

 

    //Echos private modal split percentage value.   
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_private_per($CalculationName){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $catchment['privatepercent']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no age groups found'; 
    } 
     

    //Echos public modal split percentage value.   
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_public_per($CalculationName){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
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        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $catchment['publicpercent']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no age groups found'; 
    } 
 

    //Echos cycling modal split percentage value.   
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_bike_per($CalculationName){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $catchment['bikepercent']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no age groups found'; 
    } 
 

    //Echos walking modal split percentage value.   
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_walk_per($CalculationName){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $catchment['walkpercent']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no age groups found'; 
    } 
 

    //Echo an origin to destination table name - ideally hide from users but useful for development.  
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_odname($CalculationName){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $catchment['odname']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no odname found'; 
    } 
 

    //Echo the type of catchment used (distance or time based).  
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_calculationtype($CalculationName){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
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        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $catchment['calculationtype']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no type found'; 
    } 
 

    //Echo the type of facility used within the calculation.  
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_facility_type($CalculationName){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $catchment['facilitytype']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no type found'; 
    } 
     

    //Return a string for the facility type.  
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return array|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_facility_type_return($CalculationName){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $catchment['facilitytype']; 
            return $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no type found'; 
    } 
 

    //Return a string for the catcgment and modify the string to include metres or minutes.  
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return array|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_catchment_size($CalculationName, $measurement){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        //var_dump($quotedCalculationName); 
 

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $tablename = $catchment['calculationtablename']; 
            list($decay_part1, $decay_part2, $catchementsize, $measurementtype, $modaltype) = 

explode('_', $tablename); 
 

            if($measurement == "duration"){ 
                $typeaddon = " minutes"; 
            }else{ 
                $typeaddon = " metres"; 
            } 
            $return = $catchementsize . $typeaddon; 
            return $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no type found'; 
    } 
 

    //Echo the supply table version date.  
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    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_calculation_supply_version($CalculationName){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $catchment['supplytableversion']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no age groups found'; 
    } 
 

    //Echo the date of the calculation.  
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_calculation_supply_date($CalculationName){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $catchment['supplytabledate']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no age groups found'; 
    } 
 

    //Echo the date of the road network.  
    /** 
    * @param string $CalculationName 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_calculation_network_build_date($CalculationName){ 
        $quotedCalculationName = "'" . $CalculationName . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * from 

"odmatricesdetails".accessibilityresultsdetails where calculationtablename = '.  $quotedCalculationName 

. ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $catchment = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $catchment['roadnetworkdate']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no age groups found'; 
    } 
 

    //Generate a supply table within the supplytables schema.   
    /** 
    * @param string $uploadname 

    * @param string $uploadicon 

    * 

    * @return bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function create_supply_table($uploadname, $uploadicon){ 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('drop table if exists supplynogeom.' . $uploadname . 

'_facilities'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare( 
            "delete from odmatricesdetails.supplytablesdetails where tablename =  '" . $uploadname . 

"_facilities';"); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
         

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare( 
            'create table supplynogeom.' . $uploadname .  '_facilities ( 
            facility_id int, 

            facilityname varchar(255), 

            capacity int, 
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            postcode varchar(255), 

            latitude float, 

            longitude float 

            );'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
         

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare( 
            "insert into odmatricesdetails.supplytablesdetails (tablename, numberofservices, icon, 

datetime, supplytableversion) 
            values('" . $uploadname . "_facilities', 176,'" . $uploadicon ."',CURRENT_TIMESTAMP,1);"); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        

        if ($result) { 
            return true; 
        } else 
            return 'no age groups found'; 
    } 
 

    //Insert a row of supply table data into new supply table.    
    /** 
    * @param string $uploadname 

    * @param string $id 

    * @param string $name 

    * @param string $capacity 

    * @param string $postcode 

    * @param string $latitude 

    * @param string $longitude 

    * 

    * @return bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function insert_row_supply_table($uploadname, $id, $name, $capacity, $postcode, $latitude, 

$longitude){ 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare( 
            "INSERT INTO supplynogeom." . $uploadname .  "_facilities  
            (facility_id, facilityname, capacity, postcode, latitude, longitude) 

            VALUES(" . $id . ",'". $name . "','" . $capacity . "','" . $postcode ."','" . $latitude . 

"','" . $longitude ."');"); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            return true; 
        } else 
            return 'no age groups found'; 
    } 
     

    //Generates a supply table with geometry from postcodes.     
    /** 
    * @param string $uploadname 

    * 

    * @return bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function create_supplytable_from_postcode($uploadname){ 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare( 
            'drop table supplytables.' . $uploadname . ';'); 
        $stmt->execute(); 
         

        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare( 
            'create table supplytables.' . $uploadname . '_facilities as (select facility_id as "id", 

b.postcode, facilityname, capacity, c.geom as geom 
                from supplynogeom.' . $uploadname . '_facilities as b 
                inner join supplynogeom.postcodegeom as c on  

                TRIM(lower(b.postcode)) = TRIM(lower(c.postcode)));'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
         

        if ($result) { 
            return true; 
        } else 
            return 'unable to create supply table'; 
 

    } 
     

    //Return a list of supply tables in decenting order of date and time they were uploaded.      
    /** 
    * @return array|bool  [false = fail] 

    */ 
    function get_supply_in_date_order_recent() 
    { 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('SELECT * FROM "odmatricesdetails".supplytablesdetails 

order by datetime desc;' ); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
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            $return = array(); 
            while ($table = $stmt->fetch()) { 
                $return[] = $table['tablename']; 
            } 
            return $return; 
        } else 
            return false; 
 

    } 
 

    //Echo the number of supply point locations from a supply table.     
    /** 
    * @param string $table 

    * 

    * @return echo|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_supply_count($table){ 
        $quotedtable = "'" . $table . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select * from "odmatricesdetails".supplytablesdetails 

where "supplytablesdetails".tablename = '.  $quotedtable . ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $times = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $times['numberofservices']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            echo 'no dates found'; 
    } 
     

     

    //Return the name of an icon or image used to represent the supply table as a string.    
    /** 
    * @param string $table 

    * 

    * @return string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_icon($table){ 
        $quotedtable = "'" . $table . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select * from "odmatricesdetails".supplytablesdetails 

where "supplytablesdetails".tablename = '.  $quotedtable . ';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $times = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $times['icon']; 
            return $return; 
        } else 
            return 'no icon found'; 
    } 
 

    //Echo the date and time of the supply table upload.    
    /** 
    * @param string $table 

    * 

    * @return echo string|bool  [false = fail] 

    */   
    function get_supplytable_datetime($table){ 
        $quotedtable = "'" . $table . "'"; 
        $stmt = $this->db_connection->prepare('select to_char(datetime, \'dd-MON-yyyy\') as datetime 

from "odmatricesdetails".supplytablesdetails where "supplytablesdetails".tablename = '.  $quotedtable . 

';'); 
        $result = $stmt->execute(); 
        if ($result) { 
            $times = $stmt->fetch(); 
            $return = $times['datetime']; 
            echo $return; 
        } else 
            echo 'no dates found'; 
 

    } 
     

} 
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<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<!-- Includes for the style sheets and other important extensions --> 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="FCAStyle.css"> 

<script src="/staff/leaflet-dev/jquery-3.4.1.min.js"></script> 

<title>Origin-To_Destination Matrix Builder</title> 

<meta charset="utf-8"> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.5.2/css/bootstrap.min.css"> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="https://use.fontawesome.com/releases/v5.6.3/css/all.css" 

integrity="sha384-UHRtZLI+pbxtHCWp1t77Bi1L4ZtiqrqD80Kn4Z8NTSRyMA2Fd33n5dQ8lWUE00s/" 

crossorigin="anonymous"></head> 

<script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/3.5.1/jquery.min.js"></script> 

 

<script src="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.5.2/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="https://use.fontawesome.com/releases/v5.6.3/css/all.css" 

integrity="sha384-UHRtZLI+pbxtHCWp1t77Bi1L4ZtiqrqD80Kn4Z8NTSRyMA2Fd33n5dQ8lWUE00s/" 

crossorigin="anonymous"> 

<link href="//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.0.0/css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet" 

id="bootstrap-css"> 

 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="systemStyles.css"> 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="stylesheets/ODMatrixBuilder.css"> 

 

 

 

 

</head> 

<body> 

<!-- Php for stopping the page from refreshing --> 

<?php 

set_time_limit(0); 

ini_set('MAX_EXECUTION_TIME', -1); 

ini_set('display_errors', true); 

ini_set('xdebug.var_display_max_depth', 50); //avoids '...' 

ini_set('xdebug.var_display_max_children', 512); //avoids 'more elements...' 

 

require_once 'db_connect.php'; 

$db_connection = new Postgres(); 

 

//$SchemaName = "supplytables"; 

//$tableList = $db_connection->get_tables($SchemaName); 

$supplytablesdetails = $db_connection->get_supply_in_date_order_recent(); 

?> 

 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.4.1/css/bootstrap.min.css"> 

<script src="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.4.1/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script> 

 

 

 

 

<div class="container-fluid page-title text-center "> 

    <h1 class="stroke">SERVICE SUPPLY SET-UP</h1> 

</div> 

<ul > 

    <li><a class="active" href="index.php" ><img src="menuicons/home-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> Home</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="FacilityViewer.php" ><img src="menuicons/map-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> View Facilties</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="SetMMTable.php"><img src="menuicons/calculator-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> Accessibility Calculator</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="SetMapOutput.php"><img src="menuicons/results-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> View Results</a></li> 

 

    <li style="float:right"><a href="index.php"><img src="menuicons/help.png" width="25" height="25"> 

Help</a></li> 

    <li style="float:right"><a class="ODMatrixBuilder.php" href="index.php"><img 

src="menuicons/settings-colour.png" width="25" height="25"> Setup</a></li> 

</ul> 

 

</div> 

 

<form name="form2" id="form2" action="" method="post"> 

<div class="container-fluid"> 

    <div class="row"> 

 

        <div class="col-sm-6 text-center" id="facilityselecting"> 

            <div class="leftpanel"> 

                <h3>Select service supply facilities</h3> 

                <div class="row"> 

                    <div class="container h-100"> 
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                        <div class="row" style="height:40%;"> 

                            <div style="overflow-y:auto; height:400px; width: 100%;border: 2px solid 

#013320;"> 

                                <table id="servicesupplies" name="servicesupplies"  class="table"> 

                                    <tr> 

                                        <th rowspan="1">Service Type</th> 

                                        <th rowspan="1">Category</th> 

                                        <th rowspan="1">No. of Services</th> 

                                        <th rowspan="1">Version Date</th> 

                                        <th rowspan="1">Select</th> 

                                    </tr> 

                                    <?php $supplychecker = 1; ?> 

                                    <?php foreach ($supplytablesdetails as $key=>$table):?> 

             

                                    <tr > 

                                        <td><?php list($service_name,$service_type) = explode('_', 

$table);echo $service_name . " " . $service_type ?></td> 

                                        <td><?php $icon = $db_connection->get_icon($table); echo '<img 

src="icons/' . $icon . '" width="40" height="40">' ?></td> 

                                        <td><?php $tableservicecount = $db_connection-

>get_supply_count($table);?></td> 

                                        <td><?php $tablecreationdate = $db_connection-

>get_supplytable_datetime($table);?></td> 

                                        <td ><input type="radio" name="facilityselect" value="<?php 

echo $table ?>" <?php if($supplychecker == 1){echo "checked";}?>> 

                                    </tr> 

                                    <?php $supplychecker++; ?> 

                                    <?php endforeach; ?> 

                                </table >    

                            </div>  

                        </div> 

                        <br> 

 

 

    <hr> 

                        <div class="row"> 

 

                                <div class="col-sm text-center h-100"> 

                                    <div id="demandselecting"> 

                                        <h3>Select a populated geographic area</h3> 

                                        <body onLoad="preLoad()"> 

                                        <input type="radio" name="optionsRadios" onClick="im('a1');" 

value="oa_populated_centroids" checked> 

                                        <label for="OA">Output Areas</label><br> 

                                        <input type="radio" name="optionsRadios" onClick="im('a2');" 

value="lsoa_populated_centroids"> 

                                        <label for="LSOA">Lower Super Output Areas</label><br> 

                                        <input type="radio" name="optionsRadios" onClick="im('a3');" 

value="msoa_populated_centroids"> 

                                        <label for="MLOA">Middle Super Output Areas</label><br> 

                                    </div> 

                                </div> 

                        </div> 

                   <hr> 

                        <div class = "row"> 

 

                                <div class="col-sm-12 text-center h-100"> 

                                <h3>Select travel tolerance</h3> 

 

                                    <div class="slidecontainer"> 

                                        <label for="myRange" class="float-left">1km</label> 

                                        <label for="myRange" class="float-right">25km</label> 

                                        <input type="range" min="400" max="50000" value="10000" 

id="myRange" class="slidertwo" step="100"> 

                                        <p>Catchment size: <span id="demo"></span>m</p> 

                                        <script> 

                                            var slider = document.getElementById("myRange"); 

                                            var output = document.getElementById("demo"); 

                                            output.innerHTML = slider.value; // Display the default 

slider value 

 

                                            // Update the current slider value (each time you drag the 

slider handle) 

                                            slider.oninput = function() { 

                                                output.innerHTML = this.value; 

                                            } 

                                        </script> 

                                    </div> 

                                </div> 
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                        </div> 

                    </div> 

                </div> 

            </div> 

            <script> 

 

                function preLoad() { 

                    a1 = new Image; a1.src = 'Output Areas Wales.png'; 

                    a2 = new Image; a2.src = 'Lower Super Output Areas Wales.png'; 

                    a3 = new Image; a3.src = 'Mid output areas.png'; 

                } 

                function im(image) { 

                    document.getElementById(image[0]).src = eval(image + ".src") 

                } 

 

            </script> 

 

        </div> 

 

        <div class="col-sm-6 text-center"> 

 

            <div class="mapimagepanel"> 

                <div class="row"> 

                <img id ="a" src="Output Areas Wales.png" alt="5 Terre" style="width: 100%; min-height: 

700px; max-height: 750px;"> 

                <div class="container"> 

                    <p id="cont"> 

                        Output Areas 

                    </p> 

                    <hr> 

                    <script> 

                        $('input[name="optionsRadios"]').on('change', function(){ 

                            if ($(this).val()=='oa_populated_centroids') { 

 

                                //change to "show update" 

                                $("#cont").text("Output Area"); 

 

                            } else  if ($(this).val()=='lsoa_populated_centroids'){ 

 

                                $("#cont").text("Lower Super Output Areas"); 

                            } 

                            else if ($(this).val()=='msoa_populated_centroids'){ 

                                $("#cont").text("Middle Super Output Areas"); 

                            } 

                        }); 

                    </script> 

                </div> 

 

                <div class="row"> 

                    <div class="col-sm-12 text-center h-100"> 

                            <h3>Select the population age range</h3> 

                            <div class="form-check"> 

                                <section> 

 

                                    <label for=age0to4""> 

                                        <input id ="age0to4" type="checkbox" class="a" 

value="age0to4"/> 

                                        0 to 4 

                                    </label> 

                                    <label  for="age5to59"> 

                                        <input id="age5to9" type="checkbox" class="a" value="age5to9"/> 

                                        5 to 9 

                                    </label> 

                                    <label  for="age10to16"> 

                                        <input id="age10to16" type="checkbox" class="a" 

value="age10to16"/> 

                                        10 to 16 

                                    </label> 

                                    <label  for="age17to18"> 

                                        <input id="age17to18" type="checkbox" class="a" 

value="age17to18"/> 

                                        17 to 18 

                                    </label> 

                                    <label for="age19to24"> 

                                        <input id="age19to24" type="checkbox" class="a" 

value="age19to24"/> 

                                        19 to 24 

                                    </label> 

                                    <label  for="age25to44"> 
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                                        <input id="age25to44" type="checkbox" class="a" 

value="age25to44"/> 

                                        25 to 44 

                                    </label> 

                                    <label for="age45to64"> 

                                        <input id="age45to64" type="checkbox" class="a" 

value="age45to64"/> 

                                        45 to 64 

                                    </label> 

                                    <label for="age65plus"> 

                                        <input id="age65plus" type="checkbox" class="a" 

value="age65plus"/> 

                                        65 + 

                                    </label> 

 

                                </section> 

                            </div> 

                    </div> 

                    </div> 

                </div> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

    </div> 

</div> 

</div> 

 

 

 

<div class="container-fluid"> 

    <div class="row"> 

 

        <div class="col-sm-12 text-center"> 

 

            <button type="button" class="buttonr" onclick="build_query()">Submit</button> 

 

        </div> 

    </div> 

</div> 

 

</form> 

 

</div> 

<div hidden class="outputform"> 

        <div class="outputtop"> 

            <h1 style="font-size:30px">Output</h1> 

        </div> 

        <div class="pageform"> 

            <p id="demo2"></p> 

        </div> 

</div> 

 

<!-- The Modal --> 

<div id="myModal" class="modal"> 

 

    <!-- Modal content --> 

    <div class="modal-content"> 

        <span class="close">&times;</span> 

        <p>You have successfully created the set up table<br> 

        Click next to move on to the distance calculation stage of the set up.</p> 

        <button type="button" class="buttonr" onclick="document.location='SetODTable.php'" 

style="vertical-align:middle"><span>Calculate Distances </span></button> 

    </div> 

 

</div> 

 

 

                  

<!-- Javascript for the page controls --> 

<script> 

 

    // Get the modal 

    var modal = document.getElementById("myModal"); 

 

    // Get the <span> element that closes the modal 

    var span = document.getElementsByClassName("close")[0]; 

 

 

    // When the user clicks on <span> (x), close the modal 

    span.onclick = function() { 

        modal.style.display = "none"; 
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    } 

 

    // When the user clicks anywhere outside of the modal, close it 

    window.onclick = function(event) { 

        if (event.target == modal) { 

            modal.style.display = "none"; 

        } 

    } 

 

    $("input").on("click", function(){ 

        if ( $(this).attr("type") === "radio" ) { 

            $(this).parent().siblings().removeClass("isSelected"); 

        } 

        $(this).parent().toggleClass("isSelected"); 

    }); 

 

    //Function to build the string. 

    function build_query(sender){ 

        let lbl = document.getElementById('demo2'); 

        //Input values from drop down boxes, text boxes etc. 

        let sldValue = document.getElementById('myRange').value; 

 

        let SUPTable = $('#facilityselecting input:radio:checked').val(); 

        let SUPId = "id"; 

        let SUPGeom = "geom"; 

        let SUPVol = "capacity"; 

 

        let DEMTable = $('#demandselecting input:radio:checked').val(); 

        let DEMId = "id"; 

        let DEMGeom = "geom"; 

        let DEMVol = "totalpop"; 

 

        let ageRanges = $('.a:checkbox:checked').map(function() { 

            return this.value; 

        }).get(); 

 

        console.log(ageRanges); 

        let agerangelist = ageRanges.toString(); 

 

        //let agerangestring = agerangelist.split(",").join(" + "); 

 

        lbl.innerHTML = '<br><span style="text-transform:capitalize;">' + 'Generating OD Matrix Table 

as ..     ' + SUPTable + '_' + DEMTable + '_' + sldValue 

            '</span>'; 

        $.get('ODMatrixTable.php', {sldVal: sldValue, SupTable: SUPTable, SupId: SUPId, SupGeom: 

SUPGeom, SupVol: SUPVol, DemTable: DEMTable, DemId: DEMId, DemGeom: DEMGeom, DemVol: DEMVol, AgeRanges: 

agerangelist}).done(function (data) { 

            if (data.status === true){ 

                //$(sender).text('Finished Calculating'); 

 

                //webmapinfo.append(data); 

                document.getElementById("myModal").style.display = "block"; 

                lbl.innerHTML += '<br><span style="text-transform:capitalize;color: green">' + 

'Finished Creating OD Matrix' + 

                    '</span>'; 

            } 

            else 

                $(sender).text(data.message); 

        }).fail(function (data){ 

            //$(sender).text('Error Calculating'); 

            lbl.innerHTML += '<br><span style="text-transform:capitalize;color: darkred">' + 'Error 

Creating Table' + 

                '</span>'; 

        }).always(function (data){ 

        }); 

    } 

 

</script> 

 

<script> 

    $(document).ready(function(){ 

        $('[data-toggle="popover"]').popover(); 

    }); 

 

</script> 

 

 

</body> 

 

</html> 
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ODMatrixTable.php 
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<?php 

ini_set('display_errors', true); 

$public_data = array('status'=>false, 'message'=>'Unknown Error'); 

 

//Connect to the database 

require_once 'db_connect.php'; 

$db_connection = new Postgres(); 

 

//Set variables to values passed from the OD Matrix Builder Page.  

$sldValue = $_GET['sldVal']; 

$SUPTable = $_GET['SupTable']; 

$SUPId = $_GET['SupId']; 

$SUPGeom = $_GET['SupGeom']; 

$SUPVol = $_GET['SupVol']; 

$DEMTable = $_GET['DemTable']; 

$DEMId = $_GET['DemId']; 

$DEMGeom = $_GET['DemGeom']; 

$DEMVol = $_GET['DemVol']; 

$AGERanges = $_GET['AgeRanges']; 

 

//Create an OD matrix using the parameters set by the user.  

$public_data['status'] = $db_connection->create_OD($sldValue, $SUPTable, $SUPId, $SUPGeom, $SUPVol, 

$DEMTable, $DEMId, $DEMGeom, $DEMVol, $AGERanges); 

 

//Check if the status is successful if it is get rid of any default error messages 

if ($public_data['status'] === true) 

    unset($public_data['message']); 

    $public_data['status'] = true; 

 

//ob_clean(); 

header('Content-Type: application/json'); 

echo json_encode($public_data); 
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SetODTable.php 
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<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<meta charset="utf-8"> 

<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1"> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.5.2/css/bootstrap.min.css"> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="https://use.fontawesome.com/releases/v5.6.3/css/all.css" 

integrity="sha384-UHRtZLI+pbxtHCWp1t77Bi1L4ZtiqrqD80Kn4Z8NTSRyMA2Fd33n5dQ8lWUE00s/" 

crossorigin="anonymous"> 

<script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/3.5.1/jquery.min.js"></script> 

<script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/popper.js/1.16.0/umd/popper.min.js"></script> 

<script src="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.5.2/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script> 

<link href="//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.0.0/css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet" 

id="bootstrap-css"> 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="FCAStyle.css"> 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="stylesheets/setodtable.css"> 

 

<?php 

set_time_limit(0); 

ini_set('MAX_EXECUTION_TIME', -1); 

ini_set('display_errors', true); 

ini_set('xdebug.var_display_max_depth', 50); //avoids '...' 

ini_set('xdebug.var_display_max_children', 512); //avoids 'more elements...' 

 

//Connect to database.  

require_once 'db_connect.php'; 

$db_connection = new Postgres(); 

 

//Get the list of OD matrices.  

$SchemaName = "ODmatrices"; 

$tableList = $db_connection->get_tables($SchemaName); 

$ODtables = $db_connection->get_tables_in_date_order_recent(); 

 

?> 

<body> 

 

<!-- Page title and navigation --> 

<div class="container-fluid text-center" Style="background-color: #4b6da3; color: white; padding-top: 

15px; padding-bottom: 15px; width: 100%; "> 

    <h1>Select requirements for journey calculation</h1> 

</div> 

<ul > 

    <li><a class="active" href="index.php" ><img src="menuicons/home-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> Home</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="FacilityViewer.php" ><img src="menuicons/map-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> View Facilties</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="SetMMTable.php"><img src="menuicons/calculator-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> Accessibility Calculator</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="SetMapOutput.php"><img src="menuicons/results-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> View Results</a></li> 

 

    <li style="float:right"><a href="index.php"><img src="menuicons/help.png" width="25" height="25"> 

Help</a></li> 

    <li style="float:right"><a class="ODMatrixBuilder.php" href="index.php"><img 

src="menuicons/settings-colour.png" width="25" height="25"> Setup</a></li> 

</ul> 

<!-- Page title and navigation --> 

 

        <form action="JourneyCalc.php" method="post"> 

            <div class="col-sm-12 text-center"> 

            <br> 

                <table style="width:100%" class="paleBlueRows"> 

                    <tr> 

                        <th>Table Name</th> 

                        <th>Facility Type</th> 

                        <th>Facility Table Version</th> 

                        <th>Facility version Date</th> 

                        <th>Demand Type</th> 

                        <th>Catchment Area</th> 

                        <th>Road Network Build Date</th> 

                        <th>Age Groups included</th> 

                        <th>Date and Time Generated</th> 

                        <th>Select</th> 

                    </tr> 

                <?php foreach ($ODtables as $key=>$table):?> 

                <?php list($facilityType1,$facilityType2,$demandType1,$demandType2, $demandType3, 

$CatchmentSize) = explode('_', $table);?> 

                    <tr > 

                        <td ><?php echo $table ?></td> 

                        <td ><?=$facilityType1 . ' ' . $facilityType2;?></td> 
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                        <td><?php $supplyversion = $db_connection->get_supply_version($table);?></td> 

                        <td><?php $supplytabledate = $db_connection->get_supply_date($table);?></td> 

                        <td ><?=$demandType1 . ' ' . $demandType2 . ' ' . $demandType3;?></td> 

                        <td><?=$CatchmentSize . "m";?></td> 

                        <td><?php $roadnetworkdate = $db_connection-

>get_roadnetwork_date($table);?></td> 

                        <td><?php $agesgroups = $db_connection->get_population_ages($table);?></td> 

                        <td><?php $tablecreationdate = $db_connection->get_datetime($table);?></td> 

                        <td ><input type="radio" name="selectedtable" value='<?php echo $table ?>' > 

                    </tr> 

                <?php endforeach; ?> 

                </table> 

            </div> 

            <br> 

            <div class="col-sm-12 text-center"> 

                <button type="submit" class="buttonr" onclick="" style="vertical-

align:middle"><span>Submit </span></button> 

            </div> 

        </form> 

    </div> 

</div> 

 

</body> 

<script> 

    let ODSchema = "ODmatrices"; 

    //Function to get the tables from the postgres database. 

    function get_tables(sender) { 

    //ajax get to send information to the php file 'get_tables.php' 

    $.get('get_tables.php', {Schema: ODSchema} ).done(function (data) { 

    console.log(data.results); 

    //For each of the database tables retrieved, add it to the input for the drop down box. 

    for (let result in data.results) { 

        if (data.results.hasOwnProperty(result)) { 

            let value = (data.results[result]); 

            let option = document.createElement('option'); 

            option.id = result; 

            option.textContent = value; 

            sender.appendChild(option); 

 

            $('#myTable tr:last').after('<tr>' + option + '</tr><tr>...</tr>'); 

        } 

    } 

        sender.focus(); 

        //document.getElementById("mySelect").disabled=false; 

        }).fail(function (data) { 

 

        }); 

    } 

</script> 
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<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

<!-- Includes for the style sheets and other important extensions --> 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="FCAStyle.css"> 

<script src="/staff/leaflet-dev/jquery-3.4.1.min.js"></script> 

 

    <title>Journey Calc</title> 

    <meta charset="utf-8"> 

    <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" 

href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.5.2/css/bootstrap.min.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://use.fontawesome.com/releases/v5.6.3/css/all.css" 

integrity="sha384-UHRtZLI+pbxtHCWp1t77Bi1L4ZtiqrqD80Kn4Z8NTSRyMA2Fd33n5dQ8lWUE00s/" 

crossorigin="anonymous"> 

    <script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/3.5.1/jquery.min.js"></script> 

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/popper.js/1.16.0/umd/popper.min.js"></script> 

    <script src="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.5.2/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script> 

    <link href="//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.0.0/css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet" 

id="bootstrap-css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="stylesheets/JourneyCalc.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" 

href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.4.1/css/bootstrap.min.css"> 

    <script src="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.4.1/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script> 

</head> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

set_time_limit(0); 

 

ini_set('MAX_EXECUTION_TIME', -1); 

ini_set('display_errors', true); 

 

ini_set('xdebug.var_display_max_depth', 50); //avoids '...' 

ini_set('xdebug.var_display_max_children', 512); //avoids 'more elements...' 

 

require_once 'db_connect.php'; 

$db_connection = new Postgres(); 

 

$tableName = $_POST["selectedtable"]; 

$JourneyList = $db_connection->get_OD_matrix($tableName); 

$SchemaName = "ODmatrices"; 

$tables = $db_connection->get_tables($SchemaName); 

$filter = $db_connection->truncate_records(); 

$ODtables = $db_connection->get_tables_in_date_order_recent(); 

?> 

 

 

<!-- Page title and navigation --> 

<div class="container-fluid text-center" Style="background-color: #4b6da3; color: white; padding-top: 

15px; padding-bottom: 15px; width: 100%; "> 

    <h1>Journey Calculator</h1> 

</div> 

<ul > 

    <li><a class="active" href="index.php" ><img src="menuicons/home-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> Home</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="FacilityViewer.php" ><img src="menuicons/map-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> View Facilties</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="SetMMTable.php"><img src="menuicons/calculator-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> Accessibility Calculator</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="SetMapOutput.php"><img src="menuicons/results-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> View Results</a></li> 

 

    <li style="float:right"><a href="index.php"><img src="menuicons/help.png" width="25" height="25"> 

Help</a></li> 

    <li style="float:right"><a class="ODMatrixBuilder.php" href="index.php"><img 

src="menuicons/settings-colour.png" width="25" height="25"> Setup</a></li> 

</ul> 

<!-- Page title and navigation --> 

 

 

 

<div class="container-fluid"> 

    <div class="row"> 

 

        <div class="col-sm-12 text-center"> 

            <h1 style="font-size:20px;color:black;text-align: center;">The following calculation will 

be performed with these parameters</h1> 
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                <table style="width:100%; height:20px; text-align:center;"  class="paleBlueRows"> 

                    <tr> 

                        <th>Facility Type</th> 

                        <th>Facility Table Version</th> 

                        <th>Facility version Date</th> 

                        <th>Geographic population level</th> 

                        <th>Travel tolerance</th> 

                        <th>Transport Network Build Date</th> 

                        <th>Age Groups included</th> 

                        <th>Date and Time Generated</th> 

                    </tr> 

                        <?php list($facilityType1,$facilityType2,$demandType1,$demandType2, 

$demandType3, $CatchmentSize) = explode('_', $tableName);?> 

                        <tr > 

                            <td ><?=$facilityType1 . ' ' . $facilityType2;?></td> 

                            <td><?php $supplyversion = $db_connection-

>get_supply_version($tableName);?></td> 

                            <td><?php $supplytabledate = $db_connection-

>get_supply_date($tableName);?></td> 

                            <td ><?=$demandType1 . ' ' . $demandType2 . ' ' . $demandType3;?></td> 

                            <td><?=$CatchmentSize . "m";?></td> 

                            <td><?php $roadnetworkdate = $db_connection-

>get_roadnetwork_date($tableName);?></td> 

                            <td><?php $agesgroups = $db_connection-

>get_population_ages($tableName);?></td> 

                            <td><?php $tablecreationdate = $db_connection-

>get_datetime($tableName);?></td> 

                        </tr> 

                </table> 

 

<!-- Journey query activation --> 

<button hidden id="filterdistances" onclick="document.getElementById('filterpublic').click()" />Filter 

Calculating</button> 

<button id="publicCalc" class="buttonr" onclick="document.getElementById('journey_0').click()" />Start 

Calculating</button> 

<button hidden id="privCalc" onclick="document.getElementById('private_journey_0').click()" />Start 

Calculating Public</button> 

<button hidden id="bikeCalc" onclick="document.getElementById('bike_journey_0').click()" />Start 

Calculating Bike</button> 

<button hidden id="walkCalc" onclick="document.getElementById('walk_journey_0').click()" />Start 

Calculating walking</button> 

 

<!-- Progress bars for each mode of transport --> 

            <h1 style="font-size:20px">Public Transport Distance Progress:</h1> 

            <div style=>Complete: <span id="complete">0</span> Remaining:<span id="remaining">0</span> 

Percent:<span id="percent">0%</span></div> 

                <div id="publicProgress"> 

                    <div id="publicBar"></div> 

                </div> 

 

            <h1 style="font-size:20px">Private Transport Distance Progress:</h1> 

            <div >Complete: <span id="priv_complete">0</span> Remaining:<span 

id="priv_remaining">0</span> Percent:<span id="priv_percent">0%</span></div> 

                <div id="myProgress"> 

                    <div id="myBar"></div> 

                </div> 

 

            <h1 style="font-size:20px">Cycling Distance Progress:</h1> 

                <div >Complete: <span id="bike_complete">0</span> Remaining:<span 

id="bike_remaining">0</span> Percent:<span id="bike_percent">0%</span></div> 

                <div id="bikeProgress"> 

                    <div id="bikeBar"></div> 

                </div> 

 

            <h1 style="font-size:20px">Walking Distance Progress:</h1> 

                <div >Complete: <span id="walk_complete">0</span> Remaining:<span 

id="walk_remaining">0</span> Percent:<span id="walk_percent">0%</span></div> 

                <div id="walkingProgress"> 

                    <div id="walkingBar"></div> 

                </div> 

 

        <!-- Filtering public transport button and information. --> 

        <button hidden class="button" id="filterpublic" onclick="filter_distances(this)">Filter 

Distances</button> 

        <h1 style="font-size:20px">Public Transport Filtering Progress:</h1> 

        <div id="filterspace" class="pageform"></div> 

 

        <!-- Joining distances to OD matrix activation and information.  --> 

        <button hidden class="button" id="joindistances" onclick="join_tables(this) ">Add Results to OD 

Matrix</button> 
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        <h1 style="font-size:20px">Distances and Times Joining Progress:</h1> 

        <div id="joiningspace" class="pageform"></div> 

        <br><br><br><br> 

 

        </div> 

    </div> 

</div> 

<!--Buttons for public transport--> 

<table hidden> 

    <thead> 

    <tr> 

        <th>Start Lat</th> 

        <th>Start Lon</th> 

        <th>End Lat</th> 

        <th>End Lon</th> 

        <th>Options</th> 

    </tr> 

    </thead> 

    <tbody> 

 

    <?php foreach ($JourneyList as $key=>$journey):?> 

        <tr > 

            <td ><?=$journey['start_lat'];?></td> 

            <td><?=$journey['start_lon'];?></td> 

            <td><?=$journey['end_lat'];?></td> 

            <td><?=$journey['end_lon'];?></td> 

            <td><button id='journey_<?=intval($key);?>' class='pending journey' 

onclick="get_public_results(this,'<?=$journey['start_lat'];?>','<?=$journey['start_lon'];?>','<?=$journ

ey['end_lat'];?>','<?=$journey['end_lon'];?>')" disabled="disabled">Generate</button></td> 

 

        </tr> 

    <?php endforeach; ?> 

 

    </tbody> 

</table name = "table1"> 

 

 

<!--Buttons for private transport--> 

<table hidden> 

    <thead> 

    <tr> 

        <th>Start Lat</th> 

        <th>Start Lon</th> 

        <th>End Lat</th> 

        <th>End Lon</th> 

        <th>Options</th> 

    </tr> 

    </thead> 

    <tbody> 

 

    <?php foreach ($JourneyList as $key=>$journey):?> 

        <tr > 

            <td ><?=$journey['start_lat'];?></td> 

            <td><?=$journey['start_lon'];?></td> 

            <td><?=$journey['end_lat'];?></td> 

            <td><?=$journey['end_lon'];?></td> 

            <td><button id='private_journey_<?=intval($key);?>' class='pending journey' 

onclick="get_results(this,'<?=$journey['start_lat'];?>','<?=$journey['start_lon'];?>','<?=$journey['end

_lat'];?>','<?=$journey['end_lon'];?>')" disabled="disabled">Generate</button></td> 

 

        </tr> 

    <?php endforeach; ?> 

 

    </tbody> 

</table hidden name = "table2"> 

 

 

<!--Buttons for Cycling --> 

<table hidden > 

    <thead> 

    <tr> 

        <th>Start Lat</th> 

        <th>Start Lon</th> 

        <th>End Lat</th> 

        <th>End Lon</th> 

        <th>Options</th> 

    </tr> 

    </thead> 

    <tbody> 
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    <?php foreach ($JourneyList as $key=>$journey):?> 

        <tr > 

            <td ><?=$journey['start_lat'];?></td> 

            <td><?=$journey['start_lon'];?></td> 

            <td><?=$journey['end_lat'];?></td> 

            <td><?=$journey['end_lon'];?></td> 

            <td><button id='bike_journey_<?=intval($key);?>' class='pending journey' 

onclick="get_bike_results(this,'<?=$journey['start_lat'];?>','<?=$journey['start_lon'];?>','<?=$journey

['end_lat'];?>','<?=$journey['end_lon'];?>')" disabled="disabled">Generate</button></td> 

 

        </tr> 

    <?php endforeach; ?> 

 

    </tbody> 

</table hidden name = "table3"> 

 

 

<!--Buttons for Walking --> 

<table hidden > 

    <thead> 

    <tr> 

        <th>Start Lat</th> 

        <th>Start Lon</th> 

        <th>End Lat</th> 

        <th>End Lon</th> 

        <th>Options</th> 

    </tr> 

    </thead> 

    <tbody> 

 

    <?php foreach ($JourneyList as $key=>$journey):?> 

        <tr > 

            <td ><?=$journey['start_lat'];?></td> 

            <td><?=$journey['start_lon'];?></td> 

            <td><?=$journey['end_lat'];?></td> 

            <td><?=$journey['end_lon'];?></td> 

            <td><button id='walk_journey_<?=intval($key);?>' class='pending journey' 

onclick="get_walk_results(this,'<?=$journey['start_lat'];?>','<?=$journey['start_lon'];?>','<?=$journey

['end_lat'];?>','<?=$journey['end_lon'];?>')" disabled="disabled">Generate</button></td> 

 

        </tr> 

    <?php endforeach; ?> 

 

    </tbody> 

</table hidden name = "table4"> 

 

<!--Buttons deleting cache --> 

<button hidden onclick="delete_cache(this)">Delete Cache</button> 

 

 

<!-- The Modal --> 

<div id="myModal" class="modal"> 

 

    <!-- Modal content --> 

    <div class="modal-content"> 

        <span class="close">&times;</span> 

        <p>Distances for each mode of transport, to each facility have successfully been calculated<br> 

            Click next to move on to accessibility calculation.</p> 

        <button type="button" class="buttonr" onclick="document.location='SetMMTable.php'" 

style="vertical-align:middle"><span>Calculate Accessibility </span></button> 

    </div> 

 

</div> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

<script> 

    $('.journey').attr('disabled', false); 

    //document.write(nextMode); 

 

    // Get the modal 

    var modal = document.getElementById("myModal"); 

 

    // Get the <span> element that closes the modal 

    var span = document.getElementsByClassName("close")[0]; 

 

 

    // When the user clicks on <span> (x), close the modal 

    span.onclick = function() { 

        modal.style.display = "none"; 
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    } 

 

    // When the user clicks anywhere outside of the modal, close it 

    window.onclick = function(event) { 

        if (event.target == modal) { 

            modal.style.display = "none"; 

        } 

    } 

 

    //Set the threads for each mode of transport for more than one to be run at once.  

    let max_threads = 5; 

    let threads = []; 

    let priv_max_threads = 10; 

    let priv_threads = []; 

    let bike_max_threads = 5; 

    let bike_threads = []; 

    let walk_max_threads = 5; 

    let walk_threads = []; 

 

    //Get the results for public transport using start coordinates and end coorinates from input 

buttons.  

    /** 

    * @param string $start_lat 

    * @param string $start_lon 

    * @param string $end_lat 

    * @param string $end_lon 

    * 

    */ 

    function get_public_results(sender,start_lat,start_lon,end_lat,end_lon){ 

 

        //Set the transport type.  

        let transport_type = "public"; 

        if (threads.length <= max_threads) { 

            //prepare the data for POST 

            let post_data = { 

                transport_type: transport_type, 

                start_lat: start_lat, 

                start_lon: start_lon, 

                end_lat: end_lat, 

                end_lon: end_lon 

            }; 

 

            //Get button id (hidden but used during development).  

            let id = sender.getAttribute('id'); 

            threads.push(id); 

            $(sender).text('Pending').removeClass('pending'); 

 

            //POST data to query PHP file with parameters set in post_data.  

            $.post('query.php', post_data).done(function (data) { 

                if (data.status === true) { 

                    //If returns a true message from query PHP file, change message. 

                    $(sender).text(data.message); 

                } else 

                    $(sender).text(data.message); 

            }).fail(function (data) { 

                //If error set value to 'error' 

                $(sender).text('Error'); 

            }).always(function (data) { 

                //Disable the button input.  

                $(sender).attr('disabled', true); 

 

                id = sender.getAttribute('id'); 

                Array.prototype.remove = function() { 

                    var what, a = arguments, L = a.length, ax; 

                    while (L && this.length) { 

                        what = a[--L]; 

                        while ((ax = this.indexOf(what)) !== -1) { 

                            this.splice(ax, 1); 

                        } 

                    } 

                    return this; 

                }; 

                threads.remove(id); 

 

                //Update calculation progress for detail labels.  

                let complete = document.getElementById('complete'); 

                complete.textContent = parseInt(complete.textContent)+1; 

                let remaining = document.getElementById('remaining'); 

                let percent = document.getElementById('percent'); 

                let elem = document.getElementById("publicBar"); 
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                let $table = null; 

                let $pending = null; 

                $table = $(sender).closest('table'); 

                $pending = $table.find('.pending'); 

                remaining.textContent = ($pending.length); 

                //Update progress bar.  

 

                percent.textContent = ((parseFloat(complete.textContent) / 

parseFloat(parseInt(complete.textContent)+parseInt(remaining.textContent))) * 100).toFixed(2) + '%'; 

                elem.style.width = ((parseFloat(complete.textContent) / 

parseFloat(parseInt(complete.textContent)+parseInt(remaining.textContent))) * 100).toFixed(2) + '%'; 

                //Update threads 

                for (let i = 0; i <= max_threads - threads.length; i++) { 

                    $table = $(sender).closest('table'); 

                    $pending = $table.find('.pending'); 

                    if (threads.length <= max_threads && $pending.length) { 

                        id = $pending.get(0).getAttribute('id'); 

                        threads.push(id); 

                        $pending.first().text('Pending').removeClass('pending').click(); 

                    }else{ 

                        document.getElementById('privCalc').click(); 

                        //document.getElementById('filterpublic').click(); --Uncomment to finish 

transport calculation early before moving onto next mode.  

                    } 

                } 

            }); 

 

        } 

 

    } 

 

    //Get the results for private transport using start coordinates and end coorinates from input 

buttons.  

    /** 

    * @param string $start_lat 

    * @param string $start_lon 

    * @param string $end_lat 

    * @param string $end_lon 

    * 

    */ 

    function get_results(sender,start_lat,start_lon,end_lat,end_lon){ 

        //Set the transport type.  

        let transport_type = "private"; 

        if (priv_threads.length <= priv_max_threads) { 

            //prepare the data for POST 

            let priv_post_data = { 

                transport_type: transport_type, 

                start_lat: start_lat, 

                start_lon: start_lon, 

                end_lat: end_lat, 

                end_lon: end_lon 

            }; 

 

            //Get button id (hidden but used during development).  

            let priv_id = sender.getAttribute('id'); 

            priv_threads.push(priv_id); 

            $(sender).text('Pending').removeClass('pending'); 

 

            //POST data to query PHP file with parameters set in post_data.      

            $.post('query.php', priv_post_data).done(function (data) { 

                if (data.status === true) { 

                    //If returns a true message from query PHP file, change message. 

                    $(sender).text(data.message); 

                } else 

                    $(sender).text(data.message); 

            }).fail(function (data) { 

                //If error set value to 'error' 

                $(sender).text('Error'); 

            }).always(function (data) { 

                //Disable the button input.  

                $(sender).attr('disabled', true); 

 

                priv_id = sender.getAttribute('id'); 

                Array.prototype.remove = function() { 

                    var what, a = arguments, L = a.length, ax; 

                    while (L && this.length) { 

                        what = a[--L]; 

                        while ((ax = this.indexOf(what)) !== -1) { 

                            this.splice(ax, 1); 
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                        } 

                    } 

                    return this; 

                }; 

                priv_threads.remove(priv_id); 

 

                //Update calculation progress for detail labels.  

                let priv_complete = document.getElementById('priv_complete'); 

                priv_complete.textContent = parseInt(priv_complete.textContent)+1; 

                let priv_remaining = document.getElementById('priv_remaining'); 

                let priv_percent = document.getElementById('priv_percent'); 

                let elem = document.getElementById("myBar"); 

 

                let $priv_table = null; 

                let $priv_pending = null; 

                $priv_table = $(sender).closest('table'); 

                $priv_pending = $priv_table.find('.pending'); 

                priv_remaining.textContent = ($priv_pending.length); 

                priv_percent.textContent = ((parseFloat(priv_complete.textContent) / 

parseFloat(parseInt(priv_complete.textContent)+parseInt(priv_remaining.textContent))) * 100).toFixed(2) 

+ '%'; 

                elem.style.width = ((parseFloat(priv_complete.textContent) / 

parseFloat(parseInt(priv_complete.textContent)+parseInt(priv_remaining.textContent))) * 100).toFixed(2) 

+ '%'; 

                //Update threads 

                for (let i = 0; i <= priv_max_threads - priv_threads.length; i++) { 

                    $priv_table = $(sender).closest('table'); 

                    $priv_pending = $priv_table.find('.pending'); 

                    if (priv_threads.length <= priv_max_threads && $priv_pending.length) { 

                        priv_id = $priv_pending.get(0).getAttribute('id'); 

                        priv_threads.push(priv_id); 

                        $priv_pending.first().text('Pending').removeClass('pending').click(); 

                    }else { 

                        document.getElementById('bikeCalc').click(); 

                        //document.getElementById('filterpublic').click(); --Uncomment to finish 

transport calculation early before moving onto next mode.  

                    } 

                } 

            }); 

        } 

    } 

 

    //Get the results for cycling using start coordinates and end coorinates from input buttons.  

    /** 

    * @param string $start_lat 

    * @param string $start_lon 

    * @param string $end_lat 

    * @param string $end_lon 

    * 

    */ 

    function get_bike_results(sender,start_lat,start_lon,end_lat,end_lon){ 

         

        //Set the transport type.  

        let transport_type = "cycling"; 

        if (bike_threads.length <= bike_max_threads) { 

            //prepare the data for POST 

            let bike_post_data = { 

                transport_type: transport_type, 

                start_lat: start_lat, 

                start_lon: start_lon, 

                end_lat: end_lat, 

                end_lon: end_lon 

            }; 

 

            //Get button id (hidden but used during development).  

            let bike_id = sender.getAttribute('id'); 

            bike_threads.push(bike_id); 

            $(sender).text('Pending').removeClass('pending'); 

 

            //POST data to query PHP file with parameters set in post_data.  

            $.post('query.php', bike_post_data).done(function (data) { 

                if (data.status === true) { 

                    //If returns a true message from query PHP file, change message. 

                    $(sender).text(data.message); 

                } else 

                    $(sender).text(data.message); 

            }).fail(function (data) { 

                //If error set value to 'error' 

                $(sender).text('Error'); 

            }).always(function (data) { 
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                //Disable the button input.  

                $(sender).attr('disabled', true); 

 

                bike_id = sender.getAttribute('id'); 

                Array.prototype.remove = function() { 

                    var what, a = arguments, L = a.length, ax; 

                    while (L && this.length) { 

                        what = a[--L]; 

                        while ((ax = this.indexOf(what)) !== -1) { 

                            this.splice(ax, 1); 

                        } 

                    } 

                    return this; 

                }; 

                bike_threads.remove(bike_id); 

 

                //Update calculation progress for detail labels.  

                let bike_complete = document.getElementById('bike_complete'); 

                bike_complete.textContent = parseInt(bike_complete.textContent)+1; 

                let bike_remaining = document.getElementById('bike_remaining'); 

                let bike_percent = document.getElementById('bike_percent'); 

                let elem = document.getElementById("bikeBar"); 

 

                let $bike_table = null; 

                let $bike_pending = null; 

                $bike_table = $(sender).closest('table'); 

                $bike_pending = $bike_table.find('.pending'); 

                bike_remaining.textContent = ($bike_pending.length); 

                //Update progress bar.  

                 

                bike_percent.textContent = ((parseFloat(bike_complete.textContent) / 

parseFloat(parseInt(bike_complete.textContent)+parseInt(bike_remaining.textContent))) * 100).toFixed(2) 

+ '%'; 

                elem.style.width = ((parseFloat(bike_complete.textContent) / 

parseFloat(parseInt(bike_complete.textContent)+parseInt(bike_remaining.textContent))) * 100).toFixed(2) 

+ '%'; 

                //Update threads 

                for (let i = 0; i <= bike_max_threads - bike_threads.length; i++) { 

                    $bike_table = $(sender).closest('table'); 

                    $bike_pending = $bike_table.find('.pending'); 

                    if (bike_threads.length <= bike_max_threads && $bike_pending.length) { 

                        bike_id = $bike_pending.get(0).getAttribute('id'); 

                        bike_threads.push(bike_id); 

                        $bike_pending.first().text('Pending').removeClass('pending').click(); 

                    }else { 

                        document.getElementById('walkCalc').click(); 

                    } 

                } 

            }); 

        } 

    } 

 

    //Get the results for walking using start coordinates and end coorinates from input buttons.  

    /** 

    * @param string $start_lat 

    * @param string $start_lon 

    * @param string $end_lat 

    * @param string $end_lon 

    * 

    */ 

    function get_walk_results(sender,start_lat,start_lon,end_lat,end_lon){ 

        let transport_type = "walking";      

        //Set the transport type.  

        if (walk_threads.length <= walk_max_threads) { 

            //prepare the data for POST 

            let walk_post_data = { 

                transport_type: transport_type, 

                start_lat: start_lat, 

                start_lon: start_lon, 

                end_lat: end_lat, 

                end_lon: end_lon 

            }; 

 

            //Get button id (hidden but used during development).  

            let walk_id = sender.getAttribute('id'); 

            walk_threads.push(walk_id); 

            $(sender).text('Pending').removeClass('pending'); 

             

            //POST data to query PHP file with parameters set in post_data.  

            $.post('query.php', walk_post_data).done(function (data) { 
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                if (data.status === true) { 

                    //If returns a true message from query PHP file, change message. 

                    $(sender).text(data.message); 

                } else 

                    $(sender).text(data.message); 

            }).fail(function (data) { 

                //If error set value to 'error' 

                $(sender).text('Error'); 

            }).always(function (data) { 

                //Disable the button input.  

                $(sender).attr('disabled', true); 

 

                walk_id = sender.getAttribute('id'); 

                Array.prototype.remove = function() { 

                    var what, a = arguments, L = a.length, ax; 

                    while (L && this.length) { 

                        what = a[--L]; 

                        while ((ax = this.indexOf(what)) !== -1) { 

                            this.splice(ax, 1); 

                        } 

                    } 

                    return this; 

                }; 

                walk_threads.remove(walk_id); 

 

                //Update calculation progress for detail labels.  

                let walk_complete = document.getElementById('walk_complete'); 

                walk_complete.textContent = parseInt(walk_complete.textContent)+1; 

                let walk_remaining = document.getElementById('walk_remaining'); 

                let walk_percent = document.getElementById('walk_percent'); 

                let elem = document.getElementById("walkingBar"); 

 

                let $walk_table = null; 

                let $walk_pending = null; 

                $walk_table = $(sender).closest('table'); 

                $walk_pending = $walk_table.find('.pending'); 

                walk_remaining.textContent = ($walk_pending.length); 

                //Update progress bar.  

                 

                walk_percent.textContent = ((parseFloat(walk_complete.textContent) / 

parseFloat(parseInt(walk_complete.textContent)+parseInt(walk_remaining.textContent))) * 100).toFixed(2) 

+ '%'; 

                elem.style.width = ((parseFloat(walk_complete.textContent) / 

parseFloat(parseInt(walk_complete.textContent)+parseInt(walk_remaining.textContent))) * 100).toFixed(2) 

+ '%'; 

                //Update threads 

                for (let i = 0; i <= walk_max_threads - walk_threads.length; i++) { 

                    $walk_table = $(sender).closest('table'); 

                    $walk_pending = $walk_table.find('.pending'); 

                    if (walk_threads.length <= walk_max_threads && $walk_pending.length) { 

                        walk_id = $walk_pending.get(0).getAttribute('id'); 

                        walk_threads.push(walk_id); 

                        $walk_pending.first().text('Pending').removeClass('pending').click(); 

                    }else { 

                        document.getElementById('filterpublic').click(); 

                    } 

                } 

            }); 

        } 

    } 
   let ODSchema = "ODmatrices"; 

    //Function to get the tables from the postgres database. 

     

    function get_tables(sender) { 

        //ajax get to send information to the php file 'get_tables.php' 

 

        $.get('get_tables.php', {Schema: ODSchema} ).done(function (data) { 

            console.log(data.results); 

            //For each of the database tables retrieved, add it to the input for the drop down box. 

            for (let result in data.results) { 

                if (data.results.hasOwnProperty(result)) { 

                    let value = (data.results[result]); 

                    let option = document.createElement('option'); 

                    option.id = result; 

                    option.textContent = value; 

                    sender.appendChild(option); 

                } 

            } 

            sender.focus(); 

            //document.getElementById("mySelect").disabled=false; 
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        }).fail(function (data) { 

 

        }); 

    } 

 

    //Function to delete the cache holding the progress of the journey times already calculated.  

    function delete_cache(sender){ 

        $(sender).text('Pending Deletion'); 

        $.get('delete_cache.php').done(function(data){ 

            if (data.status === true){ 

                $(sender).text('Deleted'); 

            } 

            else 

                $(sender).text(data.message); 

        }).fail(function (data){ 

            $(sender).text('Error Deleting'); 

        }).always(function (data){ 

        }); 

 

        $('.journey').attr('disabled', false).text('Generate').addClass('pending'); 

        let complete = document.getElementById('complete'); 

        complete.textContent = '0'; 

        let remaining = document.getElementById('remaining'); 

        remaining.textContent = '0'; 

        let percent = document.getElementById('percent'); 

        percent.textContent = '0%'; 

        let priv_complete = document.getElementById('priv_complete'); 

        priv_complete.textContent = '0'; 

        let priv_remaining = document.getElementById('priv_remaining'); 

        priv_remaining.textContent = '0'; 

        let priv_percent = document.getElementById('priv_percent'); 

        priv_percent.textContent = '0%'; 

    } 

 

    //Filter distances for public transport to shortest distance.  

    function filter_distances(sender){ 

        $(sender).text('Filtering Distances'); 

        document.getElementById("filterspace").textContent = 'Filtering Distances...'; 

        $.get('filter_distances.php').done(function(data){ 

            if (data.status === true){ 

                $(sender).text('Filtered'); 

                document.getElementById("filterspace").textContent = 'Filtering Distances...' + 'The 

public transport distances have been successfully filtered to the lowest distance for each OD.'; 

                document.getElementById('joindistances').click(); 

            } 

            else 

                $(sender).text(data.message); 

        }).fail(function (data){ 

            $(sender).text('Error Filtering'); 

            document.getElementById("filterspace").textContent = 'Distances not filtered: ERROR.'; 

        }).always(function (data){ 

        }); 

    } 

 

    //Join the times and distances to the OD matrix 

    function join_tables(sender){ 

 

        let ODMatrix = '<?php echo ($tableName); ?>'; 

        $(sender).text('Joining Generated Distances to OD Matrix to' + '<?php echo ($tableName); ?>'); 

        $.get('join_distances.php', {od_matrix: ODMatrix }).done(function(data){ 

            if (data.status === true){ 

                document.getElementById("joiningspace").textContent = 'Distances Joined to Matrix'; 

 

                //webmapinfo.append(data); 

                document.getElementById("myModal").style.display = "block"; 

            } 

            else 

                $(sender).text(data.message); 

        }).fail(function (data){ 

            document.getElementById("joiningspace").textContent; 

        }).always(function (data){ 

        }); 

    } 

 

</script> 
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Query.php 
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<?php 

require_once 'db_connect.php'; 

$db_connection = new Postgres(); 

 

//Response information.  

$public_data = array('status'=>false,'message'=>'Unknown Error'); 

 

//Check if the variables have been passed through including: 

//-- Transport type 

//-- Starting location lat 

//-- Starting location long 

//-- End location lat 

//-- Eng location lon 

if 

(isset($_POST['transport_type'],$_POST['start_lat'],$_POST['start_lon'],$_POST['end_lat'],$_POST['end_l

on'])) { 

    // Set variables to those values.  

    $public_data['transport_type'] = $transport_type = $_POST['transport_type']; 

    $public_data['start_lat'] = $start_lat = filter_var($_POST['start_lat'], FILTER_VALIDATE_FLOAT); 

    $public_data['start_lon'] = $start_lon = filter_var($_POST['start_lon'], FILTER_VALIDATE_FLOAT); 

    $public_data['end_lat'] = $end_lat = filter_var($_POST['end_lat'], FILTER_VALIDATE_FLOAT); 

    $public_data['end_lon'] = $end_lon = filter_var($_POST['end_lon'], FILTER_VALIDATE_FLOAT); 

 

    /* 

    Set the url to the location of the OpenTripPlanner server. If on the same machine change to: 

    localhost:8082 but this can be configued to other ports when initiating OTP.  

    */ 

    $url = "/* inset address and port for OTP here*/"; 

     

    //Build full URL to query REST API based on inputs.  

    $results = build_query_otp($transport_type, $db_connection, $url, $start_lat , $start_lon , 

$end_lat, $end_lon); 

 

    //Check to see if result contained a journey.  

    if (!empty($results)) { 

        $public_data['status'] = $results['status']; 

        //Check number of results returned.  

        if (isset($results['value']['plan'],$results['value']['plan']['itineraries'])) 

            $public_data['message'] = count($results['value']['plan']['itineraries']) . ' result(s) 

returned'; 

        elseif (isset($results['message'])) 

            //State error.  

            $public_data['message'] = $results['message']; 

        elseif (is_array($results)) 

            //Respond with number of journies returned.  

            $public_data['message'] = count($results['value']) . ' cached result(s) returned'; 

    } 

} 

else{ 

    //If variables missing from input then return error message.  

    $public_data['message'] = 'Required Variables Missing'; 

} 

 

header('Content-Type: application/json'); 

echo json_encode($public_data); 

/** 

 * @param Postgres $db_connection 

 * @param string $url 

 * @param double $start_lat 

 * @param double $start_lon 

 * @param double $end_lat 

 * @param double $end_lon 

 * @return bool|mixed|null 

 */ 

function build_query_otp($transport_type, $db_connection, $url, $start_lat , $start_lon , $end_lat, 

$end_lon) 

{ 

    $records = $db_connection->get_records($transport_type, $start_lat,$start_lon,$end_lat,$end_lon); 

    if (count($records) !== 0) 

        return array('status'=>true, 'value'=>$records); 

 

    $JourneyEndCoord = $end_lat . "," . $end_lon; 

    $JourneyStartCoord = $start_lat . "," . $start_lon; 

 

    /* 

    To be replaced with builder or factory pattern.  

    Currently only has 4 modes and the times and dates were fixed.  

    Ideally this should be generated with additional inputs.  
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    Included examples of changing the routing graph if need to have more than one set of transport/road 

network dataset.  

    */ 

    if ($transport_type == "public"){ 

        //$query = '/otp/routers/default/plan?fromPlace=' . $JourneyStartCoord . '&toPlace=' . 

$JourneyEndCoord . '&arriveBy=11:00am&date=08-29-2021&mode=TRANSIT,WALK&maxWalkDistance=400'; 

        $query = '/otp/routers/onlybus/plan?fromPlace=' . $JourneyStartCoord . '&toPlace=' . 

$JourneyEndCoord . '&arriveBy=11:00am&date=08-24-2021&mode=TRANSIT,WALK&maxWalkDistance=400'; 

        //$query = '/otp/routers/original/plan?fromPlace=' . $JourneyStartCoord . '&toPlace=' . 

$JourneyEndCoord . '&arriveBy=11:00am&date=08-20-2019&mode=TRANSIT,WALK&maxWalkDistance=400'; 

    } elseif($transport_type == "private"){ 

        //$query = '/otp/routers/default/plan?fromPlace=' . $JourneyStartCoord . '&toPlace=' . 

$JourneyEndCoord . '&time=11:00am&date=08-29-2021&mode=CAR'; 

        $query = '/otp/routers/onlybus/plan?fromPlace=' . $JourneyStartCoord . '&toPlace=' . 

$JourneyEndCoord . '&time=11:00am&date=08-24-2021&mode=CAR'; 

        //$query = '/otp/routers/original/plan?fromPlace=' . $JourneyStartCoord . '&toPlace=' . 

$JourneyEndCoord . '&time=11:00am&date=08-20-2019&mode=CAR'; 

    }elseif($transport_type == "cycling"){ 

        //$query = '/otp/routers/default/plan?fromPlace=' . $JourneyStartCoord . '&toPlace=' . 

$JourneyEndCoord . '&time=11:00am&date=08-29-2021&mode=BICYCLE'; 

        $query = '/otp/routers/onlybus/plan?fromPlace=' . $JourneyStartCoord . '&toPlace=' . 

$JourneyEndCoord . '&time=11:00am&date=08-24-2021&mode=BICYCLE'; 

        //$query = '/otp/routers/original/plan?fromPlace=' . $JourneyStartCoord . '&toPlace=' . 

$JourneyEndCoord . '&time=11:00am&date=08-20-2019&mode=BICYCLE'; 

    }elseif($transport_type == "walking"){ 

        //$query = '/otp/routers/default/plan?fromPlace=' . $JourneyStartCoord . '&toPlace=' . 

$JourneyEndCoord . '&time=11:00am&date=08-29-2021&mode=WALK'; 

        $query = '/otp/routers/onlybus/plan?fromPlace=' . $JourneyStartCoord . '&toPlace=' . 

$JourneyEndCoord . '&time=11:00am&date=08-24-2021&mode=WALK'; 

        //$query = '/otp/routers/original/plan?fromPlace=' . $JourneyStartCoord . '&toPlace=' . 

$JourneyEndCoord . '&time=11:00am&date=08-20-2019&mode=WALK'; 

         

    }else{ 

        //If incorrect transport selected then state no query.  

        echo "No query"; 

    } 

     

    //Set the result to query response.  

    $result = run_query_otp($url, $query); 

     

    //Set a return variable NULL default incase response data incorrect.  

    $return = null; 

    if (isset($result)) { 

        $resultarray = isset($result) ? $result : []; 

 

        //if no path found result in no path found.  

        if (isset($resultarray['error'], $resultarray['error']['noPath']) && 

$resultarray['error']['noPath']) 

            return array('status'=>false, 'message'=>'No Path Found'); 

 

        //Select route information.  

        $routeinfo = [$resultarray['requestParameters']['date'], 

$resultarray['requestParameters']['mode'], $resultarray['plan']['date'], 

$resultarray['requestParameters']['toPlace']]; 

 

         

        $totalDistances = array(); 

        $minimumDistance = PHP_FLOAT_MAX; 

        $minimumIndex = -1; 

        $maximumDistance = 0; 

        $maximumIndex = -1; 

 

        foreach ($resultarray['plan']['itineraries'] as $key => $itinerary) { 

            //Fill journey related variabels with itinerary details.  

            //convert journey times to minutes and convert transit times to minutes.  

            $totalDistances[$key] = 0; 

            $duration = $itinerary['duration'] / 60; 

            $transit_time = $itinerary['transitTime'] / 60; 

            $waiting_time = $itinerary['waitingTime']; 

            $transfers = $itinerary['transfers']; 

 

            //Sum the journey distances into a total distance value.  

            foreach ($itinerary['legs'] as $leg) { 

                $distance = $leg['distance']; 

                $totalDistances[$key] += $distance; 

            } 

             

            //Insert data into related journey distance and time tables.  

            $db_connection->insert_record($transport_type, $start_lat , $start_lon , $end_lat, 

$end_lon,  round($totalDistances[$key]), $duration, $transit_time, $waiting_time, $transfers); 
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            if ($totalDistances[$key] > $maximumDistance) { 

                $maximumDistance = $totalDistances[$key]; 

                $maximumIndex = $key; 

 

            } 

            if ($totalDistances[$key] < $minimumDistance) { 

                $minimumDistance = $totalDistances[$key]; 

                $minimumIndex = $key; 

            } 

        } 

    } 

 

    //Return true status  

    return array('status'=>true, 'value'=>$return); 

} 

 

//Query the rest API and cURL the response.  

/** 

 * @param string $url 

 * @param string $query 

**/ 

function run_query_otp($url, $query) 

{ 

    //Initialise cURL session.  

    $ch = curl_init(); 

    //Set options.  

    curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_URL, $url . $query); 

    curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_RETURNTRANSFER, TRUE); 

    curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_TIMEOUT, -1); 

     

    //Execute session and set variable to content of query.  

    $contents = curl_exec($ch); 

    $httpCode = curl_getinfo($ch, CURLINFO_HTTP_CODE); 

    $error_code = curl_errno($ch); 

    $error_message = curl_error($ch); 

 

    //Close cURL session.  

    curl_close($ch); 

 

    //Set variable to response, decoding cURL response from JSON format to variable.  

    $result = json_decode($contents, true); 

     

    //Return the journey info.  

    return $result; 

} 
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Filter_distances.php 
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<?php 

 

ini_set('display_errors', true); 

//Preconfigure the variables 

$public_data = array('status'=>false, 'message'=>'Unknown Error'); 

 

//Include the database object file and create an instance 

require_once 'db_connect.php'; 

$db_connection = new Postgres(); 

 

//Execute filter distances function. 

$public_data['status'] = $db_connection->filter_shortest(); 

 

//Check if the status is successful if it is get rid of any default error messages 

if ($public_data['status'] === true) 

    unset($public_data['message']); 

 

header('Content-Type: application/json'); 

echo json_encode($public_data); 
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Join_distances.php 
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<?php 

ini_set('display_errors', true); 

$public_data = array('status'=>false, 'message'=>'Unknown Error'); 

require_once 'db_connect.php'; 

$db_connection = new Postgres(); 

 

$od_matrix = $_GET['od_matrix']; 

 

//Execute function to join the distances and times to OD matrix.  

$public_data['status'] = $db_connection->join_tables($od_matrix); 

 

 

//Check if the status is successful if it is get rid of any default error messages 

if ($public_data['status'] !== false) 

    unset($public_data['message']); 

$public_data['status'] = true; 

 

 

header('Content-Type: application/json'); 

echo json_encode($public_data); 
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Setmmtable.php 
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<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<meta charset="utf-8"> 

<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1"> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.5.2/css/bootstrap.min.css"> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="https://use.fontawesome.com/releases/v5.6.3/css/all.css" 

integrity="sha384-UHRtZLI+pbxtHCWp1t77Bi1L4ZtiqrqD80Kn4Z8NTSRyMA2Fd33n5dQ8lWUE00s/" 

crossorigin="anonymous"> 

<script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/3.5.1/jquery.min.js"></script> 

<script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/popper.js/1.16.0/umd/popper.min.js"></script> 

<script src="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.5.2/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script> 

<link href="//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.0.0/css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet" 

id="bootstrap-css"> 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="FCAStyle.css"> 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="stylesheets/setmmtable.css"> 

<?php 

 

#Help guide: http://dev.opentripplanner.org/apidoc/1.0.0/resource_IndexAPI.html 

set_time_limit(0); 

 

ini_set('MAX_EXECUTION_TIME', -1); 

ini_set('display_errors', true); 

 

ini_set('xdebug.var_display_max_depth', 50); //avoids '...' 

ini_set('xdebug.var_display_max_children', 512); //avoids 'more elements...' 

 

require_once 'db_connect.php'; 

$db_connection = new Postgres(); 

 

 

$SchemaName = "ODmatrices"; 

$tableList = $db_connection->get_tables($SchemaName);?> 

<body> 

 

<!-- Page title and navigation --> 

<div class="container-fluid text-center" Style="background-color: #4b6da3; color: white; padding-top: 

15px; padding-bottom: 15px; width: 100%; "> 

 

    <h1>Select parameters for the accessibility calculation</h1> 

 

</div> 

<ul > 

    <li><a class="active" href="index.php" ><img src="menuicons/home-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> Home</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="FacilityViewer.php" ><img src="menuicons/map-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> View Facilties</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="SetMMTable.php"><img src="menuicons/calculator-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> Accessibility Calculator</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="SetMapOutput.php"><img src="menuicons/results-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> View Results</a></li> 

 

    <li style="float:right"><a href="index.php"><img src="menuicons/help.png" width="25" height="25"> 

Help</a></li> 

    <li style="float:right"><a class="ODMatrixBuilder.php" href="index.php"><img 

src="menuicons/settings-colour.png" width="25" height="25"> Setup</a></li> 

</ul> 

<!-- Page title and navigation --> 

 

 

<form action="SetCalcType.php" method="post"> 

    <div class="col-sm-12 text-center"> 

        <br> 

        <table style="width:100%" class="paleBlueRows"> 

            <tr> 

                <th>FullTableName</th> 

                <th>Facility Type</th> 

                <th>Facility Table Version</th> 

                <th>Facility version Date</th> 

                <th>Geographic population level</th> 

                <th>Travel tolerance</th> 

                <th>Transport Network Build Date</th> 

                <th>Age Groups included</th> 

                <th>Date and Time Generated</th> 

                <th>Select</th> 

            </tr> 

            <?php foreach ($tableList as $key=>$table):?> 

                <?php list($facilityType1,$facilityType2,$demandType1,$demandType2, $demandType3, 

$CatchmentSize) = explode('_', $table); 

                ?> 

                <tr > 
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                    <td><?php echo $table;?></td> 

                    <td ><?=$facilityType1 . ' ' . $facilityType2;?></td> 

                    <td><?php $supplyversion = $db_connection->get_supply_version($table);?></td> 

                    <td><?php $supplytabledate = $db_connection->get_supply_date($table);?></td> 

                    <td ><?=$demandType1 . ' ' . $demandType2 . ' ' . $demandType3;?></td> 

                    <td><?=$CatchmentSize;?></td> 

                    <td><?php $roadnetworkdate = $db_connection->get_roadnetwork_date($table);?></td> 

                    <td><?php $agesgroups = $db_connection->get_population_ages($table);?></td> 

                    <td><?php $tablecreationdate = $db_connection->get_datetime($table);?></td> 

                    <td ><input type="radio" name="selectODTable" value='<?php echo $table ?>' > 

                </tr> 

            <?php endforeach; ?> 

        </table> 

    </div> 

    <br> 

 

    <div class="col-sm-12 text-center" > 

        <div class="row"> 

            <div class="col-sm-6 text-center"> 

                <div class="innerborder" Style="background-color: #4b6da3; color: white;"> 

                    <h4>Time</h4> 

                </div> 

            </div> 

            <div class="col-sm-6 text-center"> 

                <div class="innerborder" Style="background-color: #4b6da3; color: white; "> 

                    <h4>Distance</h4> 

                </div> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

    </div> 

 

    <div class="measurement-selector"> 

        <div class="col-sm-12 text-center"> 

            <div class="row"> 

                <div class="col-sm-6 text-center"> 

                    <div class="innerborderb"> 

                    <input id="time" type="radio" name="opttype" value="duration" checked/> 

                    <label class="selected-measurement time" for="time"></label> 

                    </div> 

                </div> 

                <div class="col-sm-6 text-center"> 

                    <div class="innerborderb"> 

                    <input id="distance" type="radio" name="opttype" value="distance" /> 

                    <label class="selected-measurement distance"for="distance"></label> 

                    </div> 

                </div> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

    </div> 

<br> 

    <div class="col-sm-12 text-center"> 

        <button type="submit" class="buttonr" onclick="" style="vertical-align:middle"><span>Submit 

</span></button> 

    </div> 

</form> 

</div> 

</div> 

 

 

 

 

</body> 

<script> 

    let ODSchema = "ODmatrices"; 

    //Function to get the tables from the postgres database. 

 

 

    function get_tables(sender) { 

        //ajax get to send information to the php file 'get_tables.php' 

 

        $.get('get_tables.php', {Schema: ODSchema} ).done(function (data) { 

            console.log(data.results); 

            //For each of the database tables retrieved, add it to the input for the drop down box. 

            for (let result in data.results) { 

                if (data.results.hasOwnProperty(result)) { 

                    let value = (data.results[result]); 

                    let option = document.createElement('option'); 

                    option.id = result; 

                    option.textContent = value; 

                    sender.appendChild(option); 
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                    $('#myTable tr:last').after('<tr>' + option + '</tr><tr>...</tr>'); 

                } 

 

 

            } 

            sender.focus(); 

            //document.getElementById("mySelect").disabled=false; 

        }).fail(function (data) { 

 

        }); 

    } 

</script> 
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SetCalcType.php 
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<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

    <!-- Includes for the style sheets and other important extensions --> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="FCAStyle.css"> 

    <script src="/staff/leaflet-dev/jquery-3.4.1.min.js"></script> 

 

    <title>Journey Calc</title> 

    <meta charset="utf-8"> 

    <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" 

href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.5.2/css/bootstrap.min.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://use.fontawesome.com/releases/v5.6.3/css/all.css" 

integrity="sha384-UHRtZLI+pbxtHCWp1t77Bi1L4ZtiqrqD80Kn4Z8NTSRyMA2Fd33n5dQ8lWUE00s/" 

crossorigin="anonymous"> 

    <script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/3.5.1/jquery.min.js"></script> 

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/popper.js/1.16.0/umd/popper.min.js"></script> 

    <script src="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.5.2/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script> 

    <link href="//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.0.0/css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet" 

id="bootstrap-css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="FCAStyle.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="stylesheets/SetCalcType.css"> 

</head> 

 

<?php 

set_time_limit(0); 

 

ini_set('MAX_EXECUTION_TIME', -1); 

ini_set('display_errors', true); 

 

ini_set('xdebug.var_display_max_depth', 50);  

ini_set('xdebug.var_display_max_children', 512);  

 

require_once 'db_connect.php'; 

$db_connection = new Postgres(); 

 

$tableName = $_POST["selectODTable"]; 

$SchemaName = "ODmatrices"; 

list($sport,$type,$areatype1,$areatype2, $areatype3, $catchment) = explode('_', $tableName); 

 

$supplyTable = $sport . "_" . $type; 

$demandTable = $areatype1 . "_" . $areatype2 . "_" . $areatype3; 

 

$measurementtype = $_POST["opttype"]; 

 

?> 

<body> 

 

 

<!-- Page title and navigation --> 

<div class="container-fluid text-center" Style="background-color: #4b6da3; color: white; padding-top: 

15px; padding-bottom: 15px; width: 100%; "> 

 

    <h1>Accessibility Calculator</h1> 

 

</div> 

<ul > 

    <li><a class="active" href="index.php" ><img src="menuicons/home-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> Home</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="FacilityViewer.php" ><img src="menuicons/map-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> View Facilties</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="SetMMTable.php"><img src="menuicons/calculator-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> Accessibility Calculator</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="SetMapOutput.php"><img src="menuicons/results-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> View Results</a></li> 

 

    <li style="float:right"><a href="index.php"><img src="menuicons/help.png" width="25" height="25"> 

Help</a></li> 

    <li style="float:right"><a class="ODMatrixBuilder.php" href="index.php"><img 

src="menuicons/settings-colour.png" width="25" height="25"> Setup</a></li> 

</ul> 

<!-- Page title and navigation --> 

 

    <div class="innerborder"> 

                        <table style="width:100%; height:20px; text-align:center;"  

class="paleBlueRows"> 

                    <tr> 

                        <th>Facility Type</th> 

                        <th>Facility Table Version</th> 

                        <th>Facility version Date</th> 
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                        <th>Geographic population level</th> 

                        <th>Travel tolerance</th> 

                        <th>Transport Network Build Date</th> 

                        <th>Age Groups included</th> 

                        <th>Date and Time Generated</th> 

                    </tr> 

                        <?php list($facilityType1,$facilityType2,$demandType1,$demandType2, 

$demandType3, $CatchmentSize) = explode('_', $tableName);?> 

                        <tr > 

                            <td ><?=$facilityType1 . ' ' . $facilityType2;?></td> 

                            <td><?php $supplyversion = $db_connection-

>get_supply_version($tableName);?></td> 

                            <td><?php $supplytabledate = $db_connection-

>get_supply_date($tableName);?></td> 

                            <td ><?=$demandType1 . ' ' . $demandType2 . ' ' . $demandType3;?></td> 

                            <td><?=$CatchmentSize . "m";?></td> 

                            <td><?php $roadnetworkdate = $db_connection-

>get_roadnetwork_date($tableName);?></td> 

                            <td><?php $agesgroups = $db_connection-

>get_population_ages($tableName);?></td> 

                            <td><?php $tablecreationdate = $db_connection-

>get_datetime($tableName);?></td> 

                        </tr> 

                </table> 

    </div> 

 

</div> 

<div class="col-sm-12 text-center"> 

    <form name="form1" id="form1" action="" method="post"> 

        <div class="row"> 

                <div class="col-sm-6 text-center" Style="height: 100%"> 

                    <div class="row"> 

                        <div class ="innerborder" Style="height: 300px; width: 100%"> 

                            <p><small>Select the modes of transport you wish to include in the 

accessibility calculation.</small></p> 

                            <div class="container" Style="height: 100%"><br> 

                                <div class="row" Style="height: 100%"> 

                                    <div class="col-sm text-center"> 

                                        Private 

                                        <h1><i class="fas fa-car"></i></h1> 

                                        <div class="custom-control custom-switch"> 

                                            <input type="checkbox" class="custom-control-input" 

id="carswitch"> 

                                            <label class="custom-control-label" 

for="carswitch"></label> 

                                        </div> 

                                    </div> 

                                    <div class="col-sm text-center"> 

                                        Public 

                                        <h1><i class="fas fa-bus-alt"></i></h1> 

                                        <div class="custom-control custom-switch"> 

                                            <input type="checkbox" class="custom-control-input" 

id="busswitch" checked> 

                                            <label class="custom-control-label" 

for="busswitch"></label> 

                                        </div> 

                                    </div> 

                                    <div class="col-sm text-center"> 

                                        Bicycle 

                                        <h1><i class="fas fa-bicycle"></i></h1> 

                                        <div class="custom-control custom-switch"> 

                                            <input type="checkbox" class="custom-control-input" 

id="bikeswitch"> 

                                            <label class="custom-control-label" 

for="bikeswitch"></label> 

                                        </div> 

                                    </div> 

                                    <div class="col-sm text-center"> 

                                        Walking 

                                        <h1><i class="fas fa-walking"></i></h1> 

                                        <div class="custom-control custom-switch"> 

                                            <input type="checkbox" class="custom-control-input" 

id="walkingswitch"> 

                                            <label class="custom-control-label" 

for="walkingswitch"></label> 

                                        </div> 

                                    </div> 

                                    <br><br> 

                                </div> 

                                <br><br> 
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                            </div> 

                        </div> 

                    </div> 

                    <div class="row"> 

                            <div class ="innerborder" Style="height: 140px; Width: 100%"> 

                                <div id="ifDistance"> 

                                    <div class="slidecontainer"> 

                                        <label for="myRange" class="float-left">500m</label> 

                                        <label for="myRange" class="float-right">25,000m</label> 

                                        <input type="range" min="500" max="25000" value="10000" 

id="distanceRange" class="sliderthree" step="100"> 

                                        <p>Catchment size: <span id="distancedemo"></span>m</p> 

                                    </div> 

                                </div> 

 

                                <div id="ifTime" > 

                                    <div class="slidecontainer"> 

                                        <label for="timeRange" class="float-left">5 Minutes</label> 

                                        <label for="timeRange" class="float-right">600 Minutes</label> 

                                        <input type="range" min="5" max="600" value="25" id="timeRange" 

class="sliderthree" step="5"> 

                                     

    <p>Catchment size: <span id="timedemo"></span> mins</p> 

                                    </div> 

                                </div> 

                            </div> 

                        </div> 

                </div> 

                <div class="col-sm-6 text-center" style="padding-right: inherit;"> 

                    <div class ="innerborder" Style="height: 450px; width 100%;"> 

                            <div id="splitoption"> 

                            <!-- development for local splits post Thesis viva. --> 

                                Local Modal Split 

                                <input type="radio" name="modalsplitoptions" value="localmodalsplit"> 

                                 

                                Global Modal Split 

                                <input type="radio" name="modalsplitoptions" value="globalmodalsplit"  

checked> 

                            </div> 

                        <div class="slidecontainer"> 

                            Bus<br> 

                            <input name="percentagesliders" id="busRange" class="slidertwo" 

type="range" min="0" max="100" value="0" onchange="updateBusValue(this.value)" /> 

                            <br><span id="busper">0</span>%</p> 

                            Car<br> 

                            <input name="percentagesliders" id="carRange" class="slidertwo" 

type="range" min="0" max="100" value="0" onchange="updateCarValue(this.value)" disabled/> 

                            <br><span id="carper">0</span>%</p> 

                            Bike<br> 

                            <input name="percentagesliders" id="bikeRange" class="slidertwo" 

type="range" min="0" max="100" value="0" onchange="updateBikeValue(this.value)" disabled/> 

                            <br><span id="bikeper">0</span>%</p> 

                            Walk<br> 

                            <input name="percentagesliders" id="walkRange" class="slidertwo" 

type="range" min="0" max="100" value="0" onchange="updateWalkValue(this.value)" disabled/> 

                            <br><span id="walkper">0</span>%</p> 

 

                            <div>total % of population left: <strong id="total">0</strong></div> 

                        </div> 

                    </div> 

                </div> 

        </div> 

 

        <div class="row"> 

            <div class="col-sm-6 "> 

                <div class ="innerborder" style="width: 100%;height: 200px;margin-right: 0px;margin-

left: inherit;width100%: ;"> 

                    <div class="container"> 

                        <div class="row"> 

                            <div class="col-sm-6 text-center " style="text-align: center; width: 

100%;"> 

                                <label class="form-check-label"> 

                                    <input type="radio" name="optradio" value="Linear Decay" checked> 

                                    <img src="images/lineardecay.png" style="max-height: 30%; max-

width: 30%;"> 

                                </label> 

                                Linear Decay 

                            </div> 

                            <div class="col-sm-6 text-center"> 

                                <label class="form-check-label"> 
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                                    <input type="radio" name="optradio" value="No Decay"> 

                                    <img src="images/nodecay.png" style="max-height: 30%; max-width: 

30%;"> 

                                </label> 

                                No Decay 

                            </div> 

                            <br><br> 

                        </div> 

                        <br><br> 

                    </div> 

                </div> 

            </div> 

            <div class="col-sm-6 text-center"> 

                <div class ="innerborder" Style="height: 200px; width 100%;  "> 

                    <button type="button" class="buttonr" onclick="build_query(this)" style="vertical-

align:middle"><span>Submit </span></button> 

                </div> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

 

 

    </form> 

</div> 

 

<p id="demo"></p> 

 

 

<!-- The Modal --> 

<div id="myModal" class="modal"> 

 

    <!-- Modal content --> 

    <div class="modal-content"> 

        <span class="close">&times;</span> 

        <p>You have successfully calculated the accessibility for <?php echo $sport . " " . 

$type;?><br> 

            using the population demand - <?php echo $areatype3;?>" </p> 

            <button type="button" class="buttonr" onclick="document.location='SetMapOutput.php'" 

style="vertical-align:middle"><span>View Maps </span></button> 

    </div> 

 

</div> 

 

 

</body> 

</html> 

 

<!-- Javascript for the page controls --> 

<script> 

 

    // Get the modal 

    var modal = document.getElementById("myModal"); 

 

    // Get the <span> element that closes the modal 

    var span = document.getElementsByClassName("close")[0]; 

 

 

    // When the user clicks on <span> (x), close the modal 

    span.onclick = function() { 

        modal.style.display = "none"; 

    } 

 

    // When the user clicks anywhere outside of the modal, close it 

    window.onclick = function(event) { 

        if (event.target == modal) { 

            modal.style.display = "none"; 

        } 

    } 

 

        //block or unblock inputs depending on measurement type selected.  

        let Type = '<?php echo($measurementtype); ?>'; 

 

        if (Type == "duration") { 

            document.getElementById('ifDistance').style.display = 'none'; 

            document.getElementById('ifTime').style.display = 'block'; 

        } else { 

            document.getElementById('ifDistance').style.display = 'block'; 

            document.getElementById('ifTime').style.display = 'none'; 

        } 
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        //set a max total for percentage to 100.  

        var maxTotal = 100, 

            inputs = [].slice.call(document.getElementsByClassName('slidertwo')), 

            getTotal = function () { 

                var sum = 0; 

                inputs.forEach(function (input) { 

                    sum += parseInt(input.value, 10); 

                }); 

                return sum; 

            }, 

            //when maximum reached stop it from increasing.  

            maxReached = function (e) { 

                var sum = getTotal(), target; 

                if (sum > maxTotal) { 

                    target = e.target; 

                    target.value = target.value - (sum - maxTotal); 

                    //change value to 100 minus the total to show remainder   

                    document.getElementById('total').innerHTML = 100 - getTotal(); 

                    e.preventDefault(); 

                    return false; 

                } 

                // next line is just for demonstrational purposes (set to 100). 

                document.getElementById('total').innerHTML = 100 - getTotal(); 

                document.getElementById('busper').innerHTML = 

document.getElementById('busRange').value; 

                document.getElementById('carper').innerHTML = 

document.getElementById('carsRange').value; 

                document.getElementById('bikeper').innerHTML = 

document.getElementById('bikeRange').value; 

                document.getElementById('walkper').innerHTML = 

document.getElementById('walkRange').value; 

 

                return true; 

            }; 

    //Set the modal split labels to values.  

    inputs.forEach( function(input){ 

        input.addEventListener('input', maxReached ); 

    }); 

 

    function updateBusValue(val){ 

        document.getElementById("busper").innerHTML = val; 

    } 

 

    function updateCarValue(val){ 

        document.getElementById("carper").innerHTML = val; 

    } 

 

    function updateBikeValue(val){ 

        document.getElementById("bikeper").innerHTML = val; 

    } 

 

    function updateWalkValue(val){ 

        document.getElementById("walkper").innerHTML = val; 

    } 

 

    var timeslider = document.getElementById("timeRange"); 

    var timeoutput = document.getElementById("timedemo"); 

    // Display the default slider value 

    timeoutput.innerHTML = timeslider.value; 

 

    // Update the current slider value (each time you drag the slider handle) 

    timeslider.oninput = function() { 

        timeoutput.innerHTML = this.value; 

    } 

 

 

    var distanceslider = document.getElementById("distanceRange"); 

    var distanceoutput = document.getElementById("distancedemo"); 

    // Display the default slider value 

    distanceoutput.innerHTML = distanceslider.value;  

 

    // Update the current slider value (each time you drag the slider handle) 

        distanceslider.oninput = function() { 

            distanceoutput.innerHTML = this.value; 

    } 

 

    let supplySchema = "supplytables"; 

    let demandSchema = "demandtables"; 

    let ODMatrixschema = "ODmatrices"; 

    //Function to disable the drop down box until it is ready to be used / loaded. 
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    function disable() { 

        document.getElementById("select2").disabled=true; 

    } 

 

    //Function to build the string. 

    function build_query(sender){ 

 

        //Input values from drop down boxes, text boxes etc. 

        let ODTable = '<?php echo ($tableName); ?>'; 

        let SupTable = '<?php echo ($supplyTable); ?>'; 

        let DemTable = '<?php echo ($demandTable); ?>'; 

        let lbl = document.getElementById('demo'); 

        let MeasurementType = '<?php echo($measurementtype); ?>'; 

        let TimeCatchmentSize = document.getElementById('timeRange').value; 

        let DistanceCatchmentSize = document.getElementById('distanceRange').value; 

        let BusPercentage = document.getElementById('busRange').value; 

        let CarPercentage = document.getElementById('carRange').value; 

        let BikePercentage = document.getElementById('bikeRange').value; 

        let WalkPercentage = document.getElementById('walkRange').value; 

        let DecayType = $('input[name=optradio]:checked').val(); 

        let ModalSplitOption = $('input[name=modalsplitoptions]:checked').val(); 

 

        lbl.innerHTML = '<br><span style="text-transform:capitalize;">' + 'Calculating FCA Scores..' + 

            '</span>'; 

        $.get('calculateMMFCA.php', {SelectedSplitOption: ModalSplitOption, ODTableName: ODTable, 

SUPTableName: SupTable, DemTableName: DemTable, 

            TimeCatchmentSizeValue: TimeCatchmentSize, DistanceCatchmentSizeValue: 

DistanceCatchmentSize, DecayTypeValue: DecayType, 

            BusPercentageValue: BusPercentage, CarPercentageValue: CarPercentage, BikePercentageValue: 

BikePercentage, WalkPercentageValue: WalkPercentage, MeasurementTypeValue: MeasurementType 

}).done(function (data) { 

 

 

 

            //webmapinfo.append(data); 

            document.getElementById("myModal").style.display = "block"; 

 

            if (data.status === true){ 

 

                //$(sender).text('Finished Calculating'); 

                lbl.innerHTML += '<br><span style="text-transform:capitalize;color: green">' + 

'Finished Calculating' + 

                    '</span>'; 

 

            } 

            else 

                $(sender).text(data.message); 

        }).fail(function (data){ 

            //$(sender).text('Error Calculating'); 

            lbl.innerHTML += '<br><span style="text-transform:capitalize;color: darkred">' + 'Error 

Calculating' + 

                '</span>'; 

        }).always(function (data){ 

        }); 

    } 

 

    //Automatically set the bus to unlocked.  

    $('#busswitch').click(function() { 

        $('#busRange').attr('disabled',! this.checked) 

        $('#busRange').val(0); 

        $('#bus') 

        let bustotal = document.getElementById('busRange').value; 

        let cartotal = document.getElementById('carsRange').value; 

        let biketotal = document.getElementById('bikeRange').value; 

        let walktotal =  document.getElementById('walkRange').value; 

 

        let total = bustotal + cartotal + biketotal + walktotal; 

        window.alert(total); 

        document.getElementById('total').innerHTML = 100 - total; 

 

    }); 

 

    $('#carswitch').click(function() { 

        $('#carRange').attr('disabled',! this.checked) 

        $('#carRange').val(0); 

    }); 

 

    $('#bikeswitch').click(function() { 

        $('#bikeRange').attr('disabled',! this.checked) 

        $('#bikeRange').val(0); 
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    }); 

 

    $('#walkingswitch').click(function() { 

        $('#walkRange').attr('disabled',! this.checked) 

        $('#walkRange').val(0); 

    }); 

 

 

 

</script> 
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calculateMMFCA.php 
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<?php 

ini_set('display_errors', true); 

$public_data = array('status'=>false, 'message'=>'Unknown Error', 'tablename'=>'no table', 

'catchment'=>'0'); 

require_once 'db_connect.php'; 

$db_connection = new Postgres(); 

 

//Set variables to inputs from calculation page.  

$ODTable = $_GET['ODTableName']; 

$SupTable = $_GET['SUPTableName']; 

$DemTable = $_GET['DemTableName']; 

$MeasurementType = $_GET['MeasurementTypeValue']; 

$TimeCatchmentSize = $_GET['TimeCatchmentSizeValue']; 

$DistanceCatchmentSize = $_GET['DistanceCatchmentSizeValue']; 

if ($MeasurementType == "duration" ){ 

    $CatchmentSize = $TimeCatchmentSize; 

} else{ 

    $CatchmentSize = $DistanceCatchmentSize; 

} 

$DecayType = $_GET['DecayTypeValue']; 

$BusPercentage = $_GET['BusPercentageValue']; 

$CarPercentage = $_GET['CarPercentageValue']; 

$BikePercentage = $_GET['BikePercentageValue']; 

$WalkPercentage = $_GET['WalkPercentageValue']; 

$SplitOption = $_GET['SelectedSplitOption']; 

 

//Generate column names for scores in demand table.  

$decaynospace = preg_replace("/[\s-]+/", "_", $DecayType); 

$FCAPublicResultName =  strtolower($decaynospace . "_" . $CatchmentSize . "_public_" . $MeasurementType 

. "_MM"); 

$FCAPrivateResultName =  strtolower($decaynospace . "_" . $CatchmentSize . "_private_" . 

$MeasurementType . "_MM"); 

$FCABikeResultName =  strtolower($decaynospace . "_" . $CatchmentSize . "_bike_" . $MeasurementType . 

"_MM"); 

$FCAWalkResultName =  strtolower($decaynospace . "_" . $CatchmentSize . "_walk_" . $MeasurementType . 

"_MM"); 

$CalculationName = strtolower($decaynospace . "_" . $CatchmentSize . "_" . $MeasurementType . "_MM"); 

 

//Set the decay function.  

$public_data['status'] = $db_connection->set_decay($SupTable, $DecayType); 

 

//Exectue MME2SFCA step 1 calculation.  

$public_data['status'] = $db_connection->MM_FCA_step_one($SupTable, $ODTable, $CatchmentSize, 

$DecayType, $BusPercentage, $CarPercentage, $BikePercentage, $WalkPercentage, $MeasurementType, 

$SplitOption); 

 

//Execute MME2SFCA setp 2 calculation. 

$public_data['status'] = $db_connection->MM_FCA_step_two($SupTable, $ODTable, $CatchmentSize, 

$DemTable, $FCAPublicResultName, $FCAPrivateResultName, $FCABikeResultName, $FCAWalkResultName, 

$DecayType, $MeasurementType); 

 

//Add the scores to the demand areas.  

$public_data['status'] = $db_connection->MM_add_fca_to_demand($DemTable, $FCAPublicResultName, 

$FCAPrivateResultName, $FCABikeResultName, $FCAWalkResultName); 

 

//Add the demand areas scores to the represented polygons.  

$public_data['status'] = $db_connection->add_to_polygon($CalculationName, $DemTable, 

$FCAPublicResultName, $FCAPrivateResultName, $FCABikeResultName, $FCAWalkResultName); 

 

//Update the calculation details table with new calculation.  

$public_data['status'] = $db_connection->create_calculation_details($CalculationName, $ODTable, 

$MeasurementType, $CarPercentage, $BusPercentage, $BikePercentage, $WalkPercentage, $CatchmentSize, 

$DecayType); 

 

//for testing remove when finished.  

ob_clean(); 

 

 

//Check if the status is successful if it is get rid of any default error messages 

if ($public_data['status'] === true) 

    unset($public_data['message']); 

    unset($public_data['tablename']); 

$public_data['status'] = true; 

$public_data['tablename'] = $CalculationName; 

$public_data['catchment'] = $CatchmentSize; 

 

header('Content-Type: application/json'); 

echo json_encode($public_data); 
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Webmap.php 
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<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

    <meta charset="utf-8"> 

    <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" 

href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.5.2/css/bootstrap.min.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://use.fontawesome.com/releases/v5.6.3/css/all.css" 

integrity="sha384-UHRtZLI+pbxtHCWp1t77Bi1L4ZtiqrqD80Kn4Z8NTSRyMA2Fd33n5dQ8lWUE00s/" 

crossorigin="anonymous"> 

    <script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/3.5.1/jquery.min.js"></script> 

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/popper.js/1.16.0/umd/popper.min.js"></script> 

    <script src="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.5.2/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script> 

    <link href="//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.0.0/css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet" 

id="bootstrap-css"> 

    <script src="https://cdn.jsdelivr.net/npm/chart.js@2.8.0"></script> 

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/Chart.js/2.5.0/Chart.min.js"></script> 

 

    <!-- Leaflet Links --> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="./leaflet/leaflet.css" /> 

    <script src="./leaflet/leaflet.js"></script> 

 

    <!-- Webmap Styling --> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="style.css"> 

    <link rel="stylesheet" href="stylesheets/WebMap.css"> 

    <script src="basemaps.js"></script> 

     

    <!--jQuery library--> 

    <script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/3.4.1/jquery.min.js"></script> 

 

 

    <title>Accessibility Results</title> 

</head> 

<body> 

 

<?php 

set_time_limit(0); 

 

ini_set('MAX_EXECUTION_TIME', -1); 

ini_set('display_errors', true); 

 

ini_set('xdebug.var_display_max_depth', 50); //avoids '...' 

ini_set('xdebug.var_display_max_children', 512); //avoids 'more elements...' 

 

require_once 'db_connect.php'; 

$db_connection = new Postgres(); 

$tableName = $_POST["SelectMapOutput"]; 

 

//Get map inforamtion.  

list($decay_part1,$decay_part2,$catchementsize,$measurementtype, $modaltype) = explode('_', 

$tableName); 

$publictransport = $decay_part1 . "_" . $decay_part2  . "_" .  $catchementsize  . "_public_" .  

$measurementtype . "_" . $modaltype; 

$privatetransport = $decay_part1 . "_" . $decay_part2  . "_" .  $catchementsize  . "_private_" .  

$measurementtype . "_" . $modaltype; 

$biketransport = $decay_part1 . "_" . $decay_part2  . "_" .  $catchementsize  . "_bike_" .  

$measurementtype . "_" . $modaltype; 

$walktransport = $decay_part1 . "_" . $decay_part2  . "_" .  $catchementsize  . "_walk_" .  

$measurementtype . "_" . $modaltype; 

$legendValues = $db_connection->get_legend_values($tableName, $publictransport, $privatetransport, 

$biketransport, $walktransport); 

$facilityreturn = $db_connection->get_facility_type_return($tableName); 

$facilitytablename = "supplytables." . str_replace(" ", "_", $facilityreturn); 

?> 

 

<!-- Page title and navigation --> 

<div class="container-fluid text-center" Style="background-color: #4b6da3; color: white; padding-top: 

15px; padding-bottom: 15px; width: 100%; "> 

 

    <h1>Accessibility Results</h1> 

 

</div> 

<ul > 

    <li><a class="active" href="index.php" ><img src="menuicons/home-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> Home</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="FacilityViewer.php" ><img src="menuicons/map-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> View Facilties</a></li> 

    <li><a class="active" href="SetMMTable.php"><img src="menuicons/calculator-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> Accessibility Calculator</a></li> 
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    <li><a class="active" href="SetMapOutput.php"><img src="menuicons/results-colour.png" width="25" 

height="25"> View Results</a></li> 

 

    <li style="float:right"><a href="index.php"><img src="menuicons/help.png" width="25" height="25"> 

Help</a></li> 

    <li style="float:right"><a class="ODMatrixBuilder.php" href="index.php"><img 

src="menuicons/settings-colour.png" width="25" height="25"> Setup</a></li> 

</ul> 

<!-- Page title and navigation --> 

 

<div class="container-fluid "> 

    <div class="row "> 

        <div class="col-sm-4"> 

 

            <div class="piechartpanel"> 

                <h2 style="text-align:center;">Calculation Information</h2> 

                <p class="text-center">Facility Type</p> 

                <p class="text-center"><small><?php $facility = $db_connection-

>get_facility_type($tableName);?></small></p> 

                <hr> 

                <p class="text-center">Calculation Type</p> 

                <p class="text-center"><small><?=$measurementtype ;?></small></p> 

                <hr> 

                <p class="text-center">Catchment Size</p> 

                <p class="text-center"><small><?=$catchementsize ;?></small></p> 

                <hr> 

                <p class="text-center">Age Groups</p> 

                <p class="text-center"><small><?php $agesgroups = $db_connection-

>get_calc_ages($tableName);?></small></p> 

                <hr> 

                <p class="text-center">Population percentages</p> 

                <div id="canvas-holder"> 

                    <canvas id="myPieChart"></canvas> 

                </div> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

        <div class="col-sm-8"> 

            <div class="mappanel"> 

                <div id="mapid"></div> 

        </div> 

    </div> 

</div> 

</div> 

 

<div class="container-fluid "> 

    <div class="row "> 

        <div class="col-sm-4"> 

 

            <div class="piechartpanel"> 

                <h2 style="text-align:center;">Version Information</h2> 

                <p class="text-center">Facility Table Version:</p> 

                <p class="text-center"><small><?php $facility = $db_connection-

>get_calculation_supply_version($tableName);?></small></p> 

                <hr> 

                <p class="text-center">Facility Table Date:</p> 

                <p class="text-center"><small><?php $facility = $db_connection-

>get_calculation_supply_date($tableName);?></small></small></p> 

                <hr> 

                <p class="text-center">Road network Date:</p> 

                <p class="text-center"><small><?php $facility = $db_connection-

>get_calculation_network_build_date($tableName);?></small></small></p> 

                <hr> 

                <p class="text-justify"><small> 

                        The facility table version is a number allocation to record the state in 

changes to the facility supply table overtime. 

                        The facility table date is to keep track of when this number was allocated, in 

order to view how recently the facility data was updated. 

                    </small></p> 

                <p class="text-justify"><small> 

                        <br>The road network is when the public transport time tables and roads were 

updated on the journey calculator. It is recommended to 

                        update this frequently, as the bus timetables and road closures may effect 

results. 

                    </small></p> 

                <div id="canvas-holder"> 

                    <canvas id="myPieChart"></canvas> 

                </div> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

        <div class="col-sm-8"> 
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            <div class="mappanel"> 

            </div> 

        </div> 

    </div> 

</div> 

<script> 

 

    //Get the modal split percentage values.  

    var privateper = parseInt('<?php $privateper = $db_connection->get_private_per($tableName);?>', 

10); 

    var publicper = parseInt('<?php $publicper = $db_connection->get_public_per($tableName);?>', 10); 

    var bikeper = parseInt('<?php $bikeper = $db_connection->get_bike_per($tableName);?>', 10); 

    var walkper = parseInt('<?php $walkper = $db_connection->get_walk_per($tableName);?>', 10); 

 

 

    //Create a pie chart.  

    var ctx = document.getElementById('myPieChart').getContext('2d'); 

    var chart = new Chart(ctx, { 

        // The type of chart 

        type: 'pie', 

        // The data for our dataset 

        data: { 

            labels: ['Private', 'Public', 'Cycling', 'Walking'], 

            datasets: [{ 

                label: '% of Population for each mode of transport', 

                backgroundColor: ["#3799cf", "#00a250","#ba3c27","#e6e80d"], 

                data: [privateper, publicper,bikeper, walkper 

                ] 

            }] 

        }, 

 

        // Configuration options go here 

        options: { 

            responsive: true, 

            maintainAspectRatio: false 

        } 

    }); 

 

 

 

    //Create map instance.  

    var map; 

     

    var polydbtable = 'webmap.' + '<?php echo $tableName;?>'; 

    var dbsupply = '<?php echo $facilitytablename?>'; 

    var columns = ['<?php echo $privatetransport;?>', '<?php echo $publictransport;?>', '<?php echo 

$biketransport;?>', '<?php echo $walktransport;?>']; 

     

    //Get facility column names.  

    var facilitycolumns = ["id", "sitenm", "club", "capacity"]; 

 

    //Set the map information. Create map point at location etc. 

    map = L.map('mapid', {center: [52.5, -3.5], 

        zoom: 7, minZoom: 7, maxZoom: 12}); 

    map.setMaxBounds(map.getBounds()); 

    map.setZoom(8); 

 

    //Set a basemap layer.  

    var basemap = L.tileLayer('https://{s}.tile.openstreetmap.org/{z}/{x}/{y}.png', { 

        attribution: '&copy; <a href="https://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright">OpenStreetMap</a> 

contributors' 

    }); 

 

    //Alternative basemap layer.  

    var Stamen_TerrainBackground = L.tileLayer('https://stamen-tiles-{s}.a.ssl.fastly.net/terrain-

background/{z}/{x}/{y}{r}.{ext}', { 

        attribution: 'Map tiles by <a href="http://stamen.com">Stamen Design</a>, <a 

href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0">CC BY 3.0</a> &mdash; Map data &copy; <a 

href="https://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright">OpenStreetMap</a> contributors', 

        subdomains: 'abcd', 

        ext: 'png' 

    }).addTo(map); 

 

    //Create dictionary of basemaps.  

    let baseMaps = { 

        "OpenStreeMap": basemap, 

        "Stamen Terrain no text": Stamen_TerrainBackground, 

        "Stamen Terrain": Stamen_Terrain 

    }; 
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    //Add layer controls to map.  

    var layerControl = L.control.layers(baseMaps).addTo(map); 

 

    //add features using data pulled from POSTGIS 

    var facilitylocations = getFacilityData(dbsupply); 

    var fcascores = getData(polydbtable); 

 

    //Generate a legend for the map at the bottom right.  

    var legend = L.control({position: 'bottomright'}); 

 

    //Set the breakpoints for the legend.  

    legend.onAdd = function (map) { 

 

        var div = L.DomUtil.create('div', 'info legend'), 

            grades = [0.0001, <?php echo round($legendValues[0], 6);?>, <?php echo 

round($legendValues[2], 6);?>, <?php echo round($legendValues[3], 6);?>], 

            labels = ['<strong> <?php echo $facility = $db_connection->get_facility_type($tableName);?> 

<br>Per 1000 Persons </strong>']; 

        div.innerHTML += 

            labels.push('<i style="background:' + getColor(grades[i] + 0.0001) + '"></i> '+ 

                '0'); 

        // loop through our density intervals and generate a label with a colored square for each 

interval 

        for (var i = 0; i < grades.length; i++) { 

            div.innerHTML += 

                labels.push('<br><i style="background:' + getColor(grades[i] + 0.00001) + '"></i> ' + 

                    grades[i] + (grades[i + 1] ? ' &ndash; ' + grades[i + 1] : '+')); 

        } 

        div.innerHTML = labels.join('<br>'); 

        return div; 

    }; 

 

    //Add the legend.  

    legend.addTo(map); 

 

    //Get polygon data from POSTGIS.  

    function getData(polydbtable){ 

        $.ajax({ 

            url: "getMapLayers.php", 

            data: { 

                table: polydbtable, 

                fields: columns 

            }, 

            success: function(data){ 

                mapData(data); 

            } 

        }) 

    }; 

 

    //Get POINT data from POSTGIS.  

    function getFacilityData(dbsupply){ 

        $.ajax({ 

            url: "getMapLayers.php", 

            data: { 

                table: dbsupply, 

                fields: facilitycolumns 

            }, 

            success: function(data){ 

                mapPointData(data, dbsupply); 

            } 

        }) 

    }; 

 

    //Set the colours for the legend. (These are white to yellow to red).  

    function getColor(d) { 

        return d > <?php echo $legendValues[3]?> ? '#800026' : 

            d > <?php echo $legendValues[1];?>  ? '#E31A1C' : 

                d > <?php echo $legendValues[0];?>  ? '#FD8D3C' : 

                    d > 0  ? '#FED976' : 

                        d = 0 ? '#FFFFFF' : 

                            '#FFFFFF'; 

    } 

 

    //Set the private transport layer properties.  

    function LSOAprivate(feature) { 

        return { 

            fillColor: getColor(feature.properties.<?php echo $privatetransport;?>), 

            weight: 0.5, 

            opacity: 0.5, 

            color: 'white', 
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            dashArray: '3', 

            fillOpacity: 0.7 

        }; 

    } 

    //Set the public transport layer properties.  

    function LSOApublic(feature) { 

        return { 

            fillColor: getColor(feature.properties.<?php echo $publictransport;?>), 

            weight: 0.5, 

            opacity: 0.5, 

            color: 'white', 

            dashArray: '3', 

            fillOpacity: 0.7 

        }; 

    } 

    //Set the cycling layer properties.  

    function bikeStyle(feature) { 

        return { 

            fillColor: getColor(feature.properties.<?php echo $biketransport;?>), 

            weight: 0.5, 

            opacity: 0.5, 

            color: 'white', 

            dashArray: '3', 

            fillOpacity: 0.7 

        }; 

    } 

 

    //Set the walking layer properties.  

    function walkStyle(feature) { 

        return { 

            fillColor: getColor(feature.properties.<?php echo $walktransport;?>), 

            weight: 0.5, 

            opacity: 0.5, 

            color: 'white', 

            dashArray: '3', 

            fillOpacity: 0.7 

        }; 

    } 

 

    //Get the map data.  

    function mapData(data){ 

 

        //begin to create a geojson container object 

        var geojson = { 

            "type": "FeatureCollection", 

            "features": [] 

        }; 

 

        //split returned PHP data into records 

        var datalines = data.split("!! ;"); 

        datalines.pop(); 

 

        //build geojson features 

        datalines.forEach(function(dline){ 

            try { 

                //split records into attribute values and geometry 

                dataelements = dline.split("!! "); 

 

                //create a feature object, complete with geometry details 

                var feature = { 

                    "type": "Feature", 

                    "properties": {}, //properties object container 

                    "geometry": JSON.parse(dataelements[columns.length]) //parse geometry 

                }; 

 

                //and fill in its properties and values 

                for (var i=0; i<columns.length; i++){ 

                    feature.properties[columns[i]] = dataelements[i]; 

                }; 

                geojson.features.push(feature); 

            } 

            catch(err) { 

                ; 

            } 

 

            geojson.features.push(feature); 

        }); 

 

 

        //make a Leaflet map layer from GeoJSON data 
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        var privateLayer = L.geoJson(geojson, {style: LSOAprivate, 

            //add a pop-up 

            onEachFeature: function (feature, layer) { 

                var html = "FCA Scores: <br/>"; 

                var i = 0; 

                for (prop in feature.properties){ 

 

                    if(i == 0){ 

                        var labeltype = "Private: " 

                    }else if ( i == 1){ 

                        var labeltype = "Public: " 

                    }else if ( i == 2){ 

                        var labeltype = "Cycling: " 

                    }else if ( i == 3){ 

                        var labeltype = "Walking: " 

                    } 

                    html += labeltype + feature.properties[prop]+"<br>"; 

                    i++; 

                }; 

                layer.bindPopup(html); 

            } 

        }); 

 

 

        //map.addLayer(privateLayer); 

 

        //make a Leaflet map layer from GeoJSON data 

        var publicLayer = L.geoJson(geojson, {style: LSOApublic, 

            //add a pop-up 

            onEachFeature: function (feature, layer) { 

                var html = "FCA Scores: <br/>"; 

                var i = 0; 

                for (prop in feature.properties){ 

 

                    if(i == 0){ 

                        var labeltype = "Private: " 

                    }else if ( i == 1){ 

                        var labeltype = "Public: " 

                    }else if ( i == 2){ 

                        var labeltype = "Cycling: " 

                    }else if ( i == 3){ 

                        var labeltype = "Walking: " 

                    } 

                    html += labeltype + feature.properties[prop]+"<br>"; 

                    i++; 

                }; 

                layer.bindPopup(html); 

            } 

        }); 

 

        //make a Leaflet map layer from GeoJSON data 

        var bikeLayer = L.geoJson(geojson, {style: bikeStyle, 

            //add a pop-up 

            onEachFeature: function (feature, layer) { 

                var html = "FCA Scores: <br/>"; 

                var i = 0; 

                for (prop in feature.properties) { 

 

                    if (i == 0) { 

                        var labeltype = "Private: " 

                    } else if (i == 1) { 

                        var labeltype = "Public: " 

                    } else if (i == 2) { 

                        var labeltype = "Cycling: " 

                    } else if (i == 3) { 

                        var labeltype = "Walking: " 

                    } 

                    html += labeltype + feature.properties[prop] + "<br>"; 

                    i++; 

                }; 

                layer.bindPopup(html); 

            } 

        }); 

 

        //make a Leaflet map layer from GeoJSON data 

        var walkLayer = L.geoJson(geojson, {style: walkStyle, 

            //add a pop-up 

            onEachFeature: function (feature, layer) { 

                var html = "FCA Scores: <br/>"; 

                var i = 0; 
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                for (prop in feature.properties) { 

 

                    if (i == 0) { 

                        var labeltype = "Private: " 

                    } else if (i == 1) { 

                        var labeltype = "Public: " 

                    } else if (i == 2) { 

                        var labeltype = "Cycling: " 

                    } else if (i == 3) { 

                        var labeltype = "Walking: " 

                    } 

                    html += labeltype + feature.properties[prop] + "<br>"; 

                    i++; 

                }; 

                layer.bindPopup(html); 

            } 

        }); 

 

        //Add the layers to the layer controls with names.  

        map.addLayer(publicLayer); 

        layerControl.addOverlay(privateLayer, "Private FCA Scores"); 

        layerControl.addOverlay(publicLayer, "Public FCA Scores"); 

        layerControl.addOverlay(bikeLayer, "Bike FCA Scores"); 

        layerControl.addOverlay(walkLayer, "Walk FCA Scores"); 

 

 

    }; 

 

    function mapPointData(data, dbsupply){ 

 

        //begin to create a geojson container object 

        var geojson = { 

            "type": "FeatureCollection", 

            "features": [] 

        }; 

 

        var supplytablestyle = get_marker_style(dbsupply); 

 

        //split returned PHP data into records 

        var datalines = data.split("!! ;"); 

        datalines.pop(); 

 

        //build geojson features 

        datalines.forEach(function(dline){ 

 

            try { 

                //split records into attribute values and geometry 

                dataelements = dline.split("!! "); 

 

                //create a feature object, complete with geometry details 

                var feature = { 

                    "type": "Feature", 

                    "properties": {}, //properties object container 

                    "geometry": JSON.parse(dataelements[columns.length]) //parse geometry 

                }; 

 

                //and fill in its properties and values 

                for (var i=0; i<columns.length; i++){ 

                    feature.properties[columns[i]] = dataelements[i]; 

                }; 

 

                geojson.features.push(feature); 

            } 

            catch(err) { 

                ; 

            } 

 

            geojson.features.push(feature); 

        }); 

 

        //styling options for markers 

        var stlye1 = { 

            radius: 8, 

            fillColor: "#ffff00",   color: "#000", 

            weight: 1, opacity: 1, fillOpacity: 0.7 

        }; 

        var style2 = { 

            radius: 6, 

            fillColor: "#0078ff",   color: "#000", 

            weight: 1,  opacity: 1, fillOpacity: 0.7 
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        }; 

 

 

        //make a Leaflet map layer from GeoJSON data 

        var facilities = L.geoJson(geojson, { 

 

            //modify the symbolism 

            pointToLayer: function (feature, latlng) { 

                return L.marker(latlng, {icon: supplytablestyle}); 

            }, 

            //add a pop-up 

            onEachFeature: function (feature, layer) { 

 

                var html = "Facility:<br/>"; 

                for (prop in feature.properties){ 

 

                    html += feature.properties[prop]+"<br>"; 

 

                }; 

                layer.bindPopup(html); 

            } 

        }); 

 

        map.addLayer(facilities); 

 

        layerControl.addOverlay(facilities, '<?php echo $facilityreturn?>'); 

 

    }; 

 

    //Get marker styles - based on image and image size.  

    function get_marker_style(facilitytype){ 

        if(facilitytype == "supplytables.gymnastics_facilities"){ 

            var setMarkerStyle = L.icon({ 

                iconUrl: 'markers/big-gymnastics.png', 

                iconSize:     [25, 41], // size of the icon 

                iconAnchor:   [12, 41], // point of the icon which will correspond to marker's location 

                popupAnchor:  [-3, -76] // point from which the popup should open relative to the 

iconAnchor 

            }); 

        } 

 

        else if(facilitytype == "supplytables.grass_pitches"){ 

            var setMarkerStyle = L.icon({ 

                iconUrl: 'markers/big-football.png', 

                iconSize:     [25, 41], // size of the icon 

                iconAnchor:   [12, 41], // point of the icon which will correspond to marker's location 

                popupAnchor:  [-3, -76] // point from which the popup should open relative to the 

iconAnchor 

            }); 

        } 

        else if(facilitytype == "supplytables.hockey_pitches"){ 

            var setMarkerStyle = L.icon({ 

                iconUrl: 'markers/big-hockey.png', 

                iconSize:     [25, 41], // size of the icon 

                iconAnchor:   [12, 41], // point of the icon which will correspond to marker's location 

                popupAnchor:  [-3, -76] // point from which the popup should open relative to the 

iconAnchor 

            }); 

        } 

        else if(facilitytype == "supplytables.swimming_pools"){ 

            var setMarkerStyle = L.icon({ 

                iconUrl: 'markers/big-swimming.png', 

                iconSize:     [25, 41], // size of the icon 

                iconAnchor:   [12, 41], // point of the icon which will correspond to marker's location 

                popupAnchor:  [-3, -76] // point from which the popup should open relative to the 

iconAnchor 

            }); 

        } 

        else if(facilitytype == "supplytables.fitness_suites"){ 

            var setMarkerStyle = L.icon({ 

                iconUrl: 'markers/big-fitness.png', 

                iconSize:     [25, 41], // size of the icon 

                iconAnchor:   [12, 41], // point of the icon which will correspond to marker's location 

                popupAnchor:  [-3, -76] // point from which the popup should open relative to the 

iconAnchor 

            }); 

        } 

        else if(facilitytype == "supplytables.tennis_courts"){ 

            var setMarkerStyle = L.icon({ 

                iconUrl: 'markers/big-tennis.png', 
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                iconSize:     [25, 41], // size of the icon 

                iconAnchor:   [12, 41], // point of the icon which will correspond to marker's location 

                popupAnchor:  [-3, -76] // point from which the popup should open relative to the 

iconAnchor 

            }); 

        } 

        else { 

            var setMarkerStyle = L.icon({ 

                iconUrl: 'markers/big-football.png', 

                iconSize:     [25, 41], // size of the icon 

                iconAnchor:   [12, 41], // point of the icon which will correspond to marker's location 

                popupAnchor:  [-3, -76] // point from which the popup should open relative to the 

iconAnchor 

            }); 

        } 

        return setMarkerStyle; 

 

    } 

 

</script> 

</body> 

</html> 
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getMapLayers.php 
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<?php 

ini_set('display_errors', true); 

//Preconfigure the variables 

$public_data = array('status'=>false, 'message'=>'Unknown Error'); 

 

//Include the database object file and create an instance 

require_once 'db_connect.php'; 

$db_connection = new Postgres(); 

 

$table = $_GET['table']; 

$fields = $_GET['fields']; 

 

$fieldstr = ""; 

//Multiply by 1000 as its per 1000 persons (more readable than 2.0338423e05 etc).  

foreach ($fields as $i => $field){ 

    $fieldstr = $fieldstr . "$field*1000, "; 

} 

 

//add on the geometry field, to be returned as geojson in WGS84 

$fieldstr = $fieldstr . "ST_AsGeoJSON(ST_Transform(geom,4326),4)"; 

 

 

//construct final SQL select statement 

$sql = "SELECT $fieldstr FROM $table"; 

 

//echo $sql; 

$public_data['status'] = $db_connection->get_mapLayers($sql); 

 

//Check if the status is successful if it is get rid of any default error messages 

if ($public_data['status'] === true) 

    unset($public_data['message']); 

    unset($public_data['tablename']); 

 

//header('Content-Type: application/json'); 

//echo json_encode($public_data); 
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Get_tables.php 
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<?php 

ini_set('display_errors', true); 

//Preconfigure the variables 

$public_data = array('status' => false, 'message' => 'Unknown Error'); 

 

//Include the database object file and create an instance 

require_once 'db_connect.php'; 

$db_connection = new Postgres(); 

 

$SchemaName = $_GET['Schema']; 

 

$tables = $db_connection->get_tables($SchemaName); 

 

if ($tables !== false) { 

    unset($public_data['message']); 

    $public_data['status'] = true; 

    $public_data['results'] = $tables; 

} 

 

header('Content-Type: application/json'); 

echo json_encode($public_data); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


